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AMERICAN FILM INSTITUTE, 1974

WEDNESDAY, DECEN.13712 11, 1974

U.S. SENATE,
SPECIAL SUBCOMMITTEE ON ARTS AND HUMANITIES,

CO3IMITTEE ON LALIOR AND PUBLIC WELFARE,
Wa3hington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room 2228,
Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Claiborne Pell, subcommittee
chairman, presiding.

Present : Senators Pell and Javits.
Senator Pm.. The Special Subcommittee on Arts and Humanities

will come to order.
Today we meet to discuss the concept of an independent American

Film Institute.
Legislation to eivat such an entity. H.R. 17504. is presently pending

in the House of Representatives. It has been the subject of much dis-
cusgion and controversy. Such a piece of legislation has not been in-
troduced in the Senate.

If the legislation is enacted by the House, with the full agreement
from all parties involved. I, as chairman of the Special Subcommit-
tee on the Arts and the Humanities, am disposed to take expeditious
action on it.

Therefore. I am holding these hearings to consider the concept of
an independent American Film Institute. This hearing record, which
will serve as the basis for legislation will, I hope, not only discuss
the general concept. but also other pertinent and unfortunately touchy
questions which could arise during Senate consideration.

I would ask that the House bill (H.R. 17504), be inserted in the
record of this hearing at this point.

[The bill referred to follows:1
(1)
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...:1)St.hmoN . R. 17504

IN THE HOUSE REPRESENTATIVES

Nootoot 25,1974
\Ir. litt.thst for himself. Mr. QUIE. Mr. I)1,3?( I Ns. Nis. Ma ,e, Mr. Ns.N of

Idaho, r. Ti tum rm of Ne Jersey. Mr. PE T:431, \Ir. Itir.os, Mr. SIIASIS,
Ni'. II %N!K.% of 11'io4lingtott. Mr. l'tikiturno. NI r. li.. Mr. !mami. atol
Mr. M jun.0,11141.41 the following, ; which wits referred to the
'onottitt...e on Et Neill inn a MI Lallir

A BILL
To amend the National Foundation on the Arts and the Hu-

manities Ail of 196 to create the American Film Institute

as an indepeadent agency.

1 Be it enaded by the Senate and house of Representa-

.) tires of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

The Congress hereby finds and declares

(1) that motion pictures and television have made

valuable and enduring contributions to Aineriean (A-

i; tare;

(2) that from the beginning of this century, Ameri-

S eallg. have played preeminent roles in extending and

9 enriehing the art of film:

I
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1 (3) that older films constitute an important histori-

cal resource for students of American life and art, and

should be preserved from loss and 4ecay;

4 (4) that skills in film making should be advanced,

and understanding of the art of film should be enhanced,

6 through the training and er gragement of artists,

teachers, and scholars, and t. .,gh the publication of

records of film history;

9 (5) that it is appropriate for the Federal Glov-

10 to assist such efforts, in the interest of increas-

11 ing public appreciation of outstanding films, and of as-

12, suring the continuing vitality of the art of film in

America;

14 (6) that the American Film Institute, a nonprofit

corporation, was founded in 1967 as a national institu-

16 Lion intended to advance, preserve, exhibit, and teach

17 the art of film; and that its purposes can best be

18 achieved through the direct support of the Federal (inv-

It) as well as of private donors.

20 SEC. 2. The National Foundation on the Arts and the

1 Humanities Act of 1965 is amended by adding at the end

22 thereof the followiLg new title:

23 "TITLE IIAMERICAN FILM INSTITUTE

24 "SEC. 102. (a) There is authorized to be established a

new nonprofit corporation, to be known as the American
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1 Film Institute (hereinafter the 'Institute') which will not

2 be an agency or establishment of the United States Oovern-

3 ment. The It :titnte so established shall be subject to the pro-

4 visions of this section, and, to the extent consistent with this

5 section, to the District of Columbia Nonprofit Corporation

6 Act.

7 " (I) The Institute shall have a Board of Trustees (here-

8 inafter referred to as the 'Board') whose duties it shall be

9 to maintain and administer the Institute and to execute such

10 other function: as are vested in the Board by sections 102 to

11 108 of this Act.

12 " (c) The Board shall be composed of twenty-three

13 members as follows:

14 " (1) the Secretary (.f Ilealth, Education, and

15 Welfare;

16 . " (2) the Librarian of Congress;

17 " (3) the Archivist of the United States;

18 " (4) the chairman of the Board of Trustees of the

19 John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts;

20 " (5) the Secretary of the Interior;

21 " (6) the Chairman of the National Endowment for

22 the Arta;

23 " (7) the Chairman of the National Endowment for

24 the Humanities;

25 "(8) two members of the Senate, appointed by the

9
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1 President pro tempore of the Senate, and two Members

2 of the House appointed by the Speaker of the house:

3 Provided, That not noire than two of the Members of

4 liouQe and Senate so appointed shall be of the same

5 iditienl party: and

(9) twelve appointed by the Board of Trn.tees

7 of the American Pihn Institute, confirmed by a nm-

jority vote of the House of Representatives and the

9 Senate, serving on the date of moment of this Art;

lU emit member of the Board of Trustees appointed under

11 this subsection shall serve fur the following terms, as des-

12 ignated at the time of their appointment; three for terms of

two vrars, three for terms of four years. and four for terms of

11 Nis, years; their successors shill be appointed by the re-

15 wining trustees appointed under this subsection, and shall

16 serve for terms of six years. Notwithstanding the preeeding

17 iwovisious, a member w.hose term has expired mazy serve

18 until his successor has qualified.

19 " (d) The members of the Board first appointed under

20 paragraph (7) of subsection (c) above shall serve as incor-

porators of the Institute as authorized by this Act, and shall

22 take whatever actions are necessary to establish the Insti-

23 tate under the District of Columbia Nonprofit Corporation

24 Act.
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Senator PEi.t.. t witness today is George Stevens, Jr., direc-
tor of the American Hilo Institute.

Mr. Stevens. come forward and introduce your panel.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE STEVENS, JR., DIRECTOR OF THE AltiERI-
CAN FILM INSTITUTE, ACCOMPANIED BY CHARLTON HESTON,
CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD OF THE AMERICAN FILM INSTI-
TUTE; ROGER STEVENS. CHAIRMAN OF THE JOHN F. KENNEDY
CENTER FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS AND FOUNDING CHAIR-
MAN OF THE NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE ARTS; AND
HARRY MePHERSON, COUNSEL, A PANEL

Mr. t;Konta.: SEvExs. Mr. Chairman. it was our understanding that
Mr. Heston would go first and then we will follow.

Senator Pr.u.. I would ask those with Mr. Stevens and the repre-
sentatives of the Ails and humanities Endowments if they could stay
right through the morning so if we have any questions, we can go back
and forth.

Mr. 6E:4 bitni: STEVENS. Nfav I defer to Mr. Heston.
Mr. I lEs-rox. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
For the reeord, I am Charlton .'stop. chairman of the board of

t rustees Of the Ameriean Film I.. .Ite (AFT).
I ant aware that these hc are one of a series that have been

roeeeding on both sides of the 11111. And T cm making points I have
made Ikefore and ant prepared to make again.

1 do not intend to persuade this committee of the significance of
film in our time and our country,'I do not think I need to.

What was a radical theory not many years ago is now a given
assumptionfilm is the art of the 2th century; it is also the Amen-
can art.

It speaks to a larger constituency than any other art, cutting across
national frontiers and harriers of language. class and education in a
way that no other art can do. Film serves to teach. as well as to inspire.
In a very real sense, we speak to our country and to the world through

It ;s for these reasons that the American Film Institute was man-
dated when the Congre:;s created the Arts and Humanities Endow-
ment nearly a decade ago. When the President signed the bill, he said,
-There will be an American Film Institute." And there is.

The 7 years of our existence have been. properly enough. 7 years of
efforts. sometimes inadequate, often desperate effort. In that tune, we
created what never existed before in this country. an organization
designed to serve t he past. the present.. and the future of American
Wm and American film make,.

We serve uniquely as a bridge between the various film disciplines
the academie community that both studies and teaches film, and the
film makers; not only those public artists whose films literally girdle
the globe, but the private film makers who follow a different drummer,
searching new directions. looking for new audiences.

The years during which the AFT has been seeking and fulfilling its
responsibilities to film have been busy ones for the National Endow-
ment for the Arts (NEA), too. They discerned and sought to meet

Al
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RAY BROWNE, DIRECTOR
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CHAIRMAN,
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ALBERT JOHNSUI
FILn EDurtTOR
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PEGGY LOMB
CUnAtcil or EDUCATION
INDIANAPOLIS MU SCUM OF ART.

GARY ESSERT.
LOS ANSCLE3 INTERN/al. Film
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Bloc,soni Kahn
I.ayna
Angela Corral
Marsha Dickerson
Eetty Amber
Paul Slaughter
Ian Aberc rornbie
Joe Carlo
Jolice Cornbul
Linda Harper
Lorraine Imp
Sabina ;Martian
Sandra Man
Judi Steer
Ted Halpern
'Edwin Mills
Charlie Coker
John Kerry
Kay H. :11
Dorothy Konrad
Win:. Stu r
Theodore :+turgeon
'Dian,
Jessica Davis-Stein
Herb 14av is-Stein
Flora Plumb
Duncan Gmbh:
Call Viol:,
Jack KIJs11
Jarw ?.ga;zt
Kenneth iIelsIty
Sandra Feller
Aniy 1144.4:cling
Carol Si hreJce
Mike Ilarrett
Ardis !vie
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N. Y.
Ca.
Ca.
Ca.
Missouri
Kentucky
London
Puerto Rico
Ca.
Colo.
Michigan
Illinois
Illinois
Ca.
N. Y.
Wash. D.C.
Louisiana
N. J.
Utah
Illinois
U. Y.
N. Y.
Ca.
Ca.
N. Y.
Ca.

N. J.
Ca.
Illinois
Minnesota
Ca.
N. Y.
Conn.
Ohio
Tx.

Agent
Model
Flint Secretary
Film Secretary
TV Writer
Photographer
Actor
Actor
Actress
Actress
Actress
Actress
Actress
Film Secretary
CPA Russ. Mgr.
Actor
Actor
Actor
Actress
Actress
Radio Commentator
TV Science Fiction Wr.:
Student_
Actress'
Stage Manager
Actress
Actor
Costume Designer
Director
Art Director
Student
Production Assist.
Student
Student
Incleperieht Filmmaker
Student
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Paul Leanibarti Ca. Sound Engineer
Michael Jondreau N. Y. bidependeni Filmmaker
Bruce Schultz 63. Vide* Technician
Peter Santeiv Germany Student
Doe Mayer 144. Y. Student
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Roberts Ostroff Ca. Student
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Richard Anderson N. J. Actor
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link' Herman Minnesota Production Coordinator

David Lynch Montana Independent Filmmaker

Denny Rees . Illinois Independent Filmmaker

Edward Ashley Ca. Actor

. Adele Hellroth Ca. Actress
Don Nagel Ca. Actor
Peggy Price N. Y. Actress

16
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Nick Frangakis
'Torn Roberdeau
Donna Deitch
Tim Iluntly
Johanne Demetrakaa
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Stanley Taylor
Roger Lewis
;dale E. Youngsten
'Richard Brand
Shirley Cohen
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John Flinn
Jack Atlas
Paul Nathan
Allan Weiss
Russell Thacher
Michael Viner
Elisabeth Thompson
Rick Rosenthal
Jeff Jackson
Jack Epps
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Rochelle M. Smith
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'Michael Roach
Eric Edson
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Fred Elmes
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H. Russell Schwartz
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Robert W. Beecher
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Michigan
California
Los Angeles. CA
NevrOrtrane; to%
San Francisca'''.
Lafayette. Ind.
Los Angeles
New York
New York
Denver. Colorado
New York
Los Angeles
New York
California
Texas
Nebraska

Ohio
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Independent Filmmaker
Independent Filmmaker
Independent Filmmaker
Independent Filmmaker
Independent Filmmaker
Independent Filmmaker
Independent Filmmaker
Screenwriter
Producer
Producer
Agent
Producer Assistant
Secretary
Publicist
Producer
Producer
Writer
Writer-Proc. icer
Music
Actress
Independent Filmmaker
Independent Filmmaker
Independent Filmmaker
Screenwriter
production Assistant
Student
Student
Student
Student
Cinematographer
Student .

Architect & Art Director
Production Secretary
Student
Actor
Filmmaker
Filmmaker
Actress
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DAILY VARIETY December 10, 1974. p. 1

4h.795 0 75 2

SP,IG Backs Fed

Coin For An
A bill now pending in Con-

gress that would estaLlish the
American Film Institute as an
independent agency funded by
the Federal government has re-
ceived Screen Actors Guild
support.

Bill was endorsed by SAG's
national board of directors at a
meeting in early November
but first disclosed yesterday.

Senate Education Subcom-
mittee has hearings scheduled
on the bill for today. SAG presi-
dent Dennis Weaver and na-
tional exec secretary Chet
Migdt:n have written the Sub-
committee that -we believe this
legislation clearly serves the
best interests of the American
people in recognizing and pro-
moting the unique contributions
of the film industry."
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Mr. HEsrox. In fairness, I must concede there is also opposition tothis bill. Its opponents are on record, though the constituencies theyclaim to represent are somewhat ambiguous, as is indeed their authorityto speak for them. They argue we do not represent a broad enoughspectrum of American film culture. or sometimes that we claim toobroad a representation. They say that we have not done enough, orthat we are trying to do too much.
Oddly, all this is true. There is much we have undertaken that wehave not fulfilled, there is much we should do that we have not evenbegun.
There are film constituencies with whom we should be in constantvital communication to whom we have only sent distant signals. Ourcritics have a right to expect more, and we have a responsibility todo more.
I feel like a pioneer farmer in the rich early wilderness. The acreshave been paced off, the boundaries marked with blazed tree trunks.

There are a few fields cleared and planted, and even a house and abarn built but, oh, what a world of work there is still to be done.
We can only do this work with more money. For the past 3 years,

while Federal fundings for the arts has increased dramatically, our
share of the art dollar has increased not one penny. Though we have
expanded our private fund raising, quite properly, we have not begun
to reach the budget level recommended more than a decade ago by the
Stanford Research Report, commissioned by NEA, which called for
$8.5 million for the AFI by 1974.

We seek this legislation to give the AFI the stable funding it
needs, to do what it was designed to do for film in this country.

In undertaking a responsibility for the arts, the Congress has long
since recognized that they have a vital function in our society. It is
not frosting.

Art fills the soul as surely as meat fills the belly. And if art feeds
the soul, then film is the bread and butter that is part of every meal
our citizens take at that table.

I ask you to give us the means to serve that constituency.
Senator 'ELL. Thank you very much, Mr. Heston.
Mr. GEORGE STEVENS. thank V011, Mr. Heston.
We are joined by another API trustee, Mr. Harry McPherson, and

later Mr. Roger Stevens will be available, and David Mallery who is
with us, who is an individual of distinction and a man interested in
the American film industry.

We welcome this opportunity to speak of the future of the AFI
which, in turn, provides an opportunity to speak of the importance of
film. whether it is seen in the theater. on television, or in a classroom.

Mr. Heston made the point earlier, I believe effectively, that film
is the most pervasive and influential of all the arta. The American
Film Institute needs stability and the opportunity for growth which
the legislation under consideration is designed to provide.

The 7-year history of the American Film Institute suggests that it
deserves a permanent place in our national culture.

The history : For many decades, other countries have supported
national film institutes, and it was therefore heartening when Lyndon
Johnson, in signing the Arts and Humanities Act in 1965, stated:
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We will create an American Film Institute, bringing together leading artists
of the film industry, outstanding educators, and young men and women who
wish to pursue the Twentieth Century art form as their life's work.

The American Film Institute was actually created in June of 1967
by the National Endowment for the Arts following a 2-year study
eonuuissioned by the National Council on the Arts, in which the
Stanford Research Institute was directed to develop plans for the
establishment of an American Film Institute.

SRI visited more than t.),5 foreign film institutions and nearly 100
organizations in the United States. On December 15,1966, the National
Council heard a report which concluded that the American Film
Institute should

have divisions which will implement programs for an advanced study
center for Sim education, archives, information services, planning and research.

[The following information was subsequently supplied for the
record

s. 1, 0
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Mr. GUAM: Sr EvExti. On June !l, 1967, the National Endowment
for the Arts announced the establishment of the American Film In-
stitute. and noted that AFI would derive its resources from both public
and private funds.

The Stanford report noted:
financial support of the scale estimated can probably come only from the

broad base of the general public, by one avenue or another.
The report observed that
In an overall perspective, this is probably appropriate, because of the extent

to which files has become widely prevalent and commonplace in modern society.
If national cultural development is to have any meaning in the public interest,
the people who are exposed to, or enjoy, film as a modern art form should be
entitled to receive the optimum benefit, however this may be defined. It is not
improper, therefore, that the cost of a national film institute should ultimately
be shared, somehow, by the public.

The Stanford report concluded:
The most a,,parent pressing need is for stable. regular sources of permanent

iltuincial support of sufficient magnitude to enable the American Film Institute
to !WOW(' and maintain itself as the central inspiring force working toward
greater excellence in film art in America.

This report was presented to the AFI trustees, who were appointed
by the Endowment, and provided a $1,300,000 matching grant from
the Endowment to get the American Film Institute underway.

I cite the Stanford report in such detail because it is the absence of
that "stable financial support" which brings us together today.

AFT achievements: AFT has conducted a range of programs to ful-
fill the objectives set out for it in the original Stanford research report.
I will provide a detailed summary of AFT's accomplishments for the
record but, in consideration of the committee's time, I will highlight
only four of those major accomplishments for you today.

AFT set out to assure the preservation of American films, and
today there are over 12,000 motion pictures in the AFT collection in
the Library of Congress; and we established an independent film
makers program to provide assistance to new artists in film. We set
out to create an advanced conservatory for film making in the United
States and, today, within AFT. the Center for Advanced Film Stud-
ies flourishes. And we created and built a national film theater in
the Kennedy Center which, in addition to serving an education and
artistic function in the Nation's Capital. serves as a laboratory and
example *3r film programing in other parts of the country.

The Archives program began with the ominous knowledge that
more than half of the films created in this century were lost, missing,
or in immediate danger of decay. Working with the Library of Con-
gress, the Museum of Modern Art, and George Eastman House, AFT
created and has maintained a coordinated program which has resulted
in the preservation of thousands of motion pictures which iorm an
important and vital part of our national culture.

In the conservatory. AFT has successfully established an unequaled
learning opportunity for film makers. Its graduates arc already func-
tioning as leading creators in film and television. and the printed
records of the lectures and seminars which take place at the conser-
vatory are being made available to the many schools and universities
in the country which teach film.

rThe following information was subsequently supplied for the
record i]
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SENIOR PARTICIPANTS
AT
THE AMERICA' FILM INSTITUTE
CENTER FOR ADVANCED FILM STUDIES

ACTORS/ACTRESSES

Richard Attenborough

Lucille Ball

Jack Benny

Robert Blake

Lynn Carlin

Leslie Carmn

Richard Chamberlain

Peter Falk

Nina Foch

Henry Fonda

Charlton Heaton

Jack Lemon

Harold Lloyd

Jack Nicholson

Robert Stephens

Ingrid Thulin

Liv Ullmann

Jon Voight

p



DIRECTORS/PRODUCERS

Perry Miller Ads to

Robert Aldrich

Hal Ashby

Logic Benedek

Pandro S. Berman

Bernardo Bertolucci

James Bridges

Budd Boetticher

Sergel Bondarchuk

Stan Brakhage

Warren Bush

John Cassavetes

Constantin Costa -Oavras

Marian C. Cooper

Roger Corman

George Cukor

Jacques Demy

Brian DePalma

Charles Eames

Ed Emshwiller

Federico Fellini

Milos Forman

William Friedkin

Curtis.Harrington

27

Howard Hawks

Alfred Hitchcock

Conrad Holzgang

John Huston

Peter Hyams

Jan Kadar

Irvin Kershner

Stanley Kramer

Steve Krantz

Richard Leacoek

Barbara Loden

Terrence Malick

Roubon Mamouiian

Andrew Marton

Paul Mazursky

Vincent. Minnelli

Ronald Means

George Pal
Roman Polanski
Nicholas Ray

Jean Renoir

Tames R.nyi

Martin Ritt

Roberto Rossellini

George Seaton



DIRECTORS/PRODUCERS (Continued)

Sidn3y Sheldon

Alexander Singer

Vilgot Sjoman

Stern Spielberg

Mel Stuart

Robert Totten

Hal Wallis

Raoul Walsh

Max Weinberg

Lawrence Weingarten

Jiri Weiss

Haskell Wexler

Oscar Williams

Paul Williams

Michael Winner

David Wolper

Fred Zinnemann
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WRITERS

Herbert Baker

James Bridges

William Bowers

Ray Braabury

Frank Daniel.

Lonna Elder, III

Terrence Malick

Paul Mazursky

Call Reiner

Matthew Robbins

Budd Schulberg

Leonard Spigelgasa

Oscar Williams

Tracy Kennan Wynn
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(cont:rwed)



GENERAL TOPICS

Ray Bradbury

Harry Schein

Petro Vlahos

ART DIRECTORS/SET DESIGNERS

Gcnc Allcn

Harry Horner

CINEMATGGRARHERS

Lee Gamer

Conrad Hall

James Wong Howe

Hal Mohr

Joseph Ruttenberg

COMPOSERS

Elmer Bernstein

John Green

Henry Moncini

Alex North

a).
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COSTUME DESIGNERS

Edith Head

FILM CIRITICS

Yvette Biro

Lotto Eisner

Andrew Sarris

LABORATORY PROC:SSES

Ted Fogelman

Sid Solow

EDITORS

Frank P. Keller

Bud Smith

INDUSTRY PEOPLE

Walter Hurst

Gordon Stulberg

PRODUCTION MANGERS

Jonathan Haze

Lee Katz

(coullaugult



SCRIPT CLERK

Hannah Sheeld

SPECIAL EFFECTS

Linwood Dunn

I
STORY EDITOR

William Fadirnn

STUNT MEN

Jerry Randall and Joe Hooker

TELEVISION

Bob Christiansen

Hartford N. Gunn

Rick Rosenberg

Thomas W. Sarnoff with
Edward Adler, Fenton Coe, Robert T. Howards, Henry Ringer,

Stanley Robertson

DOnald Taverner

Bernard Wiesen

2



AFI FILMS RECEIVING PRIZES AND AWARDS

ARENA

CAMDEN, TEXAS

COLLEGE DAZE

THE FATHER

THE GOOD FRIEND

THE GRANDMOTHER

IMOGEN C UNNINGIIAM,
PHOT OGRA PHER

MISSISSIPPI SUMMER.

A QUESTION TO
MR. HUM FURE1

STICKY MY FINGERS,
FLEET MY FEET

Istvan V c nt ill a

James Bryan

Tom Berman

Mark Fine

James Murakami

David Lynch

John Korty

William Bayer

Edwin Lynch

John Hancock

33

Main Prize
Oberhausen Sports
Film Festival, 1970

Prize
Ann Arbor Film
Festival, 1E10

Second Prize
Chicago International
Film Festival, 1969

Cine Gold Eagle, 1971
Bronze Award
Atlanta International
Film Festival, 1971

Silver Award
Mantaia Animation
Festival, Romania, 1970

Cold Medal
Atlanta Film Festival,
1970

Silver Medal
Atlanta International
Film Festival, 1971

Gold Hugo Award
Chicago International
Film Festival, 1970

Cine Gold Eagle, 1969

Cine Gold Eagle, 1970,
Academy Award
nomination
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MY SON, THE KING Robert Kurtz

Ell MISSIONS

JOURNEY

COMING ON

THE LOVE SONG OF
CHAR La FABERMAN

YESTERDAY'S SHORE.
TO110II ROWS MOI1Ni vG

YOUNG GOODMAN BROWN

BLOOD'S WAY

WEDNESDAY

4.. 0. 15 - 3

Gill Dennis

Tom Moore

Doe Mayer

Jeremy Kagan

Eva Lothar

Don Fox

Stan Tailor

Mary Kupfer

3 =1

Silver Medal
Atlanta International
Film Festival, 1971

Chu.: Gold Eui;lo
Certificate, 1073

Cine Gold Eagle
Certificate, 1973

Cine Gold Eagle
Certificate, 3 973

Selected for partici-
pation in Edinburgh
and Mannheim Film
Festivals, 1973

Ciao Gold Eagle
Certificate, 1973

International Film
Festival, Atlanta,
Golden Medal and
Special Judges Award,
1973; Selected for
participation in New
York Film Festival
and FILMEX, 1972

Silver Medal, Inter-
national Film Festival,
Atlanta, 1973

Clne Gold Eagle
Certificate, 1973;
Uold Medal for Best
Short Subject Dramatic,
Atlanta International
Film Festival, 1973;
Silver Dragon Award,
Kracow International
Film Festival
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Mr. G maw: STEVENS. Some said, when we started the conservatory,
that film could not be taught. We said it certainly could be learned.
And the example of the people who are now functioning, such young
film makers as Terry \land:, who made a picture called "Badlands"
last year, which is one of the most highly regarded films released in
the United States; Toni Rickman, who wrote "The Laughing Police-
man"; Oscar Williams, who wrote and directed "Five On The Mack-
hand Side" John Hancock, one of our independent film maker
grantees, who has since made a major film, "Bang The Drum Slowly."

These and many other proteges of our film making programs are
a testament to the fact that these programs can enrich the American
film picture.

Nevertheless, despite these and other programs in research and pub-
lishing, AFI has not approached its full potential. It was created to
do 'nom and it can do more. And that is the reason for this proposed
legislation.

The American Film Institute is an unusual and unique institution.
It was initiated at the initiative of a United States President. It was
created as an independent nonprofit organization by a new agency.
the National Endowment for the Arts, and it received initial and
primary funding from that agency.

Its Charter was based on a Government directed research study
which called for an annual budget more than twice as large as the
present AFI budget.

While AFT is far beneath its recommended level of funding, it is,
at the same time, the single largest annual recipient of a National
Endowment grant.

Nancy Hanks recognizes API's problem and her own. Even though
AFT is by far her largest grantee. and a strain on her budget, the AFI
is still woefully underfunded, a problem for both institutions.

It was Miss Hanks who first suggested that we jointly explore
whether or not there were other Government auspices under which
AFI could receive its fundings, auspices which would solve the prob-
lems and overcome the limitations which exist for both NEA and AFT
in the present relationship.

The American Film Institute is by its very nature, different from
the vast majority of other grantees and projects of the National
Endowment.

First of all, the American Film Institute is a national organiza-
tion with responsibility to carry out specific programs and provide
services in different parts of the country for an entire art form. This
requires general operating support. a category of funding which the
National Endowment is least inclined to offer and, as a national op-
eration. AFT needs a level of funding which is greater than that of
organizations with strictly local functions.

NEA's matching provisions work against a national operating
organization. Even though the American Film Institute generates
large amounts of moneywe have raised some $10 million over the last
7 yearsit cannot "match" on a dollar-for-dollar basis in the same
fashion as a local project such as a symphony orchestra, a ballet com-
pany, or an opera group, which uses endowment grants for special
programs to supplement revenue from ticket sales. The result is that
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the Federal part of AFI's funding has been static for 3 years. Where-
as, I years ago, AFI was receiving 6.9 percent of the total appropria-
tions of the -National Endowmentfiscal year 1971AFI's share of
NEA's total appropriation has dropped to 2.41 percent in fiscal year
1975.

This has resulted in a static budget for AFI in times of serious
inflation, and a young organization cannot function effectively or fill
its responsibilities without the stability which conies with dependable
funding and reasonable growth.

In a recent meeting convened by the chairman of this committee,
the senatorial and congressional leadership who are most concerned
with the arts, the chairpersons of the two endowments, and the leader-
ship of the American Film Institute explored alternatives to the
lative solution.

It was proposed that NEA provide AFI with a fixed percentage of
NEA's annual appropriation so that AFI could plan its programing
in advance, and hold the prospect of reasonable growth in funding.

This proposition was unacceptable to NEA, as was an alternative
proposal under which AFI would be assured of an increase for each of
the next 3 years.

It was at this point that we concluded, in the absence of viable
alternatives, the only way to assure stability and future usefulness of
AFI was through this legislation.

Miss flanks asked for a modification of the House version of the
bill to eliminate the chairman of the two endowments from the pro-
posed list of ex officio trustees, so as to avoid any possible conflict of
interest. This was agreed to, as was Miss Hanks stipulation that the
National Endowment for the Arts would continue with a full and
active public media program.

It was further agreed at that meeting that it would be useful for the
Institute to amplify the statement of its functioning, as written under
section 103 of the House bill, "Powers and Duties of the Board," and
review these with the National Endowment for the Arts.

That amplification has been written, discussed in full between the
Endowment. and the AFI, and revised in certain details so as to enable
both institutions to be at ease with the legislation.

We will submit that revised memorandum to the committee as
further clarification of the proposed legislation.

Following these revisions and clarifications, the Committee on
Education in the House reported out the bill by a vote of 25 to 1.

All in all, the hearings on this bill in the House of Representatives
and the very thorough discussion of the alternatives at the recent meet-
ing referred to earlier have resulted in a great deal of progress, clari-
fication. and understanding.

It appears to be the consensus that the legislation under considera-
tion to create AFI as a nonprofit, nongovernment organization eligible
to receive direct funding from the Government seems to be the best
solution to the common objectives of insuring that the United States
continues to have a strong and increasingly stable American Film
Institute.

Let me recapitulate the reasons:
(1) The idea of a national film institute has been tested and proven.
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(2) Organizationally, the American Film Institute does not fit
into any existing Federal agency, thus the best means for providing its
funding is through this proposed legislation.

(3) The legislation would give AFI a statutory existence and
source of dependable funding which is more suitable for our country's
national film institute than the year-to-year grant process of the
Endowment.

(4) As a nongovernmental, nonprofit organization with a segment
of private sector trustees, AFI will retain its very heavy commitment
by private fundraising and for talent and skills.

(5) Accountability will be maintained because AFT will receive its
Government funds at the discretion of Congress and the administra-
tion because its Board will include a number of trustees from the
Government and because it will be subject to regular audit by the
General Accounting Office.

These factors allow the Government the necessary oversight and
control of the purse, and they also allow the Institute the necessary
autonomy and nongovernment character to retain private sector
interest in its programs and credibility among the creative, profes-
sional, and educational communities.

As to the future, the American Film Institute has "promises to
keen"

I .do not expect that the Institute will ever have the funding neces-
sary to do everything which is expected of it. But, with reasonable
support, we can execute exciting plans for extending the Institute's
services to other parts of the country where the appetite for film and
television knowledge grows every day.

The hearings surrounding this legislation have given the Institute
an opportunity to hear from its critics. In almost every instance, the
criticism centers on areas in which it is felt we have not done enough.

We would like to do more in education, and in the sharing of knowl-
edge, expertise, and staff resources with groups across the United
States.

In our understanding with the Arts Endowment, it has been agreed
that our efforts in education will be primarily in the category of
services and operations, while the Endowment will continue in its
public media program to emphasize the giving of grants to institutions
and individuals.

With the assured existence which this legislation provides, the AFT
will seek modest increases for programing to fulfill the wide-ranging
needs and vast potential which are before us.

We are not proposing great change with respect to funding. We
presently receive nearly $2 million in Government funds, and the
present ratio of Government-to-private money fits in with the ratio
proposed in the legislation, wherein no more than two-thirds of AFI's
funds would come from Government appropriation, with at least one-
third required to be raised by the private sector.

I assure you, if the American Film Institute did not exist, we would
be searching for a means to invent it. The American public is entitled
to quality in film and television far beyond that now available.

The members of this committee know better than I that ;you cannot
legislate quality in the arts. But yew create by legislation an
institution which is devoted to nurturing quality in film by preserv;ng
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and enlarging the appreciation of the great achievements of the past
so that they may be a model for artists of the future, and to provide
training and opportunity for new professional people who can create,
in their own way, and conununicate to the American public.

The American Film Institute is such an institution, and it stands
ready to moth:tie to serve that function with the hoped for passage

ti
of this legislation.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The following material was subsequently supplied for the record i]
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Senator PELL. Thank you very much indeed. I welcome you all here.
I think the country as a who'e owes you a great deal, Mr. Stevens,

for the leadership and creativity you have shown in developing and
nurturing the American Film Institute into the organization that
it is.

There are some questions now as to its proper position in the
Government. We received a letter from Mr. Heston, and I thank him
for it, and I did not mean from the correspondence for you to receive
the impression from me that I thought there was no future for AFI
under the Endowment for the Arts. Just the opposite.

My own personal view is that the AFI should remain within the
ambit, of the Endowment for the Arts, that is exactly why the Endow-
ment for the Arts was created originally, as set forth in the original
legislation, and as President Johnson said at that time.

My own real concern is that with this breakoff from the Endowment,
you may find yourself, in several years, without adequate funding.
this breakoff could also start a gradual disintegration of the two
Endowments jurisdiction.

However, in view of the overwhelming apparent support for this
divorce, I am not one to force an unhappy marriage to continue. How-
ever I think all the facts about it should be set forth on the table so
that we know where you are going, that we do not several years from
now find another crisis when you would want to have a remarriage.
I can see this happening. with perhaps different personalities running
the different institutions. The great deal of time spent to effectuate the
divorce, would necessitate the same amount. of time effectuating a
rema'riage.

Now, basically, Mr. Stevens, what do you think is the reason why
you should have a separate institute not included within the Endow-
ments, what is the basic thrust of your reasoning here?

Mr. GEORGE STEVENS. Senator, we do not seek, nor is our purpose
to be separate from the National Endowment for the Arts.

Senator PEU.. That is exactly what the bill does.
Mr. GEORGE STEVENS. Right. Our purpose is to find a means to

prov;de the level of funding which is necessary to maintain the
American Film Institute in a way which can fulfill its objectives.

As you will recall, the projection for the film institute, for its budget
for 1974 in the Stanford research report was $8.4 million. The present
total budget of the institute is in the neighborhood of $3 million.

If the institute is to flourish, it has to find a way to receive the level
of funding which it requires.

Senator PELL. Well. under your bill. two things cause me to hesitate.
One is the open ended nature of funding. As a general rule, this com-
mittee and the Congress frowns on any open ended financing provi-
sions. They like dollar amomits.

Second, the way it is written here, under the two-thirds matching
provision if you raised a smaller portion from the public, let us say
that hard times continue, and you only raise $1 million next. year,
that would mean you would only get $2 million more from the Govern-
ment, and if for some reason your successor was not as successful as
you in raising money from the private sector, maybe dropping down
to $500,000, then you would only raise $1 million from the Government.
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I think you can also find that this is an authorization, and the Appro-
print a.ns Committee might well not appropriate up to the amount that
you wish.

I ) you believe in an emergency of that sort that you would be able
to raise adequate funds entirely through the private sector, because
this is where you may end up?

Mr. I fEsrox. Senator. I share with you and with Mr. Stevens an
awareness that we may have funding problems under the separate
status t hat this bill envisions.

I am also aware that we have serious funding problems now. With
Mr. Stevens and with you, as I gathered in the conference we had 10
days ago, we tried to make clear that we were not, well, that inde-
pendence from the Endowment was not our aim. Stability for the AFI
was our aim. And in a level of funding that would allow the growth
that. ..veryone concerned with film in the country thinks is necessary.

The Endowment, as Miss I funks made clear at that conference, for
reason,: that I cannot challen .T. feels and has felt. for some time that
they cannot increase our budget under the problems they face. It seems
this is the only alternative.

Miss !ranks. certainly speaking for the Endowment, has been inter-
ested in the continual vitalities of the American Film Institute. This
was a path that she first pointed out to us.

It seems the only option remaining, if we are not to wither on a vine.
Senator PELL. As you know, I feel the Endowment of the Arts is

making a fundamental error in its niggardly approach in this regard,
that t hey should provide you with some assured floor, looking ahead,
in view of the rather special job that you have done.

And I must say. that having been in the forefront of creating
this legislation, there would be no Endowment of the Arts and Hu-
manities if there had not been a couple of us pushing here in the Con-
gress. and getting authorizations up to their present level ; my own
enthusiasm is diminished, because I feel there is not being carried out
what to my mind is a sensible approach in this regard, though I am
sure other Members of Congress are more than willing to take up these
cudgels if I dropped them.

My own personal enthusiasm has been diminished by this whole
exercise.

Now. what is the opinion, or viewpoint of the Bureau of the Budget
on this bill. the administration's position?

Mr. GEoam.: STEVENS. Mr. Heston and I have a meeting this after-
noon with the Deputy Director of the Bureau of the Budget.

Senator PELL. This meeting has been scheduled for some time, and
we have asked the administration for its position on funding, and it
should be available now. I understand from my staff that Miss Hanks
and Mr. Berman will present the Bureau of the Budget position on
Unless you have adequate financing assured by the administration, I
would not think you would want to go ahead with this bill, because
you really would lie getting a pig in the poke, and you would be the
first target for any rescission that came along.

T am sure you are aware of that.
Mr. Hrsrox. We are certainly aware of the importance of their

affirmative attitude.
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Senator Pm. Nothing could be done at the point to help you, when
you find yourself with zero funding, or very little Government fund-
ing next year.

Mr. (holm STErtncs. Senator, there is a point with an institution
like this, which is young and has vast responsibilities, and which are,
to a large degree unfulfilled, that if there is no growth in funding,
the institution ceases to function effectively. And we feel it is time to
take a chance. that if we are going to be static, I think the trustees
feel that they have vastly increased our private fundraising, and they
feel if it is a risk, that a risk has to be taken, and we will try to make
our east, as effectively as we can.

If the case is not well received, we will learn from that in terms of
appropriations. We have not been able to solve the problem with the
Endowment. Your own proposal that we have perhaps a percentage of
the Endowment's annual budget is unacceptable to them. I understand
the reasons for that.

Reasonable people can disagree. But this has been a long road for the
American Film Institute.

Our trustees, who were originally invited to form the Film Insti-
tute. and provide private sector interest and counsel, have become
simply a fundraising organization. Their expertise is not called upon
in any area except how to raise money. They are criticized, and the
Film Institute is criticized for being too industry-oriented.

The reasons that we are heavily laden with it. the very able people
from the leadership of the commercial film industry, is because of this
constant pressure that any growth is going to have to be upon the
private fundraising. We have now done that job.

The level of our private funding has increased remarkably. Between
fiscal year 1973 and fiscal 1974 our private fund raising increased 53
percent. We feel that we have proven that we are capable of that.

I think I speak for the trustees in saying that they are not eager to
continue being a static organization, where they are just called upon to
organize more benefits, more fundraising appeals. that they would like
to see the Film Institute fulfill the purposes thatthe thematic and
substantive purposes for which it was created, for which they deeply
believe.

Senator PELL. They are going to have to organize three times as
many benefits if the Government withdraws its funding.

Mr. GEORGE STEVENS. Senator. I think they would accept the signal.
If the Government were to withdraw its funding. our trustees would
feel that the job that they were called upon to do for the Government
was not necessary. I think we have to recognize that.

Senator PELL. I think what you have here, though, is an organiza-
tion you have created. which is a wonderful organization, and is more
important than any of the personalities or individuals who are in it.

What worries me, having seen it from its birth, is that it is well;
you have grown up and you can go on your own, but I think the coun-
try will suffer if you suffer. That is one of my concerns.

At any rate, would you give me an idea of what your optimum fund-
ing level would be for the next 4 years.

Mr. GEORGE STEvExs. The figures in the House committee report.
Senator, call for Federal appropriations which would not exceed
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$2.roomoo in 1970; would not exceed $3 million in 1977; would not
exceed $3,500,009 in 197S; $4 million in 1979; and $4,500,000 in 1980.

That is the language in the draft of the House committee report:
Senator PELL. In other words, a total budget of around $12 million

or $14 million in about years, on the 2-to-1 financing. If the Govern-
ment gave you $4J million, you would be raising half of that, $2.2 or
$2.27. million.

Mr. GEORGE STEVENS. Approximately.
Senator PELL. So in t years you would have to raise about $6 million

or $7 million.
Now, in the legislation as ;t is written, the board of trustees basically

is a eoopting, group. I think nine public members and 12 appointed
must he confirmed by the House of Representatives and by the Senate.
That is a new wrinkle. Normally confirmations are by the Senate. But
in deference to my colleagues in the House. we will bear with that.

Incidentally. Congressman Lehman is here, and I would extend him
a warm welcome.

You may conic up front here if you desire.

STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAM LEHMAN, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF FLORIDA

Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. Chairman. in its relatively short life film making
has emerged as the principle expression of art that is viewed by most
Americans. It is an integral part of our cultural establishment and
personal enrichment. Film is an expression of the timesand often
times reflects existing conditions. Film entertains as well as informs
millions of Americans on a daily basis.

Mr. Chairman, film predominates the art world of our rank and
fileyoung and old. We must give this medium the separate status
it has earned. We need legislation that will enable the AFI to be an
independent creative agency in providing service to various elements
of the film world.

Despite the fact that in the full scope of art the National Endow-
ment for the Arts must continue to be our principal Federal agency,
especially in its leadership and authority and responsibility over
grants. still we must not unduly limit the AFI from also filling its
own grant making role.

Mr. Chairman, it is not only our responsibility to preserve our film
heritage but also to encourage and stimulate its further development.
We must therefore grant the AFI the independent status it deserves
in order that it continue in its efforts to upgrade the art of film.

I do feel very strongly about supporting the AFI and its endeavors
here. and I as in here to lend as much support as I can.

Senator PELL. What other board of trustees are you aware of that
requires confirmation by the House of Representatives?

I would like to ask the counsel.
Mr. MeTimusoNt. I am not aware of any.
Senator PELL. What was your reason for making this so unique?
Mr. MCPHERSON. Mr. Chairman. err acceded to this, as you were sug-

gesting you might, and it was not our original suggestion, but we
certainly have no objection to it whatever.
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Senator l'ELL. I would hope that if this were approved by the Senate
that it would mean that we would have more authority in originating
revenue bills than is presently the case.

Since two-thirds of the funds will be coming front the Government,
do you not think there should be a greater representation of public
members, governmental members ? IIe who pays the piper calls the
tune. Should not the Board of Directors be maybe two-thirds Govern-
ment and one-third private?

Mr. McIlunisox. As you know, Mr. Chairman. we originally had
the chairman of the two Endowments as members. They chose not to be.
So that the relationship was closer. We felt very strongly that the
majority of trustees should be front these who are presently trustees,
and those chosen by them as their successors for two reasons.

This organization. unlike the Corporation for Public Broadcasting,
for exami Ale. has existed for 7 years prior to this legislation.

This has been run by the private sector. Their contributions have
made it work, and I must say it is the most dedicated board of trustees
I have ever sat on. If it is to continue to have that kind of private in-
volvement, I think it must have this relationship between private and
public trustees.

Second. with the fundraising requirement, the 2 to 1 requirement,
the funds are going to be raised by the private sector, and I think
it would be much easier for them to do that if they are in fact the
predominant force in this organization.

The Government side is still very strongly represented, and the con-
gressional oversight and appropriations will certainly make it a well-
examined organization.

Mr. HESTON. May I speak to that, too, Senator?
I think another important point to consider is that this is an organi-

zation concerned with the arts, and the Government has always dis-
played in the years it has been funding the arts, as you are well
aware, a proper discretion in maintaining a certain arm's-length
relationship.

For that reason, for example, I would be very much opposed to the
AFI becoming directly a governmental agency, and for the same
reason I think that while clearly it is appropriate for representatives
to be appointed by various branches of the Government to our Board.
their proportion relative to members from the private sector should
be kept at. a reasonable number so that there could be no supposition,
no implication that Government appointees arc running the American
Film Institute.

Senator PELL. This is one more reason why it should remain under
the Endowment for the Arts, because the Endowment for the Arts
can make the grants in its own judgment, and then there is not a
problem.

When you are getting your money directly from the Government,
then there is a responsibility for Presidentially appointed repre-
sentatives on that Board, just as the Endowment for the Arts is entire-
ly Presidentially appointed. You would be in the same position.

I think a very good argument can be made that all appointments,
somewhat. like the Endowment for the Arts. should be Presidentially
appointed under the proposed legislation. The danger lies in that in
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5 or to years from now it could be a self-appointive group. I do not
think that is good.

Mr. thsrox. I can only say that with my experience, as that of Mr.
Mcl'heison'sand my experience with boards is somewhat less than
his. but it is still somewhat extensiveI have never seen not only
as dedicated a Board of Trustees as this one, but as able a one, one
representing so broad a spectrum of people concerned with film in
the United States, not only from the academic world, the professional
film making world, the world of independent film makers, and they
are not a selfserving group, Senator.

I cannot conceive that they would, in your phrase, find it attractive,
or even acceptable to perpetuate themselves as a club.

Senator PF.I.L. What we are doing now is laying the framework for
mangy years ahead, and we may not have men of the ability and char-
acter of you and George Stevens directing this Institute. We have to
create Government organizations which will survive, even when the
men are imperfect. and 1 See a danger here after you are gone.

Mr. IN.s.mx. Certainly men like institutions are imperfect. And
I understand, indeed share, some of your anxieties about the dangers
that may lie ahead. But as chairman, I must deal pragmatically with
the dangers I am wrestling with now.

Senator What I am saying is that you can operate with a cer-
tain degree of independence as a non-governmental institution, when
you are being funded by the Endowment for the Arts. but, when you re-
ceive direct funding. then you are going to have to conform a great
deal more to Government bureaucracy, be directly susceptible to a di-
rect GAO auditing, which you do not undergo at this point, and you
are more likely to have to leave the Hollywood approach more for the
Government civil service bureaucratic mentality, which I do not think
is yours.

I think one of the criticisms of your organization is the Hollywood -
ism- -I think Hollywoodism is fine, being a movie buff myselfbut
it is not part of the Government bureaucratic procedure.

So I think you are going to find this criticism made even more.
What would be your response to that thought, that you have too
much Holly woodism now? I do not agree with that. I like it. But
that amount will be too much when you are a Government agency.

Mr. Hurrox. If I understand your question
Senator PELL. It is a pretty fuzzy question, and I apologize.
Mr. HESTON. I think I follow it, Senator.
There are two concerns that might be expressed. One, that given

the, necessary governmental oversight that this would require
Senator PELL. It would be double what you have now.
Mr. HEsToN. Yes; I understand. That the Government influence on

the cultural choices we might make would be unhealthily close, and
to that I can only say that this has been a concern expressed by artists
since the Endowment was created.

I served a term as counselor on the Endowment, and never in that
time, nor in my time with the American Film Institute, have I seen
any serious evidence of either elected or appointed officials of the
Government shouldering in to make decisions.
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I think it speaks well for the Government that they have most
carefully held back from this kind of thing.

The other concern your questions seem to express was that the more
precisein a bureaucratic sensemore precise accountability that
would be imposed on us, would be on the one hand a burden, and
on the other hand, in some way restrict us. I can only say that the
preoccupation Mr. Stevens mentioned, the constant preoccupation our
Board has now with money matters well equips us, I think, for accept-
ing whatever accounting we would be required to make to the
Government.

Senator PELL. You have to be braced for about double the amount of
accountability.

Mr. GEORGE STEVENS. Every expenditure of the AFI is audited by
the National Endowment auditors, as it is now, and that has been the
practice, and it is thorough and complete. The auditors have come
periodically, and stay, and they go over all the expenditures.

I think the reference to a Hollywood style of operation isI do
not know from what angle that comes, but as Mr. Heston says, I
think we are a very economical organization. We have had to be, be-
cause budget has always been an issue. We operate under Govern-
ment regulations.

We have very exact regulations from the National Endowment,
which control a great deal of what our activities will be. Plus we have
a trustee oversight of our private funds, and would continue to have
under this combination. We do not worry about oversight. We
welcome it.

The executive committee of the Board consists of private trustees,
and as I have contemplated it, when this suggestion came up of some
suggestion of extravagance. each member of that executive committee
is a contributor to the American Film Institute, some of them in sub-
stantial amounts personally.

I think that gives them quite an incentive to insure that there is no
extravagance

Mr. Hurrox. Fiscal carelessness.
Mr. GEORGE STEVENS. Exactly; cost consciousness. Because of the

shortage of funds under which we have operated. we have had situa-
tionsthere is no pension plan at the American Film Institute, there
is no retirement plan, there are very few of those things which are
customary in Government or nongovernmental organizations. There
are no contracts. There is no tenure for our faculty or our personnel,
the assurance that comes with Government service.

The theater, whi ?h we built in the Kennedy Center. was raised to
he built as a theater in our cultural center for $300,000 simply through
designing a very economical upproaeh, and following it through, and
building it on the budget. We operate the theater efficiently.

Senator PEI.L. Which I have enjoyed often, and congratulate you
on it.

Mr. GEORGE STEVENS. Yes. Sir. thank you.
And the fund raising that goes on. naturally it is necessary to spend

some money for fund raising. We had the James Cagnev benefit last
year, which generated over a half million dollars for the American
Film Institute. There are expenditures necessary for that. We have to
produce a television show. But at the same time, people like Mr.
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Heston, Frank Sinatra, George C. Scott, Cicely Tyson, donate their
services. They appear on that show for no remuneration. This is an
asset we have.

The FANS of the AFT. Organization of Women in Washington,
they do affairs there to raise money for us. They prepare the food at
home. They do every kind of thing to make it economical wherever
possible.

In fact, we are under some criticism from the Canteen Corp., which
is the caterer to the Kennedy Center, for what they regard as excessive
frugality of our fundraising group.

I would like to make the point because I believe it has been made
behind the scenes in terms of our Cagney dinner, that everybody who
came to that dinner paid $125 for the privilege of raising almost $200,-
000. It was necessary to feed them and give them some wine for the
privilege of giving us the money in attending the program.

That is, of course, a budget item in the dinner, but the net gross on
the dinner itself was $165.000, not to mention the television show.

When people raise those questions, it leads us to check into things.
I was asked by a member of your staff a question about chartering
airplanes. I investigated the Institute's practices, and I found that on
one occasion in 1971 for $328 we chartered a plane in connection with
a $15.000 fundraising event, to make it possible for the person who
made the $15.000 possible to return to work the next morning on time.

Along with that every trustee, or most of the trustees, I would say
80 percent of them. pay their own travel expenses, their own hotel
bills, in addition to making substantial donations.

Mr. Heston travels throughout the country on our behalf. He
flew in on the Red Eye last night to be here for this hearing this
morning. I sent my own family station wagon, with a blanket and a
pillow in the back, because he wanted to get an hour's sleep on the
way in from the airport.

In all these respects we try to be as economical ane. as efficient as
we can, and at the same time carry out our programs.

Senator PELL. There is no criticism at all of your integrity and the
creativity and the leadership you have given. What I am worrying
about is when you have a direct responsibility to the Government, then
I think you will find there are greater restrictions on you. I am sure
that your Board of Directors, as conceived by you, will not be ap-
proved by the Congress, because I think the Congress, if it is giving
two-thirds of the funds. will want, first, a larger percentage of the
Presidentially appointed trustees and. second, will not approve as
a general principle a self-appointed group, with majority control.

This is up to us in handling the legislation, if it gets that far.
Mr. GEORGE STEVENS. In that respect we are not a Government

agency. and this composition of trustees is not entirely of our own
raking. It was a process of deliberation and compromise along the
wa

As you are well aware, the Corporation for Public Broadcasting is
entirely a Presidentially appointed Board. They do not have the direct
fundraising responsibilities that our Board does. It is a different
kind of operation.

My experience is, and I am sure that Roger Stevens of the Kennedy
Center can attest to this, that Presidentially appointed trustees do not
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the Public ltroadeast tug head. who receives now $.12.00 to be raised to
SWAM. Your salary level will expose you to some criticismthis is not
to indicate that you are not worth it. I think you are worth three times
that amount.

Hut that is a fact of life.
Mr. Ils'ir.x. It is true that Mr. Stevens receives a larger salary than

his counterparts in Government. It is also true parenthetically that he
has voluntarily reduced that salary front what, it was when we
originally engaged him.

I should also point out that half the money that goes to the direct
operating cost of the Institute comes from the private sector, so that
the Federal moneys. the share of Mr. Stevens' salary that collies from
Federal money is *30.114111, or well in the levels of Government.

Senator PILL I can see problems with the Appropriations Com-
mittis in the future. which are not generally as kindly toward the arts
us the authorization committees. What this legislation establishes is
a permanent authorization. and puts you completely under, except for
the confirming process of the trusteesputs you completely under the
direetton and mercies of the Appropriations Committees.

You would no longer have the support of men like Mr. Brademas on
the House side. and me on the Senate side. being able to mold your

Mr. ITiorrox. I certainly understand the concern you express. and it
is one of the several problems that would be attendant on our move
from under the protected aegis of the NE A.

T can only say that I am sure T speak for Mr. Stevens. that this par-
ticular Problem would not block the legislation. We would make what-
ever adjustments were necessary. even to the extent of separately
raising. in a private pool. supplementary expense. or whatever com-
promise were necessary.

T must SIIV that. I do feel that a proportion of Mr. Stevens' salary
that comes from the nrivie sector makes it. reasonable to examine his
salary in Federal terms as lailf of what it is.

Senator PELL I do not want to quibble on this. because as T say. the
job he does is worth three times what he gets. and he could get, that
much. in the private sector. But the Appropriations Committee will
query why the director of this particular quasi-governmental agency
should receive a salary in excess of any other quasi-governmental
agency director.

When you talk about supplementing it that opens up all sorts of
Problems. We have seen that with Governor Rockefeller in New York.

It is not a good practice.
Mr. Ifesrov. I have not thought of turning to Governor Rockefeller.
Senator He made it pledge to me in the hearings that he would

not continue dint practice.
Mr. HINTON. I think we are safe there.
Senator Peri.. I think you open up the door to many problems when

you start raising mini pools of private money for Government officials.
Whether one likes it or not. your present 'Director is a Government

even though it is a quasi-Government attenry.
Mr. McPmasnx. Mr. Chairman, I think the Director would not be

a Government official. He is not now. and would not be after.
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Senator Para.. If he gets more than half his salary directly from the
Government. does that not make you a Government, official ?

Mr. McPitsicsox. No, sir, I do not think so. I doubt very seriously
that the Civil Service Commission would consider anybody in the
AFI, after this legislation is passed, as a Government official.

If they did, I think it would be a terrible mistake to pass the
legislat ion.

Senator PELL. I think this is a question we should look into.
Mr. McPitEasox. I should say that the Kennedy Center employees

are not civil service employees.
Senator PELL. Miss Hanks and Mr. Berman are Government

officials.
Mr. McPutssox. Yes.
Senator PELL. Is Mr. Stevens a Government official, Roger Stevens?
Mr. Mc,PirEssoN. No. sir, he is not. The Civil Service Commission

has specifically found that the chairman and the employees of the
Kennedy Center are not civil service.

Senator PELL All right. I stand corrected on that..
Mr. Gioitot: Smyr.xs. I believe that is true also of certain members

of the National Gallery and Smithsimian.
Senator, I would just like to state more clearly what Mr. Heston

said.
My interest is in seeing the American Film Institute stabilized, and

the issue that you discuss I would not allow to stand in the way of any
solution.

Senator PELL. I am sure you would not. I felt embarrassed in raising
it, but it has been raised to this Senator by outside sources.

Now, I want to turn to the funding question. If, for the sake of
argument, the Federal Government became very stingy, and rescissions
very strong, and contributed some slashing cuts, let us say, $500,000
to you, 2 years from now, it would then mean, reading the proposed
legislation. that your total budget itself. no matter what you raised,
would be limited to $750,000, because the Senate's following "open
ended authorization" dees not dictate that any other funds be ap-
propriated ; is that not correct ?

Mr. MrPirEasow. Mr. Chairman. that can certainly be so, and if it
is ambiguous, it ought to be changed. I personally think that we would
be well advised to change it to say. for example, that there is hereby
authorized to be appropriated to the Institute in order to carry out
the purpose of this act $2.5 million for fiscal 1976, $3 million for fiscal
1977. et cetera, and then down thmuel those years that Mr. Stevens
gave, provided that the Institute shall match with funds raised from
private sources one-half of the funds so appropriated to it in each year.

I think that would make it clear that there is an authorization level,
and that we have to match at least half of those funds appropriated.

Senator Pit.u.. Also in connection with matching funds,as you know,
the Endowments require matehine on a 50-50 basis. You have a basis
here of 2 to 1-66 to 33. Is there any precedent for that., as far as you
know. in Government. matching on a 2-to-1 basis?

I think the general matching concept in Government has usually
been 50-50.

Mr. MCPHERSON. I do not know. The present situation is that we
receive, and use, and contract at about a 2-to-1 rate.
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Our grant from the Endowment to operate ourselves, to pay our
salaries, is about $1.1 million. We get about $800,000 contract. And we
raise about $1,200,000. So when Mr. Heston was speaking of Mr.
Stevens' salary, we raise $1.2 million, and we receive, to pay salaries,
about $1.1 million. So that more is raised privately to do that

We took the total of the g.l.nt and the contract as against what we
raised, and used that, since it was 2 to 1 today, as about the level we
would maintain.

Senator PELL. I am concerned here because it sets a precedent in
Government. There is no reason why the National Endowment for the
Arts and Humanities should come to us next year and say you have

to-1 ratir, for AFI, so let us have a 2-to-1 ratio for our matching
funds.

Mr. McPmesox. We get back to the difference between AFI and the
other beneficiaries. By and large, where matching is imposed, it is on
a 50-50 basis, to perhaps the theater and the ballet company, that
raises funds, by ticket sales. This is a service organization, with a large
staff of people who are servicing institutions all around the country,
and teaching and so on.

We do not have any major source of ticket funds that we raise,
that we could match against Government funds. The only tickets we
sell are at that little theater in the Kennedy Center, and to the dinner
out in California. Otherwise, it has got to 'be large contributions.

So I think there is a difference between us as a service-oriented
organization and the usual performing arts organizations that does
the 50-50 basis.

Senator PF.I.L. And the proceeds from those dinners and the AFI
shows here, those funds go into a general treasury of the AFI; do
they not. ?

Mr. GEORGE STEVENS. They provide part of our operating budget.
Senator Pm. And the ticket sales and proceeds, the same thing,

they go into the operating budget
Mr. GEORGE STEvexs. Yes, and the money we raise, we have a project

called National Film Day. which will take place on February 4, in
approximately 3.000 theaters and 7 of the major film distributors will
give 50 percent of all the money that comes in from the box office on
that night to the American Film Institute.

We have received grants from the Cafritz Foundation, the Motion
Picture Academy. and numerous foundations. In our own conversa-
tions with the Office of Management and Budget, we have not met
directly with them, but I believe that one recommendation that they
will make is that we use the language in the bill of the Corporation
of Public Broadcasting, which defines the matching principle.

The Corporation for Public Broadcasting is also not on a 50-50
basis. And the Office of Management and Budget seems pleased with
the language in that bill.

Senator PELL. Wrapping this exchange up. am I correct in my con-
clusions that you will be perfectly happy, or content, happy might
not be the right word. but perfectly content to stay where you are,
if von had adequate assurance of financing?

Mr. GemmE Sevexs. If we had
Senator PELL. Financing.
Mr. GEORGE &mews. Not-
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Mr. 1 Icsms. Not at the same level we are now, but a reasonable
project ion of growl h ; yes.

Senator Pm.. You would commit yourself, if that were so. commit.
yourself to raise one.third of the funds on the same basis?

M r. row STErENS. Yes.
Senator PELL. As you know. I think the Endowment for the Arts is

making a finulamentad mistake in error in not having worked out
some understanding with you in this regard.

I thank you very crutch. I did net mean to he critical in my ques-
tioning. I am very conscious of the good job you have done, and hope
you will stay around for the rest of the morning to answer any ques-
tions that may arise from any of the other panels.

1 14:srox. We will indeed.
Senator l'ELL. 1 timi: Mr. Heston for the long trip.
Mr. II rs+TON. .10111'110y in a good rause.

r. t 4:01ait: STrvEss. I f I may make one more continent. to state
that on behalf of the trustees of the American Film Institute, we
part icularly appreciate the substantial time that you personally have
devoted to this, and your interest in the Film Institute, and more
broadly. your interest in the arts at large.

11 1'.111N. I second t hat. Senator.
Senahlr I Thank you.
Mr. I I':s*o oN. We are grateful for it. (liven your record of interest

in the .; r t s. we are not surprised by it.
Sen:i, or PELL. Thank %lilt.
Mr. 11 rsToN. Thank you.
Senniiir Pru.. Our next witness is Miss Nancy Hanks. Chairman

of the National Endowment for the Arts, and 1 think it would be
best if Mr. Rona hl Berman. Chairman of the National rulowment.
for the I I in um it les, omie up also.

The question is whether we go ahead with this divorce or whether
the marriage can be saved.

Miss I (auks, would you proceed as you will.

STATEMENT OF MISS NANCY HANKS* CHAIRMAN, NATIONAL EN-
DOWMENT FOR THE ARTS, ACCOMPANIED BY DR. RONALD S.
BERMAN, CHAIRMAN, NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE HU-
MANITIES, REPRESENTING THE NATIONAL FOUNDATION ON
THE ARTS AND THE HUMANITIES

Miss I I AN KS. Good morning. Mr. Chairman. I do want to express
tuy own personal gratitude for the time that you personally have given
both to the Endowment and to th© American Film Institute.

I think the most disturbing thing that was said in the past hour
is when you indicated that your problems with the American Film
Institute might cause you to diminish your personal enthusiasm for
the National Endowment for the Arts. If that were to be the case. I
would view the whole situation as a great tragedy.

And T feel very strongly about that. sir. If there is anything this
agency has doneand I tun certain i speak on behalf of the American
Film Instituteto diminish your interest in any of the arts, well,
I think we all ought to quit.
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Senator Pcia.. 1 hope you will not quit. but I can itssure you it does
diminish it. because 1 think a split would be :t fundamental error.

Miss HN KS. Well. i would like to go on. but 1 do not want to make
a fundamental error. 1 think I will scrap nty testimony. You hare it
before you. It is brilliant.

Senator PELL. We will put it in the record written in full at the
conclusion of your testimony.

Miss 11Axiis. It is 17 pages of description of the activities of the
National Endowment for the Arts. our programs ill the media, which
we find very exciting. We feel they are reaching. throughout the coun-
try, Senator Pell.

As you know. we not only have a public media program at the
Endowment, but we have a wide range of media activities through all
divisions of the Endowment which. in terms of moneys, represent over
half again what we spend through the public media program.

MI of our programsdance, music, museums-41111 On film, radio.
television. video, to acemplish their own purposes. So use of the
media is totally integrated within our agency.

Now, as to whether the American Film Institute should have its
own legislation.

Mr. Stevens is right to say that we should realize the funding prob-
lems they have. But they are not government funding problems but
private funding problems. And if I might say, I would like to com-
ment that I do not agree with your feeling that the National Endow-
ment for the Arts has adopted a stingy attitude toward the American
Film 11,,titute.

I till $1.5tHUH) :1 year is not exactly stingy. I do not wish to he
disrespectful to any private industry, but I think, sir. it is the film
indust ry that has been Stingy to the American Film Institute.

Senator PELL. C0111(1 we insert in the record at this point the per-
centage contributions over the last 7 years, as well as the dollar
contributions?

Miss HANKS. Absolutely.
[The information referred to and subsequently supplied follows:]

DOLLAR AND PERCENTAGE CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE AMERICAN FILM INSTITUTE

- Total public media AFI percent of
allocation AFI allocation budget

Fiscal year:
1968 92, 903, 805 I SI, 300.000 45

1971. 1, 264. 455 981.250 77

1972 2, 005, 209 1. 358, 750 67

1973 2,766,858 1, 750, 000 63

1974 4, 098, 777 1, 750,000 42

1975 . . ........... . .. . . _ . 6.106,985 1, 781, 084 29

I The fiscal year 1968 grant covers a 3-yr period. Also. the Stanford Research Institute received $91,019 for a feasibility

study in fiscal year 1966.

Miss HANKS. We have programs that are. vital. And I hope that
this record would clearly she our own belief that not. only the film
industry. but also private foundations and private individuals through-
out. this country should put up money to support the American Film
Institute.
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They support other cultural institutions in this country. some as
important, some less important than the American Film Institute.

In the long run, thinking very seriously as I have about the prob-
lems that you, sir, have just raised in the previous testimony. I think
that this institute must be heavily privately supported, and that the
initiative must remain in private 'hands.

Senator PELL. Then, do you feel that the 2-to-1 ratio is proper, or
should it be reversed?

Should it be two private and one Government?
Miss HAxics. We will get to the practicality of the situation.
I would hope that industry would focus on this. I would hope that

other foundations would focus on this, and that you could eventually
haymnore moneys. Because if the Film Institute is to do what it should
do, there is no reason that one-third should come from private sources
and two-thirds from the Federal source. Maybe a lot more should
come from private money.

Se !WW1' PELL. Let me interrupt.
Then. would you go along with the basic figures as being objectives?
I think it is 2.5 would you go along with the basic figures, work-

ing up to about $6 million in 1980?
Miss ITAxics. I have no ability to comment on the figures. I have

not seen budgets as to how the moneys would be expended.
So I simply cannot comment. The figures would be in the ballpark,

and I have no feeling one way or another.
Senator PELL. Do you feel the moneys that are contributed from the

privati sector when you get to the $6 million level should be $4 mil-
lion and the Government $2 million?

Is that your thought, rather than $4 million from Government and
$2 million privately?

Miss ITAxiis. I am for private money. and I think if it is $4 million
private and $2 million Government, I think that would be absolutely
wonderful.

The Film Institute itself, sir, feels that is impossible. We can only
go on their judgment.

I am consistently persuaded after 5 years as being head of the Fed-
eral agency, of the validity in the total legislative history that you,
sir, have written. The importance of private initiative, private sup-
port, is unquestionable. One has to look at the practical situation. One
has to believe that we must have a strong American Film Institute to
do the basic operating and service type things they have laid out to
you.

The whole area of preservation, of course, is extremely important.
If we preserve our books, we should preserre our film, which is the
communication force today.

Senator PELL. Do you accept the fact if they are spun off, that your
budget would be reduced by the equivalent amount of the Govern-
ment's contribution

Miss HANKS. By the $1.800,000?
Senator PELL. By the $1.8 million that you would not expend on the

AF I.
Miss HANKS. By $1.8 millionyes. I would assume $1.8 million

from our budget.
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Senator Prt.t.. And as the total funding for the Endowment grows,
would the Office of Management and Budget knock out an equivalent
amount, going up on a percentage basis

Miss HANKS. I would just assume that in 1976 the Office of Manage-
ment and Budget would knock out whatever figure we had come to
agree with the American Film InstituteI would assume, and I do
not know whether the figure would be $1.8 million or not

Senator Precis. I realize that.
It would not always be $1.8 million
Miss HAxits. We hope more.
Senator PELL. Hopefully-, more.
And, by the same token, your budget can be susceptible to a similar

rescission.
As you know, I am doing my best to make sure that both endow-

ments receive similar amounts of money, I did my best in the last
authorization in this regard.

Front the viewpoint of your own Endowment's funding this will
make it uneven, and Humanities would be getting theoretically more
than you, because you would have this much less.

Now, two further questions here.
First. what is the position of the OMB?
31i,, 1 !ASKS. I do not know.
Senator PEEL. You speak for the administrationwho speaks for

the a,1 fist ration here?
31i,- !I is its. I do not know what the OMB position is.
The American Film Institute said they were meeting with them

this a I moon.
My t est 'mom, sir, is clear. written testimony, but the deputy chair-

man asked wliat the OMB position was and has not obtained an
answer.

Senat or PELL. Do you know what it is, Dr. Berman?
Mr. BERMAN. I understand it is yet to be worked out and I cannot

have anything definite to say on it.
Senator Pm. I thought this bill had the administration support

and approval.
If it does not have OMB support, it does not have administration

support. I was told by everybody that it had administration support.
Let me ask Mr. Stevens, who is still here, were you assured of OMB

support, or was this a misunderstanding on my part?
Mr. GEORGE STEVENS. OMB has not taken a position.
There have been some changes in the Government during the year

and a half during which we have been undertaking this, and as you
know. Leonard Garment was active in it. But, as I say, we do have a
meeting with OMB.

Senator PELL. I think what I will do is to ask the record to be kept
open so we can get the OMB statement, either in support of, or in
opposition to, into the record.

fir. IIEsTox. I think, Senator, that what you described as adminis-
tration support stemmed from Leonard Garment's statement when he
was counsel at the White House, more or less, for the arts, that he
stated that the administration, as it was then constituted, supported
this bill.
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Senator Puti.. Because the danger here is that if the OMB does not
support it, the legislation may be passed, but there may well be a
situation of zero financing on the Government's side.

Mr. IIEsTox. I am well aware of that. I think that is one of the
reasons why our meeting this afternoon with OMB, as you point out,
is crucial. And I think the record should be kept open.

Senator PEIL. Right, the record will be kept open then in that
regard.

Miss Hanks, do you view with a. .y concern the start of the frag-
mentation of your own jurisdiction 1 know, for instance, that the Folk
Art Group has been after the Congress for quite awhile to create a
separate endowment on folk art. So far. we have kept this concept a
little bit at arm's length. We admire folk art and hope the Smith-
sonian and your endowment would take more of an interest in it. But
we basically wanted to keep you and Dr. Berman as twoI will not say
czarsbut two overseers of the arts and humanities.

And does the thought of disintegration here worry you in any way?
Miss IIANKs. I do not really think of it in terms of disintegration,

although there are members. sir, of my staff, and there are members
of the National Council on the Arts who feel very strongly tha it is
a move toward disintegration.

If I thought it was as clearcut a case as that, I would be totally
opposed to the legislation. I can assure you, because I think the legisla-
tion that you and your colleagues wrote is beautiful.

Keeping the arts together is extremely important. One of the things
that is of important concern, I would think, to the Film Institute and
others is that this may cause a disintegration among groups interested
in film because this. in effect, puts the American Film Institute over
here in contrast to the work going on in the universities, regional
centers, and so forth.

I think the collaboration between those institutions is extremely
important.

I think that is a serious problem.
Let me say that in our earlier conversations we made several points

to von, and this is why we do not view it as disintegration.
But I want you to know, sir, that I speak somewhat with minority

voice.
Senator PELT,. Do not forget that when. President Lincoln asked his

Cabinet for a view, the Cabinet all expressed a view and Lincoln ex-
pressed the opposite view, but his view prevailed. There was no reason
why it should not.

You have the responsibility, and I recognize that.
Miss HANKS. Yes. My responsibility is a very difficult one, sir, as

you know.
Mr. Brademas is very much in favor of this legislation. You, sir,

are opposed to it.
I believe Senator Davits is opposed to it. I believe Mr. Quie has very

grave questions. We all have very grave questions.
I would hope we do not move with undue haste, because I think it

is important for you to have hearings like this, and to hear people
speak from all sides.

Let me assure you that the National Endowment for the Arts and
the National Council on the Arts have a great investment in the Ameri-
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can Film Institutenot only in terms of moneybut also of time and
interest. The American Film Institute will continue to receive funds
from the National Endowment for the Arts.

You need not be the least concerned that the institute is going to
sort of wither away right in front of your very eyes.

I talked with Mr. Stevens yesterday and I urged the American Film
Institute to get the budget for 1976 into our offices in time so that it
could be acted upon in February and not in May, when it usually is.
And he certainly agreed to do so. This will give the institute 7 months
before the new fiscal year begins.

Senator PELL. Let me interrupt here.
Because of my regard for John Brademasdeep regard and affec-

tion for him and respect for this workand because of not wanting
to preserve an unhappy marriage, I have said that on the best effort
basis. I would move ahead if the bill comes over. That is why I am
holding this hearing.

My enthusiasm is muted for it. If it does not get through the
House and there is a tiny chance that the bill may not get throughI
will not take independent action.

What is the status of the American Film Institute's budget for this
coming year

Miss IIANKs. The American Film Institute and the public media
panel of the National Endowment met at Greystone several weeks ago.
Members of the public media panel, and of the staff and trustees of the
Ameran Film Institute, thought it was an extremely productive
meetin(r.

At that time, the general outline of the 1976 budget was presented
to the public media panel. But obviously the National Endowment for
the Arts cannot focus on any budget until we get the details line by
line.

In my conversations yesterday with Mr. Stevens, I urged him to get
the budget in so we could have a decision in February.

This morning, Mr. Stevens said he could have the budget in by
January 2.

Naturally, our staff has to review itand our outside experts who
come in to help us in terms of all grantswill be called in, perhaps
the middle of January, so we can take it to the National Council in
February.

Of come. there is one difficulty, sir, as you know. That is we will
have no idea what our own budget will be by February.

But. I want to assure you that the institute will be funded. Please
do not be concerned about that.

I would like to make two other points in that regard.
We have had good conversations, in my view, in the last 2 to 3 weeks

between the staffs of the American Film Institute and the National
Endowment for the Arts. I think the conversations have been some-
what better because of your own charge to us to be frank and lay
things on the table.

So. as Mr. Stevens said earlier today, it is a question of clarification.
I think there is a much better understanding, thanks to your initia-

tive, in terms of clarification of who does what. You have, in our
printed statement, and you have also in the one the American Film
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Institute is going to submit for the record, two statements that areclearly di tterent
One is an operating service organization. and one is a grant-makingorganization. They are two entirely different responsibilities, and

naturally. they work together.
Senator Pm.. I cannot understand why in the world you as a

grant-ntaking agency should not make a gram; to an operating service
agency. which is the AFL This is why it seems so natural.

Miss I lAsics. We get down to money. May I talk a little bit about
money ?

After weeks and months, and especially the last few weeks, it is a
question of money. Mr. Stevens mentioned this morning about money.
I defer to your decision. obviously, and Mr. Javits' and Mr. Qum's,
and Mr. lintdemas*. on whether new legislation is needed. But the
future of the Americium Film Institute is not. dependent on new legis-
lation, in my judgment. It is dependent on money.

All right. sir, you have written the best legislation, you have got
those funding level ceilings. We got a request from the administration

iin 1074 for substantial increases in funding. And it was your colleagues
on the Appropriations Committee who cut us so badly in 1974.

Then tl administration (lid not come up for the full funding level
in 107.1. I anise we thought it would be perfectly ridiculous since
Congress ilas cut us again and again. So what happens? We came up
with what we thought was a realistic request from the Appropriations
Committee. and because of the economic situation we got slashed again.

Now. w hat does that do to us?
Let inv give von some of the figures. In 1973 we received 6,000

applications, add we funded 36 percent of them. This year we will
have 19,:00 applications, and we will be able to fund less than 18
percent.

In other words, we are going downhill.
Senator Pell, that is not your brilliant legislation. That is money.

We have taken too much of your time on this legislation. I deeply
regret it, and I deeply regret your statement, but I have a favor to ask
oeyou.

Can you help us with your Appropriations colleagues? Can these
American Film Institute people, with the importance that they have,
help us with your Appropriations colleagues?

Senator Pm,. I cannot help you with the Appropriations Com-
mittee. My job is in the authorizations, and that I provide. I do the
best I can making my views known to the Appropriations Committee.
When it comes to Appropriations process, you get into different poli-
tics. You are going to find that. if you have the AFI, with its very
substantial lobbying weightI do not think there is n Member of
Congress who has not enjoyed those AFI eveningsthat they may
instead of being behind you in your lobbying efforts, they will be off
in a separate ballpark. and that is another reason why I would like
to see you stay merged together.

Now, let me ask you direct questions. For this coming year do you
think the council would approve the same amount of money on the
temporary basis, the $2.5 million that the AFI would receive under the
pending bill ?

Miss 11.vsits. I would hope they would consider an increase. I do
$2not think they would go to $2.5 million. I do not know what our total
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budget is. I 1-ive not myself seen a budget from the American Film
Institute. I cannot answer %'our question.

Senator PELL. I realize that.
Miss HANKS. I can answer it in FebruaryFebruary 9.
Senator PELL. I think there would be a very strong wish on the part

of your parent committees in the House and Senate, that if the legis-
lation separating the AFI out, does not go through, that you would
bear with this thought for this coming year.

a Miss HANKS. I would be very happy to advise the National Council
on the Arts of your views. They have been very concerned with the
American Film Institute for 8 years, so I am certain they will con-
tinue to be so.

May I make a side comment g I think in the discussion on Presiden-
tial appointees, that perhaps there was some confusion in the discus-
sion. I think maybe Mr. Stevens and Mr. Heston and Mr. McPherson
might have been talking about a different type of Presidential ap-
pointee, because none of those gentlemen would question, for example,
the quality of the Board of the Kennedy Center, or the quality of the
National Council on the Arts, all of whom are Presidential appointees.

Senator PELL. That is absolutely correct. They would question them,
and I think probably correctly, from a fundraising viewpoint, your
trustees are not personally charged with that responsibility

Miss HAN KS. We have raised about $7.5 million this year, because of
the Treasury fund, but that is very true. The council members do not
spend much of their time on that. The Kennedy Center trustees do, I
believe.

Senator PELL. Roger Stevens is here, incidentally.
Miss HANKS. Roger does all the fundraising for the Kennedy Center.
Senator FELL. I am not sure which hat he would be wearing, the

original Czar of Arts, or as Kennedy Center Chairman, or my very
good friend and adviser on these matters.

Do you have any comments, Roger ?
Mr. ROGER STEvErts. On fundraising?
Sen ator PELL. Just in general.
Mr. ROGER STEVENS. I have been to other meetings, and testified on

4 the House side. and I was under the impression that the arts council
was in favor of this bill.

Apparently I was mistaken. I think you go way back, which I think
is the only contribution I could make on this thing, the reason I was
very much in favor of the film institute, as an essential part of our ac-
tivities, was not because of the particular enthusiasm on my part for
filmsI net constantly needled by members of the board about my not
having the proper enthusiasm for films, but I felt that it was some-
thing that this country, and I was only looking at it in terms of the
United States of America, something the country desperately needed.

In my travels around I could see that in the other countries that
there has been a very substantial funding for film institutes, and it
seems to me that the development of young people had not matched
that of other countries. I was looking at this as a national level, rather
than so much an art need, and the more I visited, the more strongly I
felt about it.

But of course, if you remember, we started with very limited funds,
and we had to go out and get some money from other people.
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I would ;tare with Nancy. that I think the film comp:inks ,:hon1,1
give a great dent m money. But the whole point Nvas that they had
not. There would not. a .e been any reason for formino. a film institute
if the tilm business had done what a lot of other businesses do. They
t rain peolble. and they Int vo ways of going up in the business. and they
have M'i'tt ver remiss. unii :ill Ow persuasion in the world has not
elann.l that.

lint the point is, do lt't a film institute go just because business
will not help it We got taught with the rocket to the Moon business.
and that program we found we were suddenly behind a nation.
What happened ?

Immediately because Defense was involved, the money was forth-
coming like that, and they got their man on the Moon way ahead of
the Russians.

But I feel this is a national issue. senator. and I do not feel that the
details going back and forth between the film institute and the art
council is the issue.

I think the film companies have been very niggardly on what. they
have given 11%cause they have been niggardly, there is no reason for
hurting the United States of America.

Senator PELL. You think the best. way of handling this problem is
to spinoff of the AFT. to accept a quasi-Government agency?

Mr. Room STEvENs. As I say. I started of testifying with the
premise that it was an agreed upon plan when I went over to the
House to testify. I think under the circumstances, because the film in-
stitute has got to depend on private industry, and I made a number of
calls on my own, for the few months I was chairman, and it was rough
going, and as you know, I have had considerable fundraising
experience.

Senator PELL. You raised money for all sorts of fundraising causes,
and I can think of one in particular.

Mr. ROGER STEVEN'S. I feel what is essential is that they know the
Film Institute has money available, and they can make plans, and it
is a firm thing.

Education, for example. has not got their appropriations yet. They
are able to go on spending under a continuing resolution.. But the Film
Institute is not able to spend under a continuing resolution, because
she cannot submit until she has the money.

Miss IIAxxs. We basically commit just at a certain level.
Mr. ROGER STEVENS. Basically, without getting into an argument

of pros and cons of the money. I agree that the film industry has not
been generous with the money. and the only reason for forming the
film council was became they have never, and I do not think they ever
will, given the type of business it is.

Senator PELL. Does it concern you. Roger. the fragmentation of the
jurisdiction, the moving of the AFI. out from working under the
general jurisdiction of the Endowment for the Arts?

Mr. Room STEvExs. I do not see why the institution should be af-
fected by this. They have got a program which I think there is a
tremendous need for education, funds for education, and I think there
is a tremendous need for grants for the film makers, and all of that.

I would think the arts council should handle it very well.
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What happens. in my opinion. is that this country needs to be made
as competitive as possible with all the other nations of the world, and
especially the Iron Curtain nations. where it is all part of a game, and
that they use for propaganda as well as putting up films. That is why
I think myself it would probably function better.

Now. if the argument is to get the film companies to match the money
available. if they did, it would not have been necessary to form it.

Senator Pe.t.L. Yes. Mr, Heston.
Mr. IlEsTIlx. If I can comment at this point., I think two of your

questions have been very significant and we are dealing with points
that have not really been touched on in this discussion.

Mr. Stevens' response threw additional light which I think is impor-
tant to consider.

First. speaking as chairman of the American Film Institute, it does
concern me that we will be spunoff. your phrase, from the Endowment
under this legislation.

A point you raised has never been made before, it may conceivably
not only make it difficult for us to raise funds for the AFI as an
independent agency. but it may hamper the NEA's effectiveness in
lobbying for funds for the entire arts program. As you pointed out,
film artists are a highly visible cultural constituency.

Being communicators, they are effective at persuading people in
the Government that money for the arts is a good idea. I know when
I was a council member, I considered it. one of my prime responsibil-
ities on the council, and one that I endeavor to discharge as effectively
as I can.

As you pointed out. if we are snunoff, that effort will be channeled
directly to raising our desperately beleaguered exposed position to
supporting that. Nevertheless, as Mr. Stevens pointed out, and I
heartily concur. I do not think it is excessive to say that film, as a
cultural asset. has a national priority that overruns many other
considerations.

Personally, I do not care where the money comes from, but the AFI
canttlt do what I truly believe is in the interests of this country to
be done unless we get more money. Now. I understand Miss Hanks'
problem. Of course, she does not know what she is going to get. She
has gotten more money each year. but she does not know what she is
going to get this year. All I know is that we have been getting less
and less and we have to grow. We are, indeed. withering on the vine.

do not care where it comes from. It would be happy if we could
stay where we are. but we cannot. stay there and do what we have
to clo.

Senator PT.T.L. Miss Hanks
Miss ITAxics. Senator, to be more specific about the budget last year,

do I understand that you asked the question as to whether we come
t 0 $2.5 million?

Senator PELL. Yes.
Miss ITAxxs. It is my understanding from Mr. Stevens, in conver-

sation with Michael Straight and myself, that the American Film
Institute will be asking for a budoet of $1.5 million. which is $400M00
over the current budget of $1.1 million for general operating purposed
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That would mean total funding, if you include the contracts we pres-
ently have. which I assume will cost a bit more to administer. So, in
round terms, they will be submitting a budget, I assume, since we do
not have it, of some $2.2 million or $+2.3 million, and I certainly will
do my very best to see that it will get through the Council. I think
the Council and the panel, are working together and they are working
very hard. The Council stands up and cheers every time there is an-
otlier private dollar coming in because it feels so strongly about the
importance of this Institute having private money. We have some
hope, it seems to me. because, among other things, the Institute has
Film Dav which has increased its revenues.

In 1971, to give von some good news, when everyone said the in-
dustry was dying. they were taking in $16 million a week. This year,
1974. they were up to about $20 million a week, and having a gross of
over $1 billion. It does look better. Perhaps you saw the Washington
Post article last week. It said that checking with the Motion Picture
Association. the industry is not dying like people said it was some
years ago. It is thriving or picking up a little bit. And I would hope
that with that and with the enthusiasm, we will get more private
money in there.

Mr. Stevens and his associates have worked very hard to raise
money. I do not see how anybody can turn them down. There really
is ;awe hope for private money. and I can assure you the National
Council on the Arts would take that stand if they could get the
private money.

Mr. STEvexs. Mr. Chairman?
Mr. PEU.. Mr. George Stevens.
Mr. GEORGE SvevExs. We have examined carefully this ratio of

funding and, after a great deal of analysis, we really think the two-
thirds /one-third is appropriate.

What we need to do is provide services around the country. We
could revise our programing and generate a great deal of matching
money. We can go into regional theaters and create theaters and
have ticket income and provide matching money.

What we would like to do is fulfill those national operations and
activities which do requie the central kind of funding. So it is in
that area that we feel our need. And in terms of the budget, we sub-
mitted to the Arts Endowment. it was one of those budgets where we
worked backward. We determined how much we might be able to
generate in matching money and then submitted a budget for that total,
aecording to the ground rules. That is why it differs from what our
real needs are, as submitted in the material to Congress.

Senator PELL. In connection with budget, Miss Hanks, how much
roufthly does the media panel distribute over and above what the
AFI gets?

Miss HANKS. The total moneys in the public media program in fiscal
1974, which are the only current figures I have, were $4.1 million. Of
that, $1,750.000 went to the American Film Institute.

Senator Put,. Many of these problems would be resolved if that
$4.1 remained completely static, but the $1.7 was raised within it, and
that would be my own view.

Let me address a question to Dr. Berman, who shares some of the
responsibility here because he is in the film business too. He also faces
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some of the same problems in the future. For example, if we really do
set up the Folk Life Foundation, it will not duplicate, but it will take
over a substantial portion of your particular area of responsibility.
And I am sure you, just being a normal human bureaucrat, would not
welcome that. And, also, from the viewpoint of coordinating the thrust
of these matters, we would like to see it continue with some central tie-
in, direction or cohesion.

Does this question of removal from your own area of jurisdiction of
certain film functions concern you, or do you support the concept of
the spinoff ?

Dr. IleamAx. Senator, the Endowment for the Humanities does have
a driving and extensive media program right now. I can give its
broadest outlines and suggest them best perhaps by simply stating that
we have since 1970 managed to support about $15 million for media
programs. We have a very large, indeed increasing, share of current
Endowment appropriations going to the media. The number of grants
themselves has come up in the very few years since we have begun very
nearly to 100, many of which are major grants like that going to pro-
duction of "The Adams Family Chronicle", or to acquisitions like
"War and Peace" that last year graced the air waves.

For us the problem of media is somewhat different since we do it as
instrumental. We have these ways of using the media. In education it
is, of course, by now commonplace to find courses focusing on the
humanistic elements of film, of which there aie many, or utilizing
film materials simply in order to strengthen other aspects of the
curriculum.

Clearly, we have an obligation in research and fellowships because
there are increasing scholarly studies by many humanists of the his-
toric, esthetic and social aspects of film.

A project that we will begin next month will emphatically highlight
the endowment's interest in these aspects of media support. There are
going to be a number of elms, I believe 13 is the accurate figure, intro-
duced by former Ambassador Edward Reischauer, all connected with
cultural historical aspects of Japanese civilization. I think that will
be a prime example of things we do.

Senator PEu.. With any of this material we will be delighted to put
it in the record, but I would like to press you on this. You are not
under oath and if you choose not to reply, just say you choose not to
reply, but how do you view this as a precedent from the viewpoint of
your agency ?

Dr. 13EamAN. Well, we are very peripheral to this, Senator.
Senator PELL. In that connection, how much money did you give the

AFI when they applied for it Q I understand the applications in some
cases have not met the standards you think they should.

Dr. BEILUAN. We have drawn up a listing for the record, Senator.
For this year, we have given them approximately 1 percent, I believe,
of their total expenditures, a single grant I believe of some $33,000.

[The information referred to follows

46.7q5 0 75 - 5
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The National Endowment for the Humanities is a Federal agency with

specific legislative authority. Only activities which are within

the humanities, as defined by Congress, can be supported by its

funds, and then, only after thorough review by evaluators, panelists,

staff, and the National Council on the Humanities.

According to the Act establishing the Endowment the humanities

include the following fields: history, philosophy, languages,

linguistics, literature, archaeology, jurisprudence, history and

criticism of the arts, ethics, comparative religion, and those

aspects of the social s.:iences employing a historical or philo-

sophical approach to problems. This latter category includes such

fields as cultural anthropology, sociology, political theory, inter-

national relations, American minority cultural studies, and other

subjects concerned with value and non-quantitative matters.

The humanities are often thus defined in terms of specific acr.demic

disciplines, partly because human experience has been principally

preserved through books, documents, and cultural objects. Clearly,

these fields, whether taken together or individually, enable us to

evaluate human knowledge and values. The knowledge drawn from them.

when applied to the themes, subjects, and questions of public concern

and interest, provides a deeper understanding of the relationship

between individuals and theirs society 4 past, present and future, and

that is the aim of the Endowment.
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Division of Public Program$

All activities funded by The Public Programs Division of the Endowment

are intended to benefit the general adult public. The Public Programs

can therefore be seen as those programs of the Endowment which seek

through a variety of grant areas to support institutions, organizations

and individuals who have as their purpose in general, or who have as

their central purpose in a particular project, the relating of the

humanities to the adult public in an effective way. State committees

on the humanities, museums and historical societies, .;alleges and

universities, libraries. Ladle, various professional and public service

organizations, civic groups and individuals are all involved in these

programs to relate the humanities to the adult public.

The Media Program

Within this context, the challenge of the Media Program is to identify,

encourage and support with Federal grant funds those institutions and

organizations in the broadcast area which show a desire to mount

imaginative television, radio and film programs in the humanities, and

at the same time to interest s.holars in the humanities in the service

that they can provide by assisting in the development and implementation

of such programs.

Endowment interest in media reflects the centrality of television and

radio transmission as the most immediate means for the broad public to

receive any form of information and the recognition that television and

radio sate are the central devices.ip use by the general public to assure

access to Endowment- funded humanities projects. The Media Program, begini
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with these fundamental facts. However, the Endowment supports media

projects only within the context of advancing the use and understanding

of the humanities, and the following points summarize the essential

characteristics of this program.

In brief: This program is designed to encourage and support the highest

quality film, radio and television production for national broadcast and

distribution.

The projects must involve the use of knowledge from the fields of the

humanities (see page 1); priority is given to proposals which concentrate

on material which is central, rather than peripheral, to the humanities.

Proposed programs must be designed to reach a broad adult audience.

Each production must involve direct collaboration between scholars in the

humanities and producers, directors, writers and actors of solid profes-

sional stature. Applicants must provide clear evidence that the

involvement of scholars in the humanities has occurred in the development

of a proposal.

Projects Eligible for Support

To further define the scope and purposes of the Media Program and to gen-

erate increased use and understanding of the humanities by the general

adult public, it is useful to consider the following priorities:

1. It is the significant use of resources in the humanities (people,

knowledge; objective interpretation) in a definitive manner that distin-

guishes NEH media grants from the work 9f any other Federal, private or

public agency.
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The pre-eminent resources within the humanities are those professionals

who are trained and expert in the fields of the humanities, and who can

provide objective interpretation and further understanding of many areas

of general and specific concern to the public. Successful projects are

those which will fall intoone of two categories in the use of such

resources: a) the active involvement of these experts in the research,

development and design of a project, or b) the involvement of humanists

not only in the design stage but in the presentational stage as well.

2. Projects must involve highly skilled and experienced professional

producers, directors, writers, and craftspeople as principals in design

and production. These people may be drawn from both the commercial and

non-commercial sectors of the broadcast and filmmaking industries. At

all times the Endowment welcomes the use of the best available talent

in its grants for production, and will give priority to those applica-

tions which present a clear plan for the use of production talent

beyond the applicant organization itself.

3. Among a -umber of substantive approaches, successful applications

have often focused upon:

a) Material with which humanists have characteristically dealt - e.g.,

the history of individuals, cultures and societies; the presentation,

interpretation and examination of works of literature; the development

of logical systems of thought; the analysis of the growth and use of

languages; the role of the arts as an expression of human culture; the

value questions which are raised by the analysis and description of

various human cultures, both past and present.
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b) Material about those individuals, present or past, who as humanists

deal or dealt significantly with important human characteristics or

questions of value.

c) Subjects of concern to the adult public upon which humanists and the

humanistic disciplines can fruitfully and appropriately comment - such as

love, death, law, justice,ethical concerns broadly, and science and

human values.

4. Projects must be designed to reach a broad national adult audience

and must provide some assurance that national distribution is likely.

In a limited number of instances the Endowment will encourage and accept

proposals which aro clearly designed for a specific regional adult

audience, but which may be of value to audiences in other sections of

the country.

5. Formats which seek to test new ways of reaching a broad adult audience

with the humanities will be most welcome.

Types of Grants

The Media Program will primarily provide grants for the following:

1. Development Grants: Applications for a small development grant with

which to finance the research and writing of a full treatment or script.

These applications ordinarily come from institutions but are accepted

from individuals (experienced producers, directors and writers), to

finance script development aimed at using resources in the humanities,

for possible distribution via film, television or radio.
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2. Pilot Grants: Applications to finance the full production of a pilot

film or program, in the case of a projected series. Generally, applica-

tions for pilot funding follow a successful application for development,

but they are not restricted to projects which were developed with Endowment

funds. The application may also include a request for funds to further

develop scripts and treatments in a series.

3. Production Grants: Applications to finance the full production of a

single film or program, or an entire series. Although the Endowment will

accept applications for total funding of the production of a project, it

does encourage applicants to seek matching funds from other sources in

support of the project. Further information appears later under the

heading, Gifts and Matching.

4. Acquisition Grants: Applications for a limited number of grants in

support of the acquisition of existing programs or films which are

clearly deSigned to advance an understanding of knowledge drawn from the

humanities. Such programs should have the kind of critical and popular

appeal exemplified by the NEH supported presentation of the BBC produced

"War and Peace."

S. Planning Grants: In addition to the normal grant activities listed

above, the Media Program has made a limited number of grants which test

the relationship between humanistic 4cholars and media professionals in

the development of long-range public uses of the resources of the

humanities.
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From selected public broadcast organizations across the country, and at

related non-profit organizations, the Endowment invites applications to

create on-going groups of humanistic scholars and production personnel

who can develop humanities programs in new formats, and who can find

ways in which humanists and the best available production talent (both

commercial and public broadcast) can cooperate to develop high-quality

humanities programs.

On a selected and experimental basis also, the Media Program invites

applications from production and cable television organizations which

seek new ways to provide access to the humanities by the adult public.

via cable television.

Criteria for Grant Awards

All applications to the Media Program will be evaluated in terms of the

following:

1. Does the proposed project offer a significant contribution to the

general public's use and understanding of knowledge drawn from the

humanities?

2. Is the subject perceptively approached, and does it reflect the

thoughtful use of resources from the humanities?

3. Does the project command the resources of craftsmen and production

personnel highly qualified in the relevant medium?

4. Is there clear evidence of effective cooperation between experts in

the humanities and in the media?

5. Is the format clearly thought out, imaginative, and suitable for

conveying the subject matter?

6. Will the method of presentation be attractive to a general adult

audience?
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7. Is the cost realistic in relationship to the significance of the

project and does the budget reflect the experience of the principal

personnel?

8. Is the budget clearly drawn and realistically considerate of potential

development or production problems?

Projects Not Eligible for Support

Because the Endowment is charged with developing the humanities as sources

of insight into contemporary human problems, it is sometimes thought to be

concerned with "social action." In the very immediate sense, it is not.

Social activists and humanists, such as jurists and philosophers, may

investigate the same existing situation, but they do so with different

motives: the humanists seek to understand; social activists to change.

Endowment supported projects, therefore, are directed at comprehension

rather than change; at objective research and reflection rather than

advocacy.

The National Endowment for the Humanities does not offer support for

creative, original work in the arts - such as musical composition,

painting, the writing of poetry or fiction -- or for performance or

training in the arts. However, certain studies of the arts are eligible

for Endowment support, such as historical and theoretical studies and

criticism in the arts. Projects dealing with appreciation of the arts

may be suitable for support, but a severe limitation of funds available

in this area dictates such projects must clearly relate art appreciation
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to other fields of the humanities, rather than to fields of the creative

and performing arts. Thus a project involving the use of the arts to

illuminate and direct attention to historical or contemporary issues,

or a project designed to develop a broader perspective of a culture

by examining the values reflected in its arts might qualify for support,

while a project focusing on the arts as such, in one or another

historical period, could not.

(inquiries about Federal support for professional creative and performing

artists should be addressed to either the state arts council in the appro-

priate state or the National Endowment for the Arts, Washington, D. C.)

The Media Program does not support proposals whose emphasis is archival

collection or collation, or individual requests for travel to profes-

sional meetings. Neither does it support basic research proposals,

individual fellowships and stipends, educational planning, development

and production for institutions of learning, or projects which entail

credit for participants.

The Media Program does not support proposals where primary impact is

geared to a state or local audience. Neither does it support projects

designed to reach specifically youth or children, or which place heavy

emphasis upon youth or children to reach adults.

The Media Program does not support proposals which include the acquisition

of permanept facilities or equipment or for any training elements, such as

those related to increasing knowledge of or skill in film, radio and tele-

vision production.
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Who Can Apply

Applications to the Media Program will be accepted from any non-profit

organization or institution capable of involving competent scholars in

the humanities and fully experienced production personnel in a project

aimed at a general adult public audience. Applications from unincor-

porated groups with the same qualifications and capabilities will also

be accepted. The Endowment sees this as a broadened opportunity for

individuals and groups from the commercial broadcast and filmmaking

sector to apply their expertise and experience to the development of

high quality productions in the humanities. These groups must designate

a fiscal agent who will meet Federal requirements and be responsible for

monitoring and reporting the expenditure of Federal funds.

Application Review Process

As with all Endowment programs, applications submitted to the Media

Program undergo a thorough review process prior to Endowment action.

Applications are submitted for review and evaluation by independent

scholars whose expertise is in the content area proposed, and by

leading practitioaqrs ig.the relevant medium. They are then submitted

for both substantive and competitive review by a panel comprising

scholars, with broad knowledge about the humanities in general, and

distinguished filmmakers and broadcasters. Finally, the application

and the reviewers' and panel's recommendations are considered by the

National Council on the Humanities, a group of 26 distinguished private

citizens who are charged by law with reviewing applications and recoor

mending what final action should be taken by the Chairman of the

Indamoset.
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Cost-Sharing and Matching Funds

Financial participation by organizations, institutions, groups and indi-

viduals is encouraged by the Endowment. Sr-.h participation may take one

of two forma, and may be subject to negotiation.

Cost-Sharing: The Endowment may require a more than nominal contribution

from applicants to the costs of any specific project funded through the

Media Program. The cost-sharing requirement may be satisfied by donation

of staff time, facilities, secretarial assistance or other services, or

other budget items such as indirect costs.

Gifts and Matching: A special provision of the law creating the Endowment

enables it to accept gifts of money in support of a particular humanities

project which has been approved for funding by the Endowment. The

Endowment then may match this gift with Federal funds in further support

of the project. Although an applicant may seek Endoment support for a

project's entire cost, the Endowment does encourage applications for

these "gifts and matching" grants, wherever possible, in order to provide

for funding of significant projects to the fullest measure and to provide

the greatest opportunity for private support and interest in the humani-

ties. It might be mentioned that to be eligible for Federal matching

funds, a gift must be made directly to the Endowment and only by

individuals or organizations neither connected with the project nor

current or 'pending recipients of Endowment grants.
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MEDIA PROGRAM - 1975

As the sole national agency charged with -upporting broad public

appreciation of this nation's history, traditions and culture, and

in view of the high cost of quality programming in the media, the

Endowment views the Media program as a major agency priority: it

is intent not only upon expanding its ability to fund projects, but

also upon making these programs available to substantial portions

of the population who have not heretofore had access to the use of

media, such as the handicapped and the large Spanish-speaking

population throughout the nation.

Past Endowment-supported grants have tapped humanities resources

in such productions as "To Be Young, Gifted and Black," the

"Humanities Film Forum," "The Wright Brothers," and "War and Peace."

The educational and popular success of these film programs--the

"Humanities Film Forum" alone attracted one of the largest audiences

in public television history and its successor "The Japanese Film:

Insights to a Culture" is going to be broadcast by 225 television

stations beginning January 1975--points up the readiness of a vast

audience in this country for high quality films in the humanities.

Past Endowment grantees have been drawn primarily from non-profit

organizations and institutions, with the bulk coming from public

television stations. The Medi; Program's' constituency includes
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246 public television outlets operated by 152 licensees, whose potential

audience is 76% of the public, or 167 million Americans. Research

studies indicate that the average public broadcast viewing audience

comprises 30-35 million persons weekly. Its audience includes, too,

the 156 public radio stations operated by 140 licensees, with a poten-

tial audience of 64% of the population, or 130 million people; listener

estimates average 5 million per week. In addition, the Media program

has in the past, and anticipates for the future, applications from

40-SO independent film, television, and radio producers.

Past emphasis in the Media program has been upon major productions in

the areas of American history and literature (e.g. "The Adams

Chronicles"), but through initiatives in FY 1975 and FY 1976 prodLetioe

in film and tlevision will embrace other humanistic areas; already a

number of planning and developmental grants have been mace, looking to

major production grants for programs dealing with aging, death and

dying; with rural and urban environments; with Japanese culture and

society; and with the concept of freedom and liberty as it relates to

our inctitutions and traditons.

In FY 1974, the Media program made twenty-six grants; the total cost

of the 81 hours of programs to be produced through these grants Wag

$7,435,000, at an average of $92,000 per program hour (combining

outright grant and gifts and matching funds); this cost compares

favorably with the current cost of commercial network production,

which is now averaging more than $250,000 per program hour.

80
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The expansion A film and television programs centered in the humanities

and designed for general audiences currently being supported in FY 1975

embraces four distinct approaches: a) support for development and pro-

duction of programs in the areas of history, biography and cultures

literature, and classical drama; b) development of a variety of concrete

projects which would provide continuity for the research, development

and eventual production of programs central to the humanities;

e) acquisition of television broadcast rights for existing productions

of humanistic import; and d) co-production with other funding sources

on projects of mutual humanistic interest involving cooperation among

scholars, wTiters, producers and acting talent.

Among those major projects that the FY 1975 program ii supporting are

the following:

1. Production Grants: A biographical series on the Founding Fathers;

a major documentary focusing on the diverse aspects of "The American

Experience": the completion of 10 productions of dramatisations of

short stories; two 2-hour productions of classic plays; and continued

support of on-going production work at specific public broadcast

stations to pilot and develop innovative film and television pro-

*ramming in the humanities.

2. Acquisition and Co-production: One or more series consisting of

approximately 21 hours of such programs as "War and Peace," and

dramatic adaptations, with primary distribution over the public

81
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broadcast network; acquisitlqn of a series dealing with the historical

roots of the United States; and support for cooperative ventures by an

American public broadcast station and a British broadcast organization

for two 1-hour specials dealing with the American Revolution.

Mere showing of such films on television, however, does not fully meet

the Endowment's purposes. Indeed, the very power of excellent film to

convey strong impressions requires that analysis of the film's content

and approach be furnished by competent scholars. Accordingly, each

presentation will include careful introductions to establish a general

context; expert and lively discussions by scholars and critics will

also folic*, the programs. Printed material to accompany the programs

as yielder and teacher guides will be made available.

3. Radio:

In continuation of its efforts to make the humanities available to

the broad public, the Endowment has begun to make a small number of

grants for radio projects in the humanities. Among those projects

that the FY 1975 program is supporting are a series exploring

changing values in the role of the community in our society; a series

of biographical dramas on the lives of outstanding philosophers; and

a number of special programs examining the roots.of our legal system

and science and human values.

46-795 0 - I'S 6 b2
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Senator PELL. Was there not another grant?
Dr. BERMAN. A gifts and matching offer is still outstanding, which

has not been met.
Incidentally, Senator, there have been a number of previous grants

whit+ I will be happy to enter into the record from 1970 to 1917.. of a
total of over $500,000, but for just two projects approved through
regular competitive application review process.

Senator PELL. Does it concern you about the spinoff? What is your
view with regard to the creation of separate agencies to handle this
work?

Dr. BERMAN. Well, sir, we leave that to the deliberations of Con-
gress, with the assumption that the responsibilities of t he Ni a iona
Endowment for the Humanities will be recognized and he sa rep rde( 1.

We have a large program which is greatly detailed in the ateria
submitted for the record; but necessarily the two thing,. I think I
have to be very much complimentary about are Iunanisi ie shol
ship and education via film.

Senator Pu.i. Without pressing further on this, I adduce that your
position here is one of no position, basically.

Dr. BERMAN. I think it might best be stated that it wouldn't be
appropriate for us to argue for or against setting AFI up as an inde-
pendent agency.

Senator PEu.. We will not press you any further.
Now, Miss Hanks, turning for the moment to the panel, and t he (I I le,

tion of the media panel, and its control of the AFI programs. Do you
accord the AFI, m view of its remarkable record of staves-, roan.%

e largest one of your various children within the group of the N E
do you accord them a greater independence in procedures than you
would to the normal operations under your different panels or do t hey
have to conform to the same procedures?

Miss HANKS. It is difficult to answer that because we are in a transi-
tion stage. Before this year the American Film Institute was handled
separately from the other media programs. We received some criticism
on that because the special committee of the council that reviewed the
American Film Institute focused solely on the financial guest ions a nd
did not have film people. On the otherland, there were film people on
the council. On a strong recommendation of the National Council of
Arts, we asked the public media panel to look at the AFT budget and
make their recommendations. That is why the panel spent a day at
Greystone, and it was a very helpful conversation. The American
Institute's chief executives came and made available time of students
and faculty to work and discuss with the panel.

Their budget will be reviewed by professionals before council re-
view. We hn to do that with all of our applications before they go
to council in February.

Now, if there is no question, it will be treated separately by the
media panel itself. It is a different organization and it is our single
largest grantee.

Incidentally, on that point, I wish to enter into the record that the
public media program this year funded some 130 organizations and
projects. And, furthermore, I think I should mention to you how
great the pressure is. We have over $50 million worth of applications
in media alone every year. So we have heavy pressure from around
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the country w hie!' no one. includ;n0( the American Film Tnstitnte,
wants ns to disre!rard. So it is an evolution time for us and I think it
is a very good one. I think Mr. Stevens. and he told me himself. would
be very happy to put cm the record his own pleasure at. the meeting
with the public media panel. When was it. George. last week?

Mr. r F.( MGE STEVENS. December 2.
Miss HANK, December 2.
Senator PELT.. I appreciate what you are saving. My own thourtht

would be that the AFT should he (riven. in 'view of the intffTritv it has
developed. certain independence, somewhat similar to the procedures
of the past.

I realize this is a transition. I hope the transition will (To back the
way it was.

Miss 1I %NHS. Senator. I think it will go back to th4( way it was if
this way does not work. It would appear from every conversation we

in the last month this is the way it is going to work.
Senator PELL. Let me ask both Mr. Stevens. from the viewpoint oftl ri( the t 1110 1.01,1(!. (10 OU like the new procedure with the

direct supervision of the panel or the older procedure. either one of
von ?

M TENN-Ks. It is not supervision. sir. It is a preliminary review be-
fore ((oil), to our rouncil. under your legislation. if I ini(Tht say. and
We ,tick to this very strongly. We have no authority to control. direct.
supervise the internal actions of any private institution. and we abide
by this very closely. Tt is a review process.

Senator PELL. Let me get the reaction from the AFL Mr. George
Stevens.

Mr. GF.ortnE STEVENS. I think there is a potential conflict. It is too
early to know whether it will realize itself. The public media panel has
a fixpd amount of money. What. they do not give to AFT. they can keep
and spend themselves directly on projects.

IVIe we with the public media panel they were extremely cor-
ial and interested in what we were doing. although each person said,
-We 11( t !link we are goina to hay(' any more money." So, from that
standpoint. we find it as a potential conflict.

Thene are among us. and particularly. some of the people who met
with the public media panel last week. a question of the balance of the
public media panel in terms of the variety of people on it, or lack of
varlet y.

As T siiy. we are willing to work that way and only mildly skeptical.
I think with Miss Hanks' strong support it will work very well.

Mr. I rrn N. I would like to speak to that too. Senator. I am con-
vinced of the concern and depth of Miss Hanks' concern for the Amer-
ican Film Institute. I am not certain, in answer to her direct question,
that the current method of. in effect, putting the affairs of the Ameri-
can Film Institute insofar as they are discussed by the Council, under
the public media panel.

The public media nanel can ronsonably view, as you pointed out,
moneys assigned to film in the Endowment go to the public media
panel. You stOd perhaps more money should go to the American Film
Institute to fill the ongoing need, the need for more funds, that every-
one seems to agree are inherent.

Now, the public media panel would understandably be reluctant
to grant an increase in funds to the American Film Institute, or even
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to see them prosper when they could view that prospering as occurring
at the expense of projects they hold dear, and in many cases projects
dull individuals on the panel are directly concerned with.

When I was on the Council, and there were several councilors from
film. it usually was appropriate, I took it as my own method of ful-
filling an enormous responsibility in making decisions on grants in
various arts, some of which in disciplines with which I was not fa-
miliar, that those councilors who were professionals in the given art
tended to speak the most. Isaac Stern, for example, was extremely
eloquent in the cause of music.

Miss HANKS. In every cause.
Mr. HESTON. Quite true. His record is most distinguished. I must

confess indeed what I have expressed to Nancy, a distress that in the
last few years the affairs of the American Film Institute have been
in their overview from the Endowment have been largely carried on by
people who are not film professionals. The watchdog committee that
was set up. and I do not mean that in a derogatory sense, the commit-
tee that was set. up for the AFI, being indeed largely a physical com-
mittee, consisted not only not of film professionals, but people who
were not professional artists at all. Now, I understand the reason
behind this. Nancy explained it to me at the time, but I merely would
like to state that it gives me some concern, and I question whether
people who are not film professionals can effectively speak for the
American Film Institute in the Council.

Miss HANKS. That was my point, if I might, Senator.
Senator PELL. Please.
Miss HANKS. To Mr. Heston, that system did not work. The Ameri-

can Film Institute did not like it and the National Council on the
Arts did not like it. And since Mr. Heston is not presently on the
Council, may I mention certain changes we have made in terms of

our own operation?
We do have many more panels. They are review panels and the

Council members, especially those in a particular field, attend many
of the panel meetings. In other words, there are different dimensions,
I would assume.

We also have open meetings in terms of policy discussion in every
panel. So anyone interested in film can go to the public session and talk
with them about it.

Second, of course, we have brilliant representatives of film new
on the Council : Robert Wise, Rosalind Russell, Clint Eastwood are
all located on the west coast and are very familiar with the Film
Institute. They could certainly participate in the public media panel
and in the deliberations of the Council. So it is a different way of
operating. I cannot assure you. Senator that it is going to work, but
we have got good will on both sides. I do not want the industry broken
off from the educators and inderndent film makers. I will give you
a 95-percent prediction that it is ,oing to work.

Mr. STRAIGHT. We should a& one statement, Senator, in response
to Mr. Heston.

Senator PELL. Please.
Mr. STRAIGHT. It is that the Panel operates on the same procedure

as the Council, and that any panel member leaves the room at the
moment when any institution in which he or she has any personal stake
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conies up for review. So there is no self-interest operating in the panel,
or a panel member getting something for himself by cutting back
funds for other projects.

In fact, the panel book for the December meeting is 1,5(l0 pages of
applications and the 15 panel members could not be participants in
all 1,50o enterprises.

Senator PELL. In other words, no member of the AFI board of
trustees would be a member of the media panel?

Mr. Sramowr. They could be a member but they would not vote on
the AFI application.

Senator PELL. Could they discuss?
Mr. STRAIGHT. Yes. sir.
Senator PELL. I think it would be rather important speaking to the

AFI, for you to try and make sure that on their board of trustees there
is a member of the media panel so they can be fully familiar with what
you are doing and explain it to the panel.

Mr. STRAIGHT. There is, in fact, some overlap in addition to that.
Senator PELL. Out of curiosity I will ask Alr. Stevens, how many

members of your board of trustees are on the media panel?
Mr. GWRGE STEVENS. Recently one member of our board was

appointed to it. It happens that it was one member of our board who
had misgivings about this legislation.

Miss ILtXKS. Is that true?
Mr. STILGHT. Yes.
Miss HANKS. Is that not wild.
Senator l'kaA.. In any case. I want to thank Miss Hanks, Dr. Berman

and Mr. Stevens and their associates. all of rou for being here today.
Mr. Heston had a long trip. I have already said how much I admire
the work of George Stevens and Nancy Hanks. The operation of
the Endowment is fraught with dangers and shoals and perilous
waters, and she its doing very well. Miss Hanks knows that I have
certain views about the arts which I have openly expressed. I think
she is doing a wonderful, wonderful job and I congratulate
her on it. I hope that with good will and with generosity on both
sides (if this bill does not get through) that a warm, good relationship
can be developed between the AFI and the Endowment. This is impor-
tant because long after you have left Miss Hanks, and you have
left Mr. Stevens, there will be other people coming along, perhaps
not as competent as each of you. and we want to continue to keep the
structure good for the arts, and good for film, particularly as it is
our foremost pride in American art. I do not want to see a situation
of splitting up of support for Federal programs cultural endeavors
which arguments of this sort do cause in the Congress.

I would thank you and hope you would stay around because there
is one more panel still to come, the panel in opposition to the Ameri-
can Film Institute, Miss Camille Cook, Mr. Theodore Perry and Mr.
Ed Lynch. And I must confess there are quite a few more, but we
have to limit the number arbitrarily and choose three people.

Roger Stevens I think has something.
Mr. ROGER STEVEN/4. One thing, Senator, I thought the meeting we

had the other dayI am still unable to understand why a certain
amountyou recall we started with the Art Council and we set a
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certain definite amount which has gone up each year. The only thing
I do not understand is why there cannot be

Senator Poi. Frankly. if the bill does not go through and there is
not an amicable settlement. we may have to arbitrarily legislate in
a line item setaside which would cause Miss Hanks tremendous con-
cern. I do not think that is the real answer. I think the real answer
is a mutual agreement.

Did you want to respond
Miss HANKs. As you know, I am in total disagreement with Roger

Stevens whom I admire in every other respect but that one thing. And
I want to thank you, sir, very much for your time. Please stay inter-
ested in us.

[The prepared statement of Miss Hanks and Dr. Berman follow:]
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The National Endowment for the Arts, as members of this

Special Subcomitteo know, operates within the framework of

the National Foundation on the Arts andthe Umanities Act of

1965.

The Act encompasses all of the arts, encouraging each

art form to develop in relationship with others, and ensuring

that the Endowment's programs in support of each art form

will be conceived and carried out in the interest of the arts

as a whole and the publics they serve.

The soundne.::: ac this basic approach has been demonstrated

time and again is* the course of the past nine years. In my

view, and in the view of the National Council on the Arts,

it is the key to our succeE.4.

Among the art forms listed in the Act are motion pictures,

television, radio, tape and sound recording. The Endowment is

charged, under the terms of the Act, with advancing these art

forms in a variety of ways.

In 1966, the Endowment began a program of grants to

invididuals and organizations for film, television and radio

projects. As part of this program, and following a feasibility ,
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study, the Endowment participated in 1967 with the Ford

Foundation and member companies of the Motion Picture

Association of America in the creation of the American Film

Institute.

The activities and the funding of the American Film

Institute have been matters of continuing interest to this

Subcommittee, to the Select Subcommittee on Education of the

House Committee on Education and Labor. The legislation pre-

sently being discussed seeks to give independent, legislative

status to the American Film Institute. I have, as you know,

testified on the bill in ita earlier form, before the Select

Subcommittee on Education. My intention today, in my effort to

be responsive to your wishes, is to limit my prepared statement,

to a summary of the programs which the Endowment is currently

funding, and which it proposes to continue to fund, in support

of the arts of film, of television, video and of radio, and

to distinguish between these programs and the activities which

the American Institute now carries out, and proposes to

continue, under the legislation now before your Subcommittee.

In interpreting its legislative responsibilities, the

National Council on the Arts has recommended three basic

goals for the Endowments' programs:
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AVAILABILITY OF THE ARTS: To promote broad

dissemination of cultural resources of the

highest quality across the country.

CULTURAL RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT: To assist our

major cultural institutions to improve artistic

and administrative standards,and to provide

greater public service.

ADVANCEMENT OF OUR CULTURAL LEGACY: To support

activity among our most gifted artists, encourage

the preservation of our cultural heritage, and

advance the quality of life or our nation.

The Endowment's Public Media Program can best be summarized

in terms of these three broad objectives.

AVAILABILITY OP THE ARTS

A. Programming in the Arts

Film, television, video and radio are an important

focus for the Endowment, not only as art forms in themselves,

but also as communicators of the arts to all our citizens. Tour-

ing of art groups is an integral part of the Endowment's pro-

gramming to make the arts more accessible to more people. Yet,

despite touring, there are millions of Americans who might never

be reached by live performances. Therefore, in addition to

programs of creative development, the Public Media Program works

cooperatively with the other Endowment programs to make the arts

46-79S O. 7S 7
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more accessible.

Examples of projects that have received matching grant

support in the past include BOLERO, a 30 minute film about

the Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra which won an Academy

Award; AMERICAN BALLET THEATRE: A CLOSEUP IN TIME, a 90 minute

special featuring ABT in performance; YOUNG FILMMAKERS FESTIVAL,

a 60 minute compilation of award-winning animated and live - action

films by children; VIDEO: THE NEW WAVE, a 60 minute program

surveying the work of artists working with video; and ALVIN

AILEY: MEMORIES AND VISIONS, a 60 minute presentation of high-

lights from the repertory Of the Ailey Company.

All of the productions listed above have been broadcast

in prime time over the Public Television network.

Examples of projects presently in various stages of

development follow:

-- There are films to be made by or under the

aegis of state and regional arts agencies, each

highlighting the special cultural heritage,

activities and achievements of a particular

state or region. Showing of these films on
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local television will be encouraged, and

state arts agencies plan to put them to

many other uses as well. In addition, the

footage may be used in part in making a

major national film on the arts in America.

A ten-program series on the independent

film is being assembled, produced, and

distributed nationally for cable television

by the Cable Arts Foundation.

-- A major American Television Drama (KCET -TV)

series that will be broadcast on the public

television network is jointly funded with the

Ford Foundation and the Corporation for Public

Broadcasting. A major series for Public Tele-

vision on American dance is projected.

A major film, or films, lbr broadcast on national

television, that will provide a panoramic picture

of the arts in America today. This will include

footage from a variety of existing films; the

state arts agency films (described above)'; the

films on American song and dance (discussed below):

new footage covering "City Spirit" projects as

they take shape, and other new material filmed on

location in all parts of thecometry.
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-- A 90 minute film on American song for

television. A major television film in

the field of dance is also being planned,

complementary to the "Song" film.

B. Endowment/Corporation for Public Broadcasting Joint Program

This cooperative program (CPU matches Arts Endowment

funds) serves the objectives of both organizations by fostering

the arts on public broadcasting through symposia, experimental

art workshops, and arts programming. Grants are recommended

jointly by representatives of the Endowment's Public Nadia Panel

and of CPU. The emphasis is in the area of workshops, seminars,

and filmmaker-in-residence programs designed to encourage a

fuller utilization of the nation's artistic resources (by public

broacasting). In addition, actual arts programming is supported

and widely disseminated via public television.

C. American FilmBeries_for Television

Although both commercial and public television programming

testifies to the large audience for feature films, neither has

initiated a major tribute to the American feature film as an

art form.
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Through partnership with private funding sources.

a matching grant was awarded to KVIE-TV in Sacramento for

a series called The Immigrants which will present the films

of American directors who immigrated from other countries.

Nine programs All include complete feature film classics, most

never seen before on TV, made in America by directors such as

Fritz Lang, F.W. Murnau, Victor Seastrom, Ernst Lubitsch, and

Billy Wilder. Similar projects are planned. In addition to

broadcast over the public television network, there will be

educational distribution with supporting study materials.

D. Short Film Showcasing

In terns of availability, the short film is one of our

most neglected art forms. Theatrical distribution of shorts

is virtually non-existent which means that the majority of

American audiences never have an opportunity to see a unique

and important aspect of cinema.

With the cooperation of theatre owners and distributors,

the Endowment is encouraging the exhibition of a limited number

of outstanding short films by independent filmmakers in theatres

throughout the country. The Endowment is contributing print

costs, including blowups from l6mh to 35mm, and fellowships to

the filmmakers who are included in the program.
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Films for the first year of this project have been

selected. The National Association of Theatre Owners is

cooperating and the films will be distributed by Tvcntieth

Century Fox, United Artists, and Warner Brothers a! lsorts

accompanying first-run feature films.

E. Other Endowment Film, Television and Radio Pr ,Its

Almost all programs of the Endowment have fil ad

television prcjects as integral to their programmi Examples

include t-sry films on Artists -in- Schools, Expansio its

touring, "Stations" (the film on preservation of r 117oad

stations), deaign improvement films. There ara ot. ! films

for television like the one designed to show how c. orative

effort among many interest groups and individuals c.a make the

arts an integral part of the life of a community. This film

will be made available in calendar year 1975 to state and local

agencies, Bicentennial Commissions, cultural organization*,

and a variety of community groups. Television broadcast will

be encouraged. The film will be professionally produced under

contract.

CULTURAL RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT

B. Regional Media Organizations

This program aims at encouraging the widest possible

access to and participation in the art of film/radio/video
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throughout the country. The Endowment currently supports

programs in about 25 of these regional centers; it is anti-

cipated that there will be.many more eligible for support in

the next several years. They are organized independently or as

part of a museum or university to meet the tremendous demand

for programs which 1) build new ludiencos through regional

cinema showcases and video ex tion centers; 2) provide

centrally-located media resources centers for research and

study of the moving image; 3) provide information to encourage

spe development of creative film programming.

ADVANCFENT OF OUR CULTURAL LEGACY

The Endowment has supported many programs in this category

including programs carried out under contract by the American

Film Institute.

A. Film Preservation

Tho only kind of film in use prior to 1951 was nitrate, a

highly flammable, unstable substance. Transfer to acetate or

other permanent stock is essential to preserve America's rich

film heritage.
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Annual federal funding in the film preservation area, not

including administrative costs, is approximately $245,000

appropriated directly to the Library of Congress and an addi-

tional $230,000 in Endowment contract funds to the AFI for sub- 4

grants to the Museum of Modern Art, George Eastman House and

the Library of Congress. An additional $70,000 in coft.tract

funds is provided for the AFI'ar. own acquisition and preservation

of films.

8. Preservation of Other Art Forms

The Endowment is funding programs utilizing films, video

and radio for documenting purposes -- i.e. in dance, music,

folk arts. The Public Media staff and panel advise on these

proposals, which are handled by offices in the appropriate

disciplines.

C. Fellowships

1. Independent Filmmaker Fellowships

At present, there are very few sources of funding for

independent filmmakers. $200,000 has gone to AFI

(contract) in Fiscal Years 1973. 1974, and 1975 for

independent filmmaker grants. Previously, in Fiscal

Year 1972, the AFI made 10 grants totalling $60,000.

With Endowment support in Fiscal Year 1973, 28 grants

were awarded at a maximum level of $10,000. Approxi-

mately tho same'nuMber wore made in 1974 and are pro-

jected for 1975.
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2. CATV Fellowships

Although cable television has the ability to offer

diverse programming suited to the interest of individual

communities, little has been done to encourage talented young

film and media professionals to develop the medium to its

fullest potential. A program placing.young filmmakers in

residence at CATV stations has been helpful to young graduates

seeking practical experience in the field and can be considered

an extension of their training.

This program is administered by New York University.

To date, nine filmmakers have been selected and matched with

9 CATV stations around the country. The participating

stations are located in: Bloomington, Indiana, Buffalo,

New York; Concord, New Hampshire; Dubuque, Iowa: Fort Lee,

New Jersey, Johnson City, Tennesee; Madison, Wisconsin;

Stockton, California; and Monona. Wisconsin.

3. Post Graduate Fellowships

The Endowment, in a pilot program with six universities,

is giving selected students the opportunity to gain production

experience necessary to their professional careers. The

program 4.8 a three-way partnership between a host university,

G
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a local public broadcast station and a filmmaker. The

first stage of this program provided grants of $11,100 each

to six universities which provide professional training in

film and/or television. The fellowships are for a . vim=

of nine months and include a living stipend of $400 a month

as well as overall production budget of $7,500. The

universities donate all eq,ii.pment and supervision needed for

the project. The program gives the young filmmaker the

overience of bringing together the resources of a university

and a local public television station to create a now work

for broadcast while working within stipulated time and

budget limitations.

4. Other Fellowships

Fellowships are given to filmmakers participating in the

short film showcasing program described above. Further,

some of the other Endowment fellowship programs directly

involve film, television, video or radio -- for example

those in visual arts, composition, dance -- and those

Endowment offices call on the expertise of the Public Media

Panel and staff.

5. Media Studies

This program is designed to improve standards of study of

film and video art by offering support to educational institu-

tions to develop information for film and video study, and to

sponsor workshops, seminars, and summer institutes designed to
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bring teachers working in film and video together with

professional filmmakers and video Artists. In FY 1974. grants

assisted more than 20 organizations around the United States

in the development of film and video studies.

E. Research and Development/General Programs

The National Council has stressed repeatedly t , need for

"general program" funds in all areas of Endowment 1- Tramming.

And these funds clearly are critical in a field as .:--tplex (both

artistically and technically) and as rapidly chang: as the

media. They permit funding flexibility for projec. Atich

do not fall into other categories because of their . -,erimental

nature, or because they represent a totally new eme.:,!ing area.

Examples of projects funded to date include partial support

of a workshop to experiment with choreographers and %elevision.

Other areas include research fellowships and assistance to im-

prove the art of film criticism.

The programs which I have summarized have been

developed over the past ten years in response to the de-

monstrated needs of the constituency and the nation, and

with the collaboration and assistwice of the National Council

on the Arts, the Public Media Panel, and the consultants

upon whom the Endowment draws for advice. The programs are

not of course an exhaustive list of all of the activities of

the Endowment in the public media: nor are they a final list

of the activities which the Endowment may undertake from
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now on. For the Endowment must, if it is to serve the

broad purposes set forth in our governing statute, be re-

sponsive to opportunities as they relate to all of the arts.

In summary, Endowment programs in public media

include support for:

1. The production and dissemination of television

programs and films which advance the art of film and

the media in general;

2. The production and dissemination of television

and radio programs and films which present all the

art forms;

3. Independent filmmakers through production

projects, fellowships and residencies;

4. Workshops, symposia and seminars designed to

further the understanding and use of film, television,

video and radio as art forms in themselves as well

as communicators of all the arts;

5. Regional organizations serving as exhibition,

research and information centers;

6. Research and critical analysis designed to

further the study of the media as art forms;

7. Preservation of endangered films of ar.:istic

merit as well as the preservation of other art forms

on film and tape.
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In each of these areas, the National Council on the

Arts would anticipate that the Endowment would provide con-

__ tinuing support to individuals and to institutions.

In the light of this summary, and of the pro ons

of the legislation, the delineation of roles betwc the

National Endowment for the Arts and the American E , Institute

should be clear.

The Endowment is predominantly a grant-making

agency.

The American Film Institute is predominately operating

agency. Recently the AFI characterized itself as ". . . an

operating and service-oriented organization. . .". As we

under? :and the legislation, the grant-making role of the

Institute is spec ac and limited.

As I noted in my testimony before the Select Subcommittee

of the House, grant-making and operating responsibilities are

very different and should not be combined in one agency.

1
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In concluding my prepared statement. Mr. Chairman, I

should note my understanding that my views on the division

of roles are shared by George Stevens. Jr., the Director of

the American Film Institute. In his October 7, 1974 testimony

before the 2elect Subcommittee on Education of the House of

Representatives Committee on Education and Labor, Mr. Stevens

stated:

"I think it important to state for the record that

the American Film Institute does not seek the grant-

making functions which the Endowment presently carries

out

We in turn would note that in our view, the delineation

of roles which we have agreed to offer the basis for a fruitful

and collaborative relationship between the Endowment and the

American Film Institute.

Let me say for for the record, Mr. Chairman, that I am

greatly appreciative of your efforts and the initiatives

you have taken to advance in the best possible way the

concepts of the American Film Institute as a strong and

growing service organization and of the Arts Endowment

as a major resource for the encouragement of excellence in

film. I believe I have presented in my testimony a good

working analysis of how the AFI and the Endowment can cooperate,

with each serving specific and beneficial purposes. Within

the framework that I have outlined, I feel confident that we
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can work together without conflicting or duplicative programs.

Please let me also say that I want to remain flexible

in my own views as Endowment Chairman as these legislative

concepts and goals are further developed. And I want to

work in any way that I can with you and with the Congress and

with the AFI to ensure the best possible solutions.
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STATEMENT OF DR. BERMAN

I am pleased to have this opportunity to testify on the film-

related activities of the National Endowment for the Humanities

and the relationship between this agency and the American Film

Institute.

As you know, Mr. Chairman, the mission of the Endowment is

to promote and support the humanities and to develop effective

means of producing and disseminating humanistic knowledge.

Accordingly, while film= se is not our responsibility, we have

been enraged with it since the early aays or snoowment operatiLn,

both as a scholarly field of study (whose popularity is rapidly

increasing) and as a resource -- like books, television, radio,

newspapers -- for diffusing knowledge about the history and culture

of our own and foreign societies. Thus the Endowment supports

a variety of film-related work in each of its major program areas:

-- in education: the design of courses focusing on the

humanistic elements of film or utilizing film materials

to strengthen humanities education;

-- in fellowships: individual stuoies by humanists of the

historical, esthetic, and social aspect of film;

467.5 0 . 75 -
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iu research rrants: collaborative efforts to produce

archival and other resources which can be used by

humanities scholars; and

-- In public programs: the planning, production, and

acquisition of films and film programs suitable for

informal humanistic education of the general adult

public.

Even our Youthgrants program (through which we support

humanities projects designed by young people) traditionally supports

a sizably number of endeavors involving film research and production.

As the NEH Media Program, unlike the others just mentioned,

was established E-o--4ficallv t.:) aid work in film, I Wieve that

I should deszribe it in a bit more detail.

NEH's Media Program has been in existence now for 7 years and

it has been remarkably successful in helping the Endowment to

carry out the mandate given to it by the Congress to get the

humanities to the broadest possible adult public in this country.

A substantial portion of the NEH budget is now committed to this

program (this yeat: $6 million). It represents a substantial

investment on the part of the public in films in the humanities.

It has been a complex, difficult.progrc 7! to develop and has now

reached a level of solid effectiveness.
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Our Media Program has both acquired existing film and supported

the production of new film specifically designed to be shown on

public television across the country. Under the acquisitions

program such outstanding films as the BBC production of at and

Peace have been made available to the American people.

Next month a series of outstanding films from Japan will

premiere on American television with the support of our Media

Program. These programs are an elaborate effort to interpret

Japanese culture to th" American people and will be hosted by

former Ambassador Edwin Rcischauer.

The major portion of our film efforts, however, relate to

the production of new films in the humanities for public

television audiences. The Ldams Chronielos, are now in production

and will be available for the bicentennial year. An outstanding

new series of films comprising an Anthology or the American amt

§..= is also in production and promises to bP one of the highest

quality film series ever available to public teleVision.

Among the many other films now under production is a special

on William Faulkner being prepared by the Mississippi Television

Authority, a series of films on the concept of liberty being

prepared under the guidance of Charles Frankel of Columbia

University, and special efforts to deal with the history of

immigration in this country.

I I 6
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The results of all of these efforts will be at least 111.5 hours

of humanities films made possible by NE11 grants on television in 1975.

In addition, the capability of our not-for-profit grantees to make

films in the humanities for public television will have demonstrated

itself to be, in my opinion, equal or superior to the capabilities of

the BBC.

I might note that NEN is also making all of the films it supports

available with related educational materials to libraries, colleges,

universities, museums, and other institutions after they have been

shown on public television.

I hope that this brief description of our film program will be

useful to you and I would like to submit for the record a more detailed

description of the NEH Media Program and a complete listing of media

projects supported since 1967.

Turning to our current activities involving the American Film

Institute, I can summarize these very quickly as our relationship has

been very limited. Except for a grant several Years ago (to aid in-

planning potential film projects on the American Revolutionary War

period), our funding to the Institute has been directed solely at

partially supporting research for two of the volume in the AFT Cidgagga,

which will list all films ever shown in the United States. Detente

information about NEN grants for this and the previously mentioned project

is presented in an attachment. !
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I should note in connecti i with these projects that they were

funded by grants (rather than contracts) and on the basis of specific

applications reviewed and rcoommended by the National Council on the

HIrvir'tieo es part of the Fridownent's established "competitive review"

pro,:esu. All applications, regardless of their origin, whether new

grants or renewals, must undergo this process in order to assure that

limited funding available for humanistic work be allocated to those

projects which are both the best designed and of the greatest potential

value to the nation.

Turning now to H.R. 17021, which, I understand, this committee

may soon consider, I have only a few comments to make.

Clearly the American Film Institute as presently conceived, and

as basically described in H.R. 17021, is different from NEH. The AFI

is engaged in meratim specific programs while the Endowment is

engaged in gtant-making;. Substantively, the Institute is concerned

with the conservation of film, with the training of film-makers, with

providing an archives for American film, and with the documentation of

9
the history of film.

It is clearly not in our authority to train individuals ar artists

or technicians or to produce or preserve artistic works. However,

the preservation and ordering of tile resources as historical and social

records And the production of films forteducational purposes are clearly
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a part of our responsibility and of great concern to us. We have

supported the AFI in its historical documentation work, the Catelorue_,

in so far as its purpose was to provide a resource for scholars and

educators in the humanities; and while this work goes on at AFI, the

National Council would obviously not entertain applications for

similar work. Therefore, this area does not present a jurisdictional

problem. The matter of film production, however, probably

deserves particularly close attention by the Congress in order to

assure there is no overlap between a new agency, should the Congress

decide to authorize one, and the National Foundation 9r1 the Arts and

the Humanities, whose two Endowments have strong existing programs

aiding film production.

I would be pleased to respodd %o api questions you may have.

.
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Senator Psu.. Will you forgive me and I will now go and vote. I
will be right back. I do hope that someone from AFT will stay here
in case there are questions.

f Recess taken at 12:15 p.m. for rolicall vote in the Senate Chamber.]
Senator Pm. The subcommittee will reconvene and the panel I just

mentioned will come forth. If there is somebody else who feels
strongly on the subject, feel free to come up too.

I am under some time pressure. We only have about 20 minutes
and we will do the best we can in this short period.

I bring you greetings from Senator Javits whom I just saw. He
will try' to come in if he can, but he is very busy on the floor.

Miss Coos. I have been asked to begin.

STATEMENT OP CAMILLE J. COON. DIRECTOR, MX CENTER, ART
INSTITUTE OP CHICAGO, ACCOMPANIED BY THEODORE PERRY,
PROFESSOR AND CHAIRMAN, DEPARTMENT OP CINEMA STUDIES
AT NEW YORK UNIVERSITY, AND ED LYNCH, PRESIDENT, ASSO-
CIATION OP INDEPENDENT VIDEO PILXXAKENS,

Miss Coos. I am Camille Cook from the Art Institute in Chicago.
I have a very short statement and I will supplement it.

In the past 2 months, I have discussed this matter with several of
my colleagues, primarily midwestern film centers. I detect a consensus
of opinion that the powers and duties of the American Film Institute
should be subject to checksto the same sorts of checks and balances
that our Federal Government is working under.

An annual review of a grant application by the panel of experts on
the NEA is a very healthy check, one we support very much. And we
feel this specialized film panel is the most qualified body to make this
evaluation, rather than one composed of Federal officers and
legislators.

There is no question that the AFT should, in conjunction with the
Library of Congress, assemble the national film archive. It certainly
should be a showcase for film art in the capital. And it should dm-
late film programs to the regional film centers that wish to repeat the
national programing.

I define it very much as the National Museum of Film Art. and
subject to the same kinds of guidelines as our own museum. We exhibit
and we collect and, in our case, we also have schools, so we teach the
negative art.

The American Film Institute does all these things, but the bill also
gives them two other powers; that is, to commission or produce works
of art in the form of films, and to make grants to artists.

I think those two provisions are the ones I would address myself
against most strongly. I feel that those parts of paragraphs 2 and 8
of section 108 of the proposed legislation should be amended to limit
the granting powers and producing powers of the AFI.

Now, the supplementary comment is going to begin with a question.
Did I hear you. Senator Pell. suggest that one solution to the AEI's
problem is to divert some of the total moneys that are assigned to the
Program away from smaller regional centers due to the national effort
of the AFI I
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Senator Nu. I will answer your questions after each of you has
made your presentation; then I will know how much time we have.
I have some questions of my own, too.

Miss COOK. OK, Senator.
Senator Puma. Let us get the formalpresentations.
Mr. Imecn. Yes, Senator.
I do not presume to educate you on the bill. I am delighted that you

are so familiar with the mechanics of the problem. However, we feel
strongly that we are representing a community which is a different
and totally separate problem from what has been introduced so far.
And I want to take issue with Mr. Heston on it, and I hope he is gillhere.

Mr. RESTON. Yes, sir.
Mr. Lysen. He suggested that perhapswe only explain to represent

our constituency, and think that that is unfair. I think certainly Mr.
Heston represents his constituency, and our complaint might be, per-
haps tco well. But in our case, we feel that we are anxious to have Mr.
Heston meet our constituency and we invite him to participate in any
of our activities as a filnunaker and as an artist.

We would also like to make another comment about so far in the
hearing, which has been quite enlightening, and that is the absence of
stable financial support, which is supposedly the reason that we arehere.

I would like to introduce another reason that has evolved for the
lack of financial stability and a result of the last fi years which alien-
ated and divided the film community. I do not think that can be the
result of lack of Finds. Many State art councils have a lack of funds
and "lave a relatively solid and active film community behind them.

My statement which I have given to you and which I will not read,
but I would like to excerpt from.

The Association of Independent Video and Filmmakers,
organization of over 250 independent professionals, including produc-
ers, directors, writers, and technicians in film and video, we are op-posed to the bill.

Our members have worked in every phase of film, and we feel that
this bill is about us. We do not imagine that we are the entire film
community, but because we make films and video tapes, we have a
unique opportunity to have daily contact with almost every part of
the film community. Our members have been to film schools from
UCLA to AFI's Greystone, to New York University and Harvard.
We know the various, but limited, funding sources. We produce the
films and therefore we know the services. We must know the distribu-
tion problems, from features to experimental, and we also must know
our exhibitors. So that way we feel that we have a touch with the
community that perhaps being administratively down from the topmakes it much more difficult. We are interested in the project. But
we are also acutely aware of the advantages of a truly responsive
and repmentative national film institute.

There has been a lot said about the focus and it is my statement. I
think it is unfortunate. I do not want to reiterate it. But I feel that
certainly any new board somehow must be independently appointed
and represent the national film community.

We ask for a GAO audit and we think it might be a prudent in-
vestment in time and energy, especially if you take the time involved
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in the national film community and choices about the new board, the
procedures under which that board might be appointed.

,I think in a sense this bill has been brought on very quickly, and
we feel that we might even, as an organization, ought to be able to
participate and suggest ways in which this institute might be able to
serve the constituency. In fact, our organization quite unanimously is
against the bill and feels that under the National Endowment it would
have a more accurate and fair representation. It can serve us
because, regardless of how it happened, I think it really is a vote of
confidence to the National Endowment and a general good feeling
about the way the National Endowment serves the community, and
we feel that we preserve that, that somehow we can work out a way
it can be continued with good feeling, unity, and growth in the film
industry.

Also, I gave to you a statement that we feel kind of gives vouan
idea of what we are talking about. The film community, in addition
to the association, I have been asked to present a statement from the
undersigned that they feel also the bill is a mistake at this time. It is
7 years and $10 million after the AFI was established, and few organi-
zations have a less enthusiastic constituency.

The AFt has shown lack of responsiveness to independent film-
makers. film educators. film librarians, critics, independent film ex-
hibitors, film societies, and, in short, broad spectrums of the film
community in this country.

The A FI's failure in film focus and management have led to gradual
withdrawal of private foundation funding, funding by the com-
mercial film industry never materialized beyond a basic token initial
participation.

This bill asks us to endorse this questionable record and bless this
organization with Federal largesse. It would remove the AFI from
what little peer review exists through its current relationship with the
National Endowment for the Arta. We feel it would be wrong to
approve this legislation.

Gary Arnold. film critic; Judy Collins, entertainer; Roger Ebert,
film critic; Pauline Wael, film critic; Norman Mailer, writer and
filmmaker; .Toe Morgenstern, screenwriter, former film critic; Susan
Rice. film critic, screenwriter; Paul Shrader. screenwriter, former
AFT fellow.

I am sorry I have one little thing I was able to get for you which I
hope I can get to you in toto. which is an excerpt from the Markle
Foundation report because I feel it sheds a dramatic piece of light on
a problem which the AFT has had. which does not necessarily come
out so far in testimony. This study was rt vast undertaking: I under-
stand the time thing. but this is a very short statement and it is from
the Markle Foundation which I was able to obtain a short section of.

It says:
Foundations are down on the AFT. Among foundations the AFT appears to

suffer a miner negative image. disapproving both its policies and ith top manage-
ment. A number of them say they simply will not give money to the AFI. They
want nothing to do with it. This may he why some filmmakers who have ap-
proached them for matching grants to their AFI awards have been virtually dis-
regarded. The Ford Foundation, it might be noted. after its large initial grant,
has been conspicuous by its absence as a funding source.
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Senator PEU. Your statement in full will be put in the record at
this point.

[The prepared statement on the part of the Association of
Independent Vido and Filmmakers, Inc. as presented by Mr. Lynch
follows:]
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ASSOCIATION OF INDEPENDENT VIDEO AND FILMMAKERS. INC.

81 Leonard Street, New York, N Y 10013 Phone 212-966-6930

December 11, 1974

Senate Subcommittee on Arts and Humanities
Washington, D.C.

Gentlemen:

The Association of Independent Video and Film-
makers, Inc., and orgari.,:zion of more than 250 independent
professionals, including producers, directors, writers,
and technicians in film and video, is opposed to bill HR

17504 now being considered by this committee. Our members

have engaged in every phase of professional and artistic
endeavor in the moving image arts, including feature films,

documentaries, commercial and educational television,

avant garde and industrial films, public service and cable

television projects.

We feel that this bill is about us. We do not

imagine that we are the entire film community. But because

we make the films and videotapes, we have the unique ad-

vantage of daily contact with almost every part of the

film community. Our members have been to film schools, from

UCLA to AFI's Greystone, to New York University and Harvard.

We know the various, but limited, funding sources. We

produce the films, and therefore we must know the challenges
of production and the services available. We must know the

distribution problems, from features to experimental, and

we must know our exhibitors through whom we ultimately

reach our audiences.

We are acutely aware of the advantages of a

truely responsive and representative national film institute.

Since its inception in 1967, the AFI has focused

its energy and money on the Hollywood commercial industry,
failing to carry out its responsibilities to the much

larger, and frankly, much needier film community existing

across the country. As the Educational Film Library (EFLA)

stated concerning this proposed legislation:

"The art of film in the United States is richer
and more varied than in almost any other nation,
and...encompasses not only the traditional Holly-

wood dramatic feature, but also documentaries,
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instructional films, experimental works by
cinema poets, children's films, short enter-
tainment and informational films. There is
also the whole area of television and video- -
critically important aspects of our moving
image culture today."

We feel strongly-that if the American Film
Institute is to receive direct federal funding, then it
must reflect the needs of the national film community.
Its Board of Directors, which until now has been drawn
almost exclusively from the Hollywood-based commercial
industry, must change. The legislation must guarantee
that the new Board of Directors represent the whole film
community, both regionally and occupationally. The
Board must 5e independently appointed and drawn from
a variety of sources, including artists, librarians,
educators, archivists, and scholars. The present
provision in the draft legislation that the old AFI
board simply appoint the majority of the new board is
totally unacceptable.

Another part of the proposed legislation that
is crucial to the future of the film and video artist is
the provision that the AFI would have the power to give
grants to "...persons who demonstrate particular promise
as filmmakers." Without stringent and detailed guidelines
(the bill has none) we feel that the AFI should not be
given grant-making authority. It is interesting to note
that the Endowment felt constrained to put their present
grant money for filmmakers into a contract so that the
AFI would have to distribute a fixed amount.

In a letter to Senator Javits we asked for a
General Accounting Office audit of the past fiscal per-
formance of the AFI. We feel that this would be the best
indication of their working priorities, and would also be
a rePJonable. basis for a commitment of public funds.
The legislation, as now written, amounts to an endorsement
of the existing AFI at a time when each expenditure by
Congress must be examined or weighed against the needs of
the whole country. Until the completion of such an audit,
the AFT would be best kept under the funding jurisdiction
of the National Endowment.

If the "new" AFI truly represents the national
film community, then it could become the single most im-
portant factor in encouraging the thousands of people who
work in film, and the millions of people who watch them.

Ed Lynch, President
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ASSOCIATION OF INDEPENDENT VIDEO 'AND FILMMAKERS, INC.

81 Leonard Street, New York, N Y 10013 Phone 212-966-6930

October 7, 1974

Select Subcommittee on Education
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C.

Gentlemen:

The Association of Independent Video and
Filmmakers. Inc., would like to go on record against the
proposed legislation, HR 17021, that would set up a
separate funding agency for the American Film Institute
and remove it from the funding jurisdiction of the
National Endowment for the Arts. We feel that the
effect of this proposal would be to give the "new"
Institute a favored position in the field without
evidence that it has the support of the people in the
field.

We are an organization of over two hundred
film and video artists and craftspeople. We have not
been surveyed. We have net been consulted. We consider
the difference between the present funding alignment and
the proposed one to be profound. The extraordinary
issues raised by this proposal deserve more time for
investigation and research.

In fact, the brief period of time betueon the
introduction of the bill and these hearings dici not
allow us to prepare an apprcpriai.e response, either on
the real needs of the field, most of which are not in
dispute, or on the performance of the American Film
Institute during the past seven years.

There is a vast amount of evidence that needs
to be consulted. There is a new study on Independent
Filmmakers, commissioned by the Markle Foundation, that
engaged far ranging questions about the health and wel-
fare of the Independent, from funding through distribu-
tion. There are other organizations that might also
like to have a special funding advantage, or which, at
the very least, would like to be consulted on how this

2
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Select Subcommittee on Education 2

legislation would affect their efforts in film and video
arts. There are many artists who have had experiences
with the AFI and other funding sources, who could be
helpful in planning the future of the American Film
Institute and other broader film and video alternatives.

The simple fact is that there is widespread
dissatisfaction, among filmmakers, with the American
Film Institute. The cause for that dissatisfaction
might superficially seem to be a general lack of funds.
But it is clear that other funding sources, also with
limited funds, such as state arts councils and the.
National Endowment, do not have the same reputation as
the AFI. The cause of the dissatisfaction must be
investigated. The lack of foundation support is con-
spicuous; the withdrawal of Ford Foundation funding
needs an explanation.

W. will not argue that film and video are not
a special case. But any new legislation must be founded
on a clear understanding of the past and an extraordinary
vision about the future. We know from our own struggles
that this proposal is a clear reflection of a need. But
we are also convinced that the best minds have not been
consulted and that the appropriate research is not in
evidence. We are ready to assist in supporting or plan-
ning a truly open, service-oriented, nationally, funded
film organization.

Toward that end, the Association of Independent
Video and Filmmakers recommends that the Select Subcom-
mittee on Education:

1. schedule additional hearings as a funda-
mental expression of fairness and intention to
allow full participation by its constituency,

2. make a commitment to a basic understanding
of the whole problem of independent expression in
film and video, and insist that any recommended
legislation be consistent with the needs of the
whole field,

3. compare the film assistance programs of
other governments, with special emphasis on priori-
ties and independence,

4. insist that any organization that will
receive the benefit of special government funding

"
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have the support of its constituency and of the
people in the field,

S. ask, or commission an impartial body to
ask, the pertinent questions about the past perform-
ance of the American Film Institute, both from the
viewpoint of the filmmaker and the policy maker,
and

6. ask other film organizations to participate
with them in the planning of any legislation, as a
reasonably prudent way to gain support and to avoid
devisive competition and duplication.

EL:dcc

Sincerely,

ASSOCIATION OF INDEPENDENT
VIDEO AND FILMMAKERS, INC.

#,.

a 4144(A.,
Ed Lynch
President

ila
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ASSOCIATION OF INDEPENDENT VIDEO AND FILMMAKERS, INC.

81 Leonard Street, New York, N Y 10013 Phone 212-966-6930

CONTACT: STEPHEN OULENHAAL, 966-6073 / 228-2243

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE November 18, 1974

The Association of Independent Video and Filmmakers,

Inc., an organization of more than 250 independent professionals,

including producers, directors, writers, and technicians in film

and video, is opposed to bill HR 17021 now pending before Congress.

The bill would create a "new" American Film Institute (AFI),

removed from the funding jurisdiction of the National Endowment

for the Arts, and financed directly by the federal government.

Since its inception in 1967, the AFI has concentrated

its energy and money in the Hollywood commercial industry, failing

to carry out its responsibilities to the much larger segment of the

film community existing across the country--a community which also

includes independent film and video professionals, film and tape

librarians, archivists, critics, and educators.

From 1967 to 1971, a mere five per cent of the total

AFI budget was spent on national research and publications

4450,000). In the same period, only tive per cent went to

coordination of national education, and by 1974 that amount had

dropped to two per cent ($61,000). On the other hand, the Center

for Advanced Film Studies (Greystone Mansion in Beverly Hills)

received over $2,100,000 from 1967 to 1971--over twenty-five per

cent of the AFI budget. In 1971, nearly the entire AFI research

-MORE-
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ASSOCIATION OF INDEPENDENT VIDEO AND FILMMAKERS, INC.

and library departments were fired without warning. The reason

given was to save $42,000 in salaries. At the same time, the AFI

feature film, in Pursuit of Treasure, was given over $250,000 and

was never released. These are clearly examples of misplaced

priorities.

We feel strongly that if the American Film Institute is

to receive an immense infusion of direct federal money, then it

must become responsive to the needs of the national film community.

Its Board of Directors, which until now has been drawn almost exclu-

sively from the Hollywood-based commercial industry, must change.

A new bill must be dafted or the present bill amended to guarantee

that the new Board of Directors represent the national film

community, both regionally and occupationally, and that this

representation continue for as long as the AFI exists.

If this does not happen, and if bill HR 17021 is passed

without major changes and without stringent guarantees of fair

representation on the WI Board, then the laudable goals of the

American Film Institute may well continue to be lost in the mis-

placed priorities of the past.

a On the other hand, if the new AFI Board truly repre-

sents the national film community, and if its policies are honest

and open to criticism and change, then the American Film Institute

can easily become the single most important factor in inspiring and

encouraging the hundreds of thousands of people working in film

across this country.

00

0-1,15 0 . 73 ^
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QUESTIONS .

ON
THE AMERICAN FILM INSTITUTE

1. How much money does the "new" AFI intend to ask from

the federal government each year?

2. Why must it receive its money separate from the

funding jurisdiction of the National Endowment for the

Arts?

3. With the inclusion of eleven government officials on

the Board of Directors as is proposed in bill HR 17021,

is it possible that the goals and policies of the AFI

will come under political pressure?

4. Should there be guidelines to protect the AFI from

political influence?

S. If the AFI is freed frum the jurisdiction of the

National Endowment for the Arts, will it increase its

own extensive operations at the expense of its function

as a grant-making agency for others? .

6. Should guidelines be set up to protect the AFI's

future grant-making policies?

7. Should the AFI have the right, as proposed in bill

HR 17021, to "undertake and coordinate, through contract

. . . the production of films for charitable, patriotic,

educational or other purposes," particularly when many

of these film projects will compete with those of inde-

pendent filmmakers, both for financial aid and for

distribution and exhibition opportunities?

8. Should the Center for Advanced Film Studies (Grey -

stone Mansion in Beverly Hills) be financed independent

of the AFI?

9. Should the General Accounting Office conduct a com-

plete and separate audit of all past AFI budgets?
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Mr. LYNCH. I do have one more thing, but I think I will let it go.
It is a rather passionate letter from Stanley Sch louder and if I do not
read it perhaps somehow it can be copied in the record.

. Senator PELL. It will be.
Mr. LYNCH. You see I have not been able to get additional copies

of this prepared.
Senator PELL. You get a copy.
Mr. Lir Nen. Thank you.
[The material referred to was not available for inclusion in the

record at time of printing.]
Senator PELL. Mr. Perry. . -
Mr. PERRY. My name is Ted Perry, and I am a professor and chair-

man of the Department of Cinema Studies at New York University
in New York City.

I speak as a film educator. I have been asked to say that I can in
my testimony today also represent the Educational Film Library
Association.

I do not wish to bore you with my credentials, but since it seems
necessary to at least say in some way that I have a part in the film edu-
cation community. let me say just a few of my present responsibilities.

Senator PELL. Why do you not just put those in the record along
with your prepared statement?

Mr. PERRY. I will, and I will also submit for the record a brief
r6suni6.

Let use move to approach my testimony which is divided into two
parts. The first part is my direct and immediate opposition to the
present legislation. But since. Senator, I have addressed to you a letter
and detailed the various aspects for the reasons of this opposition. I
will not read those at this time.

Senator PELL. They will be inserted.
Mr. PERRY. They will be inserted in the record and they are my testi-

mony. The Council also has a complete copy of all of the supplemen-
tary documents which are part of my testimony, which includes copies
of articles in all film magazines which I am familiar with and mailed
earlier and sent to various committees letters from such people as the
President of the Film Society of New York City and so on.

But this folder that the Council has contains all the letters and
articles and other pieces of material that is related directly to our oppo-
sition to the proposed legislation.

Senator Pzr.L. Thank you.
Mr. PERRY. I think I can sum up, if you do not mind, my own opposi-

tion to the legislation by saying really two things, and 1 will try not
to read these.

On the one hand we feel there are a number of laudable things that
the AFT has done. We feel in many cases those laudable activities have
been under the. T will not say pressure, but under the direct urging of
some of the fund-giving sources. I am thinking particularly of film
Preservation. giving awards to independent film makers and the cata-
loging of American films. At least one section is already published.

What I say on the other hand is when the APT is not working under
contract, as it is in most eases. and when it iis using its awn funds.
it tends to set priorities which are different from those which some of
us in the film industry think are fairly important.

1 3.1
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In other words, what I am saying is when given money in the past
it made certain choices about how to use that money. The Beverly Hills
Center is one case in point. The Washington Theater is another case
in point. What I am saying is that the money the AFI has used and
has decided to use and has set certain priorities and then used, has been
to serve what I would consider the least views of the conununity and
not the many.

I am not trying to set up a dichotomy between the Hollywood film
industry and the independent film maker because I do not think that
is particularly relevant. I happen to be a lover of and movie buff on
both sides. -

But if these assertions are true, Mr. Chairman, and I think I have
some documentation to substantiate it, then what shall we do with the
present piece of legislation? What I would like to do in the few
minutes remaining is suggest, although to say on the first hand that
1 am opposed to this legislation, to say that if there is some sympathy
in the House and they vote 25 to 1 in favor of the bin, if there is some
sympathy for the bill, I would like to suggest the following amend-
ments:

No. 1, where the House bill dropped two members from the public
sector, I would like to have those replaced and I would like to make
two suggestions: First, the secretary of the Smithsonian and second
the Director of the Woodrow Wilson International Center for
Scholars.

I am speaking now, the only bill I have is 17021 revised by 17504.
Where the present bill calls for the Library of Congress, 1 would

think it more appropriate to appoint the heads of those particular sec-
tions of the Library of Congress who is himself an eminent authority
of film preservation.

Where the present bill calls for the Archivist of the United States,
I would ask that you consider appointing there or substituting there
the head of the audio-visual section of the National Archives.

There, again, we have an eminent authority in the area of the
materials.

I have another suggestion which I will not read. Where the present
bill calls for the present AFI board which is so dominated by the
commercial theatrical motion industry, and I understand many rea-
sons for that, fundraising reasons, where the present bills calls for
that board to select 12 new members of the board, I would ask you to
consider some alternative, this is really the crux of my testimony,
which does not allow for such automatic succession, and here are
several possibilities:

First, the President of the United States could be asked to appoint
these 12 members, be advised, given representation, not only com-
mercial and theatrical motion picture industry, which must be repre-
sented on that board, but also nontheatrieal, independent film and
video artists, film educators at all levels, film librarians, and independ-
ent film exhibitors. Nominees for these 12 board members could be
submitted by board members of leading film community organizations,
namely: The present AFT board, the National Association of Media
Educators, the Educational Film Library Association, the Association
of Independent Film and Video Artists, American Federation of Film
Societies, Society of Cinema Studies, University Film Association,
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Board of Trustees, Museum of Modern Art, New York City, Com-
mittee on Film and Television Resources and Film Society of Lincoln
Center,

To briefly summarize what I am saying, there are some organiza-
tions which could be asked to nominate two persons, certain names, and
the President could select from among them people to serve on the
board.

That is one suggestion.
Senator PELL. Our time is running out. Could this not be submitted

in writing? As you see, I am the only Senator here and I would like
to exchange dialogue with you.

Mr. Natty. All right. Could I make just one other point / May I?
Senator PELL. Sure.
Mr. Nany. I think it also possible that the public sector member of

the board to be delineated in the present hill, the Library of Congress
could be allowed with the current AFI board chairman to select 12
other additional board members. That is one other possibility.

The thrust of all this is to say that I am hoping that the new board
will be as representative and responsive as possible.

Senator PELL. You may have gathered from questioning, I think
Congress would feel very much the same way.

Mr. PERRY. Let me say one last thing, and that is to say that one
or her alternative to this entire process, or one other amendment to the
present legislation would be to say if the U.S. Government wishes to
have a conservatory for training of filmmakers, and I think that is
important, most of whom will go directly into the film industry, al-
though there is some question about the virtue of using public funds
to support industry, and it also wishes to have a National Film
Theater in the city of Washington, I personally would be willing to
support legislation which created a new AFI whose primary functions
were to run and advance the Conservatory and the National Film
Theater.

In such a circumstance, I think it necessary to clarify the role of
the Center in Beverly Hills and clarify the role of the National Film
Theater in Washington. But I also think that if that is the case, if
we give moneys to the AFI to support a conservatory and the National
Film Theater in Washington, that they must relinquish any attempt
at a primary role :n film education, nontheatrical film, and so on,
and apply it on a competitive basis with other organizations.

a I am sorry to rush my testimony, Mr. Chairman, but all of this ma-
terial is included in my prepared statement which I submitted for the
record. I appreciate your time and patience.

Senator Pell. I apologize too for the fact we have a roll call vote
and the time pressures that are here.

I had a very good question from Ms. Cook. If a set amountof money
and more goes to the AFT then there could be less for other outside
distribution with level funding. My hope is that the total funding
amounts will continue to grow and this is exactly what I have been
pressing on for a good many years. You cannot divide a dollar into
more than 100 pennies, and this is one of the very real problems.

Ms. Cook. I think the implication was a. higher percentage, was it
not ?

G
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Senator Pell. At the moment with the prices as they are, it would be
a higher percentage this year.

1Is. Coo K. It seems to focus national funds in two cities, the edu-
cational center in Greystone and Washington, D.C. and leave the rest
of the country poverty-stricken in the area of film.

Senator PELL. I think you have a valid point there and I would
hope that if the AFI received more funding that it would recognize
that fact and would spread it throughout the whole film constituency.
amongst people represented by you. I think basically your general
objectives are very much the same. But it is a question of dollars and
ek -nmunications and being in touch with each other.

Let me return to the problem that plagues me, that is the passage
of this legislation. As I understand the thrust of the three of your
statements, you are opposed and you prefer that this bill not pass, and
that things remain as they were. However if it were passed, you make
certain suggestions. Mr. Perry in particular. suggests that we examine
the bill carefully, and cautious against having the coopting group of
trustees, although you then face the problem of how to raise the
money ?

I do not know whether to ask Mr. Stevens to make any specific reply,
if you can do it in a couple of minutes, to these statements, please
feel free to do so or Mr. Heston.

IMr. LYNCH. n my complete statement it is a little more clearly
stated that the problem of succession of the board is crucial to the bill.
And problems of this nature can be ironed out. And the vital question
here is can we unite the film community behind a national organiza-
tion? Can we evolve regional and national interests to the point where
everybody can support it ? I think we need introduction of independent
appointees to the board in order to feel that we participate in the
National Film Institute. That provision is crucial.

Senator PELL. I think this is a matter that is separate from the
legislation before us.

Mr. LYNCH. The legislation provides for an appointment directly
from the old AFT board into the new

Senator PELL. If the legislation is not passed, this is a problem Mr.
Stevens should face up to and, I would hope, put on his board or have
appointed to his board some representation from your groups. How
many people represented by you are on this board now?

Mr. 1-,YNCH. I think we have one independent film maker and John
Cording is in correspondence, but actually testified against the bill,
who is on the board.

Senator PELL. How many people are on your board, Mr. Stevens ?
Mr. GEORGE STEVENS. There are 39. Senator. This comes directly to

the problem. Nancy Hanks wants the film industry to support the
American Film Institute. It was created with the idea it would be
primarily, supported by the Government. From the beginning they had
independent film makers on the board. We have three, four, or five
types.

Senator PELL. This is an important. point. You say, "three, four, or
five."

Mr. LYNCH. Excuse me. sir. T thoncht you asked specifically from
our membership. There are several film makers from that category. We
are sunnosed to represent all film makers. We are a specific organiza-
tion with a large constituency.
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Senator PELL. Who do you represent ?
Mr. LYNCH. We are a fairly new organization. but we do represent

a large constituency, but it is a voluntary memberphip group, you
'mow. Some are either not reached or are not participating.

Senator PELL. I think four or five representatives maybe not from
your group, but of your viewpoint would be reasonable- -

Mr. LYNCH. That is a reasonable question. You see John Hancock
already testified for the bill and, in a certain way. von can pick people
from categories, you know, with titles, but that does not really talk
about philosophies. It is just like saying all senators or all politicians
think a eertain way. Independents invariably do not think the same
way. It has been a very difficult organizing job to ask people who agree
on a few fundamental things. We do feel in our group and I think we
have the largest active and most vocal group at this particular point
that this is not in the interest of the independent film makers, but still
what we are saving is do not pass the bill, but let us talk about it, be-
cause National Film Institute is a valid part. and we need it.

Mr. PERRY. Mr. Chairman, if I could just add, I overlooked
Mr. ilESTON. I think your question, your comment, rather, on the

testimony by Miss Cook. Mr. Lynch ana Mr. Perry, was very cogent.
Our problem is, i think, one of communication. Surely we all seek to
serve the film industry in this country. It is ridiculous for us to throw
rocks at one another and say "You don't speak for more than 200 peo-
ple." The aim of the American Film Institute is to fill a national
priority, but it was of groups such as this group that is now testifying,
that I was thinking when I said: "We are failing to do more than send
distant signals to groups with whom we should be in vital, constant
communication."

I view our failure to communicate more effectively, to work more in
concert with their aims as they see them, however, not as a difference
of philosophy; not of a dismissal of their values, but as an inability to
mount programs with the funding we now have by Mr. Perry's state-
ment a moment ago, that the independent film makers are a very di-
verse discipline. They speak for 200, as they say, that have entirely
different points of view and. indeed, different geographicalwe want
to speak to them too.

Senator PELL. What about these so-called underground or porno-
graphic films ? Are they part of this group too? Do they get repre-
sented or not ? Lewd film makers.

Mr. HESTON. I do not know.
Senator Pm. They are in a sense.
Mr. PERRY. I think in the vernacular underground and pornographic

are two different things.
Mr. TIEsrox. Pornographic is underground but underground is not

necessarily pornographic.
Senator PELL. Would they he members of your group?
Mr. LYNCII. We are not exclusive. but we do like to take a more

realistic plan and progressive plan. My own personal feeling is that
pornographic movies are degenerating. t think perhaps theHollywood
industry should he asked whether or not the pornographic industry is
part of their industry.

Mr. IIEsrox. As a matter of fact, I can give you a specific answer to
that, speaking from my membership on the executive committee of the
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Screen Actors Guild, which recently at its national meeting passed a
unanimous resolution to continue not to organize or sign contracts with
pornographic film makers. I know your question was not entirely
serious but I cannot resist the opportunity.

Mr. l'Eany. Mr. Chairman, if 1 can ask a question?
Senator PELL. Yes.
Mr. PERRY. This is perhaps a very naive approach. but when you talk

about wanting to serve a large film community, I think what is in
back of the minds of many people that I am not representing. but who
are my colleagues. is that if one considers the budget of the Center for
Cinema Studies, let us say it is $800,000 a yearI am not sure of
those figuresyou correct me if I am wrong, and it ser ^s maybe 20.
40, 50 or 60 people, and when you consider the possibility that that
same :480(000 a year could be used to serve hundreds of people in the
film industry. I think that is the crux of our problem. I am not against
the Film Conservatory. I think there should be one. We already have a
New York rniversity. and UCLA. and I think the Government should
support such a conservatory. The AFT chose to use their money, and a
large sum of money. for the conservatory as opposed to some

Mr. GEORGE STEVENS. Senator, I would like to comment.
Senator PELL. I think Mr. Lynch wanted to say something.
Mr. LYNCH. 1 feel anxious now because some of the arguments that

are coming out and clearly part of my testimony in the written sense,
and yet our coining out with questions here, I think it is important to
mention the fact that we are talking about an organization that is
not hying formed. but is in 7 years of existence. I happen to have been
in film school at the time the AFI was formed. I happened to have
got a film institute grant. I happen to have been enrolled in the early
cnthusia,an for a National Film Institute that was so broad and so
overwhelming that we have to remember that after 7 years it has
an enormous disaffection in the community at this point. And we are
not talking about some organization that is just about to do all of
these wonderful things. We are talking about an organization that
has, in fact. lost a lot of its affection in the ,:ommunity. not just by
a lack of funds. I mean that is crucial, but I would be really not rep-
resenting my constituents and the feelings of my group if I said there
was a lack of response.

Senator PEI.I.. Mr. Heston has agreed with that. There is more need
for outreach on the part of AFI towards your group.

Mr. LYNCH. That is a delicate way of putting it. I appreciate it.
Mr. PERRY. I think Mr. Stevens wanted to answer the comment
Senator PELT.. Well, if you will let me run the panel, you have taken

most of the time so far.
Mr. Malty. Excuse me.
Senator PF.I.L. Miss Cook ?
Miss Corm. I think the American Film Institute has an opportunity

to outreach in the form of regional film theaters, but I have been
iresent at several of the meetings where, the hand was not taken. And
it is taken in a very effective way in terms of limited numbers ofcir-
culating films have been eagerly accepted by museums across the coun-
try, but to become subsidiary organizations of the American Film
Institete has not interested any of my colleagues.

Senator Pm.. Mr. Stevens is going to reply here.
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Mr. GEORGE STEVENS. First, Miss Cook, concerning our intention to
have subsidiary organizations; in fact, I think that so many of these
questions that are raised are two things : One. lack of exact or ac-
curate information of our intention in what we have done, and, fur-
ther, the basic issue, lack of funding to be able to carry out the very
programs you described, circulating program, advice and assistance
which we are anxious to do and have not had any funding and have
not been able to do.

Mr. Perry, in describing? the general activities of AFI, remarked on
some of our projects which were funded from earmarked funds which
he admired and thought that was a good thing, yet; his final question
concerned the project which was funded by the largest amount of ear-
marked funds, the support of the Ford Foundation. Senator, it is not
on 20 or 30 people, but right now between 12 and 1400 people partici-
pate in its programs. And I think one part of what we are trying to do,
we now have a theater program that we think can be exemplary and
collaborative of other parts of the country. The Conservatory, the In-
tention is to expand what we are doing by way of publishing seminars
and information which is gathered there, and to work across the coun-
try in what we call outreach programs. We have really built the engine,
and now the fuel is needed to reach out and make those services avail-
able not only to specific constituents, such as Mr. Lynch's, but to the
general public which has an appetite for a fuller and higher quality
film life.

Senator PELL. What cities, Mr. Lynch, have independent film
makers. besides Los Angeles?

Mr. I.Txrn. In most large cities in the country. Some may be small
and driving a cab, but we actually have members in Seattle, Chicago,
Des Moines, Los Angeles and Texas. We have a constituency across
the country. I think we are beginning to understand what we are down
here on representation about.

That also goes hand in hand with the Office of Educt.tion, who re-
cently gave a grant for retraining film makers because they realized
they were in the poverty pocket. I feel that it is necessary to realize
that independent film makers do not necessarily concentrate on costs.
and yet the largest group of them were there. We are reaching out
some ourselves.

Senator PELT.. Mr. Heston ?
Mr. Ilwrox. I want to speak on this question of outreach that Mr.

Stevens raised, and which answered the need defined by Miss Cook,
Mr. Lynch and Mr. Perry. I am distressed that so eminent an educator
as Mr. Perry seems so anti to what we are trying to do, or views with
such pessimism our capacity to do it, because I have always felt that
the programs we have blueprinted and not yet funded, and not to do
more than barely bring them into existence, to supply film teaching
packages to any number. 680 some schools of film in universities and
colleges around the country can be a very unique teaching tool. For
example, we have available an ongoing program, a series of seminars
with the most eminent film makers in the world, which simply in geo-
irraphical terms are not available. for instance to Mr. Perry in person,
but we can now make them available in print. If we had the money
available, we could make them available on video tape.
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Senator PELL. Let me ask a question, I think a great deal of this
is a problem of communications. Mr. Perry, have you ever sat down
with any representatives of the AFI and discussed these problems
with them before ?

Mr. PERRY. Mr. Chairman, I was chairman of a steering committee
for the American Film Institute University Advisory Committee,
and I sat down for many hours with representatives of the Film
Institute and with my colleagues in the film industry, and we agreed,
as Mr. Heston said, on a number of things that should be done. I
must say that that committee has not met in over a year or a year
and a half.

Senator PELL. Perhaps there is a problem here that could be solved
by everybody making a little more of an effort in communication.

Mr. GEORGE STEVENS. Mr. Perry and I are having lunch on Friday.
His point is valid. These are things we want to do. The reason the
committee did not meet is that our application for funds to carry
out this program, we did not receive the funds and we were unable
to do it. It is again back to the financial matter.

Senator PELL. Senator Javits.
Senator Jams. One question I would like to ask, and T apologize

for not being here sooner, but I have been locked into the drafting
of an economic program for my party in the Senate, which natural-
ly has the highest priority.

The substantive point which you raise is very important to me: do
you or do you not, and perhaps we can get each of you to say some-
thing, feel that a separate entity of an AFI is desirable? Do I under-
stand that you are thoroughly dissatisfied with the way this outfit
is operated and that you are very concerned about how it will operate
on the theory that it will operate the same way; that is. a board of
directors will exclude you without guidelines that will guarantee
you what you consider to be a fair share, and without any accounting
for what has happened before?

But, assuming that all of that were satisfactory to you, do you be-
lieve or do you not believe that this AFI ought to be a separate entity
with its own financing from the Congress /

Mr. PERRY. Mr. Javits. my answer would be that. I do not, and I
would like to give you the reason why. There is an addendum to
that answer. The reason is I feel my experience in the past is that
the National Endowment for the Arts and the media panels have
made more responsible decisions about the use of moneys for film in
the United States.

The addendum to that answer is. sir, is that if such a new AFI
could be constituted in such a way that the board were representative,
responsible, knowledgeable, committed, and perhaps had an ability to
raise millions of dollars each year, I could support the separation. I do
think there is some danger in setting a precedent.

Senator JAVTIVI. Mr. Lynch /
Mr. LYNCH. Senator, we feel poverty stricken to a certain extent.

Hollywood last year had its best year in history. We cannot fail to
support a National Film Institute that would truly serve the film
community. We feel that this legislation would not at this point serve
the full national community. I think it is clear that certain Provisions
in the way the legislation is written, which apply directly to, for in-
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stance, the procedure of appointing the board, who is on the board,
do not permit a broad representative community.

I would like to say that over a period of planning and over a period
of participation by the film community, and, frankly, through a state-
ment of genuine support by Miss Nancy Hanks for that program to
be an absolute prerequisite. I think if she feels any reluctance to al-
low the American Film Institute to step out on its own,either on their
funding ability or reputation, I think she should be consulted very
strongly and I would feel because of her ability to make the arts pro-
gram feel fairly representative that, therefore, her feelings about the
American Film Institute should also be respected, and she could be
the best barometer of a positive statement that, yes, this is an accept -
able separate institution.

Senator JAvrrs. I take it, therefore, that you agree with Mr. Perry
that a separate at.t integral AFI, in his judgment, was not necessary
to perform the mission you have in mind?

Mr. LYNCH. Not absolutely necessary at this point, no, sir. But I
believe it can be a benefit to the national community.

Senator JAVITS. It could be advantageous?
Mr. LYNCH. It could be at some point.
Senator JAVITS. Mr. Perry ?
Mr. PERRY. One portion of my testimony, which you were not able

to hear, was that I could support it if the activities of the American
Film Institute were to run and advance the conservatory in Beverly
Hills and the National Center in Washington.

Miss CooK. Senator, the people that I have spoken to have unani-
mously agreed that they feel that the American Film Institute, as it is
preseitly constituted, is best under the watchful eye of National En-
dowment for the Arts. Personally I can say if they were to be separated,
I would like to see two functions eliminated, which I stated before,
the grant-making function and the function of producing or commis-
sioning to have produced films.

Senator Jams. Who should have those functions?
Miss COOK. National Endowment. And any regional film activity

should be under the cover of the National Endowment.
Senator JAvrrs. Well, thank you, ladies and gentlemen for your

testimony. If there is nothing else to come before the hearing, the
record will remain open for 2 weeks for any additional or supple-
mentary material which will be printed as an appendix to this hearing.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Perry follows :]
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Mr. Chairman, my name is Ted Perry, and I am Professor and

Chairman of the Department of Cinema Studies at New York

University in New York City. I do not wish to bore you with

details of my experience and activities as a film educator,

but let me just list a few of my present responsibilities:

Film and Media Panel, New York State Council on the Arts;

Research Board, Speech Communication Association; Advisory

Council, National Project Center on Film and Humanities;

Advisory Council, Media Educators Association; Advisory Board,

University Film Foundation; Board of Trustees Film Committee,

Museum of Modern Art in New York City. A11 of these activities,

and others, are in addition to my responsibilities as a teacher

and administratJr in the Institute of Film and Television at

New Uniy rsity's Schol of the Arts -- a prouan

includes same 1100 uod,,..r.0:0ate ald studt:11F

for B.F.A., M.A., m.F.A., a!:;! de4res in

and film and video production.
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2.

Department which I chair has received a total of approximately

$6000.00 in grants from the National Endowment on the Arts, out

of a total of approximately $250,000.00 in outside funding. I ask

you to note this fact because in some discussions and in the

House hearings there was some implication that those who testified

against the AFI legislation were biased because they had received

large sums from the NEA or that they were members of the NEA

Public Media Panel.

That minor paint aside, let me move quickly to the crux of my

testimony regarding the proposed legislation, formerly H.R. 17021

and now 17504. My testimony is roughly divided into two parts.

First, and very briefly, I wish to discuss why I am opposed to the

legislation. Second, I wish to suggest amendments to the proposed

legislation.

As to the first point, my opposition to the direct funding of the

American Film Institute, I feel that it would be redundant of ma

to go into all the reasons why I feel that such legislation would

be a mistake. Since October 8th, when I testified before the

House Subcommittee on Education, I have written various letters

and telegrams -- to members of the House and the Senate. Much of

that material has been sent directly to this Subcommittee. It

seems therefore unnecessary for me to repeat my objections to the
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3.

bill. With your permission, Mr. Chairman, I would like to enter,

for the record, copies of several documents which detail the

reasons for opposing the API legislation and/or suggest amendments.

They include:

My October 8th testimony before the House Subcommittee

on Education.

An October 17, 1974, letter to Congressman John Brademas.

A December 8, 1974, letter to Senator Claiborne Pell
which includes: 1) an article of mine, 2) a statement
by the Association of Independent Video and
Filmmakers, Inc., 3) a copy of a letter from Mr.
Martin Segal, President of the Film Society of Lincoln

Center, New York City, to Congressman John Brademas,

and, finally, 4) a statement by the Educational Film

Library Association.

A mailgram sent to members of Congress by various members

of the film community.

A Summer, 1971, article published in Film Quarterly.

A Summer, 1971, article published in Screen, the Journal

of the Society for Education in Film and Television.

Copies of various articles which have appeared in Film

istaiy Review: (January 1971, February 1971, March

1971, April 1971, May 1971; this last issue reprints

an article from the Summer 1971 issue of Film Comment).

Copies of articles which have appeared in Variety:
(Hollywood, August 20, 1974; New York, November 20

'and/27, 1974; Hollywood, November 27, 1974; New York,

December 4, 1974).

I submit these materials in good faith, gentlemen, believing that

you and your staff will take the time necessary to digest what they

4
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contain. You will find an abundance of criticism of the AFL over

the past seven years. You will find, morewer, a number of

-specific statements from leaders in the film community voicing

opposition to the present bill. I urge you to study these

documents. They speak the words of the constituency which the AFI

is supposed to have served. And they speak harshly, with agonized

disappointment and crushed hopes. In a few words, let me try to

summarize these arguments, realizing of course that you will not

accept my summary for your own careful reading of these documents,

and that the substantiation of my summary remarks is contained in

the materials that I have entered into the record.

As I real these documents, I perceive the following areas of

concern:

1. In its seven years of existence, the American Film Institute
has shcwn a lack of responsiveness to the needs of film
educators, independent film and video artists, librarians, and
archivists.
2. The same AFI has evidenced distinct problems in management
regarding personnel. The alarming turnover in key personnel
would seem to be a strung indicator of mismanagement and failure
to set and support the priorities that a national film institute
is supposed to have.
3. The most laudable portions of the AFI programs have been
those in film preservation, cataloging and awards to independent
film-makers, and all of these programs ware produced by contracts
with the NEA and other outside sources. The contracts seem to
have come into existence in order to protect these programs, so
that the AFI could not change these priorities and/or divert
the funds for other purposes.
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4. The AFI has seldom provided a central source of information

and leadership regarding film distribution, union catalogues

of all existing film materials, the establishing of regional

film study centers and cinematheques.
5. The AFI has rarely assisted teachers at the secondary and

university level with useful and substantive publications,

curricular materials and other teaching aids, just as it has

poarly provided leadership and assistance to film libraries,

museums and other organizations which use film.
6. The AFI wants to insist that is wishes to serve the film

community and that only a lack of funds has kep: it from doing

so. I cannot accept that argument. It seems to me that the

AFI has selected its priorities and used its funds accordingly.

The problem was that film education needs were at the bottom

of that priority list.
7. There are currently two substantial research efforts being

conducted which should guide any decision being made in the

not-for-profit film area. The Markle Foandation is completing

the first major study of the independent film-maker and the

Committee on Film and Television Resources (with funding from

private and public sectors) is preparing a study which will

serve as a working paper for hundreds of local and regional

meetings designed to get maximum participation and information

from all sectors of the film and television field.

8. The inadequacies above, and others, lead many of my

colleagues and I to believe that direct funding of the present

AFI would serve to legitimatize an organization which has been

unresponsive and unhelpful -- not entirely oat of a lack of

funds (it spent large amounts on a national film school in

Beverly Hills which has yet to be accepted for membership in
the Irlternational Federation of Schools of Film and Television)

but a failure tt- set national priorities in accordance with

national needs.
9. I also feel that the American Film Institute has failed to

play a large role in the education of the American film

audience. There is, it seems to me, an implicit obligation

to help American audiences understand the newer frontiers of

film-making. That top is an educational function which an AFI

should serve.
10. Moreover, I fear that this federal support might legitimatize

the AFI to such an extent that other funding sources would no

longer respond to the propasals brought forth by individuals

and groups, referring them instead to the AFI, and thus making

the AFL the film institution in this country.
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11. Moreover, I am deeply concerned about certain specific
aspects of the proposed H.R. 17504 (H.R. 17021), notably:

A. The constitution of the new board provides for
figure-head members of the federal government and a perpetuation
of the Hollywood industry dominated present AFI board, i.e.,
that 12 members of the new board are to be elected by the present
API board. If a new AFI board is to be constituted, this is the
time to make absolutely certain that it is broadly based and
representative of the national film community.

B. The present bill gives the new API the right to receive
funds and to make grants in film-making and film preservation.
I am moat concerned that these important areas, especially
independent film-making, are not high priority items for the
AFI and that vital funds for such projects as film preservation
might be diverted to AFI operational coats and/or the running
of the film school in Beverly Hills.
12. I also feel that direct funding of an American Film Institute
might subject it to intense government control and perhaps
censorship. The cancelling of State of Setae, as you know, which
was planned for the AFI Theatre at the Kennedy Center, was done
for political reasons presumably.

One can summarize these arguments even further by saying: 1) The

laudable areas of AFI activity -- in film preservation, awards to

independent film-makers, and cataloging of American films -- have

been done under contract and/or with the urging of those people who

were willing to give the money. On the other hand, when AFI set

its own priorities, the money went to an elite few, those training

at the Center at Beverly Hills, and for those in the Washington

area who could attend the theatre. In setting and serving these

priorities first, the AFI neglected to serve adequately the enormoas

film community around the nation which is so desperately in need of

assistance. We do not believe that the present legislation will
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lead the AFI to change its priorities. When given money in the

past, it made certain choices about how to use that money. The

same will no doubt hold true for the future. Thus the proposed

legislation could be a way of legitimatizing an organization which

serves only a few and fails to serve the many.

If these assertions are true, and I believe these documents will

support such a view, what shall be done about the proposed

legislation? There is before us a bill which responsible members

of a House conraittee have deliberated and passed. Perhaps some of

you are favorably disposed toward the bill. Regardless of your

present disposition, howevr, and I can commend your desire to aid

the art of film even by having these hearings, I would ask you to

consider the following possibilities:

1. First, of course, don't pass the bill; that would please

many of us because it would mean that the AFI would still have

to be directly responsible, in part, to the National Endowment

for the Arts whose Public Media Panel we greatly respect.

2. In lieu of a defeat of the bill, I would support the following

amendments:

A. Where the House bill dropped two members of the new API

board, I would ask you to consider adding twn new members:

1) the Secretary of the Smithson Institution; that

is, an officer of an institution committed and experienced

in areas of public service; 2) the Director of the Woodrow
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Wilsoa Internatioaal Center for Scholars; that is, an

officer of an institution committed to serious

scholarship in the humanities.

B. Where the present bill calls for the Librarian of

Congress to be a member of the Board, I would as you

to substitute the Head of the Motio-1 Picture Section of

the Library of Congress; that is, an eminent authority

in the field of film scholarship and preservation.

C. Where the present bill calls for the Archivist of the

United States to be a member of the new AFI board, I

would substitute the Head of the Audio-Visual Sectioa of

the National Archives; that is, an eminent authority in

areas related to the archiving of audio-visual materials.

D. On page 4, after line 1, I would add: "Provided that

two members of the Senate are members of the Subcommittee

oa Arts and Humanities, and the two members of the House

are members of the Select Subcommittee on Education."

E. Where the present bill calls for the present AFI board

(which is so dominated by the commercial, theatrical

motion picture industry) to select 12 members for the new

board, I would ask you to consider some alternative system

which does not allow for such automatic succession. Here

are several possibilities:
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1. The President of the United States coald appoint the

additional twelve members of the new AFI board, being

advised that he attempt to give representation to the

commercial and theatrical motion picture industry, the

non-theatrical motion picture industry, independent film

and video artists, film educators at all levels, film

librarians, and independent film exhibitors. Nominees for

these twelve board members coald be submitted by board

members of leading film community organizations, namely:

a. The present AFI board
b. The National Association of Media Educators
c. The Educational Film Library Association
d. The Association of Independent Film and Video Artists
e. American Federation of Film Societies
f. Society of Cinema Studies
g. University Film Association
h. Board of Trustees, Museum of Modern Art, New York

City
i. AFI University Advisory Committee
j. Committee on Film and Television Resources
k. Film Society of Lincoln Center

Each organization would be allowed to nominate two parsons.

The present AFI board would be asked to nominate six parsons

and the President of the United States would be asked to

pick, at least three of those nominees. This would ensure

some continuity and also the representation of the

commercial, theatrical motion picture industry.

i 5 2
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It is understood, and obvious, that this is a selec:ive

list, which could be augmented or shortened. I have

perhaps added too many New York City organizations because

I an familiar with them. I do think, however, even with

its regional bias, that the list is quite representative

of the many film groups in America.
then

The President would be asked
Ato select from among these

nominees twelve persons who best represented a cross

section of the film community in the United States. The

legislation might further provide that the new board, at

its first meeting could decide to add, by a simple majority

vote, at least three additional members to the board.

2. The other possibility for adding the 12 additional

members to the new board would be to let the members from

the public sector (page 3, lines 14-25, page 4, lines 1-5),

including the Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution and

the Director of the Woodrow Wilson International Center

for Scholars, plus the current chairman of the AFI board,

elect the 12 additional members. I would presume that

each of these parties would solicit nominees and

recommendations from their constitutents and the film
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community at large. (Perhaps the NEA could be asked

to submit some of the nominees, for instance.) Each

person could appoint one person or the group could

nominate and elect by a simple majority.

3. The other possibilty would be to insert, on page 4,

between lines 9 and 10 of the present legislation, the

following statement: "such members to represent various

aspects of the film community, including theatrical and

non-theatrical film production, exhibition and

distribution, film education at all levels, independent

film and video artists, film librarians and archivists."

Implicit in such an amendment is the realization that

the film community can, if unhappy with the lack of

representation, mace that dissatisfaction known at future

hearings on subsequent appropriations for the new AFI.

As you can see, I am deeply concerned that the new AFI board

become a representative, active, responsive, knowledgeable,

responsible, and committed group of people. Despite all the

symptoms to the contrary, I am very much for an AFI, particularly

if it could serve the needs we have in film education, training,

preservation, distribution) and other areac. I am not anti-AFI
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(unless, of course, the SEA Public Media Panel were weakened

and/or the AFI were so closely allied to the government that it

would be subject to censorship). I am pro-AFI, if that AFI is

truly representative of national film and television needs.

Having discussed at some length ways in which to amend the proposed

board, let me make further suggestions about the proposed

legislation: 2) I do not think the new AFI should have the power

to receive a budget and then determine how much of that budget

shall go to such vital areas as film preservation and awards to

independent film-makers. Our experience with the AFI has been that

it only commits large sums in these areas when contracted to do so,

and we fear that in the new AFI these areas may become low priority

items, especially where they conflict with basic support. I can

see a great advantage to the new AFI coordinating the preservation

of films but I think that the funds for same should remain under

the control of the NEA, NEH, and the Library of Congress, who will

not have to choose between such activities and basic operating

expenses. I feel that awards to independent film-makers should

also rcmain under the control of the NBA. 2) Lines 13, 14, and 15

of page 5 seem to me quite vague. They imply that the AFI will

become the central source for the production of government films.

If the Congress truly wishes one federal agency to become the

central production agency (a domestic USIA) the legislation should
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be written more clearly. My own feeling is that it would be

a mistake to vest so much political power in the hands of one

organization.

Finally, let me suggest one other alternative, or amendment, to

the present legislation. If the United States government wishes

to have a conservatory for training young film-makers, most of

whom will go directly into the film industry (and there is

certainly some question about the virtue of using public funds

to support an industry) and it also wishes to have a national

film theatre in its capital city, I personally would be willing

to support, although not heartily, legislation which created a

new AFI whose primary functions were to run an advanced

conservatory and a national film theatre. In sucheiruumstance,

I think it necessary that 1) the Center in Beverly Hills clearly

articulate its relatioa to other advanced conservatories, such

as those at New York University, University of California at Los

Angeles, and University of Southern California, 2) that the

national film theatre assume the obligation to teach as well as to

entertain its audience (as the National Film Theatre in London does),

and that 3) the AFI relinquish any attempt at a primary role in

film education, non-theatrical film, independent film and video

production, film libraries and archives, preservation, etc. In
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other words, one of the ways the new AFI could be made more

palatable would be if the congressConal funding were limited

to the Center in Beverly Hills and the theatre in Washington.

In other areas, the AFI would apply on a competitive basis

with other organizations to NEA, NEB, and other public and

private funding sources.

I am-most grateful to you, Mr. Chairman, and the members of

the Subcommittee for this opportunity to present my views.
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Catalog of the Obvious*

4-2-73

I have a very simple presentation to make, really, which is merely to

point out that the sudden explosion of interest in, making of, study and

learning about film and video has created a situation in which there is

a great deal of creative individual effort but very little national or-

ganization, either in terms of such simple things as exchange of infor-

mation or in terms of more complex matters such as the setting of national

priorities for funding. This latter problem has put a number of funding

agencies in the position of being besieged by proposals , many of which

are difficult to evaluate in terms of national needs for the growth of

film and video creation and study.

As a beginning, I would like to make a partial list of what seems to me

the most pressing needs in our field, at least on a national level. I

realise that this is terribly presumptuous on my part. My only excuse

is that I propose this list only as a starting point, one intended to

arouse enough reaction so that the list can be revised in the light of

other people's experience. A list such as this should not be made by one

person, least of all by one who teaches at a school with a large film

program, but rather by groups of people who share certain problems and

needs.

This paper, somewhat revised, was presented on March 10, 1973 at a con-
ference on film and video education held at Brandeis University under the
sponsorship of the University Film Study Center.

**This paper is presented as a part of my letter to Senator Pell because
it reflects, by implication, the failure of the AFI to meet the needs of the

film community
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My remarks need to be prefaced by several things. First, the list seems

to imply that none of these things are being done. Of course, that is

false; numbers of people and groups are working quite diligently on a

number of these tasks. Second, we should note the dangers in attempts

to list national needs. It is all too easy for such lists to help create

situations in which national priorities take precedence over the work of

individuals. I hope that such a dangerous possibility will always in-

form and direct any national efforts, so that they will be accountable

and responsive to the needs, merit, and initiative of individuals. Any

organization of national pursuits must be a way to support and encourage

the work of individuals, not stifle it.

My list of needs and priorities is neither exhaustive nor doss it presume

to offer any priority ranking of the individual items I will mention. My

comments are divided into five areas: 1) Distribution and Exhibition,

2) Teaching, Research, and Study, 3) Film-making, 4) Preservation,

5) Information Dissemination.

As to distribution and exhibition, it seems to me that some needs are as

follows:

1. A national system of distribution for films made by independent

filmmakcra, students, and those films rarely seen out of major

metropolitan areas.

2. The careful choosing of a collection of 500-1000 features and short

films to be circulated around the country and also to be housed,

for exhibition and study, in regional film study centers where

there is equipment fot close analysis of each film.
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3. An exhaustive study of the projection and sound equipment cur-

rently available, with helpful information about equipment

selection and architectural design of exhibition situations.

Improper masking, poor sight lines, inadequate light sources,

doorways that spill ambient light on screens, small projection

booths, and other problem areas are still afflicting us. It's

ridiculous that screening rooms are still being built, in 1973,

with such atrocious viewing conditions. The experience and

knowledge of numerous people has to be codified and made available

for others, so that the same mistakes don't keep on being repeated.

In the case of film and video creation, there are also several needs:

1. A national plan for providing more apprentice and internship

programs where young filmmakers can work with experienced artists.

2. A comprehensive and continuing study of film and video equipment

in order to provide a "Consumer's Union" which would evaluate the

*misting equipment, suggest modification of old equipment, propose

and design new equipment, and provide more information about stock,

processing, duplication, lab procedures and costs, etc.

3. The creation of numerous self-instructional cassettes (audio, video,

or whatever form is most appropriate) which would aid people to

learn, on a one-to-one basis, the technical aspects of film and

video creation, e.g., A and II rolling, mixing, spltuing, threading,

Sound recording, etc. These would not be prescriptive, of course,

but would serve to support individual teachers with a modular

System of cassettes designed to assist the work of individual in-

structors. Often a student has a technical problem at a time of
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the day or night when the teacher is not immediately available.

A library of cassettes explaining such technical problems and solu-

tions would enable the student to refresh himself at opportune

moments and free the teacher to concentrate on the more creative

aspects of the medium.

4. Experimentation with exercises for exploring the development of

creative sensthility, such as those used at the Bauhaus some years

ago. Almost every filmmaking teacher has discovered a number of

exercises which he finds helpful in the learning process. These

exercises and workbooks ought to be pooled, evaluated, and made

available to other teachers around the country.

5. Financial suiport for filmmaking, especially that of independent

filmmakers, and a fully explicit and evaluated system for selecting

peAple and projects.

6. National Centers for Film Experimentation and more National Centers

of Video Experimentation.

Vila and video preservation have made rapid strides in the last few years

imcluding the restoration of the Library of Congress' Paper Print Collection

sod the transfer of such nitrate to safety base, but there is still much

to be done. For instance, we seed:

1. Criteria foc determining who shall preserve what, how, and where.

OE course, to some extent such criteria already'exist at places ilw4h

se the Library of Congress.

I. A comprehensive, funded system for preserving the current output

of film sad video.

A. Clear and empirically verified isformation as long tome ptesecvatios
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of film and video. Some studies are searing completion on this

subject and presumably will be published soon.

4. A catalog of materials now being preserved, where they are pre-

served, and how they may be studied.

S. Circulation of newly preserved materials to more areas of the

country, especially those materials recently transferred from

nitrate to acetate base.

6. The creation of regional film study centers where copies of the

preserved collections can be studied.

The lzrgest area of need, of course, and the one which most overlaps all

the others, is that offilm and video study, teaching, and research. IA

this vast area, there are a number of major needs, many of which are pain-

fully apparent to all of us. Here is just a brief "want" list:

1. A thorough study of possible ways to relate film and video study

with present liberal arts curricula and the continuing educational

needs of our society.

2. The treatment of film history, criticism, and aesthetics as inde-

pendent disciplines.

3. Hiss distribution of certain basic teaching aids:
a) complete films and video works made available for long-term

study by lease or purchase.
b) films and video tapes that analyze films and the filmmaking

process.
c) excerpts from feature films and short films that provide very

unique illustrations of filmmaking processes and forms.
d) detailed written analyses of selected films.
e) case histories of films -- treatments, scripts, rushes, rough.

cuts, etc.

4. Centers for historical, critical and theoretical research. This

seems like a most obvious used and yet I stress it here because in

6 G
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the desire to indicate the relevance of film and video (certainly

a worthwhile position) I often detect an anti-intellectual stance

which can only be, in the long run, counter-productive for the

growth of the media.

S. Various means for developing and evaluating the teaching of film

and video, in its practical and theoretical aspects.

6. Workshops and seminars for advanced practicioners and scholars.

7. More description and cataloging of the holdings of research re-

sources such as the Museum of Modern Art, the Theatre Arts

Collection at Lincoln Center, The Center for Mass Communication

Research in Wisconsin, the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and

Science Library, the Library of Congress, the Anthology Film

Archives, the Pacific Film Archives, and others.

8. Studies of ways in which university and college teaching might

effectively relate to secondary and elementary education.

9. The institution and support of significant programs for training

teachers, curators, programmers, researchers, scholars and critics.

10. Criteria for funding conferences and workshops.

11. Curriculum development, evaluation, and distribution.

And finally, of course, there needs to be some centralized method of

disseminating the information gathered in all the previous categories.

la addition, a central information source would want to circulate infor-

mation about the activities of various groups and people, guides to funding

*purees, and job placement.

Raving made a tentative list of national needs and priorities, I must add
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that I do not think that all of these things should be net by one group.

In some cases, a confederation of effort can be helpful to everyone in-

volved. In other cases, such an effort would only lead to a uniformity and

exclusiveness which would be more harmful that helpful. I do not think

a national film conservatory is the answer to all these needs, nor do I

think such answers lie in the hands of a few people.

The solution to these needs and problems lies in the hands of large numbers

of people and in the hands a those who truly speak for a constituency. My

own impression thus far is that moat of the national efforts in solving

these problems and needs have not been entirely responsible nor repre-

sentative, nor effective. The American Film Institute currently is creating

a University Advisory Committee, drawn from some 20 university film pro-

grams. I would hope that such a committee would speak for all kinds

and sizes of film and video programs. Moreover, as vital as such an

advisory committee might be, it must be able to establish and implement

policy, if it is to be truly effective.

recent resolution passed by persons present at the Regional Film Study

Canter Conference at Mohonk, New York, seems to imply a policy making

group, one which might be representative of current needs. Let me quote

4
their resolution in full:

The invited participants at the Conference on Regional Development of Film
Study Centers and services consider having access to the resources of film
and media materials a major need for the foundation and growth of their
activities in the United States. To implement this and related needs, the
thirty participants recommend that an ad hoc committee...be established to
search out and organize an entity representative of and responsible to the
major organizations, institutions and memberships concerned with the making,
preservation and study of film and media - the servicing of education,
broadly conceived, of the film/media needs of all our c.tizens. It is
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essential that this entity be as representative as possible, be self-
determining, and be responsive and responsible to the concerns of all
parties involved.

Such statements, also the creation of a University Advisory Committee,

and other national efforts are simultaneously frightening and hopeful.

Frightening because they imply placing control of the field in the hands

of a few people; hopeful because they seem to suggest that a few com-

mitted, perceptive, accountable human beings might be able to bring about

a helpful alignment of shared needs and resources. Obviously there is

a great need to join our common efforts in some sort of confederation,

similar in many ways to the National Association of Media Educators which

is so successfully serving the teachers in the elementary and secondary

schools. I for one would hope that such an organization might come into

being, as long as it is responsive not only to the common needs of groups

and individuals but also to their differences. It would be a national di-

saster if some confederation were to constrict, rather than support,

the laudatory efforts of those individuals and groups who already pro-

vide important services. Any national organizational must serve as a

support, not a bureaucratic hindrance, to those energetic and visionary

people who are already meeting the needs of their students and communities.
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United States Senate
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Dear Sir:
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Office: 400 South Building
Department of Cinema Studies

New York University
New York, New York 10003

home: 110 Blaecker Street
Net York, New York 10012

In my opinion, H.R. 17021 (now H.R. 17054), a proposed bill to fund

directly the American Film Institute, should be defeated for the following

reasons:
1. In its seven years of existence, the American Film Institute

has shown a lack of responsiveness to the needs of film educators,
independent film and video artists, librarians, and archivists.
I am enclosing an article of mine entitled "Catalog of the Obvious,"
which tries to stipulate some of the major needs of film education.
By implication it says that the American Film Institute has failed

to meet these needs.
2. The same AFI has evidenced distinct problems in management
regarding personnel. The alarming turnover in key personnel would

seem to be a strong indicator of mismanagement and failure to set

and support the priorities that a national film institute is
supposed to have.
3. The most laudable portions of the AFI programs have been those in
film preservation, cataloging and awards to independent film-makers,

and all of these programs were produced by contracts with the NEA and
other outside sources. The contracts seem to have coca into existence
in order to protect these programs, so that the AFI could not change
these priorities and/or divert the funds for other purposes.
4. The AFI has seldom provided a central source of information and
leadership regarding film distribution, union catalogues of all
existing film materials, the establishing of regional film study canters
and cinematheques.
5. Tha'ASI has rarely assisted teachers at the secondary and university
level with useful and substantive publications, curricular materials and
other teaching aids, just as it has poorly provided leadership and
assistance to film libraries, =sauce and other organizations which use
film.
6. The AFI wants to insist that it wishes to serve the film community and
that only a lack of funds has kept it from doing so. I cannot accept
that argument. It seems to me that the AFI has selected its priorities and
used its funds accordingly. The problem was that film education needs
were at the bottom of that priority list.
7. There are currently two substantial research efforts being conducted which
should guide any decision being mads in the not-for-profit film area.
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The Markle Foundation is completing the first major study of
the independent film-maker and the Committee on Film and Television
Resources (with funding from the private and public sectors) is
preparing a study which will serve as a working paper for hundreds of
local and regional meetings designed to get maximum participation
and information from all sectors of the film and television field.
8. The inadequacies above, and others, lead many of my colleagues and
I to believe that direct funding of the present AFI would serve to
legitimatize an organization which has been unresponsive and
unhelpful -- not entirely out of a lack of funds (it spent large
amounts on a national film school in Beverly Hills which has yet
to be accepted for membership in the International Federation of
Schools of Film and Television) but a failure to set national
priorities in accordance with national needs.
9. I also feel that the American Film Institute has failed to
play a large rola is the education of the American film audience.
There is, it seems to me, an implicit obligation to help American
audiences understand the newer frontiers of film-making. That too is
an educational function which an AFI should serve.
10. Moreover, I fear that this federal support might legitimatise the
API to such an extent that other funding sources would no longer
respond to the proposals brought forth by individuals and groups,
referring them instead to the AFI, and thus making the API the
film institution in this country.
11. Moreover, I am deeply concerned about certain specific aspects of
the proposed H.R. 17054 (H.R. 17021), notably:

A. The constitution of the new board provides for figure-head members of
the federal government and a perpetuation of the Hollywood industry
dominated present AFL board, i.e., that 12 members of the new board are
to be elected by the present AFI board. If a new AFI board is to
be constituted, this is the time to make absolutely certain that it
is broadly based and representative of the national film community.

B. The present bill gives the new API the right to receive funds and
to sake grants in film-making and film preservation. I as most
concerned that that these important areas, especially independent film-making,
are not high priority items for the AFI and that vital funds for such
projects as film preservation might be diverted to AFI operational costs
and/or the running of the film school in Beverly Hills.
12. I also feel that direct funding of an American Film Institute sight
subject it to intense government control and perhaps censorship. The
cancelling of State of Siege, as you know, which was planned for the API
Theater at the Kennedy Center, was done for political rumens presumably.

I should like to note that I support the comments contained in the
November 18, 1974, statement of the Association of Independent Video and
Filmmakers, inc. I also endorse the statement issued by the Educational
File Library Association in December, 1974, and the letter sant by Mr. Martin
Segal, President of the Film Society of Lincoln Center. Copies of these
documents are enclosed.

i6
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I would also ask that those of you who are studying the proposed
legislation, and those of you are contemplating similar legislation,
take into account not only the statements mentioned in the previous paragraph

but also the testimony given on October 7 and 8, 1974, before the

Select Sub-Committee on Education, and also articles and news items

contained in the following periodicals:

Film Society Review

Film Quarterly

Film Comment
Screen (J. of Society for
Education in Film and T.V.)
Variety (Hollywood)

(New York)
(New York)
(Hollywood)
(New York)

January, 1971, pp. 9-11.
February, 1971, pp. 19-20.
March, 1971, pp. 25-29.
April, 1971, pp. 19-24.
Nay, 1971, pp. 20-29.
January, 1972, pp. 11-12.
Summer, 1961,
Winter, 1971/72, pp. 42-54.
Summer 1971
Summer 1971 (XII, No. 3), pp. 57-95.

August 20, 1974, pp. 1 and 9
November 20, 1974, p. 3
November 27, :974, p. 3
November 27, 1974, pp. 1 and 4
December 4, 1974, pp. 5 and 34

I have limited my statements to the more negative aspects of the
API and the proposed bill. There are many positive things that one
can say and positive suggestions for amending H.R. 17054. I hope

to have that opportunity before your Committee at hearings this

week.

Ted Perry
Professor and Chairman
Department of Cinema Studies
New York University

P.S. I would be most grateful if your staff would distribute copies of
this letter to the:members of your Committee on Arts and Humanities.

cc: The Honorable Jacob Javits
The Honorable William Proxmire

Tan Honorable Robert Taft, Jr.
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I would like to summarize for this committee what I have heard from many of

my colleagues in film education and what I take to be their feelings and

opinions about the American Film Institute.

In the first place, there are very positive opinions regarding certain

projects done under the auspices of the Institute, notably the awards

given to independent film-makers, the preparation of a complete catalog

of American films, and the preservation of motion picture films that would

otherwise disintegrate. While the American Film Institute was neither

the first, nor is it the only organization engaged in such activities,

nevertheless it has played a significant role. Every film educator

recognizes the enormous importance of these projects and their effect,

however delayed and Inditect, upon Pt- future of film study.

On the other hand, my colleagues and I are greatly concerned that this

may be all that the Institute wishes or will do for film education. We do

not know of other projects, planned or realized, which will benefit film

study and the teaching of film-making in the 600 colleges and universities

now offering such courses. Where are th: plans to support film-making and

understanding at other levels of education? How and in what

ways does the AFI Center for Advanced Film Study in California relate to

similar programs at various universities? We do not know. There is little

dialogue between the Institute and film educators. What plan or interest

is there in developing curricular materials for better educating film

students, our children, ourselves, to become sore literate and critical

in our viewing and Understanding of film? We do not know. My impression

are
and experience / that there are no such plans or interest. The Education

Program at the American Film Institute has a very low priority. And I do not

think the reason is a lack of funds, but rather a lack of cosmIttment,

organization, planning, and concern.

X72
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There is, I think, a strong opinion among film educators that it would

be a misuse of public funds to place large sums directly into the hands of

the American Film Institute. For instance, there is much concern about

the close ties between the AFT and the motion picture industry. One should
or

ask, I think, whetherAnot large amounts of public funds should be used to

support, however indirectly, the motion picture industry. I am not asking

that the American Film Institute divorce itself from the industry but rather

that equal attention be given to the independent film-maker, the

experimentalist, the documentarian, and other film-makers who have struggled

to work outside the restraints that al large industry imposes upon artists.

Perhaps someday I shall be testifying in favor of a bill to fund directly
an American Film Institute, for I believe that such an Institute should

exist, that it should be engaged in a multitude of activities

designed to preserve our film heritage, promote its understanding among large

sections of the populace, serve as a switchboard for information, and

encourage film research and creation.

In the meantime, however, I share the opinion of many others who

feel that it would be a mistake, at this time and without further

information, to appropriate funds directly for the American Film Institute.

It would be a mistake to vest public funds in an institution until that insti-

tution has demonstrated an ability and a willingness to work bend !Abend

with the Larger film education community and to be responsive to its needs.

Mail that day is here, the proper stewardship of public funds requires that

money for film continue to be channeled through the National Endowment for

the Arts and other government agencies which haws shown over and over again
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that they can act imaginatively and responsibly. It seems to me that

the very concept of a National Endowment, and the wisdom of its funding

by Congress, was that it could and would assemble a staff and expert

panels capable of making vise decisions about arts funding. Until the day

that the iserican Film Institute can demonstrate that it can make more

prudent and creative use of public money, I think that the proposed bill

is a mistake.

No doubt many of us expected too much from the American Film Institute.

Some of these expectations were born out of our own needs and some were

created by promises uttered by the API. Our disappointment has been fed by the

consistent failure to live up to those promises, and, even more so by

the failure of the American Film Institute to create, build upon, consult

and serve a broadly based, national constituency. Their failure to

consult with film educators, and their insensitivity to the needs of film

education ere mattes of long-standing frustration. With large grants from the

public and private sector, the Institute has produced only a few plans,

programs, and projects of distinction. It has failed even to get large

financial support from the film industry, which certainly ought to be

financially committed to the Institute. Moreover, the API has been

bust with numerous internal programs, particularly a large turnover in

staff. The Education Program has had at least four different directors, as

I recall.

One rather clear indication of the AFI's position in film education is

the rise of several groups and projects whose initial impetus was frustration

with the American Film Institute and who felt that they had to organise

themselves in order to met their needs. I am thinking particularly

of certain regional film programs, the National Association of Media

National and Services.

Educators, and the
A
Committee on Film and Television Resources. I wish that

114
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and
you could hear testimony from all of those pzoplevtfrom the people in

the professional societies of film educators. my personal opinion is that

if they were here to testify a large number would ask that you not support

this bill until such time as there is demonstrable evidence that the

American Film Institute wt.uld At least attempt to use wisely the funds in

the interest of film education.

The real issue, then, is the stewardship of public funds. Wisdom

dictates that such money only be appropriated for those individuals

and organisations who have demonstrated effective, creative, and responsible

management, leadership, and organization. I urge you to take the time

in order to collect the testimony and the data necessary to determine

whether or not the American Film Institute is such an organization.

Ted Perry

i 7 5
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Honorable John Brademas
Rouse of Representatives
Washington, D.C.

neat Sir:
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office: 400 South Building
Department of Cinema Studies

New York University
New York, Nev York 10003

boos: 110 Bleecker Street
New York, New York 10012

Since testifying before your Select Subcommittee on Education, last

October 8th, regarding the American Film Institute, I have had the time

to study carefully H. R. 17021, which was not available to me beforehand.

While I do not wish to alter my original testimony in any way, nor am I

may more in favor of the proposed H. R. 17021, I would like to add

several points to the record.

first, I feel that the ease is being slightly confused when it appears

that one is against the importance of the :totion picture as an art form

if one is against H. R. 17021. Long before there was an American Film

Institute, and during its tenure, there were institutions, such as high

'schools, colleges, universities, museums, archives, regional study centers,

and many other programs making considerable contribution to the education

of film- makers, the development of a more discerning audience, the

preservation of films, public screenings, and the preparation of film

teachers and scholars. It is therefore a mistaken assumption that a vote

against the proposed bill is a vote against all of these activities, and
their importance, since they would continue to be carried on, and might

be carried on better, iC the bill were defeated.

Second, I would ask that you and your colleagues consider amending two
parts of the bill, as it now reads. While I still object to the bill

-aid to the whole idea of centralizing so much power in those few hands,
I Oevertheless recognize the fact that the bill might be passed and
vould therefore ask you to consider certain amendments. In the first

place, I would hope that you would reconsider the constitution of the
board as it is presently outlined in the proposed bill. Anything that

VIM be done to rake the board more representative of the field, and more
capable of :eking responsible decisions about film, would be helpful.
In this regard, for instance, I an puzzled about why the Secretary of the
Interior is to sit on the board. The present bill c....114: for the Librarian

of Congress and the Archivist of the United States to sit an the board.
It mould cake more sense, I think, to substitute the Head of the Motion
Pieter* Section of the Library of Congress and the Head of the AudioVisual

48.Iti5 I). - 12
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Section of the National Archive, since they would have more direct
information about the needs of the field.

One other aspect of the proposed board concerns me and that is the
appointment of twelve members elected by the present board of the American
Pile Institute. Since the present board is so heavily weighed in favor of
the interests of ac ccnmercial motion picture industry, it seems only fair
to assume that they will elect similar persons to the new board. There is
thus no way that one can hope that a number cot important interest groups
will have any say on the new board, notably film educators and independent
film-makers. I would thus urge you to amend the bill so that these voices
be heard on the new board. One way to do this would be to allow the
Chairman of the `rational Endowment on the Arts, upon the advice of the
Public Media Program of the Arts Endowment, to name at least five members
of the board, or to recommend such names to the President of the United
States in order that he could make such appointments.

The other amendment I would suggest'has to do with the grant-taking
powers of the Institute. As Miss Hanks so well pointed out in her
testimony, it would be a mistake to create a new Institute which both receives
and gives out funds. In a time of financial stress, the Institute is likely
to cut its grant-making activities in order to meet its own operating
expeases. Thus, Lo give an example, funds that might go to the Museum
Of Modern Art to preserve some of its precious archive materials would be
used instead for basic support of the Institute. Such a situation would be
most detrimental to the Museum's preservation program and to the field in
general. One can imagine numerous other examples of conflict which arise
when an organization has to choose between its own basic support and the
grants it gives to others. I would urge you to strike those portions of
the bill which would allow the American Film Institute to give grants for
film preservation and awards for film-makers. These programs ought to be
continued, of course, but in a manner resembling the present system whereby
the services are rendered via a contract with the National Endowment onthe Arts.

Thank you for considering these requests.

Iseepetfully,

Ted Perry .."ImulTh
Professor and Chairman
Department of Cinema Studies
lay York University

eat Members of the Select Subcommittee on Educations, Congussaman Murphy,Senators Javits, Pell, Buckley, Proxmire.

Senator JAvrrs. This hearing is adjourned, subject to call of theChair.
[Whereupon, at 1:15 p.m. the hearing was adjourned, subject to c iiiof the Chair.]
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SCREEN ACTORS GUILD

December 6. 1974

Min. Claiborne Pell
bum 325
Old Senate Office building
Washington. D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Pall,
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The 30.000 members of the Screen Actors Guild request your support
of MA 17564. the bill which would create the American Film Institute
as an independent agency. We believe this legislation clearly
serves the best interests of the American people in recognising and
promoting the uniyps contributions of the film industry.

Sincerely.
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UNITED STATE SENATE
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DEAR SENATOR AS ONE OF MANY WHO HAVE HELPED TO CREATE AND MAINTAIN
THE ANERICAN FILM INSTITUTE NAY I EXPRESS MY ADMIRATION AND
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Educational Film Library Association
I? Woo00 SINN 110* Yogi NY 10023 212/ 240.41333

Statement prepared by the Educational Film Library Association
on H. H. 175.04 and corresponding Senate legislation

concerniik-ImIlrtcan Film institute

The proposed legislation concerning the American Film Institute raises
issues which require careful considcration before the bill is passed.

Courses proposes to establish the American Film Institute as an inde-
pendent agency, receiving an asAual federal subsidy amounting to two-thirds
of the AFI's total budget (or approximately $2,500,000). While this show

of support for one of our most important art forms is encouraging for those
of us concerned with the state of the arts in America, the manner of that sup-
port has serious implications for the entire American Elm field.

The Educational Library Association is curren1.(y preparing for publi-

cation the results of a survey of educatisedia organisations. This survey
describes 28 United States organizations serving the film and television field,

including the AFI. This immediately raises a question: If the AFI is one of

many filn/tv service agencies, why should it be singled out to receive a direct

federal subsidy?

If one agency is to be established independently as a national film insti-
tute, the Board of Directors and the activities of this agency should represent
the full spectrum of film in America. The art of film in the United States is
richer and more varied than in almost any other nation, and its dissemination in
all formats to all levels of society is unparalleled. The world of film in the

United States encompasses not only the traditional Hollywood dramatic feature,
but also documentaries, instructional films, experimental works by cinema poets,
children's films, short entertainment and information films. There is also the

whole area of television and video -- critically important aspects of our moving
image culture today.

Films are shown not only in commercial theatres, but are widely used in
universities, schools, museums, public libraries, churches, clubs, businesses,
government agencies, film societies, and many other community programs as well.

Because of the variety and breadth of film activities in the United States,
it could be argued that no one agency can effectively represent the American

film field. But certainly an independent national film institute, receiving a
federal subsidy, would have an obligation to make a real effort to serve all of

these varying interests.

-sore-
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The concept of a government-supported national film institute developed
in countries whore cultural activitie tend to be cantered in one or two cities:
England, France, Belgium, Mexico, Canada, for example. because of its geographic
expanse, the United States has developed regional cultural centers. The National
andowftent for the Arts is currently funding a study of the development of region-
al film centers. The results of this study should have some bearing on the deci-
sion whether or not to establish an independent American File Institute.

In light of the above statements, we respectfully offer the following recom-
mendations:

1) that thorougt review be made of the scope and effectiveness
of the AFI's activities, including survey to determine if the
API has the support of the non-theatrical film constituency
it should serve in addition to serving the Hollywood film
indestry.

2) that the forthcoming report on the development of regional film
centers receive careful consideration in determining the need
for or the functions of a national film institute.

Should Congress decids, following a review as indicated above, to proceed
with the establishment of an independent American Film Institute, we further
recommend:

3) that the Board of Directors of the independent AFT be reconstituted
to reflect the variety of American film interests, including the
following:

a) representatives of the Hollywood film industry
b) representatives of independent non - theatrical filmmakers
c) representatives of film educators
d) representatives of other organisations involved with

non-theatrical film
e) representatives of major film archive.

These Board members should be elected by their constituents and serve a
specified term of office on a rotating basis in order to insure true representa-
tion. Members of Congress should not serve on the Board of Directors, and guide-
lines should be established to protect the institute from political influence.

The full Board of Directors should meet regularly with the Executive
Director and other key staff to help determine policies, establish priorities,
and see that they are carried out. A broadly based representative Board of
Directors is essential in order to establish an independent national film insti-
tute that will be responsive to the needs and varied interests of the American
film field, and to gain the support and respect of those within the field.

H'
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For the Educational Film Library Association:

Administrative Director Nadine Covert

Board of Directors, 1974/75
C

Dr. Stephen C. Johnson, President
(Indiana University, AV Center)

Catherine Egan, Vice President
(Penn State University, AV Services)

Laura Murray, Secretary
(Metro Toronto Library Board,
AV Services, Toronto, Ontario)

Kenneth Axthelm
(Brooklyn Public Library,

AV Dept.)

Dr. Jamas Buterbaugh
(Instructional Media Center,
University of Nebraska)

Dr. Abraham J. Cohen
(Board of Education, Instructional
Materials, School Library,
White Plains, N.Y.)

Harry Gaisler
(Paramus (N.J.) Public Schools,
Educational Development Center,
AV Dept.)

Myra Nadler
(A/V Dept., Palo:: Verdes Library
District, Palos Verdes Peninsula,

Calif.)

Calvin Owens
(Audiovisual Education Dept.,
Cooperating Sch. Diets., St. Louis,
Mo.)

Advisory Council, 1974/75

David Dash, Chairman (Carousel Films, New York)

Gilbert Altschul (Journal Films, Chicago)

Barbara Bryant (Phoenix Films, New York)

Robin Churchill (Churchill Files, Los Angela.)

Frank McKsvitt (Tine-Life Films, New York)

Tha Educational Fits Library Associaticin is a non-profit
educational corporation, founded in 1943. VILA serves as

a national clearinghousa for film information and helps to

stlaulata the production, distribution, and utilization of

film and other media for educational and community programs.

National Headquarters: 17 West 60th Street
New York, New York 10023

Telephone: 212-246-4533
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ADVOCATES FOR THE ARTS. ROOM 820 4564 BROADVMNEW YORK, NY 11:3036 TELEPHONE (212)5864731

12 December, 1974

Dear Senator:

There has been a good bit of discussion and no small amount of conster-
nation regarding the debate on HR 17504: a bill to amend the National
Foundation on the Arts and the Humanities Act or 1965 to create the Amer-
ican Fi'm Institute as an independent agency. I know your Committee in
the Senate is also considering a similar version of essentially the same
bill.

Most of the concern I have heard expressed relates to the need for more
discussion on the bill. A number of people in the film community including
critics such as Pauline Keel and independent filmmakers such as Ed Em-
schwiller feel that it would be unwise to separate from the protective shield
of the Arts Endowment a small and often controversial segment of the arts.
Personally. I am also fearful that the American Film Institute will not be
able to obtain on its own the kind of Congressional support It needs; that
the subject matter of many films it must support to be effective will also
make it vulnerable to censorship; that it will establish a precedent for
other institutional and disciplinary groupings within the arts to establish
their own separate agency f( federal support -- and that, in turn, will be
de :Mantel to the growing yet still fragile public constituency for the arts
throughout the country.

There are a number of voices that would like to be heard on this issue. I
would hope that your Committee would want to postpone a decision on the
bill until the 94th Congress in order to avoid giving the appearance of rush-
ing it through the closing moments of the 93rd to the film community. If I
can help in any way by providing information, opinions, or names of individ-
uals who are concerned, I would be -- as always -- happy to do so.

Best regards,

The Honorable Claiborne Pell
US Senate
Washington, DC 20510

JBH:nvb
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HERSTORY INC.
137 East 13th Strut Maw York City 10003 (212)200.0324

December 9, 1974

Claiborne Pell

Chairman, Special Sub Committee

on Arts and Humanities

325 Russell Senate Office Building

Uashington, D.C. 20510

Dear Sir:

Having been ins2ired enough by the American cinema to spend

most of my energies on film, I am delighted that Congress has

before it legislation designed to foster that American expressions

(H.R. 17021: The American Film Institute),

Having struggled as a filmmaker, I realize that programs

like API are necessary to the development of American film as

an expression, art, craft and industry.

Agl, the proposed board of directors as submitted in bill U

H.R. 17021 is not a democratic representation of American film -

making. Aside from the limited feasibility of these people being

able to meet very often together, it is not an appropriate rep-

resentative group. I ho'e you will amend this plan and instead

have board representative of American filmmakers (Hollywood,

Documentary, Experimental, all kinds of films) and the American

people (men, women, white, black, minorities and geographical

diversity).

I am truly horrified at the thought of an arm of the Federal

government being made to serve Hollywood only'as the current pro-

posal does.

I hopa you will weigh this legislation carefully and give it

as much of your time as possible.

YH/sb
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Sincerely,

Itvou'AAa_.A.CArt,

Marian Hunter

Herstory Films
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UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

Division of CutentaPetiortning Arts, Unite Isity Park, Lus Angeles, Calif. spot/

December 12, 1974

Congx.lsman John Brademas
Chairman. Select Subcommittee on Education
2178 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington. D.C. 20515

Dear Congressman Brademas:

Thank you for your kind and thoughtful reply to my letter con-
cerning H.R. 17021, the bill to establish the American Film
Institute as an independent agency.

I was very pleased to learn that the committee did hear from
some film educators. Unfortunately there was no one that I
knew of from the west coast where the two largest film schools
in the country are located. The largest film school in all
of the United States is here at USC. The second largest would
be at UCLA also here in Los Angeles. I merely felt that it
would have been useful to the committee to have some input
from the two major film schools.

In my letter to you orginally I must note that I was not con-
cerned that the AFI becoming an independent agency would pre-
vent the Endowment for the Arts from continuing its public
media program. This was not my concern at all.

My major concern was that the American Film Institute continues
to put the major portion of its budget into its Advanced Study
Center here in Los Angeles at Greystone Manor. I feel that
this money is not spent very wisely.

What is happming at Greystone from what I can gather is that
it is doing no more than USC, UCLA, NYU and other film schools
are doing. It is serving the same function as these other
schools. In addition these other schools serve that function
at a far lower cost than the American Film Institute does.
If we assume that the American Film Institute spends two mil-
lion dollars on their Advanced Study Center each year, and I
suspect their actual budget is closer to that figure and if
we assume they have fifty fellows, then the cost of their
education is approximately forty thousand dollars per year
per student. I fool that there are a number of schools around

191
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Congressman John Brademas
December 12, 1974
Page 2

the country who give their students the same education for a
coot closer to three thousand to four thousand dollars per

year. This is certainly much more efficient education. In

addition at the other schools these students get a college

degree. The American Film Institute is not a degree-granting

institution.

I understand that when they were first set up the AFI intended
to accept people who were not college students though for the
most part the students they do accept are college graduates.
Thus it is not serving the purpose of opening up film education
to the non-college or non-matriculated student except in a few

cases. We at USC do make provision for non-matriculating
students as we have done with Department of Defense students
and others for over 20 years.

My suggestion, therefore, was to close down the Advanced Study
Center and make that money available in the form of scholar-
ships to worthy students who might be selected by th' Endow-

ment for the Arts. These students can then go to the film
school of their choice for an education taking their scholar-

ship with them. The alternate suggestion was to make the
scholarship money directly available to the various film

schools in the United States. I believe either of these
things could be easily handled by the Endowment for the Arts.

I am not suggesting a diminishing of the AFI budget. I would
like to suggest that the budget used at the Advanced Study
Center be put into the educational, the publication, the
preservation programs that are now under-funded at the AFI.
Myself and many other educators like me feel that the AFI is
doing a outstanding job but a very limited job in son.. areas

and in other areas is doing a job that does not need to be

done.

Thank you very kindly for you concern.

Very truly yours,

Bernard R. Kantor
Chairman, Cinema

EIRK:ch

cc: .'!sngressmen Perkins, 'Dui°, Thompson, Hansen, Moods,
Peyser, Hansen, Sarasin, Mink, Cederberg; Senators
Pell, Tunney, Cranston; Nancy Hanks, Chloe Aaron,

Congressman Rees
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ROBERT THURBER FiUlAS
:4693 N.E. 13th wave
north 'MM. Honda 33161

Ilioature 13061 945.0113 November 30. 1974

Senator Claiborne Pell
325 RSOB
United states :senate
Washington, D.O.

RE: AMERICAN 2IIN INSTITUTE ACT. H.R. 17021

4 Doer senator Pell:

As a filmmaker who received a ,oant from the American Pilm
Institute (1972, BELZER= I would like to comment on legis-
lation that is now before your committee.

..1though the A2I has received much criticism recently, I must
say that my exptrienco as a grant recipient was very good. I
received the mum on schedule; the API never interfered with
the productior; there was never any problem whenever I encountered
delays; e.Nd Cle API freely offered advice and assistance whenever

I needed As a filmmaker, the opportunity that the API grant

afforded me was a giant step toward in terms of the development
of may creative ability. The Independent Yilmmakers Program is
an esceptiorolly fine progxem and it should be extended so that

more filmmakers could benefit from it.

The problem I find with the AiI is what appears to be a set of

misplaced priorities. Mere money is being spent on administration

and frills, thin on serious programming designed to develop and

enrich the filmmaking community. I feel that the API is suffering

from serious administrative problems and is not being responsive
to tne full apeotrum of interests within the film community. To

set up the API as the official guardian and preserver of American
filmmaking truditiona without fundamental changes in the interests

represented on the API Board of Directors, would be a terrible mistake.

Secondly, in terms of the way H.R. 17021 sets up the Board of

Directors, I feel that any direct involvement by government officials

is wrong, and ultimately threatens the integrity of tne Ail. If the

API is to exist for the purpose of advancing the art of film there

is no reason for politicians to sit on the Board. 'goon the other

hand, the purpose of the API is to be a show case for commercial

films; a production agency for patriotic propaganda; and a pastime

for a few political appointees, the noble intentions with which the

API was founded will just become a lot of hollow rhetoric.

I urge you and the rest of your committee to give serious thought

to the implications of HA 17021 and the purpose
Yilm Institute could serve if properly structure d set up.

that an American

Sincere4

?44b:);5C
Robert Thurber
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IFtlm Qucrterly, Bummer 19711

Tut Us Lona Osic

(Ernest Callenbach)

CRISIS AT TUE AMERICAN FILM INSTITUTE

In our Summer 1961 issue, FILM QUARTERLY printed a detailed plan for
an American Film Institute. prepared by Colin Young on the basis of extended
discussions with educators, film-makers, critics, distributors. exhibitors, museum
and archive persoure!, dim society people, and others. In 1988 the API actually
came into existence, thanks to support from Lyndon Johnson, and in the follow.
ing years it carried out various programs. Since the firing of research staff from
AFI's Los Angeles Center for Advanced Film Studies, early in 1971, there has
been much public and private debate over AFI's functioning, and its fate now
hangs in the balance, with decisions on future funding about to be made as we
go to press. The following article is bay i on extensive conversations with
dozens of AFI critics and supporters, 'g many people who have been in
positions to observe AFI operations, an with the director of AFI, George
Stevens, Jr., who discussed AFI policies .ith me and provided other useful
information. The article attempts to put forward an assessment of API per-
formance so far, and to make a series of policy recommendations (some of them
for drastic changes, some for continuation of previous policies) as a basis for
working toward a consensus on the AFI which would help to ensure not only its
survival but its continuation with widespread support in the film community.

Outside assessments generally seem somewhat beside the point to inhabitants
of a given institution, as is clear to anyone in a university rated on some national
scale; and the American Film Institute, though not very large as institutions go
in present society, is a complex entity which no one person can ever quite grasp.
Yet there seems no escape from the attempteven though we must also recog-
nize, candidly, that thinking about institutions Is almost always a bore. In our
over-Institutionalized era, the great drift of thought and feeling is paradoxically
anti-institutional; as our corporations and universities and military establish-
ment grow ever larger and more bureaucratic, the human beings who actually
inhabit them grow ever more disaffectedthe controllers as well as the eon-
trolees. These major institutions already show signs of fatal strain: at some point
not mcny years off, they seem likely to suffer catastrophic breakdowns, of which
we already see the gigue: industrial sabotage and general laxity are widespread,
students have lost virtually all confidence in the rationality of university pur-
poses and structures, and the military apparatus is on the verge of "unreli-
ability," with desertion, fragging. drug-taking, and political or conscientious ob-
jection reaching stupendous levels. Large institutions have one main advantage:
clout. Sometimes this translates into some kinds of efficiency, and sometimes not.
But they always have one fatal disadvantage: they are no fun. Living within
them, as Frederick Wiseman has patiently been showing us in his films, is a
damned drag; and the natural reaction of people everywhere is to withdraw
not only political allegiance but also intelligence, energy. and love, which they
attempt to deploy in more direct. human. and life-enhancing channels. Thus the
slogans of organizationally, sophisticated people these days run along such lines
as : Never create one big organisation where three small ones would do! De-
centralise! Let those who do the work have a role in controlling it !

It is obligatory to think in such large and personal terms at the start, if we
wish to generate any real perspective in which to view the API and its achieve-
ments and failures: otherwise we remain captives of mere isolated current
events. If the API is worth thinking about at an, we must think about its
seriously, not only for what it might practically accomplish that would seem
good to us, but as an institution which seeks to maintain itself, grow, and seek
support or sympathy from human beings. This is not subjecting API to some
kind of idloeyneratic political test, it is simply to acknowledge that, like all in-
stitutions in this era, AFT must be evaluated not only in terms of words (the old
Puritan standard) but also in terms of what it adds to the human environmat
whether it is an entity that commands human sympathy. Institutions which can-
not command it will ultimately wither ; for even our majestic main institutions,
despite nil the money and violence at their disposal, are finally vulnerable to the
simple withdrawal of people's acquiescence.
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On the other hand. if we wish to think serlowdy about the institutions of the
film world, it is also important not to be sentimentalthat is, not to concentrate
merely on "the good of the art" and similar wholesome generalities. A scheme
for a national film institute was put forward by people with the good of the art
in mind. but it lay around for a long time without anything happening. The
atuul American Film Institute with money in the bank arose only because the
national goverment and big foundations (which are less distinguishable than
you might imagine) decided it was a good thing, and the big film companies went

along.
Now in general a capitalist state takes an economic role in an art under only

two conditions, which may not be exclusive: either the art hi foundering com-
mercially (like opera and dance) and is maintained by the state because it is
ornamental and preserves and uppetselass cultural image; or the art is potentially
useful or dangerous in political terms, as film was to Goebbels and Mussolini (to
whom we owe the Centro Speritnentale and Venice Film Festival). The stigmata
of such state intervention are by now well known and easily recognized ; in this
country their most spectacular manifeetailon is wat is called the Lincoln Center
Syndrome. The chief symptoms are: massive, ornate, expensive buildings;
centralized programs administered from above with little or no public participa-
tion ; great losses incurred from misestinuttion of public reactions; a chronic dis-
proportion in budgeting whereby ceremonial and decorative functions consume
greater funds than actual work ; and a fear of programs that might liberate
energies from below and bring about organization from the bottom up, either by
roducers" of the art or "consumers."

Such are the natural dangers to which any art institution founded under the
conditions we live in may be theoretically expected to fall prey.

Certainly the film industry Was in trouble ; some of its more forward-looking
meaubers, at least. realized a film institute might help develop the new talent that
Was no longer being trained within the corporate structure; they also doubt-
less hoped that It could take over certain research and coordination functions
that the industry might otherwise have to undertake itself, and that it could
serve as u focus of national concern for the art ha a more politically neutral sense
than the industry's actual trade associations. Certainly also the government is
aware of the dangerous potential of film in an era when the media have demon -
strated profound braking effects upon the governments ability to generate war
hysteria : sophisticated Kulturpolitlk thinkers may have hoped that an institute,
by taming" dissident talents through periodic infusions of cash, might help
stem the steady brain drain from the industry into alienate modes of expres-
sion ; and even if this didn't always help, at least the institute would be in touch
with a sizable portion of the possibly dangerous film-makers of the country.
Whatever precise motives proved critical, it was clear that any American film

institute would be a liberal force in that special American sense in which Lyndon
Johnson, who authorized the AFI'e beginnings, was a liberal ; and George
Stevens, Jr.. who had run the US Information Agency foreign-propaganda film

program, was a reliable liberal to run the new institution.
The record complied by Stevens and his staff seems to me a mixed one. Check-

it g our AFI's score against our theoretical dangers, in brief summary (I will
return to some of these items below) :

The API has indeed acquired its monumental edifice, in the Greystone man-
sion in Beverly Mille ; its administration presently resides' there, behind fences
and guards. Its mode of operation has been largely centralist, though it has
regularly sought advice from widespread sources. Its theater in Washington,
lacking the support of a sizable community of film goers and saddled with un-
realistically large operating expenses, has lost large sums and jeopardized the
future possibility of regional theaters. Lastly, by failing to develop either a
distribution system or a general membership organization, and being unable
to clarify its relations with grantee film - makers, AFI has cut itself of from its
ultimate potential for political health, namely a working relationship of mutual
support from wide elements of the American film community.

In the present crisis, characterized by vigorous criticism of AFI priorities,
administrative practices, accounting, and personnel relations, plus grave doubts
about continued financing, it seems eseential to keep these "strategic" considera-
tions in mind while reviewing the actual work which, in its almost tour years.
An has accomplished. Stevens sometimes replies to (video that the defects
of API are due mainly to trying to do too much too fast. In the administrative
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sense, this may be true : API has fostered many unrelated projects that never
quite worked out to anything. But in a larger and more crucial sense, it may
be argued that API has done too little: It has not attacked the problems of
distribution which were a main consideration of most of those who proposed
a film institute in the first place; it has not attempted to build a practical
relationship with a large constituency until financial disaster loomed; and it
has lacked a sense that the problems of the film world are connected with the
large and agonising issues of how the arts should help ua confront life in patho-
logically "advanced" industrial society.

What then has API been doing, and what should it be doing if it hopes to
win wide support for its continuance?

ARCM= AND CATALOG=

The main initial thrust of API attention and expenditure was toward the
recovery, preservation, and cataloguing of the basic theatrical film heritage of
the country. The great gap in the Library of Congress and other archives of
the twenties and thirties was somewhat filled in. Decomposing nitrate prints
in various collections were were transferred to acetate stork, although some
810 million is needed to complete the job. "Lost" films were turned up in attics,
European areb:ves, neglected vaults.

Some 5.000 films have reportedly been saved, altogether. API should make Itpossible for outside historical researchers to evaluate and use these new re-
sources. by 1401111411111g a working mimeographed list of the titles involved,
although the consensus of opinion is that the task of salvage has been well
performed. (Alsolate in the game, but better than nevera knowledgeable
advisory committee has been set up for the archive work.) At any rate, a sub-stantial number of additional films can now be studied in the LC archive, They
can be examined only on the Steenbeck table and cannot circulate; but they exist.

Moreover, an exhaustive catalogue of American theatrical films has been
established, on the lines of national catalogues that had been produced in other
countries, providing at last a central source of factual information about vir-
tually all theatrical films from the past. The first volume of this catalogue is
about to be published, and will constitute a first-rate research source. It is also
important to begin charting the great morass of nontheatrlcal film, or at leastselected parts of it, since it is in this area that most significant developments
are henceforth likely to center.

Such a project, it bears noticing, is the kind of thing that a large organisat!on
with a lot of money is well equipped to carry out : initiative at the top, backed
by cash and with reasonably good staff selection, can set objective goals and
achieve them. The recommendation here seems clear :

The preservation and catalogue programs should be continued as before the
drastic iinanciaterisis budget cuts; and an active campaign should be under-
taken toward obtaining congressional funding for the remaining nitrate-transfer
work. Organizationally, the objective here should be to spin off the permanent
archive work into the Library of Congress once funding of the Film Division
has risen to sufficient levels to support it : the LC is our de facto national archive,
and it would be silly to maintain a separate organization to do its work forit on any except the present emergency basis. The salary amounts necessary

the API wcfk of locating and obtaining films are small in any ease, less than
$40,000 per year. The essential beyond that is to procure the massive funding
needed to complete the archival jobinvolving sums far beyond any realistic
API budgeting. Once that task is accomplished, API should probably confine
itself to maintaining a kind of scholarly "visiting committee" which would peri-
odically assess the work of the LC archivist and of our other "private's archives.

INOMNDTXT ITLIILAIN1 IMPORT

Another largely successful AFT program was the providing of production funds
to independent film-makers, and for a time, to film students and to scriptwriters.
There has been confusion and some hot feeling about the contract provisionson distribution the money provided was never a free grant but in effect aloan. flowerer, on the whole this program seems to have been well administered :it came somewhat near the granting-agency ideal : a small ofilee containing
one decision-maker with a telephone to a knowledgeable board of Advisors, one
secretary, and one check-writing machine. rands were given to a surprisingly
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wide variety of film-makers, some well known for highly unorthodox works.

some not known at an. It will be some time still before u areful evaluation
and assessment of this program is possible. However. scriptwriting grants were
given in 1965 and 1969 to 14 projects by writers including Melvin Van Peebles.

Jim 31c1tride, Arthur Barron. Fred Wiscumii, Terry Sunders, unit Jack t:elber :
even if these all turned out to tie failures, they would be honorable ones. Film-
maker grams in 196,s went to 24 projects, and have resulted in films including
Paid Shunts Razor Blades, Robert Krunier'm Ice. Will Hindle's Waltersiith.

1111rakalut's The Coed Friend, and John Kurt y's Imogen cutiningliam.
Thirty grunts in 1960 aided films that have included (korge Muumielli's Dr.
eldeago. Jordon nelson's Ionintinu. and John Hatieik's sticky My Fingers,
Fleet My Peet. The 1970 grants aided Bruce liaillie's Quick Billy, Connie Bee-

son's A.m, A Portrait, and projects by Tom Palazzolo, Andrew Surds, Scott
Bartlett, Patricia Audin, Caleb Deschunel, and James McBride. API plans
include some $406,000 for Min-maker support in Maui-year 1972, if the desired
level of thiancing is obtained. The American film world is substantially richer
by the tiltus that Ail has helped thumiwt, and a substantial expenditure in this

area will continue to be desirable. The recommendation here, therefore, is :
Independent film-maker support should be continued much as before, but with

true grants.
ISTIMUTION

However, illnpuniker support is not an absolute good In itself. Funds spent on
illui-making help bolster supply; they do nothing to increase demand. Making

films is only half the battle, and not the harder half either. In film as in other
arts, we do not luck talent ; we lack new connections between talent and audiences.

The old connections provided when the theatrical industry was an efficiently ftnic-

Honing Wass- production machine have been broken. The problem of building

new connections is the overriding organizational problem of the art at present
with ramifications on aesthetic, technological, economic, political, legal, and in-
dustrial levels. The old Hollywood forms no longer work; the economic mecha-

nisms of the industry's "independent" production are becoming unfeasibly
chancy ; the role of 211131 in public life and as an industry is increasingly uncertain.

lu such circumstances we surely might have expected a national film institute
to address major energy to this area of concern. This could have meant, to give

some examples: carrying out a somewhat detailed inquiry into the nature and
sources of the problems vexing our distribution system ; exploring novel distribu-

tion approaches which commercial distributors have not so fur been able or
willing to experiment with ; attempting to coordinate the alternate circuits that
have already come into existence in the college and university world, so that
their joint economic weight would be more usefully felt ; pressing new tech-
nology t Sum, videotape, cassettes. etc.) into the service of increasing diversity
and directness of contact between filmmakers, tihnviewers. and film teachers;
initiative in planning how to utilize education and ble TV. API has moved in

none of these directions, and its far as I can determine from talking with Stevens,

has not even taken the mutter seriously enough to debate policy alternatives.
(This is not, apparently, because of obstructionism by industry representatives
on the Board of Trustees, as has been rumored.)

In the event, thus. although API has given partial support to many excellent
production projects, the distribution even of these films has been left in limbo.

In some cotes the filmmakers have themselves been able to make distribution
deals (sometimes only after hassling with API). Ii, some eases films remain on

the shelf. In a few cases API has made or instagated deals, But these activities
have all remained 'awl% ply within the existing constipated distribution

machinery, when what is needed is precisely some energetic initiative in breaking

through the existing blockages.
It is important to realize that new films have been left increasingly stranded

during the period of API's existence because of the cannibalization of the old

independent Ifluan distributors by big corporations; in the ensuing reorganize-
flans aimed at greater profitability, the distributors have lost their film-wise
staffs, and their openness to new films has declined sharply; they are making
plenty of money with the old collectionsbuilt up not by corporate managers
but by individual small businessman who loved films and had taste: Tom
Brandon. Leo Dratfleld, Willard Morrison. and their many unsung colleagues.

It has, ironically, been precisely during the period when American independent

production has blossomed artistically that distribution has become harderArkli
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filmmakers turning increasingly to self-help groups like Canyon Cinema and theNew York 1.'iltu Makers Coop.
Hut it is not only to prevent its own films from lying unseen that API initia-tive in distribution is essential. There are at least three other major cultural

reasons. Virst, the obstacles to circulation of foreign films are such that the UScan be called a cinematically underdeveloped nation; there is u great backlogof interesting foreign thins that have never gained distribution in this country,and tin. situation is steadily deteriorating, though we have nut yet achieved theisolutiun of a poerty-striker Nast European country like Poland. (Ilene, fur
reerdination could assemble hooking guarantees that would coversubtitling vests.; second. distributor !Mice polieieS are gradually forcing uand distortion of film use by small colleges and in classrooms. The boom

in college large- audience showings has led to u creeping and then galloping in-flation of rentals. The situation has become so serious that some kind of Mb-(wk.(' loicott by elbleilbsrs Is now Whig elatV1111/1Utell, oil a national basis; ifhousewives eau roll lack supermarket prices. the reasoning goes, so can film
teachers. who are potentially a fur more tightly organizable group. (Here, activeAll pressure on distributors could have helped develop realistic sliding scales
to ensure the availability of the basic materials of the art for those who wishto teach it I. Third only by reaching out to u national general membership with
meaningful services can AFI build the constituency it needs; and better dis-tribution is not only a need. it is the need which all American film lovers share.If AFI eau provide greater availability of films, it can presumably also provide
admission reductions. price advantages on hooks and publications, membership
information services, and other worthwhile services.

This is perhaps the place to repeat that some cultural organizationsincluding
our operas, film festivals, subsidized theater companies, and similar elements of
"managed culture"are run by initiative and money coming down from on high.
When the money stops, they stop, because their vitality has been artificially
induced. The old film-society movement, now largely replaced by programs
managed by paid college officials, was an example of a different way of doing
things : self-propelled. self-finuneed, and self-controlled. In the Film Makers Coop.
Canyon Cinema, Newsreel. American Documentary Films, and similar groups
we have contemporary examples: operations where the initiative comes from the
people who badly want to accomplish something, and somehow find the where-
withal and energy needed to do it. These organizations are always a bit slapdash
and seemingly in constant jeopardy; they have beat-up furniture, funky offices,
unpaid phone bills, and unorthodox habits of correspondence. But they have a
lot of good friends ; they are resilient ; they are respected and loved because of
what they do and who they are, not because of their 'image." We need more of
them ; and wherever possible we should do what has to be done through organiza-
tions of that type rather than through cushy-financing outfits. It is not only that,
dollar for dollar and man for man, such small, personal organizations are more
efficient than big, heavy-administrative-cost ones, but that they are more pleasant
and liberating places to work in.

TEE CENTER YO ADVANCED VILN ETTMEES

I 1E114 move on, however, to the stage of AFI's history when Stevens moved
from W4sisiugton to Los Angeles and began the Center there, which led some
observers to tear a concentration on production and a neglect of AFI's other
functions, At first such fears appeared grountlIess, fur the chief activity in LA
was to be the sehool at Greystone, intended as a '-conservatory" for talented
young film-makers, operating on a tutorial system and combining production
training, scholarly research, and actual film-making. The Greystone mansion (a
city - owned white elephant in Beverly Hills acquired for $1 per year but expensive
to repair, maintain, and guard) was refitted with offices, a very costly projection
booth and screening room, and sophisticated modern editing and sound equip-
!tient. It became. in effect, u small studio. Serfs from the outside enter the grounds
through a guarded gate, remintseetit of old studio fiefdoms. The main
building is enormous in scale, and its wide corridors, balconies, and staircases
seem strangely empty, as if the place has carried over some of the atmosphere
of a mortuary from its use as one in Richardson's film The Loved One. (Fore-
bodingly. this was Greystones' last practical use before AFI took it over, except
for hippies crashing overnight in the extensive grounds.)
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Something like s...! million, which is about one third of Art's total outlays, has
been spent so far on the Center, and its projected 19i2 budget is over a million:

these outlays have been toward the education of some 40 Fellows. This scale of
expenditure has given rise to the charge that the 4.euter tail is uow maiggior; (lie

Institute dog. As may Loveland, Steven's former assistant who resigned in pro-

test against AFT policies and firings puts it, "It appears that $2.6 million has

been spent at the Center so that 30 film-makers can have inadequate production
experience. they have been less than prolific so tar. Waite they have received

script counseling from Frank Daniel and have written a number of short and
feature scripts, they have certainly failed to gain much practical, experience in
film-wakingand they hardly needed a mansion and $2.6 million to write scripts."

The Center is, it seems to me, a microcosm of AFI problems In "miniature,"

and its orientation thus needs extensive discussion. The basic aim, according

to Stevens, was to help train a new generation of American film-makers who

might do for America what the New Wave did in France. Although most early

thinking about an Ail did not envision a new school as a necessary part of an

institute, the pulling and hauling over the Stanford Research Institute's "in-

dependent" study ( which Paralleled AFT's start ) resulted in the inclusion of

a school in the AFT's tentative organization chart.
Now on a basic level, it is extremely difficult to justify spending any money

at all to establish another film school in the tinited States, as opposed to avail-

able easy alternatives such as subsidizing existing schools, making grants to
deserving young fills- makers, or establishing an extensive apprenticeship system.

The sole argument for doing so would be if one had a scheme in mind which

could in fact hope to accomplish what happened in Paris. For on a more mundane

level, it is relatively easy and getting easier to teach film-makers the technical

rudiments of the art. As Conrad Hall (no mean technician) recently remarked,

"The technique is all easy to learn. I couli teach anyone to be a cameraman in

a week." Film courses in high schools, colleges, and university extension classes

are widely available ; besides. mars Aspirants are capable of teaching themselves

much of what they need to know technically, with a little help from their friends

in film companies, television crews, film school classes, and so on.

On the other hand, no one has yet proved that film as an art can he taught

anywhcre, or in any amount of time, or with any amount of machinery. The

artistic record of our film schools is not impressive when compared, for instance,

with that other great "school," vaudeville; and it might well be argued that the

most successful contemporary film school is not a school at all, but the Cine-
mathinue Francaise. The lesson of Paris is indeed an instructive one; for the
impact of the official school. the IDHEC, was as nothing; what counted was the

impact of Langlois's incessant and dumbfoundingiy catholic film exhibitions on
the one hand, and the impact of the thinking done by Andric Bazin and his
colleagues on the other. What happened in Paris during the formative years of

the New Wave was that a considerable number of film-mad young people took

advantage of Langlois's policies and. by forming a dense network of cinklubs
of their own. added still further to the screening resources of their city; they
talked film incessantly ; and they then used these experiences to work out their
own new ways of making films. We are still taking the precise measure of
their achievements, which can (desipite their d1 ersity) be looked at as a push-
ing of the American individualist cinema to its ultimate, logical conclusions:

but the important thing to remember is that these achievements flowed from

an intellectual tradition, operating at a particular juncture of history and film
history. If we are to trace a somewhat similar Course, rierefore, it is not the
example of IDHEC we must follow. but that of Langlois and Bazin. In
short, difficult problems of theory and orientation must he deslth with ; and
the only way they can be dealt with is to mobilize the kinds of resources
marshalled in Paris; endless screenings open to all who care about the art:
endkis discussions, private and public; endless theorizing and criticizing in a
variety of publications ; and finally, an openness to new talents on the part of
financial backers and distributors,

It seems to me highly doubtful that such an intellectual enterprise can be car-
ried out In Los Angeles. but I am not against an attempt being made; indeed the
attempt should also he made in New York. San Francisco. Boston, Chicago. How-

ever. Greystone is totally unsuited as a Ms Angeles site for it, and the elitist
assumptions that underlie the Center are totally inappropriate. There is no
human way of ascertaining who are the Truffauts. Godarda. Chabrols, Rohmera
of America, and then bringing them to the Center to ripen; they can be found
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indeed they can only find themselvessolely through a complex social process
of dealing with films. each other, and the American situation. Therefore, if the
API is to have any significant effect in this direction, it will not be through the
operation of the closed-off Center, which is after all just another (if richer) film
sellout added to those already existing in LA, but through its aid in developing
general Amer'....an film culture: in other words, through its primary tasks in the
archive, edueution, research, and distribution areas.

There are two main obstacles facing all talented young people wishing to
develop their film-making talents and undertake commercial film-making at
present : the difficulty of getting one's first films distributed, and the difficulty
of getting "into" the industry, union-wise, influence-w:Ft etc. The Center has
some effect in these areas for Its chosen few. But both 0:: these are general prob-
lems that the API could attack if it wished: by developing an aggregate distribu-
tion policy and by a large apprenticeship program, similar to its intern
appointments but (1) far more numerous, and (2) extended to nontheatrical
films, which by now may well interest more talented young film-makers than
theatrical features do. The nurturing of talent is a statistical game, as the old
studios knew ; you must plant a lot of acorns to get a few oaks. To get some per-
spective on the way in which film-school spending can be e valuated, we should
remember that with the funds that have been spent on the Center, about 600
apprenticeship grants could have been made. assuming something like $3.000 per
grunt, which most grantees could supplement with income from the productions
they work on. (Those fellows who have had internships have generally reported
themselves immensely benefitted, incidentally ; this seems to be the most success-
ful aspect of Center educational effort.)

To the principled case against any AFI school at all, we must add many
other difficulties. The faculty. with the exception of Frank Daniel who was
formerly dean of the Prague film school, has had no educational background; the
operations of the school have laud no theoretical or intellectual orientation that
might justify its elitist position. Daniel is a good screenwriter and a fatherly
figure who is apparently excellent as a script supervisor: but he comes from an
utterly alien tradition and has had no significant intellectual contribution to
make to film thought: his draft outline for the educational orientation of the
('enter mends like a UNESCO document. full of the best intentions but hoping
vaguely to offer all things to all men. The formal Center teaching program has
evidently in fact boiled d'wn to occasional guest lectures and visitationsby active
film-makers. Although s( se 900 films are reportedly screened yearly (half of
these for oral-history projects) they are very badly attended by the fellows, and
are largely American features. which hardly constitute the total universe of
important films. (Sometimes, indeed, nobody at all shows up for the screenings,
not even the person who requested them; and a rule has had to be established
that a film will be run if only one person turns up for it.)

It is no news to the older film schools that it is unreasonable in the long haul
to expect active film-makers to spend much time at a school. although they are
glad to come for an occasional appearance (especially if. as API has now begun
to do. this gets on television). But if it is hard to bring film-makers to the stu-
dents. why not take students to the film-makers through apprenticeships, as has
long been customary in other arts?

Moreover, the existence of the Center has tended to distort over-all AFI budg-
eting. Heavy Center expenses (partly but not entirely connected with large
and unplanned outlays on a feature being produced by one of the fellows, Stan-
ton Kaye) have drained away funds that should have been spent on archives,
research, and education on a national level. In the state of the theatrical in-
dustry today. production of features is extremely risky ; it will be extraordinary
indeed, despite Stevens's optimism on this score, if the Kaye picture actually
produces income for API. In any event, feature production on this financial scale
($250.000 or more) is clearly something that needs to be undertaken by normal
venture capital: when a production goes this enormously over budget, it should
stop until further venture capital is secured. (The AFI is not the Swedish Film
Institute, with its large tax-derived production funds.)

It is difficult to venture compact recommendations concerning the Center, but
part of the difficulty is precisely that the Center is so heavily implicated with
the rest of the AFT. Therefore, I propose that the principle of many-small-organi-
zations-are-hes ter-than.one-hig-one be applied:

The Center for Advanced Film Studies should be spun off into an entirely sepa-
rate organization. with its own Board of Trustees and Director. If the Ford
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foundation is, as Stevens maintains, interested in supporting a film conserva-
tory, by all means let it do so. Greystone is now equipped fur the purpose, and
can evidently be maintained physically at a cost of something like $70,000 per
year. But let the Center exist on its own, so that the All will be free of its
weightorganizational, administrative, and financial. The policy of having one
man attempt to run both organizations seems elearli mistaken. It is charged by
his critics that George Stevens, Jr. pulls down $00,000 per year : it is replied by
his friends that he works hard. What is needed, however. is not one man strug-
gling to do a $60,000 job, but two men doing $30,000 jobs without stretching
themselves as thin as Stevens has to. The necessity to try and manage the Center
as well as API as a whole, it seems to me after extensive talks with him, has
meant that Stevens has not been focusing propel policy - making energy on gen-
eral AFI priorities since he went to Los Angeles; Greystone has, It seem to me.
been far closer to Stevens's main personal interests than his work in managing
the AFI's other areas ; certainly it connects more directly with his prior ex-
perience as a film producer with USIA and water, not to mention his family
background in the feature industry. It may be, therefore, that both he and his
constituency would be happier if the API and Center are split, and he directs
the Center. It seems clear, at any rate, that Stevens has little taste for trying
to turn AFI into an aggressively national organization in wide and direct contact
with film-concerned people on every level.

The disparity between Steven's approach ind what is needed becomes clearer
if we turn to an examination of other arees of AFI work, but before doing so
let me list a number of recommendations concerning the spun-off Center itself :

An apprenticeship period should be required of all resident fellows, and a
nationwide apprenticeship program should he established, notonly with theatrical
feature directors but also makers of docimentaries and experimental films of
every kind. An expanded fellowship pregram should also be established for
scholars and critics, and this program too should assist both resident fellows
and fellows who wish to carry out progrt.ms at established centers of film study,
whether universities or such institutioes al the Museum of Modern Art, the
Cinematheque Francaise, etc. The program for resident fellows should not be
confined to beginning scholars as at present, ut should be partly (only partly)
modeled on research centers in other fields, where established scholars are
offered a year in a "hothouse" atmosphere.

Second, the staff of the Center should be expected to develop a theoretical
rationale for their work which relates to the gereral situation not merely of the
American film but of film as a wor'Awide art form. This rationale should not
denigrate theory and criticism or be otherwise intellectually provincial.

Third, there should be a minitnutr, of special showings at the Center and what
there are should be publicized; instead fellows should be encouraged to par-
ticipate in the general on-going life of exhibitions, discussions, and publications
in their city. (As explained further below. AFI should, once it is rid of the
Center, undertake an active regional role and do some screenings itself in
convenient central locations.)

Fourth, fellows should have a voice in management of the Center, through
some democratic mechanism, particularly as regards allocation of production
budgets ; this would impel them to develop skills in articulating their proposals
and developing principled arguments on their behalf, through being involved in
a real social process.

ITEGIONALIBX

Since some of the recommendations which follow are not within the power of
AFT as it is presently organized, let me first outline how it seems to me AFT
should function in its national role. It has been recognized by all, since the first
discussions of an institute, that the geography of this country is a terrible obtacle.
If our culture and our film industry were centered in one Plat*, as is true of
London. Paris, and indeed most capitals, the Institute could be located there
and centralized functions would be appropriate in many areas (thoneh the
British Film Institute, for example, is now engaged in a regional theaters
program). As a creation of the federal government, AFT found itself in Wash-
ington. a singularly unflim- minded city. An abortive branch oiliee was opened in
New York then the Center was established at Greystone, and the center of
gravity of the organization shifted to the West.

It seems crucial to recognize that a successful AFT must he dedicated to pro-
moting the film interests of all regions of the country, and must be in close touch
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with the varying problems of those regions. Thus, regional offices should be openedin Los Angeles, New York, Chicago, and perhaps other cities as well. Unlike
Greystone, these offices should be located in easily accessible places; they should
provide modest screening facilities capable of being opened to the public, with
a public coffeesbop adjacent thereto where film people could meet, informalevents and presettations could be held. etc. Compact office space should be pro-vided for a small staff, whose primary responsibilities would include coordinat-ing work on distribution problems, aiding and advising educatonal programs, andreporting events and developments to the national office and AFI Reports. This
staff would encourage the development of a network of advisory and ad hoc com-mittees drawn from the local film community (broadly conceived to includeeducators, film- makers, students, critics, industry members, and persons fromthe oeneral public who care about films). The staff would also be concerned todevelop a general public membership program. In short, they would act as gad-flies, inspirations, stimulators, troubleshooters; they would go out and engagewith the film problems of the country, and attempt to bring AFI's prestige, influ-
ence, and money to bear in solving them.

One important task of the AFI regional offices would be the development of
regional theaters, either directly under AFI auspices like the one in Washington,or through assisting local museums or other groups in the manner of the BFI.
Unfortunately, the Washington theater has been so expensive that its experiencewill tend to frighten off those interested in beginning other theaters. After modestand quite successful beginnings, the Washington theater was moved to a high-rent shopping center where its losses have been spectacular (on the order of$100,000 per year). Next year it goes to the Kennedy Art Center, but expensive
outfitting ie involved there too, and Stevens foresees another $100,000 deficit. In-stead of working toward other regional theaters directly, however, AFI policy isnow to put on "spectaculars" in collaboration with big department stores, as hasbeen done In Minneapolis and Houston. These operate through high-poweredhoopla of stars and big names; they garner a few memberships, but it seemsextremely unlikely that the Official Culture types who attend them will consti-tute the backbone of a repertory theater audience, while it seems ail too likelythat this kind of show will alienate the young people who in fact constitute sucha potential audience.

The AFI Theater in Washington should be returned to its former modest levelof operation, with expenses kept relatively in Tine with income, It should be
operated as a conscious pilot program to explore how self-sustaining theaters canbe maintained in cities lacking large film-mad populations. The essentials shouldbe modestly in "image," active and daring programming (as has been the casein Washington), and active attempts to connect the theater with community in-terests and needs,

Presumably, if AFI must continue to rely on government funds, its head-quarters office should be in Washington, despite the cultural disadvantages ofthat city.
SESFAICII AND PUBLICATIONS

Rertrning to the other main areas of AFT activity, what has been happeningin the past six months is a cutting hack of programs as AFI has run out of
money. Stevens claims that production people have been fired too; but the ireof the education and critical community was most directly raised by the firingof the Center research staff; shortly thereafter, not only Education Manager
Ron Sutton in Waahir.gton, but also Stevens' administrative assistant Kay Love-land resigned ; and a petition of protest was then signed by a large number of
people still remaining on the staff. on both coasts. In such circumstances bitter-
ness is natural. Stevens claims that just as much research and education workis going on now as before. But what he means is the oral history program ; and
as far as participants at the recent educators conference in St, Louis can tell,AFI is hoping to cast them loose as soon as possible. It seems clear, then, that
an important change of emphasis has taken place. But it is not easy to evaluatethe past or present contributions of AFI in the research or scholarly area.

Skepticism is inevitable, because scholarly work is one thing that institutions
are never good at : they serve hest by providing libraries or similar facilitiesand leaving the scholars alone..Tudging by the evidence of oar American universi-
ties, the "community of scholars" Robert Hutchins spoke of cannot be willed into
existence simply by hiring scholars and putting them in one building ; it springsup sometimes in some places through a happy concatenation of circumstances.
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What was going on at the Center seems to have been preparatory in nature.
Seminars were held; discussions were curried out ; books were envisioued. One
project bore on the nature of visual style in tilw, hoping to develop a suitable
vocabulary for analysis. A study was afoot on animation, and several on lik-
torical aspects of Hollywood film-making and film-makers, TLe role of the paid
staff was to assist the fellows doing these projects through discussion and advice;
and there was some overlap with management of the oral histories projects.
Some-of the work planned may come to publication stage in due course, wheu
it can be evaluated by all, On the other hand. those staff or fellows who have in
fact published critical work (Jim Kitses, Paul Sehrader, Steven Moniker, Bob
Mundy, and others) would doubtless have gone on producing whether the ('enter
existed or not. and whether or not they happened to be in Los Angeles, London.
or New York.

The oral histories program, which is continuing after the firings (management
of it is not, after all, a terribly complex job) involves both experienced and pub-
lished interviewers and beginners. We can confidently rely on the knowledge and
interviewing skills of Gavin Lambert on Cukor, Albert Johnson on Wellman and
Leroy, Charles Ingham on Gannett, Peter Bogdanovich on bwati, Walsh, and
Mc('arey, or Kevin Browulow. But only later will we be able to assess the 30
other projects now underway. It must also be remembered that although oral
histories serve to preserve the memories and opinions of iv portant industry fig-
ures, they are only the beginning of scholarly work, and certainly do not constitute
film history in themselves. There is a tendency to think of tape-recording as ful-
filling the di?- 'es of a scholar: but the tapes only provide a partial basis for the
difficult process of sorting out truths, exaggerations, falsehoods; fir seeing
through the opacities of events and films to what actually happened and what it
meant. If the oral history program results only in tapes, and not in the writing
of history, it will be a failure.

Partial support was given to Filmfacts magazine, and various bulletins were
published, plus a guide to college film courses.

For the rest, no scholarly or research publications have been issued by the
AFT itself. A series of transcribed guest discussions is now planned, but judging
from the first, with Fellini, these will be pleasant conversations but hardly
significant contributions to film thought. (The Fellini booklet has the attraction
of being modestly printed, though apparently its cost was far from modest.)

If we assume that AFI policy should be directed toward furthering the highest
levels of research and scholarship in film, it is clear that a drastic reordering and
rethinking is required. API has spent something like $450,000 in the "publications
and research" area. Aside from the above-noted items, this has bought some
extraordinarily expensive rumination about the problems of putting out a general
film magazine that would appeal to everybody, which is now acknowledged to be
impossible (as those of us already active in the field have always maintained).
As Kay Loveland notes, "It is bard to believe that this much money has been
spent with so little result"; and those of us who work in more rigorously admin-
istered organizations can hardly help concluding that a great deal of extravagance
and carelessness have been involved. While it seems that no actual malfeasance
has occurred. the AFI has evidently been run by the loose standards usual in the
big-money world of foundation grants, where "image." plentiful assistants, and
insulation from accountability are the rule, and count for more than mere hum-
drum work. $450,000 is a modest number in this world : but consider what it might
have bought (after deducting 10% for overhead and administration) : it is
enough to provide royalty advances (part of which could have been regained
and r^yeled to further projects) of $5,000 for 40 books plus $10.000 for 20 more:
or enough to subridize the entire printing costs of about 50 film books ; or enough
to psi v the deficits of all America's film magazines for at least a decade; or enough
to commission, edit. print and distribute gratis some 185 modestly printed
scholarly monographs of perhaps 100 pages each.

Furt'ter developments in this area could obviously become very complex, but
for a beginning we could recommend that, in an API from which the Center has
been spun off :

A program of grants and royalty-advance funding should be established to aid
researchers who cannot secure regular commercial royalty advances for their
projects. One special area where heavy commitments of time and energy are
involved is history ; attention should be given not to committee-style work in
history, but to backing mature scholars capable of undertaking large-scale
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synthetic histories, both of American film and film worldwide. Scholars and critics
should be encouraged to utilize the oral history materials for what they are:.
raw materials toward the writing of analytic and historical works.

AFI should itself publish some special-interest works of too limited an audience
to interest regular publishers. whether these are by AFI-supported writers or not.

The &wish in to publish should always lie a separate decision from research-
grant decisions. t t.zoe examples of useful materials which cannot at present find
a market are: short monographslonger than articles, shorter than books; cer-
tain types of scripts; studies of organizational problems in the film field.

AFI should continue and expand the All Rep its publication so that it be-
(limes a truly national newsletter, not merely about AFI activities, but about
all tilm events of inure than purely commercial or routine interest. It should be
very rapid in its publication schedule and modest in appearance, rather on the
lines of two worthy predecessors, Canyon Cinema News and New Canadian Film.
This is particularly important bemuse of its great usefulness in building a
national neenliership organization. snch a publication, if modestly staffed (one
permit's and aggressively edited. would be virtually self-sustaining.

A research and reference servive should be maintained in connection with the
National Film Catalog; for practical reasons, such as the great concentration of
archive and library resources tand writers) there. n reference officer should
probably lie located in New York, although the Library of Congress makes Wash-
ington a possibility. This service should, like its excellent counterpart at the
British Film Institute. assist scholars and critics doing research, film-me kers
and industry people needing information, and AFT staff who need assistance.

LDUCATION

The research staff at the Center assisted the education staff (based in the
East ) by varicas kinds of consultation and advice. In an All from which the
Center ha-1 peen spun off, the education department should be responsible for
its own reseal( h work.

There are two levels on which "education" is a proper function of AFT. The
most crucial is assisting the development of the widespread ferment of screenings,
discussions. p.iblications. and beginning film-making which must exist as the com-
post from which major artists and films will hopefully grow. Work on this level,
as carried out by the regional offices, should be democratic in the best sense,
taking no account of otlicial qualifications or social distinctions: it would be
excessive to expect that a juvenile delinquent, deserter, and general no-good like
the young Francois Truffant would be appointed a Fellow but we must demand
that he would be admitted to screenings and discussions like anybody elsejust
as he was, in fact, at the Cinenuitheque and at the eineclubs around the Latin
Quarter in Paris.

The other level is assistance to formalized education, which practically speak-
ing means chiefly high schools, since colleges tend to be jealous of their peroga-
tives. British film teachers on both secondary and college levels (aided by their
own association and now the BIT ) have been exploring this area for many years ;
our problem is to recapitulate their experience as quickly as possible, and to
push ahead with our own. AFT has worked hard to bring us up to date: holding
seminars for teachers, providing guidance, teaching suggestions, reassurance,
and information. In general, this program went forward well, and laid the founda-
tion for regional groups of teachers who are now, with the cutback in AFT funds,
contemplating formation of their own national organizationssurely a useful
development. for which AFT should provide seed money. (The educators also
propse to elect an AFT Trustee from their membership, and this would provide
a bit of leavening to the co-optation process by which the Board members are
now selected. )

As in the research area, we can here only suggest a few bask aims for the ed-
ucation department, which should be funded as a major AFT effort :

Experimentation with teaching methods, as was done in the "model curricula
sites" program, should be resumed, and their results published.

A quarterly journal written by and published for film teachers should be es-
tablished, along the lines of the British SCREEN.

Regional and national seminars should be held periodically for the exchange of
ideas, until such time as these can be replaced by conventions of the national
teachers association.
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Education officers in the regional AFI offices should hold meetings, seminars,
showings, and other events useful in developing film education in their areas.

CONTROL AND ADUINISTRATION

The Board of Trustees which controls AFI evolved through a series of commit-
tees appointed by the federal Arts Council ; key people in the early stages were
Gregory Peck, William Pereira (a former art director and now architect 1. George
Stevens, Sr.. and an actress named Elizabeth Ashley. In due course George
Stevens. Jr., became involved ; the Stanford Research Institute was hired to
produce a report on what a film institute ought to do ; and by the time the actual
first Board was constituted, basic policy was set. Thereafter the Board has been
a self-perpetuating body (its members pick their own successors, on a staggered
schedule). It is a heavily Establishment board, with a token independent film-
maker or two. But since this is an Establishment-run society, there is perhaps
nothing to object to about this if the board delivers the goods. Two kinds of
"goods" are required, before we can conclude that the board is doing its job :
money and aggressive policy-making.

The money question will be resolved, one way or the other, shortly after this
issue of FQ appears. Funds for the next fiscal year are being sought from the
National Endowment for the Arts and from private sources (mostly in the in-
dustry) ; some Ford Foundation funding will carry over. In future, Board mem-
bers should be expected to actively support fund-raising work.

As far as policy goes, the Board's central mistake has been to ignore the
distribution areaand the potential for nationwide involvement and support
which lay in regional offices and regional theaters. A "commission" to study dis-
tribution problems is now being proposed by Stevens; but this seems too little, and
it is unquestionably too late. Parallel to this fundamental distortion of policy are
the developments associated with the Center ; if the education, research, informa-
tion, and publications programs should look outward, involving themselves with
film people eve rywhere. the Center looks inward, spending very large sums that
touch only a handful of people.

Since the Board controls the balance of AFI outlays, it is the Board's re-
sponsibility to lay down firm program outlines for Stevens and the staff. The
Board, however, is a large and unwieldy body; it meets rarely. Real responsibility
rests with its executive committee; Gregory Peck, Arnold Picker of United
Artists, Arthur Penn, Jack Valenti of the MPAA, John Culkin, David :gallery.
and John Schneider of CBS. It is to these men, along with Stevens himself, that
responsibility for AVI's performance falls.

Part of the problem in the administration of AFI, and therefore in evaluating
its performance in different areas. lies in the amorphousness of the organization.
As far as I can tell, everything of any importance (plus a great deal which is not)
is decid.s1 by Stevens personally ; there are not even really any official "depart-
ments." though people have been sometimes appointed "managers" ; outlays of
money have remained tightly in Stevens' hands. During the financial crisis of the
past year or so, a great deal of budgetary reshuffling seems to have taken place.
with the over-all result being a relative transfer of resources so that the Center
has prospered and the other aspects or AFI work have shrunk. It seems to me
that the Board's resoonsibility could be fulfilled thus:

The Board should establish plain and explicit policies in the various areas of
AFT operation (after spinning off the ('enter as a separate organization). Each
malor area have a fixed and public yearly budget, and it should be ad-
ministered as a Department, with a manager who meets occasionally with trustees
to discuss the Department's preblems and needs. The Board should also employ
a comptroller to supervise budgets and expenditures. and the general outlines of
AFI expenses should be routinely publicized to maintain public confidence.

Many charges have been made by fired staff members and their supporters con-
cerning financial waste and general mismanagement by Stevens and his associates.
Kay Loveland, Stevens' former administrative asaistant, has written that "Not
all these administrative expenditures taken individually are unnecessary, but as a
whole they add up to a life style more appropriate to a successful profit-making
movie studio than to a struggling young non-profit organization. So often needless
expenditures were made because the lack of a guiding vision resulted in too much
money being spent in too few areas." She also charges that "Throughout AFI's
existence, staff morale has been very low and employees have remained almost
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continually frustrated and dismayed ut management policies and practices, both
toward individuals and departmental programs. Confronted with gross salary in-equities (the Art Director made $75,000 [cut to $60,000 in the crisis], the educa-
tion manager $13.000). negligible fringe benefits (in California employees werenut protected by unemployment and disability insurance for almost two years),and management's failure to develop clear and fair employment and severancepolicies. staff have felt used and disensal:le."

Devotion to a good cause does not excuse an organization from its obligation
to provide rational personnel policies. and both the recent uproar and earlier staff
grumbling indicate that the Board should require management to develop ex-plicit procedures and standards in the personnel area. The staff should also
realize that, despite their professional status in many instances, they also playthe role of employees, and need some kind of organization through which they
can represent their Interests to management.

It was characteristic of the process by which such organizations as AFI areformed that Colin Young, who had led the discussions that first mobilized senti-ment on behalf of a film institute, and who had more ideas about what such aninstitute should do than anybody else around, was not invited to sit on theBoard of Trustees. When I asked Stevens why, among all the people who had
done scholarly, critical, or university-level film teaching in this country, onlyArthur Knight (who has excellent high-level industry connections) was on theBoard, Stevens allowed that he just couldn't understand how such an oversighthad occurred. Knight has of course been an extremely valuable member of theBoard but the persistent exclusion of all others who have done serious intel-lectual work in the American film world is perhaps the major "symbolic" reasonwhy AFI so lacks friends among those people who loved film before it came 49the attention of the big foundations and it goes far to explain certain biases of
API operations. The Hoard should include several additional members who havedone original and important thinking about film as an art (historians, teachers.
critics) and can help redress the balance that has tipped so far in the directionof production. This indeed seems to me the most crucial recommendation that
can be made: without such a move, support for AFI will continue to erode almost
everywhere outside the walls of Greystone.

As far as I can tell, very few people in the film world want the American Film
Institute to die. Too many high hopes have been attached to it for anyone to
write it off easily ; and it has accomplished its tasks of archive and film-maker
support with distinction. Its potential for helping to develop a national film
culture is large. However, many people are troubled by what seems to them an
imbalance in AFI priorities, and by the signs of internal personnel difficulties.
What is needed, therefore, if AFI is to successfully regroup after its present fi-
nancial crisis and go forward into a second phase of existence, is a wholesale re-
examination and reordering of AFI priorities. If a new consensus can be achieved
on what API ought to be doing, this could serve as the basis for a genuine con-
stituency that could help AFI survive in the long runboth through direct
membership support and through political pressure aimed at f tiler government
support, which is the source of money for all other film institutes in the world.
(The BF! gets some $1,800,000 yearly. and RFT income from publications, admis-sions. etc. Is almost as great the BFI, however, also operates the national
archive, which here is a responsibility of the Library of Congress.) If the Center
can be spun off and AFI policies turned around. AFI will only have begun to
fight on behalf of the art. If that cannot be accomplished, the struggle is already
over, and we can begin preparing inscriptions to be engraved somewhere at Grey-stone.

[From Screen. Summer 1971i

( Richard Thompson)

After three and one-half years of operation, the American Film Institute is the
focus of controversy flowing from administrative and policy decisions taken in
January 1071. What follows is a review and critique of the AFI's history. I have
tried to make clear my relationship to those events.

Many members of the film community have withheld comment on the API
issue because insufficient information was available to them. Perhaps this report
will provide a useful basis for dialogue between the API management and the
national constituency it should serve.
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cub:Anus Ol TIIE ASI

The United States was the last great film-producing nation to initiate a national
film institute. With a combination of Federal Government and private funding
(41.2 million each from the Federal Government's National Endowment for the
Humanities, the Ford Foundation, the Motion Picture Association of America,
anti private sources), the API was officially founded in June 1967. Other agencies
have long performed film institutional duties, the Library of Congress, the
Museum of Modern Art, the George Eastman house, colleges, universities, film

societies, publications, and private individuals.
On December 19, 1966, the National Foundation on the Arts and Humanities

announced:
. the' establishment of an American Film Institute, thus formally activating the
remamendation of President Lyndon B. Johnson made on the occasion of the
signing of the Arts and Humanities Bill on September 29, 1965.

The Film Advisory Council will provide guidance during the preparation of

the final report of the Stanford Research Institute, whose comprehensive study
on the organization and location of the American Film Institute is scheduled to
be completed by mid-February of 1967. Other members of the Film Advisory
Council On addition to Roger Stevens and Gregory Peek) are: Elizabeth Ashley,

actress; Sherrill Corwin, president, National Association of Theatre Owners ;

John Culkin, SJ, director, Center for Communications. Fordham University ;
Bruce Herscheusohn, Herschensohn Motion Picture Productions and producer
of USIA's recent film on the late President Kennedy ; Charlton Heston, actor ;
David Mallery, Director of Studies, National Association of Independent Schools:
William L. Pereira, Los Angeles architect : Arnold Picker, executive vice-
president, United Artists Corporation; Sidney Polder. actor ; Arthur Schlesinger,
Jr., historian ; George Seaton. writer-director-producer; George Stevens, Sr..
director-producer; George Stevens, Jr., director, Metion Picture and Television
Service, US Information Agency ; Jack Valenti, president, Motion Picture Asso-

ciation of America Richard Walsh, president, International Alliance of Theatri-
cal and Stage Employees.

All save George Stevens, Sr., and Charlton Reston became Trustees of the
API, Heston serves on an advisory committee to the API Board of Trustees.

INITIAL. CONTROVERSY

In Readers & Writers, April/May 1967, Cecile Starr, noted 11m teacher and
editor of Ideas on Film, addressed an open letter to Gregory Peck:

"Many professional film peoplefilm teachers, film librarians, film society rep-
resentatives, film students, independent film-makers. and lffmni distributors,
among othersfeel that those who are shaping the API do not know what they
are doing or where they are going. We fear that the Hollywood-dominated Ad-
visory Council does not clearly recognize the difference between film art and film
entertainment. In its years of plenty, Hollywood showed very little interest in
raising the level of public appreciation of film as an art ; in helping schools and
colleges teach the art of the film and film-making: and in encouraging film artists
to work freely toward experimenting with and advancing the art of the motion
picture. Hollywood should be represented on the committee, but why as a
majority?"

She then invoked the Art Council's obligation to concern itself with film as a
Line art, and to decide whether it will be controlled by the industry or 'by people
more directly Involved with film as an art . .

Does the Film Advisory Council represent the people and institutions con-
cerned with film as an art?

Of the sixteen-member committee, four (yourself included) are distinguished
Hollywood actors, two are distinguished Hollywood producer-directors, two are
distinguished producers of government-sponsored films, four are distinguished
representatives of the producers, exhibitors and employees of the film industry :
one is a distinguished architect ; one a distinguished historian-politician and
part-time film critic; and two are distinguished representatives of the film-
teaching profession whose writings indicate a strong predilection for Hollywood
films.

Why does the Advisory Council not include a representative of the film society
movement ; of some of the large and small universities where film-making has
been taught for five to twenty years; of non-Hollywood, non-governmental film-
makers to whom we must Inevitably look for our next generation of film artists?
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Why are film historians, familiar with the long-standing conflict between film
artists and film businessmen, and film critics not included on the Advisory
Council? And why are there no representatives of our film libraries in laitirdelltus,
universities and public libraries throughout the country?

Supposedly one reason for overlooking them is that they might become rts'ipients
of grants from the Arts Council. This hardly holds up, however, iu light of
the fact that Father John Cu Min, a member of the Film Advisory Council. has
received $71,000 for a project he is to undertake in connection with Fordham
University. Surely there are other people, currently engaged in other aspects
of Mal art, who can be counted to serve the Advisory Council with similar
sel nessness.

Can any lasting and vital activities result from such unplanned planning,
such dosed-circle operations. such One-sided representations?

Will the $91,000 study made by the Stanford Research Institute, "to develop
u plan for a national film institute", be made public? if the Film Advisory Council
had been more representatively composed, it would have been in a better position
to devehq) its own plan for a national film institute rather than delegate this
job to a research group relatively unfamiliar with film art.

Miss Starr then listed many classic films and standard works of film history
and aesthetics, wondering how many members of the Advisory Council had seen
or read them; then:

Where else other than in the US would an educator dare open a national
conference on the teaching of film us an art by remarking that he was not a
ilia specialist and had never seen Eisenstein's Potemkin'not even the famous
steps sequence? In what other country in the world would such innocently pro-
fessed ignorance lead to government subsidies for further conferences: on film
art. and eventually to a permanent place on the National Council on the Arts
as its expert on the motion picture? With all the money in the world, with all
the good intentions In the world, we do not believe that film art can be advanced
one whit in this country without the open and coordinated assistance of every-
one in this country who is coneerned with Mat as an art.

Interviewed in Variety (April 17, 1907) on what she felt should be done, Miss
Starr said:

To start with. I'd throw out the whole present Advisory Council. I'm not ask-
ing anyone to agree with my ideas for the American Film Institute, but let's
put together a Council of recognized leaders in the arts, people whose concern
for film could result in a workable plan for the American Film Institute.

She then provided a list of possible candidates.
Variety (April 24. 1967) devoted most to a page to An coverage. A news

story noted that a board of trustees would be established. Jack Valenti was
quoted as saying that no more than 5 per cent of the board would be major
company representatives,

Gregory Peck responded to the issues raised by Cecile Starr by sidestepping
them:

'Her remarks are intemperate. She's badly informed in the stand she's taken.'
He was then paraphrased at length on the research the Advisory Council

undertook.
'It's designed to provide a bridge to films, and without Miss Starr probably

being aware of it. is just about what she would like it to bP.' He added that
what it boils down to is that the Council isn't composed of members Miss Starr (or
Mr. Starr Ed) would like to see on it.

'We feel we have done an objective job,' said Peek. 'our whole aim is to provide
new opportunities' for young entrants into the field. 'We feel it was wise to have
conducted our research without the glare of publicity.'

While castigating Miss Starr for being misinformed, he continued to withhold
the information necessary for a well-informed discussion of the issues at hand.
The AFI continues to meet such attempts at dialogue with an assurance that
things are going well, without details on what is going well or how it is going
well or why or where it's going, often coupled. as here, with a mild personal
attack on the challenger. The AFI spent the three and one-half years after Peck's

A separate story summarized an editorial by William Starr (no relation) In theAmerican Federation of Film filocieto's journal. Film Society Review. which echoed earlier
criticism rerarlincr Board composition. nonrepresentation of non-industry constituencies.
and decisions made in which those croons and interests with most at stake had neither
representation nor particination: "The fear widely nista that the country may shortly
he faced with a vested interest organisational fait accompli which will require years ofdevoted labour to undo."
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statement operating mainly 'without the glare of publicity', or, to be plain, largely

lu secret.
Cecile Starr responded to Peek's answer in Variety (June 7, 1967) :
"Gregory Peek's statement that my remarks are 'intemperate' and that I'm

'badly informed' in the stand I've taken, seem to me to sidestep the issues I've
tried to cull to Ws attention.

My stand is that the sixteen-member Film.Advisory Connell of the National
Council on the Arts, which Peek heads, canna possibly advance film as on art
since the great majority of its members have had little or no experience with
mutton pictures except Its a business for profit or for propaganda purposes. That
their intentions may be the best I readily concede (a concession which Peck does
not seem to grunt to mine). But any good will stretched to its limit when I hear
that the leading contender fur the position of director of the proposed American
Film Institute is at present a political appointee, and that he will be for has
been chosen by a Council which includes himself, his father, representatives of
the Hollywood film industry in which his father is a prominent figure, and
representatives of his Political party, including a former employee of the office
which he now heads "

Variety commented editorially :
"Gregory Peck's quip in Washington on Monday (5) that the AM 'vas 're-

viewed' before the curtain went up does not answer nor dismiss the objections and
fears of those who wanted to he beard. and were not. The Institute has been
established on the basis of unreported discussions and an unpublished report of
the Stanford Research outfit, It as not that the Institute will not proceed to serve
useful purposes, but that it has made a mystery of its reasons, which is never
good public relations."

The same issue of Variety cited API's goals in the areas of filmmaker
training. film education, film production, preservation and cataloguing (ar-
chives), and publications. Of these five, Min education and publications are
vague programmes:

"Film education (primarily to explore ways to assist `development and
improvement' a. Ibublieations ( including more and better textbooks on film-

making)."
When established, the Board of Trustees included Ashley, Corwin. Culkin,

Herschensohn, Mallory, Pereira, Picker. Pottier. Seton, and Valenti from the
Advisory Council ; also named were Itkom distributor Charles Benton, writer-
director Francis Ford Coppola ; former U.S. Commissioner of Education
Francis Heppe!: film-maker Richard Leaeock ; Group W TV syndication
president Donald McGannon ; writer Dan Taradash ; and director Fred
Zinnemann.

George Stevens. Jr. was appointed Director of the API. Stevens is, of
course, the son of the noted Hollywood director. From his ()Metal API Press
biography:

-Stevens began his career in films during college as an assistant on A
Place in the Sun and Shane. Following two years as a motion picture officer
in the VS. Air Force, Ine directed a number of teh.vision shows including Alfred
Hitchcock Presents and Peter Gunn. Ile was an associate producer on The Diary
of Anne Frank and also directed location segments of that film. In 1902 the late
Edward R. Morrow selected him to head the Motion Picture Division of the
United States Information Agency.'

One of the striking things about the AFI is the presence of ex-tutted States Informs.
thin Agency people In key positions. Richard Kahlenherg. who was one of the first !Jennie
appointed to the staff and is currently the AFI's Assistant Director for Planning. had
previously worked for the United States Information Agency as an nomistant cultural
attneh4. Robert Goodman, who beeuine the number two man at the API in liffIR, had
previously been assistant director of the United Stows Information Agency. Antonio
Vellani, who became responsible fur the grants to tilm.mokers programme, had (peen on
the staff of the United States Information Agency when Stevens headed it.

Articles in Film Comment (vol. 5. no. 2, and vol. 4. nos. 2 and 3) contain a good deal
of Information ahot the United States Information Agency, The latter issue doenments
Stevens's decision to make a United States Information Ageney feature doeumentary on
John Kennedy upon the President's assassination : it also discusses the extraordinary
use and distribution of the film Years of Lightning. Day of Drums and the assignment
of all domestic profits from the film to the John F. Kennedy Centre for the Performing
Arts. Rorer L. Stevens inn relation). chairman Ili the Board of the Kennedy Centre.
annointed the film's producer, George Stevens. Jr. its writerdirector. Bruce liersehen-
sobs (later foecesor to Stevens in beading United States Information Agency film activl'
tleal. and its narrator. Gregory Peek, to the original sixteen -man Film Advisory Council
to create an American Film Institute. This Advisory Council was a part of the National
Endowment for the Arts, of which Roger Stevens was then chairman.
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Au article in the June U WSW of Variety gave Stevens' defence of the API:"Absolutely everybody who's eriticized the Institute either for what it will orwon't be doing, is dead wrong, he suggested, since even daddy [himself] doesn'thave a clear idea of what it's going to be when it grows up."Precisely what Cecile Starr bad said five months earlier !The ankle gave Slovens' description of a wide range of specific alternativesin the areas of archives, production, and film-maker training; and then:"The three areas above, which are likely to account for the major portion ofthe Institute's three-year budget, have also oecupied the bulk of Stevens' timein the brief period since he's been installed in (Mee, and rather than being dis-couraged that he hasn't found the answers, he appears pleased that in so shorta time he's uncovered the quemtions. But in two other areas, film education andpublications, he suggests that be hasn't found time to really explore the prob-lems."
At this point in the story. John Catkin speaks for these areas, suggesting that,in time. the AFT Education Department might involve itself in a teachertrainingprogramme. a curriculum study, and in providing textbooks, but that the bigeffort would centre on "spreading the word" of the film education movement,at primary and secondary levels, This limited view, omitting as it does the possi-bility of leadership and creativity in the education field, has hovered over AFI'seduentionul efforts since, as we shall see, such efforts have been primarily inthe areas of organisation, and of data collection and distribution. These areresponsive, administrative areas, not initiative, creative ones.
AFI's first promotional piece was a handsome, lavishly illustrated pamphlet

which describe.- AFI's "response to needs in several areas of film":-Preservation and Areldves: To preserve, catalogue and provide for the in-creased accessibility of outstanding American
Education: To develop in America the most discerning and responsive film

audience possible, through the improvement of film study methods and supportof moiler education in film.
Film-maker Training: To eneourage and accelerate the development of pro-fessional artists in the field of film.
Production : To create additional opportunities In Stint production for talented

new film-makers and developing professionals.
Publications : To stimulate excellence in research and writing about all aspectsof motion pictures and television."
These are then developed in greater detail. The Education section is titled

"The Film Audience": AFI's rhetoric in discussing education consistently focuseson an "audience" which can be improved by distribution of data and support
of the primary and secondary school film education movement. The Santa Bar-
bara Conference, advisory service and newsletter, and fellowships for graduate
degree candidates are the only programmes listed, "hi these ways it is hoped
that film will be furthered by its inevitable audience'."

Publications. Next to films themselves, published materials may constitute the
most significant SIMI'S of stimulating progress in the art of film. The literatureif the Aitiericatt Alin, despite important individual accomplishments. does not
presentlyiprovide sufficient intellectual hash for the advancement film as art.

The publications division of AFI will seek to stimulate research and writing
about all aspects of film especially but not exclusively the American film, by writ-
ers and scholars the world over. The Institution will contribute to the literatureof film in several ways. By establishing a motion picture magazine, a literate,
lively periodical designed for everyone with a serious interest in film and the
film industry. By eooperating in the publieution of books on the history and
aesthetics Of film and on the achievements of individual artistsboka of particu-
lar use in colleges and universities and to the interested public. By producing
films about film. By developing a programme of oral history, to record past and
present sec omplishments of film artists. By identifying research needs in all
areas of the American trig, in cooperation with universities. film societies,
museums and other agencies devoted to film research. By reproducing film scripts
for tee in training courses, to permit analysis of the problems of written style
and visual form in the filu.

111111e every art in the end survives by its own achievements, every art also
in due (-nurse creates a literature which sustains and guides its developments.
tine of Art's goals is a emaprehensive literature of film, providing audiences with
an opportunity to appreciate the medium more fully and young Aim-makers a
chance to learn from those who have gone before.
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A repertory progrultime is generally described. aiding in the availability and
circulation of prints among theatres. exhibitors. film societies. etc.: no mention
of u national film theat re is

wLgitENTATIoN

It would be Impractieal to cover the history of the All in detail. I will attempt
to summarise major steps in the Institute's development. with closer attention
given to the areas at issue. Education and Publications. research and seholur-
ship. In examining the following programmes and decisions. it must be borne
in mind that while mandates and responsibilities have been passed down to Mid-
dle management t programme inumuters and officers I. authority to make decisions
is consequently difficult to assign.

In its first year. the AFI allocated $1.2 million to the Archives programme
for nitrate print rescue and preservation. This has been the most stevessiul AFI
programme: it has also operated with the greatest independence from top man-
agemen% possibly because It Is the only programme of the tire major programmes
managed by an Assistant Director of the Institute. The AFI also sponsored or
eosponsored conterenees on film and education during its first year. It estab-
lished a $500,0410 production fund for grunts to independent film-makers, new
and old this programme, too, has been quite successful in fulfilling its goals.
Feat* re film production plans were announeed, but because these plans under-
went considerable changes before realisation, they will 'le described later. The
National Film Catalogue project was commenced. linking the Archive staff with
the Library of Congress to computerise credit data for all films produeed In the
r.s., a mu 'moth undertaking now nearly finished: this, too, has been a success-
ful and useful project. A Film information Service for educators and scholars
was initiated in New York City. Although it has been closed. a lung -term lease
requires the Ail to continue to pay a rental estinuitml at $20.000 per year for
the unused office. Nanning begam for the Center :or Advanced Film Studies, to
be located in I.os Angeles. Richard tiahlenberg was placed in charge of basic
planning for the 'enter, which would be the A Fi's most ambithms and extensive
effort he was replaced as archives head by Sum Kula. An oral history programme
was begun. operating from the UCLA Fihu Department. funded jointly by the
API unit the National Endowment for the Humanities.

Mid-rear 1116$. Robert Geller was named head of the Education Department.
assisted by Education officers Ron Sutton (later to succeed Geller upon his
resignation in 1969) and Kit Laybourne. In July. AFI's Santa Barbary Leader-
ship Conference for film educators begun. It was u four-week session for forty
teachers in close informal contact with film-makers, university film professors.
Industry representatives, and so on. It is planned to publish the papers and
curricula developed' from seminars and workshops held during the Conference,
the AFI announced. Though Kit Laybourne prepared extensive report material on
this key conference. the AFI chose not to publish it. Instead, a small, anonymous

6 promotional pamphlet entitled 'The First American Film Institute I.eadership
Seminar: Teaching the Film' appeared. It is a sunnaary of the structure of the
Conference. n list of the visiting faculty. and a survey of AFI's projected Model
Site Funding project. It does not deal with specific results of the Conferenet, and
could have been written before the event.

In September. the Education Department announced Education Fellowships of
$1,500 for MA candidates. $2.500 for PhD candidatesup to ten to be awarded
as the 'first step toward increasing the number of teachers'. Actually it was one
of AFI's very few steps to directly support young film scholars and critics in
their work. After its first year, it was discontinued, In November 19414 the de-
partment announced the first of its Model Site grants, thirteen in all, advancing
some funding to develop film *duration programmes and curricula around the
Country. The project was discontinued after its second year.

In February 1969 the Oral History Project was transferred from the I'CLA
Film Department to AFI proper the Louis B. Mayer Foundation grant of $150.-
0(111 over these years made it possible. James R. Mike was made head of the
project. Silke was the founder and former editor of Cinema, and later editor of
Movie% International. The Real West. and Assault. The first projects commis -
stoned were the oral histories Peter Beedanovich completed with Leo MeCarev
and Allan T)wan. Oral histories of William Wellman and Mervyn LeRoy and
Busby Berkeley were commissioned: none of these has been completed though
their deadlines are past.

In the Journal of Aesthetic Education (vol. 8. no. 3, July 10691 Robert Geller

and Sam Kula published an 'article developed in consultation with Mr. George
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Stevens, Jr.', entitled 'Toward Fi hide Literacy : the role of the American FilmInstitute'. 'Else article is prohably the most articulate and scholarly presentationof API programmes aad their goals that has appeared.
Under the heading The Need for Enlightened Film Education', they note: 'Theprincipal concern is about who teaches what to whom and how it is taught.' Aettutionary summary of destructhe tendencies in American film educationfollows. then : 'But us an art form films must Is' UnderStO41 as objects providingOpportunities primarily fur aesthetic experience.' Liter: It is not, of course,AFFN function to establish inflexible aesthetic principles.' Diseusiug the Centerfor Advanced Film Studies : The Center is intended to serve as a bridge betweentilui study and filuemaking as a prof salon.' 'A major goal of such a programmeis to create On ambiance for fruitful discourse on film.' As had been customary,they note: 'The center will also accept a limited number of fellows pursuingcareers us thin critics and historians.' The role of those critics and scholarswithin ties Center, and the AFI, Is undefined. Many other topics are covered,imitating the tilinsothin series, initiated with Bogdanovith's documentary onJohn Ford. t I hie to extreme schedule and budget over-runs, and unforeseen dif-ficulties encountered ill obtaining releases for tilm clips, this film has not yet

been completed, further films -an -film are not 'thinned at this tint.%)

U. SECOND YEAR

In July 1969 the All issued its first annual report, a thirty-two-page pamphletwith a high ietnre-tocopy ratio. Variety remarked, pinpointing u common AFIpress characteristic : if sill the items reviewed in the annual report of the APIissued last iveok. only in one area was any -hard news" revealed.' They werereferring to the naming of the five individuals who received screen-writing grants.The report itself reviews most areas without adding much new data. In the areaof publications. it promises:
. . to publish American Film, u magazine that will deal will the past, res-ent and future of the cinema. Special attention will be devoted to the ideas,

methods and words of those who have made and are now making films. Fact will
!le emphasized over opinion, with the aim of providing II continuing source of in-formation and experieneed thought about the craft. the art, the economicsabout
till the factors which make what it is. (Note the crude polarisationof the eritical prcess between 'fact' and 'opinion'.] API will work with pub-lishing b'asi's and writers to encourage the publication of books and monographs
1111filli all aspects of film-making sisal film history."

When Chloe Aaron interviewed research fellows after the January upheaval,(;re.. Ford rememireil that she had an AFI budget summary which contained a$.1010 item for the American Fihu project. which had been assigned to Jim
Silk., currently Editorial Director in charge of publientions. The project has beendiscontinued and written off as a loss. This write-off figure is approximatelyequal to) the entire Production costs ti,gure listed for all British Film Institute
pubileations for the year ending Mn rch 31. 11)70.

With the services of the top-flight publicity agent firm. John Springer Anti-
dotes I representatives of the Burtons, Henry Fonda, $atyrieon, Z. etc), the AFIaugmented its many pamphlets and press releases. The cost has unofficially beencited as a retainer of $20,000 per annum, plus per-job fees and expenses above
that. This was in addition to a full-linie stuff member in Washington assigned to
publics relatioosanarentle at $12.000 per year.

At the eml of July. Filmfacts became an Medal AFI publication. It is in linewith the AFI's emphasis on data. rather than opinion. The periodical publishes
the credits of all eommercial features released hi the US, and includes a selec-tion from d illy and weekly reviews.

In the same *numb, the ('enter for Advanced Film Studies opened. There were
eighteen Fellows (11/2 in Research. rather than the three solicited) and a facultytnsisting of full-time members Frantisek Daniel. James Blue, Jim Kitses:
islet lisle member Jim Mike. Kitses was given the Center Research Departmentresponsibilities he hired me from Chicago to work with him.

The Center is !wilted in 1111 old Beverly Hills mansion. rented for $1 per yearfrom the city, but requiring renovation, adaptation. equipment, and mansion-scale stuff and maintenance totalling over $1 million. Many films are screened
there for Fellows, 111141 111(114 Fellows are in some stage of film- making. for themost part scenario writing or re-writing. Production equipment and facilities arelimited.
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Center faculty in general were anNatPTIled with, or by, the chaotic lack of
programme. organisation, or structure given to events .ad screenings ut the
Center. Ultimately. the Research Department was able to make some progress in
this area. but generally without active support from other areas of the Center,
At the end of the first academic year. Itlue resigned : the AFI did not replace this
key faculty position, combining, as Blue did, firsthand tilmanaking knowledge with

critical experience and teaching insight. In fart, with twice as many Fellows at
the Center, the AFT began its second year with a smaller faculty than that of its
first year. Apparently, it will begin its third year with an even smaller faculty, as
Kitses has not been replaced. Stevens is always listed as a faculty member. but
he performs no specific faculty functions. He spends roughly half his time at the
Center. The rest is giakst in 1Vashington or travelling, fund raising, and so On.

In its 1971-72 academic year brochure for the Center, the AFI announced that
tuition will be $2,500 (which will be waived if a means test demonstrates inability
to (aysomewhat similar to scholarship procedures in other academic institu-
tions). With the advent of tuition, it is interesting to compare the ('enter to
other advanced film training centres. Unlike others. the ('enter is not accredited
and so cannot grant degrees. Nor does it give grades, offer courses or formal
curriculum. It has a faculty (for forty-odd Fellows and at least half ns many
auditors) which consists of Frantisek academic head of the Center and
full-time faculty ; Tony 1Mani. most of whose time is occupied with the Film-
maker Grant and Production programmes he has charge of; Mel Silke. who.

4111 a half-time basis. is in charge of the AFI's Publicutiot gad Research pro-
granones as well as arranging for the guest appearance-se.ainars which occur
reugnly once a week. By addition of fractions, nearly two full-time faculty
members for forty Fellows; at $2,500. it's no hargain.

At the end of 1969, Stevens announced the opening of the AFI Theatre in
Washington, "to stimulate interest in the cinema, and to enlarge the number of
Washington's discerning filmgoers by calling attention to great Mins of different
eras". Eight months later, the Theatre moved to the I: Enfant Plaza complex, an
S00 -seat theatre which Variety said had already "failed as a emamercial outlet,
partly because it is off the beton track". AFT Theatre membership were available
first for $5, then $10 4$.1 for students) per year. Membership confers these
privileges : one receives schedules and mailing list material, and pays $1.25 admis-
sion to screenings. No participation or vote. The AFI claimed 7.000 memberships
for the Theatre, a revenue of $70.000 at $10 per member: yet the Theatre is
currently running at a deficit the AFT itself estimates to be approximately
$100,000 a yearfor a strictly local-impact. Washington area programme.

Focus
By June of 1969, the AFI's estimate was that it had been successful in looking

after film-makers and their films, in programmes such as production and grants,
film-maker training (with the Center for Advalced Studies about to open), and
archives; but had not yet found its stride in the areas of dissemination or ap-
preciationby which words the AFT meant education, publications. research, and
scholarly activities aimed at the world of ideas. At this point, thinking seemed to

embrace the notion (hut if the AFI is for the artist and his works more than for
the audience (in practice), it should lend from that strength. Indeed. as the
Center, Production Department, and Archives already served the film-maker.
Publication. Education. and the API Theatre should do the same. This crucial

turn of ideas, centering all AFT conceptual thinking on the film-maker primrilt
and explicitly, underlies many of AFT's later difficulties.

Education
1069 was the Education Department's peak year in terms of staff, funding, and

activity. During this year it reached a staff size of seven (exclusive of inter-
locking support from Researcha staff of three)a department manager. two

officers. and four assistants. The year before. Education created the Community
Film Workshop Council with a $0.000 seed grant : this proved to be a good
inveatment, maintaining vigorous activity and finding other funding for the
ensuing years. mostly under the guidance of Geller. who headed CFWC. after re-

signing as AFT Education manager. At the end of 196, Education Membership was
extabliahed. Through 1069 and 1970. it came to include over 2,090 teachers in
the field. serving as the centre of an information and organisational network.
The coals of the Membership plan were :

(1) To establish a national clearing honue for information and curricula:
(2) to provide consultation and advisory service; (3) to provide an official liaison
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with other national education groups; (4) to act as a stimulus to regional and
local film study organisations: and (5) to become a news link for sharing
important film education activities within the country.

Education Membi?rs were solicited most heavily and receptively for feedback,
information, and suggestions, but. as with other AFI membership programmes,
Education Members paid a yearly fee but had no voting power or status within
the AFI administration.

The Fall 1970 New letter carried Ron Sutton's new view of the Department's
function. probably necessitated by shrinking funds and staff (by this time, the
staff had shrunk to Sutton. the manager, Dispenza, the field officer. Greensfelder,
assistant, and possibly one more secretary. Membership price rose from $6 to $10
with no increase 1n benefits; members received the Newsletter, Membership
Directory, and Guide to College Film Courses).

". . but we tend now to think of our work for the seventies primarily as a
need-surveying, information-sharing lobby for files education. The vast and
complex needs in the field argue against our attempting to meet them through
direct funding (such as film study grants I. We see our role as a catalyst in the
field. It seems appropriate that we concentrate on convincing leaders in business,
foundations, government and education that film study needs strong, solid finan-
cial assistance."

In addition, he listed information exchange, summer schools, and aid to groups
wishing to stage their own regional screeningsthe AFI had discontinued its
regional screening activities.

In February of. 1970. Sutton outlined the three basic eduction field needs the
AFI would attempt to service (under reduced staff and funding support) : I.
development of some understanding of what film is, particularly important in
high schools, where film courses are largely offered through English or Humani-
ties departments: . Leadership eourses. with more film courses in higher educa-
tion, we need more trained people to teach them ; 3. Materialsfilms and print
materials.
Research 1970

For the Center's second academic year, the Research Department accepted
three Research Fellows, which gave a total of 1% with the 12 remaining second-
year Research Fellows. This group, along with an actively involved staff and
some other Interested Fellows, began screenings in support of Research Fellows'
projects. 'wenn a :.wkly critical seminar presented by a different person in the
Department each time, and, in January, began to develop some group publication
projects. At this time, Kitses was finishing a book-length report on the summer
seminar. Three research auditors had been selected to join the group at the end
of the month.
Feature

In late May 1970. when the coining financial crisis of the AFI had been fore-
seen by top management and there was considerable uncertainty about whether
money would be available to open the Center the following October for Fellows
who had already been accepted, the AFI moved into the production of a feature
film. Reasons for this decision have not been made public, or clear. The film, by
Center Fellow Stanton Kaye, titled In Pursuit of Treasure, was finally budgeted
at $130,000. which the AFI apparently provided. At that time, many within the
AFI considered the budget extremely low. To date, the film has cost $260.000.
Much of the overage was covered by companies of some Trustees. It appears that
completion cost will be over $300,000.

III. BLOW UP

In October 1970 David Lunney was hired at $22,000 to become (administra-
tive) manager of the Center. His background was not in film, but in theatrical
alanagement. He also worked for the Ford Foundation. Early in the week of
January 1S. 1971. he tired Marie Fitch, a secretary, under highly questionable
circumstances. Staff relations have never been good at the AFT: this firing united
the staff, all of whom attended the regularly scheduled staff meeting the day after
the firing and asked for an explanation of the firing. At that time staff also read
a document which had been under preparation for three weeks previously.
listing grievances and suggesting changes. The staff meeting lasted a day and a
half, at the end of which Marie Fitch was allowed to exercise an earlier-
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approved transfer to another departmeut, rather than remain fired. Staff ex-
pressed their hope that this. would open up new and more successful staff rela-
tions; the tone at the end of the meeting was positive.
Management Responds

The following day, Friday, January 24 summarily, without warning or con-
sultation, by David Lunney, Steven Manes. library assistant, was fired ; his super-
visor, librarian Anne Schlosser, was called into the session as an afterthought ;
Richard Thompson, Research manager, ..ind Jeryll Taylor, Research Coordinator,
were fired together; and Jima Kitses, Director of Critical Studies at the Center
and full faculty member, was fired.

We were told at the firings that we were being fired due to budget tightness.
Later, the AFI maintained it had foreseen these trims for several months. How-
ever, they had not been discussed with deaartment heads and administrators in-
volved, nor had any warning been given to personnel, and at one stroke AFI's
research and critical studies department was removed.

Many saw the firings us an example to the sniff to stay in line or suffer the
consequences, since two of those dismissed had been active in the Marie Fitch
affair.

Overlapping these firings, Stevens conducted a hastily arranged meeting in
his office with some Production Fellowsbut no Research Fellowsat which
some explanation for ale firings was given; content of that meeting has not been
made public. By 7 :till p.m. the same evening. Bill Scott, production manager
of the Center, moved his resignation up to be effective immediately, in protest.
Saturday and Sunday, Stevens, Kahlenberg, Limey, Daniel, Silke and Vaunt
worked long hours at the Center. holding meetings with Fellows and staff, con-
solidating their position and smoothing things over.
Research Fellotts' Response

On Monday morning, the Research Fellows distributed the following 'Appeal
to Our Fellow Fellows' to the Film- mak!ug, Screen-writing, Camera, and Pro-
duction Fellows.

1. We no longer feel there is a place for us and the critical study we embody
at the Center. It has been suggested that we continue us Fellows without either
specific staff or tasks under the part-time guidance of faculty members who
have not been previously involved with the Research Department. We do not
feel that the committed. vital work of Jim Kitses can be replaced by prcscnt
staff, and we therefore cannot accept the proposed spineless, vapid program.

We feel that the dismissed Research Department was in fact fulfilling the
true, stated goals of the Center in that it was a genuine community for film
study and education. We furthermore believe that George Stevens, Richard
Kahlenberg, and David Lunney. who took this decision, having no meaningful
contact with the Research Department, were ill-equipped to accurately assess
its true worth. We can only conclude that they were either wilfully unaware
of the Department's actual accomplishments or chose to reject on principle the
critical function of the Center.

3. We find this action appalling both in the specific, high-handed. callous
manner in which it was conducted and in the general principle it embodies. We
cannot escape the conclusion : In a Center devoted to 'advanced film study',
written. carefully argued critical film study no longer has an official place.

4. This action, we also feel. is symptomatic of many similar actions taken by
the AFI administration. It is precisely this type of administrative vacillation,
duplicity. dilletantisin and lack of clear priorities which have stunted the
creative growth of the Center from the very start.

Therefore we ask you as fellow Fellows to take these considerations into
mind. They will pertain to your future as well as ours. Both official and unofficial
discussions of this matter are now taking place. This may be the best and most
effective time to make your complaints known. The evolving situation in which
the needs of Fellows are being compromised by ineffective administration will
evenutally affect everyone at the Center.

Kay Loveland. assistant to the head of the Production Department. announced
her resignation in protest the WIMP day. The document in which she announced
her resignation was the first of several she nrenared. at length and in detail.
on administrative and staff problems and solutions. They should be consulted
separately if possible : they are too lone for inclusion here.

The next day, Michael Barlow, programme coordinator. resigned in protest.
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Thirty-five members of AFI staff, both in Washington, D.C., and California,
signed the following statement of solidarity :

We the undersigned members of the staff of the American Film Institute ex-
press our solidarity with those recently fired from the API, those who have
resigned in protest, and the Research Fellows who have lost their department.

We find their grievances just and their arguments in the best interest of the
API.

We are committed, as we have always been, to the stated aims of the AFI:
production, education, preservation and archives, API theatre, film-maker train-
ing, publications. We sincerely hope that from this controversy will result a
preservatiuu and clarification of those goals.
Special 'felting

Late that afternoon, Stevens aczembled all staff, faculty, Fellows and auditors
except tired or resigned staff) for a meeting. Trustees Gregory Peck, Sidney Bar-

low ( a financier), and Arthur Knight attended possibly because this open con-
troversy was taking plaice two weeks before the Board was to meet at Greystone,
and four weeks before the National Endowment was to meet at Greystone. Stevens
reviewed the history of the API at length, then came to the specific issue of the
firings. I regret not quoting large chunks from the transcript ; they give a good
understanding of the API's administrative style. In summary, Stevens first said
that a staff of forty-four was considered by Ford Foundation and by the AFI to
be oversize in support of Forty Fellows: the firings were to trim staff down

Staff requirements would have been smaller had the AFI not selected a white
elephant of a mansion for its California centre; also, it should be noted that four
months after the firings 'to reduce staff size', staff size had reached or passed
forty-four once again).

Stevens claimed it was obvious to those involved in the decision (not naiaea,
but not including most top faculty or staff) that cost reduction would have to
take place in personnel. This was not explained either. Regarding the secretary
fired, then rehired. Stevens noted that he 'backed Lunney up all the way' (it is
typical of AFI's authoritarian administrative style that, given the chance to act
for both staff and administrator by stepping in and arbitrating. Stevens chose
rather to entrench authority and further alienate staff). Stevens admitted that
the decision of who to lire was taken the day after the last staff meeting (wherein
two Research Department staff were vocally prominent). Stevens then defended
making the decision without consulting the Board by reducing the issue simply to
Personnel and budget arraneenientignoring the large-scaletructural and policy
implications of the decision.

Stevens maintained that Kitses's firing was a mistake, an oversight ; in AFI-
influenced press coverage, the firing of Kitses was consistently blurred over and
in effect denied; apparently after the decision was implemented, someone realised
that Kitses's national prominence and stature should have been more subtly con-
sidered. Under pressure, Stevens said that Kitses would r main with the AFI
as a research grantee. and continue to give seminars for extra payment. He also
indicated that this newly released salary money$42,000 total in yearly salaries
of tired staffwould make stuff raises possible, and increase production funds.
In the intense question-and-answer period that followed, Stevens was put under
direct pressure. When challenged on the point that across-the-board salary cuts
at top and middle levels could have retained the severed programmes. Stevens
averred that that had been considered. but said no more. Throughout, Stevens
continually assumed responsibility for decisions, and invited blame for them it
they were bad, but never felt t responsibility to explain those decisions, nor to
consider a decision-making structure in which more concerned parties could
participate.
Kitaca and Sultan,

On Friday. January 29. Jim Kitses Issued a letter to API management and
staff. Center Fellows, auditors, and faculty, in which he reported:

On Thursday, January 28th. AFI's director, George Stevens. Jr., invited me to
diseuss these problems. He assured me that the difficulties were a result of mis-
understandings, and they had been exploited to damage the AFT. George Stevens
also insisted that my dismissal had been a mistake. that some new relationship
had been envisaged from the outset of the 'deliberations' that led to this act.
This new relationship would have included the Mayer Research Assoeiateship
awarded to me some months ago (and scheduled to commence in the fall), plus
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'tutoring' and 'special projects ; my salary level ($17,000) would have remained
unaffected. This explanation bears no resemblance to what I was told by David
Lunney when I was dismissed. In any case, George Stevens made clear that such
a relationship was now possible. and urged me to accept it. I have declined and
now feel that I must :4peak out to make clear my reasons.

If AFI staff have taken extreme actious as a result of these precipitate dis-
missals, it is because they see here the culmination of a pattern of unsatisfac-
tory management-staff relations. This is not the result of malice or mean-
spiritedness on the part of management. but flows inevitably from a confused
administration that has not expressed to its staff a clear set of aims and priori-
ties. In such a situation, where decisions are improvised and the enemy is
always simply a lack of money, the result is that an institution drifts rather
than has a c! ':r thrust. Cutbacks, the abandonment of programs, dismissals, the
Jissolution of whole departmentsall of these typi...14 imposed from above
demoralize and alienate staff. Having given of themselves in the belief that their
contribution is in the best interests of AFI, they suddenly find they or their Imo-
grams are completely dispensable; quite simply, they feel the victims of the
institution.

[George Stevens. Jr.] asked what constructive proposals I could make. . . I
called for the creation of a department within AFI specifically responsible for
Education, Research. and Publications. Such a department would have to be
funded separately and be directly responsible to u committee, on which AFI's
Director would serve, consisting of representatives of the film education com-
munity. Such a department could spell out u clear program of aims. priorities and
deadlines, and work to achieve these. Such a department would also strive to
create conditions of employment (and severance.), and a fair and rational
salary policya model that AFT as a whole urgently needs. I expressed my feel-
ings to George Stevens that I would he prepared to work within such a system,
the creation of which I took to be' essential if the enormous credibility gap that
has grown up is to be bridged.

He felt that some of the ideas I had outlined were useful and could be dis-
cussed. and that much of this would get done in due course. However, he offered
no specific assurances that this kind of radical change In AFT policy and planning
would take place. Given the crisis of confidence that now exists. I had no choice
but to decline his invitation to continue within the AFI in the ill-defined role he
had suggested. his offer seemed an obvinus panacea for the immediate situation
rather than an attempt to confront the underlying problems.

I do this because of my personal commitment to people and movies. and in the
best interests of the AFI. If the American Film Institute can begin to demon-
stratein its programs rather than its pressa core commitment to creation of
a dynamic film culture, I would he grateful for the opportunity to re-join its
ranks. As it stands. I have no alternative but to work toward that goal outside it.

Also on Friday, Ron Sutton, AFT Education Director. Issued his resignation:
this left the Research Department totally without faculty or staff. and the

Ir Education Department with one officer and one secretary. Sutton's statement
begins with an attack on the 'incredible' treatment of persons by AFI manage-
ment, then echoes kitses's point that the Education l)epartment was not con-
salted in the decision to cut away its Research Department interlocking support.
He continues :

-Furthermore, I remain convinced that this firing was carried forth in an
atmosphere of retribution or 'showing of management strength' in relation to
the 'Marie Fitch incident'. No conversation I have had with any administrative
official has persuade' toe otherwise. It is just ton large a leap of faith to ask me
to believe that this was all coincidental. To he told by the Assistant Director
tialdenberg that this was a well-considered, long-term policy decision. and to
discover five minutes later in culling Robert Goodman, the Associate Director
and Financial Officer of the Institute. that he knew nothing about the decision
really strains the credulity of a tweive-year-old. If it was long-term, then I
cry 'foul' because I wasn't consulted. If it was decided and executed hastily as
a retaliation for the forced Fitch re- hiring, as I believe it was. then my cry of
Your is even more appropriate. In any case. ! no longer wish to be a party of ally
%it'd to such arbitrary and insolent administration."

But a further reason for my decision to leave is that I simply will not stand
for yet another weakening of the Institute's work in the areas of education,
research, and scholarship. The area has always had the lowest amount of
money assigned for its needs, despite the fact that this work relates directly to
the largest number of people.
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I have never been given a firm budget. I have had to make single requests on
all items. When I was shown a budget for the 1)epartment, it was inaccurate.
showing money spent for salaries that was never expended. including grunts
that never went through the Department. and with no credit given fur income
received from membership and gale of materials. Complaints about this were
always met with the statement that it was being worked on. One confidence
in the handling of funds and their proper ossignment aeording to the original
goals of the institute bus been strained to the breaking point.

In a joint letter 'To the Educational and Critical Community At Large', Kitses
and Sutton warned :

Therefore, we feel eompelled to state to the film education and critical com-
munity we have worked with over the past years that their interests are no
longer represented by the American Film Institute and that fur us to continue
further us employees of the AFI would only compromise the work we have
sought to accomplish.

On January 31. 10$ persons invoked in film education and research in at-
tendance at the Midwest Film Conference signed a petition addressed to the
AFI Board of Trustees. It read:

-Because we value highly the work of the Research and Education Depart-
ments of the AFI we are deeply disturbed by reports of firings and resignations
in these departments. If the Board does not reverse what seems to he a major
shift in functioning we intend to withdraw our support of the API and do all
that we can to make public what we regard as unconsidered and irresponsible
executive action damaging to the continued progress of film study."

Signatories U111(1;41 college and university film department heads and instruc-
tors: tilin «Attention movement leaders J. Paul Carrico and F. Bob Duggan :
students at all levels: film society directors: heads of film distribution com-
panies : editors of hint magazines recipients of API Model Sites grants: and
Jack C. Ellis, head of Northwestern University's film department and long-time
leader in the university film education movement, also current president of
the Swiety for Cinema Studies. nlis sent copies of the petition. with a covering
letter, to Nancy Hanks: Congressman John Brademas, Chairman of the Com-
mittee on Education that grants AFI's NETT money; Senator Claiborne Pell,
siudlurly involved: and Dr. Harold Howe of the Ford Foundation.

The Board of Trustees agreed to meet the dismissed staff and those who had
resigned, to hear their views.
Dan fel's Position Paper

Just prior to our appearance before the Board, Frantisek Daniel, former Dean
of the Faculty at FAIR'. the Czech film school, now Dean of Fellows and aca-
demic head of the C'enter, presented to the Board a new position paper for the
CI liter. I will quote at length from this document because, as George Stevens, Jr.,
later put it, it has been 'endorsed' by the Board of Trustees as a new direction
for the Center, and for the roles of research, scholarship and education with the
API ; it has thus become something of an official position paper.

After :.(innuarising the AFI's main goals, 'to function as a unique national
Film Conservatory' with emphasis on training film artists and craftsmen. Daniel
said : 'A necessary adjunct to the Center's programme of expanded tutorial rela-
tionships is a. real integration of film theory into film practice a merging and
mutual stimulation exchange of these two areas of interest and activity.' He then
envisnged the structure of a very elaborate Mtn research institute, which he as-
serted is needed in the I'S; but concluded: 'It goes without saying that such a
I Research ] ('enter would he entirely created within or with the participation of
the AFL . The immediate problem is, it seems. a lack of financial resources to
subsidize the evolvement of ::uch a Center of Department inside the AFT.'

There lire. however :
". . other vast fields of interest concerning AFT. These are now covered by the

Education Department which should desirably he functioning to its full capacity,
collecting. studying, evaluating, analyzing. synthesizing. and generalizing all the
different experiences and experiments in film education, elaborating and intro-
ducing the most advanced methods, forms, procedures, systems, and combinations
of those. etc. (Quite n job fur Education Officer and one secretary.R.T.]
In addition to the exchange of opinions and experiences thriving inside the coun-
try, thorough study of the achievements abroad, publication of textbooks, mono-
graphs. ehrestomathys, methodological instruction in translation is, or should be,
a part of the Educational Department activities."

1.2.2
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At this point, Daniel distinguished between two interpretations of film educa-
tion: one . education of the film consumer, film viewer, film amnion e--that
is the development of critical judgment, nesthetical apprehension, and an under-
standing of the film language in the broader context of cinematic and diverse
art forms, a sense for the lognel of tilui history. etc etc. The other as ... active
creativity, learning and the mastering of the filmmaking process itself, with
all its related necessary technical, productional, organizational, methodological
and artistic skills.

Then: Fcoiii Jim Kitses's memorandum . it appears that just the scholarly,
theoretical. speculative and passive Film Education should be favoured and
promoted.

Az-a matter of fact, this is not at all evident from any portion of Kitsees
memorandum.

The other, the functional, practical, vocational, the active education seems
to be considered of lesser importance or beyond the scope and orbit of the
proposed [Research] Department's interest. From our point of view, this second
category of film education needs even more consideration and a Center of a
Department considered with advaneing and generalizing experiences in this field
would be as much a necessity as the Department proposed by Jim Kites.

Daniel's point here is not clear to me; the AFI does have an entire Center de-
voted to the Advanced Study of film-making, which could, and some say should,
be concerned with 'advancing and generalizing experiences' in the field of prac-
tical filin education. That the ('enter has lawn unable to make its method and
results available to any beyond the forty Fellows working there seems, extrav-
agant and. posiilly, indicative of a central lack of articulation at the Center.

In spite of the AFI's enormous financial outlay for the Center, Daniel went
on to label such a departm ent. on the necessary national scale. beyond 'present
affordable possibilities of MI'.

Ile then asserted the allegedly overlooked importance of audio-visual teaching-
nids discussed it at length, and announced :

We hoped and still hope that the Center for Advanced Film Studies will pro-
duce such instructional pictures originating from the fruitful collaboration of
Research and Filmmaking Fellows and serving as inspirational examples of how
films can be used toward the furtherance of film education. We hope the pic-
tures or tapes dealing with different problems of this nature will N. made at the
Center, which. because of its relation to the film community in Hollywood, has
the best oportunity to develop teaching of this excitiroz calibre.

No further support was given for this statement: no explanation of how
production of audio - visual materials is cheaper than the non-hardware Re-
search activities earlier described by Daniel as beyond the AFI means.

Daniel summed up his general position as follows :
As the profile and characteristics of the best film artists are revealed, as the

results of the best film schools in the world beeome aPpurent as the time- weather-
ed experience of other educational institutions involved in practical. professional
artistic training prove. the possible theoretical approaches wide!' legitimately
treat any particular art form the 'conservatory', or 'academy' type schools need,
demand. and cultivate a specific. Ili»it.-41 and clear-cut portion of it. Film
theory, as it exists today, must be considered as an extended discipline which
becomes amplified. ramified. and further structured by enriching itself on the
one hand independently of the development of the cinematic art and on the
other, as an outgrowth of its incorporation with the theories of communication
and mass culture whiell coincides or combines with other social, scientific

It is not Mi.- sociology of film. psychology (or psychopathology) philosophy of
time (as developed. for example. in the works of authors like Mayer, Malraux.
Epstein. Rarjauel. Chiarini. Barbara, or in later works of Lawson) ; it is not
the philosophic Had ideological analysis of 111 111 language, film semantics. theory
of information (as practised in the works of Met [ski. Plazewski. Morin. Eddo,
Nei etc( : nor is It the theory of communication and mass culture (MeLulan)
Niel which originated at the professional film schools.

All of this was then applied to the film - maker. The film-maker is the rhetorieal
and conceptual centre of the entire paper, and by extension. then. of the entire
AFI. Activities should:
. . . serve this purpose and goal : exposing the Fellows to different often eon-
troversial theories. petics. stylistics. and aesthetics : thus, in this manner helping
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them to discover and define their own personal individual beliefs, persuasions,
and tastes.

This, of course, is what the Research Department was making available to the
Center prior to January '22.

The role of the Research Fellow in this is:
In the atmosphere of creative activity, of eontlicting tastes...redos and artistic

Conception, in the midst of the origination of new aesthetics programs of the
future American filmmakers now in existence at the Center and which has been
demonstrated by the fruitful result of the past half year, a theorist or historian
who loves the medium more than his theories can indeed more fully participate
and realize inspiration in his field of research. With the screenings, (h119 pictures
in the last year) the possibility of working in the program of the Oral Histories,
the participation in film: 4m films, or in the publications of the discussions which
take place at the Center, the Research Fellows can find a many faceted use of
their capabilities in addition to discovering an unending number of interesting
stimulants for their own theoretical work. It is necessary to say that for the
Fellows whose main interest is either Film Criticism or Film History, the situ-
ation is much dearer than that of a pure theorist. There could hardly be a wore
fruitful climate, more desirable conditions uud opportunities for the critics and
historians than the Center's.

Such theoretical research soold root its investigations as a special Institut-
Hon within the ('enter. Theory, as it is necesrary and us it should be cultivated
at the Center. is seen as the generalization of the creative experience. theory as
a searchlight for practice, concrete investigation, and the challenging conventions,
rules, devices, etc. This, as we see it at this moment, is the function and field
of exercise for theoretical research at the Center.

The existing fact that most of the film critics throughout the world cultivate
their trade untouched by the reality that there are'objecive rules of the game,
that aesthetic/1i analysis should and must emanate from the work of art itself
and not from the onlookers likes or dislikes, from his impressions, biases, prej-
udices. and assumptions culls for such a confrontation and co- education.

Daniel closed his review of the AFI's new position :
Constituation and development of film criticism as a serious and corroborative

cultural activity is unthinkable without a deeper theoretical understanding and
practical knowledge of filmmaking basics, the creative process of film-making,
film history, and theory. Such an education eliminates and makes ridiculous
subjectivistic impressions, infantile, academic or ideolgoical pseudocriticism. The
Center for Advanced Film Studies seems to be the best and most vital place for
such a conception of theoretical and critical film studies.

All this without a single faculty or stuff member of note or competence in the
areas of theory, criticism, scholarship, research, or history.
Separated Staff Presentation

Unaware of the preceding. a committee of fired staff and concerned Fellows
made its presentation. Jim Kitses outlined problems, priorities, and options in
educational and critical terms; Fellow Bob Mundy (one the editors of the
English magazine Cinema spoke for the interests of Research Fellows; Fellow
Paul Schrader raised the question of critical standards and the national critical/
cultural community ; I summarised the oral history progress to date, and urged
that a professional film historian be given charge of the programme; Kay Love-
land presented a paper on stuff -administrative problems. At the conclusion of
the presentation, Stevens was asked by the Chairman if he cared to discuss the
issues raised: Stevens did not. An attempt on our part to engage the Board in
discussion of the issues was rebuffed ; the Board preferred to keep its own private
council, and thanked us. We were told that the results of their deliberations
would be conveyed to us within a week.

Simultaneous reports on the Board meeting were presented by George Stevens,
jr, at Greystone, to Fellows, faculty and staff, in the presence of Gregory Peck
and Sidney Barlow; and to the fired staff and Research Fellows group, in a
Beverly Hills hotel room, by George Seaton. John Culkin, and Fred Zinnemann.
Also present we7e Kitses. Loveland, Taylor, Schrader, Mundy, Thompson, and
Research Fares Steve Mamber. We were given information which closely fol-
lowed a letter. 'Notes for committee of Trustees wow will meet with former em-
ployees on February 8, 1971'. A copy of iLis aocument was available to us at
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that time, and wan later quoted from in the press. As the letter well sums up our
meeting, here it is:

These points should be made by whomever is the spokesman for the Trustees
committee.

1. That the Trustees found the presentation helpful to the process of arriving
at certain very important decisions concerning the AFI's future.

2. Many of your proposals coincided with reummendutious which bad been
presented to the Board by the director and staff.

3. Other of your proposals were helpful In clarifying our thinking and decisions.
4, It is clear that the AFI has aspirations far beyond the resources presently

available. This has resulted in a staff stretched too thin and the creation of
expectations around the country that cannot presently be fulfilled. Much of the
meeting was devoted to exploring ways to increase the amount of funds available
for AFI.

-

II. The Board decided to immediately launch a $250.000 fund-raising effort
between now and June to offset the present deficit of the Film Institute and to
stem the need to cut back further in AFI's programs in archives. education and
filmmaker training.

6. The education committee of the Board chaired by David 'Slattery met several
times throughout the weekend and will work in the next several months to come
up with recommendations for consideration by the Board relative to AFI's future
thrust In education. The education committee gained approval for a grant to
sponsor the first national seminar for directors of regional film teachers orga-
nizations. The seminar is designed to explore the feasibility of founding an
individual national membership organization which would be affiliated with the
AFI and which would be provided with materials developed within the research,
archival and production activities of the AFI. Joseph Dispenza was named to
take charge of API's programs in education,

7. The Board listened to the varloun viewpoints on the focus of the Center with
particular attention to the role of film theory within the Center. It endorsed the
approaell presented by Ibrofe.sor Daniel : A concentration on theory as 'the gen-
eralization of the creative experience, theory as searchlight for practice, con-
crete investigation and challenging conventions, rules, devices. etc.' The broader
education ett (vs described in both Daniel's and Kitses' papers must be consid-
ered in the larger scope of the AFI's ambitions and possibilities in film educa-
tion. Much of this is beyond our present funding expectations. As this concerns
the research Fellows, the Board hopes they can and within the program outlined
by Professor Daniel a program relevant to their continued study. Professor
Daniel will be available to discuss with each research Fellow his individual case.
The Board decided that the AFI will be willing to work out a financial arrange-
ment with Jim Kitses so that the research Fellows might have available the
continuation of their consultations with him throughout the remainder of this
academic year. The AFI would like to resolve within the next two weeks the
status of the individual research Fellows.

8. The Board decided that the fact that Jim Kitses and Rick Thompson are in
the educational profession should be taken into consideration in terms of their
severance, and this will be discussed individually with each of them.

9. The Board is grateful for their concern for the AFL
The AFI ended up paying Jim Kitses and myself through June 1. Their ruthless

economy move ended up in obvious waste: had they played their cards differ-
ently, and adv.sed us that as of June, the research programme would be termi-
nated if funds were not found, they could have had four months' more work
from us for the same cost.

At the conclusion of this meeting, pressure was put on the Board representative
to discuss their positions on the hard issues at hand. Seaton had to leave: Zin-
nemann, with extreme honesty and candour, apologised for being ill-informed due
to his residence outside the U.S. in recent years, and disqualified himself. Culkin
stressed some of the points in the letter, and went on to indicate, in confidence,
certain Board attitudes and deadlines of a rather sweeping and decisive nature,
which, if true. and if realised, will certainly be seen as improvements by critics
of the AFL However, the Board's unwillingness to take immediate and specific
steps, and/or to be publicly candid about API matters, was confirmed. At that
point. the meeting concluded with the staff /research Fellow group indleating
that they had followed the Issues as far as they could through the administra-
tive chain of the AFL to Board level. and would now feel free to raise those
issues not yet resolved in more public arenas.
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Variety covered these vents a week later. on February 16, on its own initiative.
The next day. Variety curried AFI's side of the story. Stevens is quoted as saying :

"There are some people who feel the Film Institute should not be involved in
filmmaking at all, and they are never going to be happy here, because one of the
main reasons for AFI's creation was for it to be a progressive force in film-
making"

a a a * * a.
Of current $2,400,000 budget for the fiscal year ending in June, Stevens main-

tains approximately $1.000.000 is for the Center for Advanced Film Studies, other
$1.400.000 for aehives, education, publications, and research.

Strangely, none of the money is assigned to production grantsunless they
are now incorporated' 4.41th film -maker training-into the Center.

Stevens explained staff problems in the same article:
"There were people who wanted to change the Institute to their vision of what

it should be. All organizations have thew, but all organizations don't have as
handy and efficient a Xerox machine."

According to Stevens and a few Board members polled, the Board was unani-
mous in support of Stevens and the present programme and emphasis.

The same issue of Daily Variety contained this letter from Charlton Heston.
who entered in the middle of our group's presentation to the Board, yet is willing
to generalise about even those portions he missed :

Sine I may be in a position to comment with some objectivity on the aims
as well as the problems of the AFI, I'd like to point out what I think are dis-
tortions as well as soma simple errors of fact in the version of recent develop-
ments at the Institute as presented to Daily Variety by several former employees
and reported in .testerday's edition.

I'm a member of the National Council on the Arts, the federal body that
originally funded the Al"!. I'm not on the Institute's Board of Trustees, but I was
asked to join a couimittee advisory to them and was present at several of the
meetings of the trustees last week at widely these matters were discussed.

The live separated employees [missing the introduction as he did, Heston was
unaware that two of the five were Center Fellows. not employees] you mention
in your story were given an opportunity ut one of these meetings to present their
views. Their statements were extensive, characterized largely by extremely
negative evaluations of the AFI's leadership and gloomy predictions of its future
if their recommendations were not followed. I'd describe both evaluations and
recommendations as apocryphal in character and largely lacking in pragmatic
validity. The board, as nearly as I could judge, found their suggestions totally
unacceptable.

. . . The industry as a whole is becoming involved in the future of the AFI, in
a most specific wanner.

In the AM: vague style, that last "specific manner" is not specified: it is of
particular interest us MPAA at about this time withdrew its support of the AFI.

I Daily Variety (February 2, 1971) lio Loveland respondel to the above: 4
1 None of us has ever .aid or implied taut we 'feel the Film Imatittsie should

not involved in filmmaking at all.' We have said all along that we do not
believe film production st;ald consume more than half of AFI's total budget, as
it hum.

2. We do not want 'to change the Institute to our vision of what it should be.'
We have advocated and continue to advocate the original vision of AFI as set
forth in AFI's first brochure and all subsequent publications,

3. Your statement that 'all organizations don't have as handy and efficient a
Xerox machine' implies that we used the Ar i machine to duplicate the material
we have circulated. As a matter of fact, the machine we used is located at the
Postal Instant Press ut the corner of Wilshire and Almont, where we paid 5 cents
per copy per me. In all we have spent around $100 on duplicating costs.

4. Mr. Heston states that our recommendations were 'largely lacking in
pragmatic validity' and that the Board, as nearly as he could judge, 'found our
suggestions totally unacceptable.' Ills view does not seem to agree with the Notes
for the committee of Trustees who will meet with former employees 'which
seemed to be the guideline for the meeting we had with John Culkin, George
Seaton and Fred Zinnemann on Feb.14. [Here she cites points 1, 2, 3, and 0 of that
letter.] It seems strange, if our recommendations had 'no pragmatic validity',
that George Seaton would have told us that probably ten of the twelve recom-
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mendations made in my Feb. 1 statement ( which 'coincided with recommenda-
tions which had been presented ... by the director and staff') would be acted on.
It also seems strange that John Culkin would have made a similar statement,
that Culkin, Benton, Mullery and Zinnemann would have told us individually that
our presentation helped to make this Board meeting the best, most thought-
provoking that has ever been held, that Arnold Picker would have told me on
February 4 that most of the recommendations I had made were things be had
been trying to get for years. Surely they don't all lack in "pragmatic validity."

Research Fellow Paul Schrader became the first Fellow to resign from the
Center.

Variety of April 7, 1971, carried the following
"A dispute is raging in the film education community about the two-year

$800,000 grunt recently awarded the AFI by the Ford Foundation. According
to AFI director George Stevens, Jr. and his staff, the Ford funds are earmarked
for the Coast-based training center, and can't be used for education and research,
no matter how much it might be desirable to do so. Therefore, it is claimed,
the Institute's emphasis on production at the expense of its other mandated
activities is strictly a consequence of the conditions attached to presently avail-
able funds."

This is contradicted by McNeil Lowry of Ford, who says that the grant was
based on a budget for the training center which included the education, research
and critical studies faculty members who were fired. Lowry says that he has
asked Stevens to clarify the matter publicly, which he has not yet done. He
declines to say whether the grant would be rescinded if al. budgeted activities
are not restored to the Center.

In the same issue, API revealed its new approach to education : The executive
board of the AFI, meeting in New York today, will consider a proposal to form
and finance a national organization of filui teachersa group which would sub-
stitute for the API itself in the field of grass-roots education.

Under the plan, formulated by a committee of board members, the Institute
would give $40,000 a year for two years to a new grouplargely a federation
of sixteen extant regional groups, with some 5,000 film teachers as members. AFI
itself would discontinue its efforts on the local level, and would restrict itself
to surveys and other research in the field, which it would make available to its
new affiliate.

. . . Some critics, however, are likely to keep a close watch on the Institute
budget to make sure that the new plan doesn't make educational work a stepchild
to other API activities, notably production and filmmaker training.

Given AFI's budget secrecy, such scrutiny is impossible. However, Variety of
April 14, 1971, carried this item, quoted in its entirety:

The executive board of the AFI, at its meeting in New York last Wednesday,
tabled a proposal to form and finance a national organization of film teachers.
Board reportedly spent the bulk of its time talking about the Institute's current
fund-raising problem. Apparently no mention was made of the request by the
Ford Foundation to restore education and research faculties at the Center of
Advanced Film Studies on the Coast. The $400,000 due from Ford for the first
year of its current grant will not be forthcoming until the money is matched
by outside contributions. An expected larger grant from the National Council
on the arts would not be issued until after the Council's meeting at the end of
next month. IThe grant has not yet been given.)

At the foot of a story announcing newly commissioned oral histories, Variety
of May 5 noted :

"Such reports had reached the ears of the Ford Foundation, which had
awarded an $800,000 two-year grant to the Center on the basis of a budget which
included research activities. It is now presumed that Stevens has now clarified
the situation to the Foundation's satisfaction."

But, in AFI style, not publicly.
Improved Staff Relations

As far as improvement in staff relations goes, the API did finally actually enroll
in the California State Unemployment Insurance programme, as it had falsely
claimed to have done twice before. However, On Friday, May 21, Judy Morris,
receptionist at the Center since its opening, was fired by David Lunney without
warning, on charges of lateness. She had just returned the week before from a
European vacation ; during the week in question, she was not late.

Several other AFT staff members, at all levels, were late during that week,
Miss Morris had received no specific warning that her job was in jeopardy. She
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had been vocal in the staff meetings over Marie Pitch's firing. Robert Mundy and
Cary Gliebermaii. Fellows' representatives to the faculty meetings, were the only
members of the Center community to raise an outcry. They sent a letter to George
Stevens, covering the facts of the case, including Judy's extremely helpful rela-
tionship with Fellowstyping scripts for free, and so onand asked for
clarification.
Outcry

Prescott J. Wright, veteran independent film distributor, concisely hit several
issues on the head in his letter of protest to the Board of Trustees, of Janu-
ary 1, 1071; . . . it represents what %Ye have suspected and feared; that Educa-
tion and Research warrant the lowest priorities in the current directions of the
Institute.

None of us has escaped the economic pressures of these days and if this is the
rationale for reducing the Education Department to three [actually two) people
and cutting off the Research Department, then one wonders how the situation was
allowed to deteriorate. surely the nature of the financial support of the institute
calls for better management and foresight on the part of the directing bodies.

If it is the intention of the AFI to vacate the field of film education and to focus
on production training then it. should do so honestly and openly. Other bodies
can then pick up this work and the concommitant funding.

Wright had served the AFI as a distribution consultant.
Austin Lamont, publisher of Film Comment. received a budget summary of

AFIbut hardly a complete one, as it did not include the figures for the Direc-
tors salary. which is believed to be around $70.000 per year. Lamont notes that
administration and staff salaries, at $1,367,038, are greater than the sum dis-
is.rsed I!: ::runts and projects. ut $1,316,927.

Here are a few other figures : consultants and their travel, $134,534; rent,
$1314.099; and a "benefit" for the AFIwhich lost $31,953.

The figures cover the first three years of Ala operation. The editorial con-
cludes : Here are a few specific ideas. framed after I talked with dozens of
film people around the country. including AFI administration, staff and former
stuff members :

(1) Film Education, one of the prito.teal needs of this country. is getting short
shrift at the AFL Film educatorscritics, scholars and teachersare not ade-
nuately represented on the API Board of Trustees. The educators should elect
their own full-voting representatives to the AFI Board.

(2) The Trustees should evaluate the Institute's policies and priorities, par-
t kola sly with respect to its accomplishments as a "catalyst and point of focus and
coordination ;" and they should establish and make public a new set of priorities
with clearly defined goals and realistic budgets, and with waste, overhead. admin-
istrative costs. salaries and frills cut to the core.

49) The Trustee should evaluate the past performance and present attitude of
the Institute's administrationits management techniques. its relationship to the
film community. and Its commitment to the goals of the AFI. Present administra-
tion should be replaced and the Internal structure of the AFI changed. if neces-
sary. to insure the free flow of recommendations between the AFI administration,
the API staff and the film community.

Late in May, the Society for Cinema Studies (an organisation made up of
college and university teachers, film scholars, critics and archivists) distributed:

AX OPF:',4 LETTER TO THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE AMERICAN rum INSTITUTE

The Society for Cinema studies strongly supports the continuation and
strengthening the American Film Institute. Its work of preEerving, cataloguing,
and exhibiting our film heritage is of utmost value. At the same time we deeply
regret a reaction to financial stress that has caused elimination of the research
and continuing dismantling of the education departments. Our primary concern
being the building of an enlightened and discriminating audience. the activities
of research and education are to us at least equally important as any other
functions of an American Film Institute. We urge that they be restored to a
parity in terms of Widget and staff.

Conceiving ourselves as constituents of what should he thought of as a national
nubile undertaking fas individuals we are being solicited to become members of
the AFT). we ask that the Board of Trustees be responsible to the total film
community. including the scholarly. critical and educational segments. We ask
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that the management of the American Film Institute be held accountable to the
Board for all executive actions whieh do in fact relate to the policies and pri-
orities of the Institute's program. Specifically we ask that the Board of Trustees:

(1) Review the policies and priorities of the American Film Institute and make
a clear public re-statement regarding them which all can understand and refer
to and to which management can be held accountable.

(2) Consider the capabilities of the present management to implement these
goals; remove, realign and add executive personnel if necessary to insure that
the full work of an American Film Institute progresses according to stated
objectives and appropriate calendar.

(3) Publish annually a financial accounting of the American Film Institute's
income and expenditures so that all concerned can judge how the total resources
are being allocated.

(4) Make certain that the scholarly, critical and educational film community
is adequately represented on the Board of Trustees, and provide some mechanism
by which the members of that community can help choose who will represent them.

These requests p.re made respectfully and fur what we sincerely believe to be
the best interests not only of the American Film ILstitute but of the whole
cultural and educe tional life of this nation.

May 1971
Early in June, the AFI circulated a pre-release draft of George Stevens, Jr's

response to the Austin Lamont editorial : 'A Response from the American Film
Institute' :

The American Film Institute is an educational institution. Everything the API
does serves education in a number of ways. The Archive program has galvanized
a national effort to preserve films so that they might survive for scholars to study
and for new generations to view. Filmmakers are being educated and supported
at the same time that work Is being done to expand the use of Alms in education
and, today, far from being 'eliminated,' thirty-six API-supported researchers and
scholars are gathering history and data. We believe that film education relates
not only to the growing community of film educators, but also to the artists and
the audiences who sustain the art. In this light, everything the Institute engages
in can be seen as educational.

The American Film Institute, nevertheless, is probably not as good as those of
us who work for it think it is, nor as bad as its antagonists would like to portray
it. It is perhaps closer to the picture seen by objective observers and critics --that
of any unusually productive four-year-old with some triumphs and some mistakes.
Yet most criticism of this four-year-old questions not the quality of accomplish-
ment, but the quantity of work in one area or another. Constructive debate can
center around these questions of emphasis, the more so if polemics and misstate-
ments are put aside.

Look closely at AFI's trustees and you will And a serious group of people who
brought it into eJstence, made human judgments in matters of program, priori-
ties and personnel, and raised three-quarters of its total funding from private
sources. Having made that effort, they have been vigilant to prevent careless
spending. Perhaps this Board would he strengthened by more educators and
critics, but Arthur Knight, John Culkin and David Niallery have spoken forcefully
for education since AFI's founding, the latter two as members of the Executive
Committee. Yet no Board members have spoken for a single interest. New trustees
or visitors to Board meetings are invariably surprised to see the depth of interest
and commitment executives and actors hold for film preservation and film study
in the schools. And, less surprisingly, the educators have found value in the study
center in California. This mixture of interests is basic to AFI's unique trust and
is its strength disparate elements of the film community joined by a shared con-
cern for the art of film. The executive and prominent artists are there tartly
because they can help make it all happen, but to limit them to the size of their
influence is a mistake. so too to confine FM Emshwiller, Ricky !Rama, Francis
Copilots and Arthur Penn to a narrow interest In filmmaking.

Film Comment offered 750 words and twenty-four hours to broad and scattered
charges. A complete report on AFI's first four years will he issued in July. Film
Comment readers may write AFI for a copy. It will contain a complete listing
of all aettvities, all individuals and projects assisted by the Institute. audited
financial data. and evaluations of the problems and Phattenees ahead.

Meanwhile. be assured that research is not eliminated, it is stronger than
ever: that the 'staff salaries' to 'projects and grants' ratio represents no incredible
disparityAPI is not a foundation, but an operating team consisting of cata-
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loguers, librarians, projeetionists, archivists, faculty, theatre personnel, educators,
accountants, as well as the secretaries who do all the work. (The British Film
Institute expends the equivalent of 80 percent of its government support for
staff.) The report will detail 5,000 American films safeguarded ; five summer
seminars for film teachers ; grants for eighty-six independent filmmakers ; annual
published surveys of university film (suses ; a definitive 1035-page Catalog of
films of the twenties (the first of nineteen volumes) ; the funding of twenty-two
oral history projects ; a film repertory theatre ; twenty-seven internships for film-
makers; support for Filmfacts magazine (still struggling) ; the founding of the
Community Film Workshop Council ; a weekly educational television program ;
scholarships, fellowships ; model film education sites ; subsidies for film co-op
catalogs; and an advanced conservatory where filmmakers learn artistic craft
and discipline, and where theory and history are being compiled and refined.

This is only a part of what we would have liked to do in those four years. But
it has been achieved through the creation of a structure which has encouraged
concerted action from previously fragmented sectors of the film community. This
is a big country, and we are still a small organization. If you want to help and be
involved. write to me and we will look for a way.

While it may be true that BFI expends the equivalent of 80 per cent of its
government support for staff, this is not at all clear to me from the BPI Annual
Report and Arrounts 1970. Budget reports, of course, are not necessarily organised
for clarity. One API budget report which Kahlenberg has appraised as reasonably
accurate. and representative of the same ratios of allocation for fourth-year
spending, listed :
Archives $1, 000.000
Education 400, 000
Research and publications 450, 000
AFI Theatre 240, 000
Production grants 1, 850, 000
Center 2,100, 000
Administration 1, 000, 000

Total 6, 540, 000

When I asked Kahlenberg why 'Research and Publications' was so large for a
staff of three for eighteen months, with no budget (beyond the $150,000 Mayer
grant. which is probably figured into the total, thus accounting with staff for
$200.000 tops), he indicated that the figure included AFI's promotional brochures
as well. Not that they were mentioned in AFI's structural plans when 'Publica-
tions were itemised. That yield's a figure of $250,000 for, presumably, promotional
material, plus a subsidy to Filmfaets and an unspecified grant to Filmmaker's
Newsletter. It is also possible that. in Hollywood studio fashion, a portion of
Center overhead may be invisibly bolstering some budgets. During the first year
of center operation. when the Research Department consisted of a staff of three,
one and a half Research Fellows, and two rooms in the mansion, the Center
officer then preparing budgets told me that Research Department was carrying
23 per cent of the Canter overhead. I do not know how long this condition Persisted.
At any rate, It would he most helpful if AFI's published budget data ere detailed.
explicit, and complete, without room for ambiguity.

19. IN CONCLUSION

Variety. June 2, 1971, carried a story 371 the Society for Cinema Studies let-
ter. with the comment : Though Institute director George Stevens thus far has
failed to issue a public clarification of budgetary priorities. he has consistently
denied that the AFI's education and research departments are being down-
graded. Rather, he's blamed a recent wave of firings and resignations in those
areas on differences of opinion on how the jobs should be done.

Stevens points to a recent series of research grants and to a reassessment of
the AFI's film-education role by a special committee of the board as evidence of
an continuing commitment.

As of March 27. 1971. this "reassessment . . . by a special committee of the
board'. the Education Committee of Mallen'. Culkin. Knight. and Benton. had
not yet finished or distributed. though it was begun in early February. Also, note
the emergence of yet another reason for the firings: though first simply attrib-
uted to required budgetary trims, they are now the result of differences of opin-
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inn on how the jobs should be done. gilifty, but fair enough ; however, the fact
that those jobs have not yet been refilled casts doubt on this explanation.

Stevens is correct enough in citing the on-going work of the Mayer oral history
project. However, his attempts to use this single programme to masquerade as
the entire Research effort is strained. Variety (May 5, 1971) carries such an
attempt : Reports that research activities are reduced or eliminated at the Center
are completely untrue. Stevens asserted.

In fact, whether Stevens is willing to recognise it or not, the firings of all
Research staff in January abruptly terminated the following Research activi-
ties, which have not been resumed or replaced :

1. Jim Kitses's final draft writing of his AFI book on last year's summer semi-
nar, which had just reached final rough draft when he was fired.

A collection of close studies in visual analysis methods, which had been
Inv sated by staff and Fellows of the Department.

3. A collaborative study of the Warners school of animation, for which screen-
ings and writing had begun indeed, the firings occurred during the third of the
weekly screenings, and terminated the series prematurely).

4. The establishment of a project to pool, circulate and encourage the execution
of translations of film material in 'foreign languages for which English transla-
tions are eurre:lay unavailable on a large scale.

5. Meaningful tutorial relationships between Research Fellows and critical
faculty. Research Fellows are unanimous in asserting that AFI's total current
utility for them since the firings is in the screening of films, certainly an ad-
vantage. but a far cry from the vigorous dialogue that had taken root prior to
January 22.

6. Support of Research Auditors, who were to begin their stay at AFT the
Monday following the firings, who have received only token supnort in the form
of screenings -- certainly not the participation in an active community they had
been led to believe was available.

7. Distribution by the Department of bibliographies and supportive duplicated
material relative to the weekly screening programme topicswhich topics, it
seems, have also been discontinued since the demise of the Research Department,
who arranged them.

8. Weekly critical seminars of substance, prepared for by screenings, read-
ings, and presentations worked up by individual Fellows and staff, conducted
on a rigorous level of close discussion.

9. General input to the Center culture of solid critical and scholarly content.
Certainly no one currently at the Center is significantly involved in creating.
or even following, film criticism and culture. beyond film-making activities and
the screening of some current new films. The Center library, as a result of the
Research staff firings. has shelved plans for acquiring major foreign language
journals. such as backruns of Cahiers du Cinema, obviously because there is
no one to use them.

10. The "research into the language of cinema" originally envisioned in the
Center outline as a research activity, has stopped short.

11. Several individual monographs and book-length projects were suddenly
deprived of all but screening support.

In 11 larger context, since the AFI's inception. it seems that the only pro-
grammes cancelled or discontinued have been in the areas of education, publica-
tions, and research (this is not widely known because the AFL while publicising
extensively the initiation of programmes, never publicly announces termina-
tions). Production. AFI Theatre. Film-maker Training. and Archives have re-
mained intact. if perhaps reduced in funding. while the following programmes
in Education and Publications have been dropped :

1. Film In formation Office
2. Model Sites funding
3. Regional Screenings programme
4. American Film magazine
5. Films -on -film
6. Grants to graduate scholars
7. Distribution of curriculum documents in Xerox form
8. Separate Education Department Newsletter (now incorporated in the

monthly AFT Report promotional pamphlet. much reduced in length)
9. Research Department (see above)
It seems quite clear from this that Film-maker Training Production. the

Theater. and Archives have received solid support, and that Education. Publi-
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cations. and Research have been considered in obvious practice more expenda-
ble and of lower priority.

The AFI has dose very well in the areas of archives and preservation, film-
maker grants, and probably. on u purely technical level. film-maker training.
These are concrete. quantifiable areas of activity, easily fitted into AFI manage-
ment's product-and-production oriented thinking. Behind this stupid administra-
tor's positivism are two key conceptual sets. The first is AFI's frequent rhetorical
polarisation of film- making on one end of the scale, and crit1-isin and scholar-
ship on the other. The alternative formulation, which one would have thought
more useful for AFI, sees film-making, teaching, criticismall flowing from a
common centre, the film itselfas object and idea. However, the AFI prefers to
separate these elements as much as possible, and to underemphasise or ignore
the role of ideas and disciplines.

The second conceptual problem is aim dichotomous. The AFI operates the
technical and concrete group of its programmes actively, as works; while it op-
erutes the intellectual and educational group of programmes passively, as or-
ganization and administration. The AFI's major failure to date does not lie in
what it has done. but in what it hasn't doneindeed, hasn't even conceived of.
The AFI's education effort has been responsive, rather than initiative, conse-
quently, it has been limited by the boundaries and deficiencies of the field to
which it responds. Its service activities have been of value, but they have also
dragged down activities in other areascreative rather than data-oriented ma-
terial. dialogue, criticism. ideas. educational, and critical works of substance.
This reflects a trend in the U.S. film education movement at largemainly a
secondary school movementwhich, responding to reductive interpretations of
Mc Waal'. plunged into organising teacher networks and circulating information.
These activities very quickly outstripped whatever conceptual base the move-
ment had and left it without a core. This imbalance is laboriously being corrected
without much AFI help.

With the single exception of Archives, the results of which are available only
to a very. very few. the Al"! has focused the great majority of its financial and
staff resources on seventy -five filmmaker grant recipients. thirty intern trainees,
and perhaps sixty Fellows and Auditors of the Center for Advanced Film
Study. while serving the much larger constituencies of film scholars, teachers,
students. and the interested public with promotional material, lists of college
film fsturses, teachers' addresses, and little else.

ruder the Archives programme, the AFI has put up a good filmography proj-
ectthe National Film Catalogbut has failed to fill equally pressing needs in
the areas of bibliography, translation, the clearing house for project listings
called for by Toep litz. or ground work in television history and aesthetics. It's
even more irritating when one realises how much further funds go in education.
research, scholarship. even publications, than in the costly area of film produc-
tion.

In response to my request for an interview, and a subsequent letter listing
specific information I desired. Richard Kahlenberg, Assistant Director of the
AFI for Planning, met with me. Much of the data I sought was budgetary
breakdowns of costs for various programmes. salaries. Center cost and overhead.
While not refusing to answer these questions. Kahlenberg did not bring such infor-
mation. and indicated that he did hot know these budgetary specifics.

Heiden lirg advanced the new Discussion series as a useful publication. and
a broadly distributed product of the ('enter. The first Discussion pamphlet is
priced at $1.0t) and contains thirteen small pages of chopped-up press conference
transcript. most of it available in numerous other Fe ilini interviews: Fellini's
appearance at the Center, which provided the transcript, was simple promotion
( See Rick Setlowe's story, Variety (.Tanuary 21. 19701. lead paragraph). The
second Discussion is with Rouben Mamoplian, and is nearly a mirror image of
Robinson's 11161 Sight and Sound interview. When I challenged that such duplica-
tory and lazily- conceived efforts were wasteful. Kahlengerg replied that if even
one new fact gained circulation through the Discussions series, it was worth it.
This attitude is one of the AFT's most dangerous. because it is used to excuse lack
of decent preparation and execution. resulting in wasted time, effort, materials,
and opportunities. Reasonable preparation could assure that many new facts
would certainly gnin circulation but this preparation is not undertaken.
partially bee'o'se the AFT has no nersennel resources in this area. This is one of
many examples of the AFI's inability to comprehend the cross-over points of raw,
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factual data with critical method and experience. Another misconception is that
the collection of oral history interviews, some good, some mediocre, constitutes a
research and critical studies programme; this parallels the reductive notions that
history is simply names and dates, and that education is the transmission of
information.

Such large and small conceptual failures (linked with management and Trus-
tees very one-sidedly weighted toward production thinking; as well as interlocking
Board members shared by AFL its parent agency, and subsequent funding agen-
cieswhich might be thought to supervise Ithave left the AFT in a questionable
condition.

7.6 million dollars have been spent, but not accounted for, of public, foundation,
and private funds. For this investment we have received a good archive; a useful
National Film Catalog; a Center for Advanced Film Study, which has given us
ten short films or so, will give us a feature film, but has been unable as an ex-
perimental educational project to give us an account of itself, to turn its activities
and enormous costprobably over $2 millioninto any material or method of
value to others in the field : promotional publications; a token education effort,
pitched at the lowest viable level of activity and ambition : and a National Film
Theatre which shows films in Washington. D.C., at the deficit cost of at least
$100.000 per year (this theatre is often described by the AFT as a Cinematheque,
but Its programming is on the popular side of NFT, and its influence on Ameri-
can film writing and thought almost nil).

The AFT has often counter-punched critics by accusing them of trying to
destroy the AFT, certainly a grim prospect : if the AFT goes down, so do the
chances for a film institute here for some time to come. However, any viable
public service orientated institution should be able to stand open scrutiny and
discussion. The possibility that the AFT can be killed from within should not be
discounted either.

I have quoted remedial proposals from other groups earlier. Certainly, the
AFI's absolutely closed decision-making process must be opened up; and a na-
tional dialogue must be conducted, by all concerned with the AFT. to redirect its
efforts. While Kahlenberg agreed with my evaluation of American film culture
as being in desperate need of aid, he indicated that the AFT had no particular
idea of how to go about aiding it, beyond current AFT programmes. That makes
it absolutely clear that the AFT needs administrators who do have some idea of
how to go about it.

Anti-intellectualism must be rooted out of the AFI and replaced by a creative
and constructive romprchension of the broadest uses of education, criticism, and
scholarship.

FILM SOCIETY REVIEW, JANUARY 1971

EDITORIAL

Three and a half years ago these pages carried an editorial on the then-brand-
new American Film Institute. It pointed nut, inter alia, that those deciding basic
policy for the organization were in the main "people whose clear identification
has been with Hollywood status quo." that "those national groups and interests
which have most at stake have neither representation, active participation,
nor voice."

These comments were meant at the time mainly as a statement of concern.
Recent events seem to show them sadly prophetic. Confirmation received as this
issue goes to press indicates that the AFT is in serious crisis. The most serious
crisis in its history to date. Continued over-emphasis on film production and
concomitant undercutting of educational priorities has finally brought a wave of
firings and resignations in both Washington and Beverly Hills that has resulted
in the almost-entire elimination of its educational, critical and research activ-
itiesand led to the following declaration :
To the educational and eritieal ornamunity at large

For the past 1R months we have worked as colleagues in the American Film
Institute to stimulate and develop film education within our society. and in so
doing to assist the AFT in achieving one of its stated central goals : the develop-
ment of a discriminating film audience.

. . . This essential work has been hampered and finally ham-strung by a
pattern of lack of support and program cutbacks imposed from above, resulting
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from a conftision of priorities and lack of direction . . . an indefensible lack of
planning and an insensitive approach to staff-management relations.

Therefore, we feel compelled to state to the filth education and critical com-
munity we have worked with over the past years that their interests are no
longer represented by the American Film Institute and that for us to continue
further as employees of the AFT would only compromise the work we have
sought to accomplish.

This announcement has been followed by criticism of the AFT from all over the
country, including a statement to the API Board of Trustees from the Midwest
Film Conference signed by more than 100 persons protesting this "unconsidered
and irresponsible executive action damaging to the continued progress of Alm
study," and subsequent individual letters to the Ford Foundation, the National
Endowment for the Arts and members of Congress, expressing "lack of confi-

dence in the leadership and direction of the AFT "
Not all of the facts are in at this writing. Out of the melee of events, how-

ever. emerge persistent reports of "arbitrary," "arrogant," and "confused" ad-
ministration. -improvised deisions." and a "rapidly deteriorating situation."

A series of articles on the AFT is now being planned for FSR, beginning with
the following issue. Any suggestions, recommendations or conclusions which
develop will appear later on. One point, however, seems fairly clear even now :
once the present crisis has passed, it will not likely be good enough simply to
return to status quo. The educational and critical community is now up in
arms. What ma: very well be demanded henceforth is not just an altering of
current directions, but a complete reversal of current priorities: a return to the
original, broader vision of what the AFT was intended to do.

Succeeding issues will continue to follow AFT developments and will report
on them with critical comment as the situation evolves..

THE AMERICAN FILM INSTITUTE

(By William Starr)
Three and a half years ago, these pages carried an editorial on the then-

brand-new American Film Institute. Based on the quite legitimate assumption,
traditional to all other national film institutes. that the AFT should also repre-
sent and serve the country's educational and critical film communityincluding
its several thousand film societiesit referred to the "strikingly unrepresenta-
tive composition of the Film Advisory Council," the group formed "to decide
fundamental policy" for the AFL a group "composed overwhelmingly of people
whose clear identification has beers with Hollywood status quo"and concluded:
"Important basic decisions are being made in which those national groups and
interests which have most at stake have neither representation, active partici-
pation. nor voice. The fear widely exists that the country may shortly be faced
with a vested-interest organizational fait accompli which will require years
of devoted labor to tin -do."

Th1,4 editorial apprehension was not shared by all: some thought any such
remarks prematurea rejoinder in the same issue advised : "Those who guide
the fortunes of the American Film Institute should be given a chance to show
their colors before they are criticized". So the AFT was duly established, mis-
givings and doubts were put aside. FSR tactfully held its tongue on the issue
and turned to other subjects . . . and the months have passed. For three and a
half years there has been a moratorium by this magazine on critical discussion
of the AFT. That moratorium is now at an end.

A major crisis of confidence now exists nationwide about the AFL Stirred
initially among the country's film educators last January by the simultaneous
firings of the almost- entire educational. critical and research staff at the AFT
Center in Beverly Hillsand the immediate protest resignations by key edu-
cation and administrative people in both Washington and Beverly Hills (see
MI. last issue)subsequent disclosures of life behind the AFT facade have
started to appear, fanning unsuspected, long-dormant fires of discontent. Strong
patterns have begun to emerge about the Administration of the AFT-patterns
which in turn have raised many new questions about the Management of the
AFT. New questions. And not a few old doubts. The editorial cited above had
also quoted one highly indignant film teacher who, in the spring of 1967 had
written : those who were shaping the API "dn not know what they are doing or
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where they are going". These words bad seemed at the time to most people,
including this writer, as understandable, over-concerned exaggeration. They
now appear in retrospect to have been, incredibly, to a high degree quite
literally true.

"Confused", says one ex-AFI staff member. "What else can you call an outfit
that two years after it was founded. was still spending enormous amounts of time
writing and re-writing sentences about what It was going to do?"

"Incompetent", says another ex-AFI staffer. "Three-and-a-half years after
it was startedonly last Decemberthe Al,'! finally started u unijor ii.embership
program to help support itself (even though they thought in September, they
were going to have to close down the Center if the next Ford grant didn't
come through soon). And the only real membership benefit it offered even then,
was reduced subscription to a magazine that the publisher told usif the AFI
money he'd been promised didn't come through, and fasthe would have to
stop publication in a few weeks!"

"You want a real picture of the API?", says a third. "Look somewhere be-
tween MARAT/SADE and CATCH-22. The whole AFI has been a bunch of
money and social status in search of something to do."

The testimony accumulating to back up these comments is impressivere-
ports of: general lack of effective planning; vague aims and shifting priorities ;
projects undertaken without adequate preliminary study, preparation or even
consultation with more experienced people in the field : tendency to begin projects
on too large a scale; too few attempts at coordinating programs with other film
organizations in the field ; no delegation of effective administrative responsibility
or authority ; budget scheduling without adequate consultation with AFI de-
partment headswith subsequent results unavailable even to AFI department
heads ; inadequate job specification and inequitable salaries, with consequent
loss of staff morale ; excessive concentration on wasteful prestige projects at
the expense of other jobs or whole departments [the elimination of the educa-
tional, critical and research staff in January] ; excessive and growing concen-
tration on filmmaker-training and film production over other priorities gen-
erally; constant emphasis on style, image or status over accomplishment ; overall
lack of vision or consistent direction . . .

Many of the questions raised by these and other itemstogether with con-
trasting and opposing viewswill be taken up in the course of the articles which
follow. Among them : the assumptions behind AFI priorities and goals. One of
the most striking aspects of the AFI has been its failure to try to reach and
develop an audience for its own topmost prioritiesfilmmaker training and
production--among the nation's numerous campus film societies, where the
best audience for those filmmakers and films logically would be found. The
failure to thus develop key programs even in its own self-interest strengthens
the feeling by many, of the AFI's socially- irrelevant, Hollywood-parochial cen-
tral dis-orientation. And the belief that a nationally-based, nationally-relevant
American Film Institute still has yet to be built.

THE AL ZEICAN FILM INSTITUTE

(By Kay Loveland)
Almost four years ago the American Film Institute was established to serve

needs in several areas of film : Education, Publications, Filmmaker Training and
Production, and Preservation and Archives. All of its self-generated publicity
would have the public believe that the AFI has made a serious attempt to fulfill
its commitments. In fact, the AFI Management have not only failed to develop
a coherent, comprehensive plan for pursuing AFI's five goals ; they have actually
subverted those goals by channeling a disproportionate amount of AFI funds into
filmmaking while starving crucial programs in Education. Publications and
Archives. Sanctioned by an industry-oriented, Establishment Board of Trustees,
the Management have set the institute on a ruinous and periling course and
failed all of us who believed such an organization could play a vital role in bring-
ing film to its fullest stature and development in the United States.

In my 2% years experience with APIAugust. 1988, to late January, 11)71I
observed the operation from several different positions (Administrative Assistant
to the first Director of the Education Department ; Executive Secretary Assistant
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to the AFT Director ; Administrative Coordinator (one of two chief administra-
tive posts) for the Center for Advanced Film Studies; and Assistant to the Cen-
ter's Production Chief). During that time I saw the Center for Advanced Film
Studies in Beverly Hills become the Institute's chief priority, consuming at least
one-third of the total AFT budget. While I was at the Center (April, 1969, until
my resignation early this year) I sat in on many decision-making meetings and
had an opportunity to see at close range just how the organization is adminis-
tered. In addition, having worked in the Washington office as well, I knew many
of the employees there and spoke with them frequently and frankly about the
situation in that office.

Throughout the time I spent at AFL I continually heard (and made) the same
complaints voiced by many employeessecretaries through department heads.
Staff found themselves in an almost perpetual state of frustration and dismay
at management policies and practices, both in terms of the treatment of indi-
viduals and of attitudes toward departmental programs. Staff morale was always
extremely low. Complaints focused most often on these points : (1) Manage-
ment were not providing vision, direction or leadership. (2) Management were
not delegating responsibility with commensurate authority and departmentheads had no meaningful decision-making powers. (3) Management sought to
get as much as possible from staff for as little return as possiblesalaries were
inequitable, fringe benefits non-existent, and gratitude unheard of. (4) Decisionswere arbitsstsr staff's judgments were seldom sought. (5) Financial matters
were cloaked in secrecydepartment heads most often had no idea as to whether

department budget. Management shuffled funds around as theydesired. al) Management's fundraising activities were not adequate; many staff
were told they would have to raise money for their own programs. (7) Manage-
ment wasted money through ill-considered decisions. (8) Management bad
misplaced priorities and the public image of AFI was often stressed to thedetriment of program substance.

Some employees, including myself, tried a few times to make these complaints
known to the AFT Director and other management officials in the vain hope
that some changes would be made. Most of the time. however, grumblings had
been confined within the staff. This past January many of the staff at the Center
decided that the only hope of getting action was to present our complaints as
a group. We were in the process of preparing a statement which we planned
to present to managementin conjunction with some of the staff from Wash-
ingtonwhen the General Manager at the Center suddenly and peremptorily
fired a secretary who had worked closely with various members of the staff.
Feeling that she exemplified the kind of cooperative. hardworking person AFT
needed and that she had been treated callously and unjustly, the staff came
together at a regularly scheduled staff meeting to protest the manner of her
firing and to insist that she be re-hired in a different position. Feelings were
especially strong, since many of the staff believed that the General Manager,
who had only been at the Center three months, was devoting too much energy
to Center social events and too little to the other duties of his office.

At the end of nine hours of intense and exhausting meetings lasting a day and
a half it was agreed to re-hire the secretary. That was 5:30 p.m. on Thursday,
January 21, Throughout the next day. management and faculty at the Center
huddled in the Director's office. At 5:30 p.m. on Friday, January 22, the General
Manager fired the three members of the Research Department staff,as well as the
library assistant. The Research Department was thereby abolished. They were
told that management had been considering this decision for some time and that
they were twins let go strictly for financial reasons. They were not thanked for
the work they had done and were told that it would not be necessary for them
to come back on Monday morning, They were given one month's severance pay.

Management's assertion that their dismissal had a wholly financial basis
was somewhat suspect, not only because the action came on the heels of the
first staff expression of unity ever shown during AFT's existence. but also be-
cause no one had been given any indication that such action might be forth-
coming and management made no provisions for the gradual. smooth transfer
of responsibilities. Instead, by taking precipitate action, they threw Research
Fellows, Associates. auditors, oral historians, and staff at the Center and in
Washington into a comnlete state of confusion. The only people they chose to ad-
vise officially on that Friday afternoon were the SO Filmmaking Fellows. Neither
the Research Fellows nor the staff were called to this meeting, which took place
at the same time the flrinrs were going on. Implying that pressure from the Ford
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Foundation had forced him to take this decision, the AFT Director told the
Filmmaking Fellows that Ford's eoncern over the ratio of staff to Fellows was a
factor in the decision, as well as the difficult financial position the Institute was
in. The money freed by firing these four people ($42,000 in salaries) would be
used to provide Fellows with jobs and to put more money into the Center pro-
duction fund.

This fund had been virtually depleted to cover costs of a feature film which
the AFI Director insisted on shooting during the summer. The film, directed by
one Filmmaking Fellow, involved a large cost, a good bit of special effects and
gadgetry, and had to be shot almost entirely on location in Utah. The AFT
Director persuaded two Board members to finance $100,000 of the project and
said he would take $25,000 out of the Center production fund to cover the rest
of the cash costs. He was told several times during pre-production by the film's
production manager that the film would cost at least $250,000 in cash. The
Director insisted upon a budget of $125,000 and a shooting schedule of 6 weeks.
A crew of amateurs was sent to Utah in early July. After several muddled weeks
of little progress, the Director sent Center Production Chief, to Utah to rescue the
project: he had not been involved in it previously. He found a complete state
of chaos and disorganization : with great effort he managed to pull the operation
together and finish the shooting 5 weeks over schedule. The film is now being
edited at the Center. It will finally cost a minimum of $250,000 in cash. The
Center production fund was drained of over $100,000, leaving less than $50,000
for the other 29 Filmmaking Fellows, hence the need to replenish the fund. This
project has been termed both "an expensive educational experience" and the
"granting of full creative freedom," by the AFI Director.

While it is certainly true that the Institute was and is suffering from severe
financial difficulties, it is also true that the management did little over the past
year to alleviate that situation and, in fact, aggravated matters through irrespon-
sible expenditures such as embarking on the feature film project without ade-
quate capital or planning. AFI ended its original three-year funding period in
June, 1970. with no guarantees for further funding. Congress has not passed the
appropriation for the National Endowment for the Arts; the Ford Foundation
had intended their original $1.3 million matching grant as seed funding and
hoped the Institute would not have to ask for more money the motion picture
companies, who had matched the grants of the Endowment and Ford for the first
three years, had difficult financial problems and were reluctant to give the Insti-
tute money that they themselves needed. AFT had failed to come up with any
workable national membership scheme, in spite of the fact that two different
high-priced New York firms had been engaged to devise some plans. (Finally, after
wasting so much money trying to discover how to make money, the AFI Director
asked AFI's Archivist in December, 1970, to draw up a membership plan.)
Throughout the summer and early fail of 1970. rumors abounded regarding the
financial situation many staff were expecting cutbacks.

In the midst of all the rumors, the management sat tight and said nothing. The
National Endowment finally received its appropriation and promised AFI a
$1,000,000 grant for the year; but the grant had to be matched. The motion picture
companies came up with $150.000 to $200,000, but they delayed in paying it. The
Ford Foundation was the key the AFT Director gambled that they would come
through in spite of their great reluctance. Ford insisted that the budget be
revised innumerable times since they could not understand AFI's jumbled and
juggled figures they were concerned as well about the lack of any screening of
Fellows to determine whether they could afford to pay tuition. (Attendance at
the Center has been free.)

Meetines with Ford dragged on for months. When the Board met at the Center
In early October. 1970, the AFI was facing a more than $100.000 deficit at the
end of the month. Many of us, including at least one top Center administrator,
were !miffed at the apparent lack of concern on the part of the AFI Director and
the Board: no one seemed to be doing anything except waiting for Ford, and the
Director assured the Board that he expected to hear affirmatively from Ford
within the next few days. The Board was somewhat more concerned about the
fact that funds had been taken from restricted monies (i.e.. money given to AFI
for special projects such as the Corporation for Public Broadcasting grant for the
television filmmaker program, the Louis B. Mayer Foundation grant for research
and oral history projects, the National Endowment for the Humanities grant to
develop film projects for the American Revolution RI- Centennial) to pay for
general AFI expenses. If the AFT had to return the money for those projects at
that moment, it could not have done so. Therefore, the Board agreed to take out
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a bank loan to reptile'. the :maw). taken from those accounts. That was the extent
of their ,:olution to the financial crisis.

.1.11 eontinued operations for the next few months through the generosity of
the Natienal Emblwinent. The Endowment wis persuaded to begin giving AFL
part of its Ili:itching grunt. At long last, in odd-December the Ford Foundation
gave the Al"! Diretor at verbal agreement to provide S-100.000 for the year al-
ready half over and $400,000 for the next fiscal year. (They later stipulated that
publie non-governmentfunds would have to be raised to match next year's
$400.0410. Ford indicated that this was a terminal grant and AFT should not
expect mere money from them. Shortly thereafter the Director issued a memo-
randum to the stuff and Fellows telling them that the immediate financial worrieswere over.

This was the financial situation at the time Al'! management fired the Research
Department for -finaneial reasons." The manner of the firings, the secrecy sur-
rounding them. immediately following a staff protest over just this kind of
arrogant a ml ratline: treatment set off a crisis within AFT which virtually halted
work for several weeks and led to the issuing of statements of protest, resigna-
tion aml solidarity on the part of staff and Research Fellows. Four of us resigned
the week following the firings: along with those who lind been tired and with the
Research Fellows, we protested to the Board of Trustees and requested the
opportunity to present our views in person at the February Board meeting being
held at the Center. The two Research professionals, two of the Research Fellows.
and I. delivered statements at that Board meeting. Our major concern was to
impress upon the Board the urgent need for drastic management reorganization
in order to re-commit Al"! to its original vision.

We were advised by several Board members that many of our specific recom-
mendations coneerning stuff and accounting problems would be acted upon.They agreed that after three-and-one-half years, AFI really should have orga-
nizational charts, written job descriptions, a wage scale manual, definite policies
for sick leave, vacation, overtime, and a workable accounting system with each de-
partment having a km own. fixed budget. They also agreed that the manner of the
firings was wrong and the Board extended sevetane pay for the two Research
professionals to four months, in view of the impossibility of their obtaining
other work in film education at that time of the year.

However. on the crucial question of AFI's goals and direction, they seemed
vague. AFI's role in education was being re-evaluated, they told us: there would
be no Research Department at the Center for an indefinite period and Research
Fellows would have to make do with consultations with the already over-bur-
dned Professor who was chief script consultant for Filmmaking Fellows. The
Board. in fact. tacitly endorsed a statement of policy lo this latter which stated
that -Theery, its it is necessary and as it should be cultivated at the Center. is
seen as the generalization of the creative experience, theory. as a searchlight
for practice, concrete investigation, and challenging conventions, rules, devices,etc Such an education in the practical knowledge of filmmaking] eliminates
and makes ridiculous subjectivistic impressions, infantile, audemie or ideelogical pseudoritieism."

4)r in plain English, any kind of film education or criticism which does not
have a direct application to filmmakers and filmmaking does not belong at the
Center for -advanced Film Studies, It ns apparent that the direction of Al"!
remained unchanged.

The AFT .was created", to quote from its first brochure. "in response to needsin several areas of film:
"Edueation : To develop in America the most discerning and responsive filmaudience possible. through the improvement of film study methods and support

of teacher education in film."
"I'uhlieations: To stimulate excellence in research and writing about all as-

pects of motion pictures and television."
"Filmmaker training: To encourage and accelerate the development of profes-

sional artists in the field of film."
"Production: To create additional opportunities in film production for talented

new filmmakers and developing professions."
"Preservation and archives: To preserve, catalogue and provide for the in-

creased accessibility of outstamlinog American films."
The AFI thus set itself significant goals. In responding to them, it also spent

during the first three and a half years a significant amount of money: about 6.5
Million dollars. The AFT has attempted to do a great deal since its beginnings,
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and it has some outstanding achievements to its credit. On balance. however, I
see API stressing one of the original five goals get for itself in 1967--Filtumaker
Trainingto the heavy detriment of the other four. Of the $0.5 million above,

records for the 3141 years reveal expenditures of around $3.5 million for film

production. either through the Production Prograin, or at th Center for Ad-
vanced Film Studies in Beverly Hills.

Archives 1314a Year Development Expenditure$1.210.0001: The achievements
of this Departmentincluding the API Vane logwere almost certainly attrile-

utable in large part to solid planning from 00 beginning by the API Archivist and
the other two professionals of this program. The initial accomplishments of the
preservation program were remarkable: over ,000 films rescued during its first
year-and-a-half. In the subsequent two years. however, the Archives budget was
severely cut so that since July 1970, of the official $100.000 spent for the program.
a maximum of ;15.000, according to the Archivist. went for actual preservation.
i.e. transfer of old film to safety stock. No provisions apparently had been made
at the management level to insure the continuity of this highly successful pro-
gram of preservation. Films continue to disintegrate even us this is written.

From the API Theatre, the other major part of the Archives program, there
have been considerately less good results. First begun in Washington in January
1970 with a test run for si. months at the National Gallery of Art theatre, this
was conceived as the prototype for the development of a film repertory system
throughout the notion. It had a highly successful six-months' trial. During the
summer of )970. however. it was derided to move the Theatre into its own
quartersa much larger. commercial theatre In a shopping center in Southwest
Washington and to operate a full-time weekly program. Initial projection was
that during Its first year of operation the Theatre world probably run at a deficit
of around $0000. Since September 1970 when it opened, however, it has lost a
projection detielt of over 8100.000two or three times that amount.

Production e$1300.000) : Of the total departmental budget. approximately
$700.(100 has been given out in independent. student. and television filmmaker
grants Naas distint front the Filmmaker Training program in Beverly 1111 Is. At

this point. it leppears that perhaps 10t.', of the total460.000 to Si ievested
in five or six projects may be pernomently 1444 as a result of notocianpleti4m
(the Corporation for l'ablie Broadcasting recently become (gInlYrilf.d over the
small 1111111111T of TV films which have been completed thus far with the $:00.000
worth of amt.: given to AFI: of the seven awards 11111(11. 11119611. only three films
have been completed i. Aluittt 51) (alter films have been elfil etetl up to now how-
ever 1 including ('cuter tolaluetIonso and the. wide Tongued' enaterial which has
been supported is a (Tight to the Institute and to the AFI Production elder who
supervised the program. The over-all success of the program has been somewhat
marred by All's failure to eto.ourage distribution: ninny Independent
filmmakers leave felt that AFI misled them or has not tried hard enough. This
failure of yours*. does not rest entirely with AFT. since the problem of short
film distribution in this country is not easy to resolve. The Mel: of sleeves:: is
obtaining distribution for a majority of the films however has led to a depb thin
of the produetioo fund of $tics),000 so that there is now virtually no
money left for the grant program.

Publications IS.-lretkocem : lti AFI's first brochure. publications were given a
place "next t'' films themselves 11134 a fil.. whiehl may ronstitnte the 'St

significant means of stinadatimt progress in the art of film." It is hard to believe
that $1500441 has been spent he l'uldleatielos and Research since M1 f

fill111119's is that it 1, not developed a solid publications program by this
time. To dat,. the AFI 11:04 produed few publications of sobstemee. The A Fi's
first substantial achievemcia--the first volume of the AFI rata144:: is forth.
coming (hi: year: but this wa: Hot under Pubileations. but as part of
the Arehivs programand its s:Jt price tag will severely limit it- distribution..
series of discussion papers takel; from renter seminars with film professionals
has hi-ere in the works. but shoe the seminars have most often bn mudding
and elisorgauied. it remains to be seen just how valuable these pap4.rs will l..
AFI has vireo minimal support to rilmracts to keep it giug. and a few books

taken frigin oral history projects will probably appear sporadically.
Deliberations over a Mtn periodical othme41 on and off for more than a year.

from early 19419 to early last year. The project had one editor lit the ballinitf. a
man whose previous experience bad been chiefly as the umlistitenilied editor of
the original Cinema magnzine. as well as of Movie's Interuatbaml. 31 slick.
starlet-studded film-buff magazine. and pulp, war and western publications. An-
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other editor was hired In early 1069 to begin developing ideas for a periodical.tentatively titled Americium Film. lie presented his proposals during policy andplanning meetings held in Washington in April 1969. Extensive tillieUsSioll anddebate resulted in no concrete plans for publication. since no agreement couldbe reached on what audience it should try to reach or on what its thrust shouldbe (aside from the Ail Director's general desire that it be a glossy Ding whichwould full -both on the desk of Mike Nichols and the beds of C('LA film stu-dents-1. Another meeting in June 1969 resulted in similar confusion. The neweditor left Al"). Some time later the first editor was asked to take over theproject again. lie appropriated :from the Research faculty head ) an idea for aquarterly hardback book rather than a magazine. which would deal with oneIndividual or a single theme in each issue, lie began plans for publication inthe spring of 197u but then found that there was no money available for such
a publication. Consultation has been subsequently taken up with outside pub-lishers but at present mulling has emerged.

As for research. this Department had a number of books in progress at thebeginning of this year when the staff was tired. but it is doubtful that :uanyof these projects will appear under AF1 auspices. A film on John Ford was
commissioned by the Al"! and the California Arts Commission in 1968 as the firstproject. Its director, however, soon found himself bogged down indifficulties with the studios over rights to film clips which were to he used, astruggle whic': has continued for over two years.

Education t$100.011 : The Education Department was the lowest priority in
terms of funding. receiving over the first three and a half years not even one-
fourth the amount of funds given tie the Center for Advaneed Film Studies. The
Education Deo:moment had stated at the outset that there were no parametersfor film education and that they were going to help find theta and help develop
some pilot curricula Which would aid in the national film education movement.But since Education was the low priority. the program was severely crippled
from the beginning. The 1)epartment started regional screenings and had to drop
them. begun model currieultu sites and mold not re-fund theta. had to discon-
tinue funding and assisting in teacher training workshops. The Education news-letter, which could have become at fine forum for projects and theories washeavily edited and budgetarily limited in such a way that it came to function.
with a few exceptions. as a calendar of national events. The copy fur the News-letter had to be approved by the API Direetor or his Deputy Director. neither ofwhom Inn) any buckground in education nor any eontact with teachers in the
field. They vetoed articles. re-wrote sentences and paragraphs to their likingthe
language. style, and content had to project management's ephemeral idea ofAFI's public image. We met the same obstacles in an attempt to publish educa-
tional monographs and documentation on film courses. Management's opposition
to the publication of these papers indicated that education was not quite excitingand classy enough to receive u high priority among AFI's goals. That became
more apparent as titne went mi.

Even in spite of these great difficulties, however. the Department did plan
and operate a successful tom:Iner seminar for teachers in July 1970 at Greystone
[the Center for Advanced Film Studies] under the guidance of the two principal
Education professionals, and they were in the process of planning another when
the January firings [of the Research stuff] took 'aye. The publication of theGuide ti, eniirgS in 1969 and the Education Membership Directory
went a bong way toward providing eommunication throughout the nationas didthe very formation of a national education membershipbut with an infinitesi-
mal budget and a tremendous nationwide need to serve, utmost 'anagram's were de-
feated Wore they mad bear fruit. Clearly. parent' administrative planning and
full support were called for here, especially since education is one of the fewareas such an Inherent potential for public service and visibility. Now
everyone originally as:a:elated with the Education Department. with the exeep-non of one girl, has left Al"!. and the Education Dtbpartment consists of two or

see people attempting to answer a ton of correspondence.
Filmmaker training (Center for Advanced Film Studies) ($2.100,000): Mostof the other programs' budgets include padding for some costs which should

More properly be charged to the Center for Advanced Film Str.dies. The true
figure for the center should probably be closer to $2.5 or $2.11 million rather than
the official $2.1 million, and melt of this money was spent wastefully.

The Center has veered far from its original concept, and represents in micro-
cosm the whole API sitilotion. It began with high goals: to be a kind of cultural
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venter which would bring together filmmakers, erities, film professionals. "phi-
losophers, scientists, artists nail politicians". in the words of the An Director.
so that the ('enter could -become .i place fur inquiry and discourse about the
world we live in". It floundered almost immediately and fell into a complete
state of confusion.

The most unique concept of ttp ('enter, and its claim to being different from
film schools like CI.A, I'S(' and N1'1'. is that of the close tutorial relationship
of Fellows with the "finest praet..-ing film artists and craftsmen". Management
asslinied that all it took to implement the tutorial relationship was a few rounds
of cocktail parties where Fellow mingled with Hollywood professionals: direc-
tors, editors. cameramen, emuposem actors, It didn't work that way. (A size-
able amount of money was spent on numerons cocktail receptions. catered
lunches, and other social events at the ('enter which supposedly were meant to

in some kind of benefit, either hi terms of money donations or assistance,
.vnieh most often amounted to nothing more than another Hollywood celeb-

rity gathering.) Subsequent attempts were then made to bring tibia professionals
to the ('enter for a lunch, a seminar, a .screening, or a reception in the hope
that they would become excited enough by the Center's potential to contribute
their talents in a meaningful and continuing way. In most cases, this did not
happen.

Without tutors, the one-to-one. flexible, individually designed curriculum
quickly degenerate) into chaos (the 'curriculum' now consists of daily film
screenings for student Fellows, supposedly linked to a weekly theme: irregular
seminars with directors, produeers, writers. cameramen and sporadic classes in
acting, laboratory techniques, etc.). The problem here, as with so lunch else,
was management's failure to do the hard thinking and planning necessary to

achieve its vision for the Center, and its unwillingness or inability to commit
the Center, step by step. to that vision.

The ('enter is housed in a very large old mansion in the most elegant section of
Beverly Hills: formerly the residence of the oil-rich oheny family. it had been

sitting empty for years and used frequently as a movie set. The AFI rented it
from the city for $1 a year. In return. AFI refurbished the place. The redecora-
tion. not lavish, cost a hit more than V.00.000. Most of the old paint was sand-
blasted and the walls were repainted white: a simple beige carpet was laid
throughout the main hail and most of the offices. Iiut there were two rooms that
the Director wanted to be showplacesthe main theater and the libraryand a
lot of money was spent making them elegant. A top interior decorator was flown
out from New York to look at the theater. lie chose the color scheme and a $7.000
carpet. No expense was spared in enhancing the room's beauty: including the
elaborate and expensive projection and sound equipment installed, and the total
cost of the main theater is probably in the neighborhood of $300.000.

An immense amount was spent on technical equipmenta minimum of $400. -
(100. Two projection booths had to be built. The technical coordinator who super-
vised the building and installation of all the equipment had a rather controversial
background and a number of AFT staff felt he engaged in questionable business
practices. Equipment was misused by inexperienced personnel : parts were burned
out because equipment was used before it was ready: a knowledgeable sound man
was not consulted prior to the installation of amnia equipment, and that equip-
ment was found to be totally inadequate for the mixing and dubbing of Fellows'
films.

The Management have tried to justify the huge expenditures at the Center by
saying that they were forced to include the ('enter for Advanced Film Studies in
plans for the AFI in order to get money from the Ford Foundation. Even if true.
it is doubtful that the Ford Foundation intended AFT to starve its other pro-
grams in order to maintain the Center. it venis to me that a resnonsible matinee-
ment would have set a ceiling of $1.. million (the amount of the Ford grnnt,
and half the :lethal operating cost) for the establishment of the Center. 'Fa feet,
hardly any ceiling at all seems to have been set. Without a gauge against which
to men sore wpn t then were snendtng, thee inst kept smending.

The renter is totally insulated and has been cultivated Drowns- hr the Direc-
tor as an "elitist" organization. Sitting atop its fenced-off bill with a well-
anOraed main gate. It is far from tieing "an oven door to the outside world"
which was milled on its inauguration. The effort has usually been to keen maim
interested ontshierstenchers. students. and othersaway from the Center. No
ottpmnt has been made to open most screenings and seminars to anyone other
than Fellows, auditors and occasional staff. The elimination of the Research De-
partment has narrowed the scone even further. In effect, $2.6 million has been
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spent so that :it) filmmakers eould have inadequate production, editing, and
sound equipment to make flints. They have less than prolific. Of the 1t

lioos at the Center full tone in lotia/70, only tF had completed short films byJanuary, 1971.
The tenter has not brought "a new spirit and quality to American filmmak-ing", as the AFI Director claimed as its goal. It has bred the same kind of

petty, jealous atmosphere which characterized the worst aspect of Hollywood
filmmaking. Its major difference from university film schools is that Fellows aregiven money to make dims of the ti short !tints above. $5.(11U would he a low
aventge cost ). The ('enter has !avowe essentially a vocational training school for
entering the commercial film industry. And the other Art programs have sufferedto support this unhealthy venture.

After four years of operation the American Film Institute finds itself in a
critical stage of development. Although the present widely-publicized crisis was
!Precipitated by many individual grievances (the Research/Education staff fir-ings and resignations last January), Its underlying causes are fundamental tothe inoure I If Ie Institute Itself. The complaints and arguments being heard
publicly over the past six months are the satire us those that have been voiced
privately within Art over the past four years.

AFFs situation has been aggravated. Of course, by a crucial lack of funds.
But it is obvious that this is not just the result of the national economic reces-
slim. After much experieuee with AFL I can only conclude that the Institute's
true problems lie at a wore fundamental level : the managementand that the
present difilculties are the culmination of mismanagement. They have acted
irresponsibly in attempting to run the AFI as it it were a profit-making corpo-
ration. gambling with funds which were givennot earnedto AFI out of the
generosity of the Ford Foundation, the taxpayers and others.

I cannot accept the notion that AFI's basic problems will be solved merely
by more funds. It is my viewshared by many othersthat the management
of the American Film Institute has not provided the dynamic, enlightened lead-
en.hip wide!' is netwsary to the tusk. The solution demands a reorganization
and reorientation of the Manugement of the Institute.

At the heart of the problems is the quality of the decisions mace at AFIpartly as at result of management trying to do all the thinking and rarelysoliciting the opinions of either qualified staff or interested and qualified out-
siders. There has IN4.41 an almost systematic ignoring, for example, of the critics,
educators, al rebtrists and scholars who were among the first to call for and sup-
prt the creation of an American Film Institute. None of them, almost without
exception. have ever been given a sustained voice in its affairs since its estab-
lishment. By failing to involve them in AFI's programs and activities, the man-agement has treated th true founders of the API as second-class citizensa
decision that has been y....wen not only unjust but foolish, since it has led inevi-
tably to the severe alienation of one of the most important segments of the broad
film emu:nullity at a timetodaywhen the AFI needs every friend it can get.

The preoccupation with "image" and the tendency to begin on too large a scale
also have had mose disastrous emisequeiwes. The now-defunct New York office
and Film Information System for example might be alive and thriving today
if API had continual with two or three people in a rented room and built up
slowly. rather than taking on a long-term contract for the whole floor of an office
building for $30.000 a year rent (which is still being paid) and persuading other
tenants to coarse into the space on the basis of API's commitmentwhich it is nowtrying to break.

And the AFI Theatre in Washington might have continued the success of itsfirst six months' trial run at the National Gallery of Art threatre (Jan.-June
'701. If it had stayed at the Gallery and continued its modest monthly program
for another year, instead of moving into its own quarters with a full-time oera-
tion before an audience was assuredand losing n projected $100.006 a year.

Even more importantly. little sustained thought has been given to the necessity
of planning long-range financial support for the Institute. No effective means at
suticitinu funds for the Institute as a whole wins still to have been found. The
AFI Director has spent a great deal of AFT money over the past three years on
private dinner parties which however have gained little or nothing for AFI in
terms of funds or other assistance. And since it is not his specific duty to raise
funds (in fnet. It is written into his contract that he hag no fundraising respon-
sililltyl, ho has seemed reluctant in the face of an impending deficit to actively

tunas from Psonrces other than those which originally funded AFL Bo the
Institute's financial fate seems to he entrusted to luck.
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All of these items relate to tin' AFI deeision-taking process, which has been
secretive, arbitrary and precipitous. Planning and policy meetings were rarely

held with staff and management mating together to attempt to delineate emb-
lems and work out solutions. Many "decision - waking" meetings were simply

allowed to disintegrate into rambling bull sessionsthe Diector s most ftequent
opening remark for such meetings was "We don't want to make any decisions:
we just want to air the emblems." Even this might have had some solid results
it the problems had been aired in any systemati way. but usually there was no
agenda or speciac objective in mind and little preparation was required on the

part of those attending. so the meetings tended to deteriorate into aimless,
wandering discussions and debates which came to no conclusions and eonfused
things even more. When decisions were made. most often in private consultations
among management officials. they were rarely written down, so that there was
no emirate record of what decisions had been taken, who took them why they
were taken, or bow they tit in with the overall Art goals. And with no record of
the decision, each person involved in the decision often took away a different
Impression of what the derision waswhat action had been decided upon. erueial
decisions were sometimes made which affected the programs of the Institute and
its personnel, when the people involved in those programs were not only not
consulted, but might not even receive an official communique later of the decision

which had been made.
Many people have likened the AFI to a monarchy. With his $75,000 annual

salary, unlimited expense accouut [rumored to be as high as an additional $75,000
per year). and mansion on the Hill. the AFT director has ruled autocratically
and shaped the API as he saw fit. He makes, as he says, "the Vinee Lombardi,
training-table-at-7-Weleek-decisions." The situation which exists in the American
Film Institute at the present moment is the direct result of his management
policies and decisions.

Let it be understood : this is not an attack on personalities, but on administra-
tive attitudes and abilities. t Inc major reason as to why decision - making at AFI
often tended to be based on snap judgments was that everyoneboth management
and stuffwas spread too thinly. Therefore, they felt they did not have the
time to spend making &drams in one area when so many other areas needed
their attention us well. This was symptomatic of the failure to set priorities and
define goals. Management seldom seemed to give much thought as to whether AFI
had either the staff or the facilities to take on extra tasks; they simply took them
on.

The AFI Director himself was too much involved in the day-to-day operation
of the Center for Advanced Film Studies. It is unfair to the rest of AFI's pro-
grams, as well as to the Center, to have a Director who is unable to devote his
fullest consideration to the separate needs involved. The Director of the Ameri-
can Film Institute should not also serve as the Director of the Center for Ad-
vanced Film Studies,

In fact, a whole new organization scheme should be devised so that total au-
thority for all AFT programs dec.; not rest with one Director. A professional staff
is needed; it is disturbing to note the number of talented young staff members
who have lett the AFI in disillusion over the past two years. This organization
must change if their efforts are not to go to waste.

I believe the API Board must act. I believe it is now time to consider a reorga-
nization of management so that it can cope with a fairly large organization
with such diverse operations. The Amerlacu Film Institute is floundering. and
present manneement has not shown itself capable of making the kinds of ju-
dicious, well-thought-out administrative decisions which are urgently needed to
give the API the direction It So desperately needs.

It was an immense achievement that an American Film Institute waa estab-
lished in the United States with the aid of public funds. If the AFI Board does
not take effective action. and soon, the situation may go by default. wasting in
the process much of the money and the energy that w, at into the last four years.
Should this happen, it will not be just a short-term setback to the film world
until a new team can he found. It may be many years before there is support for
such an experiment again.

LETTERS

(Neat;. The following letter was received in response to Kay Lo eland's AFI
article in the lest Issue. It has been abbreviated here for reasons of space.

This letter is being published here in full good faith, i.e. in the persuasion that
the writer is a seriously concerned, basically responsible person who presents
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these allegations in the sincere belief that they are the facts of the matter as rep-
resen(ed. ordinarily reliable FSR sources in Los Angeles confirm that much of
the factual information herein is verifiable and is us-reported.] )

Congratulations on your stand against the AFI. That must have taken a great
deal of courage.... ()lily now that pressure is being brought to bear has anything
is ea accomplished. \lost of the programs being ballyhooed in current AFI adver-
tising have been instituted only since the rumblings have been made public.

I personally aui only too well aware of the unsavory nature of this organiza-
tion. Nly husband and I designed and installed the projection equipment in
Greystone. The waste, graft and inefficiency which characterized the operation
are appalling. Kiekbacks were common among contractors. Personal items were
billed to the API. The facilities, equipment and prestige of the API were and are
being eoutinually used for private purposes.

I write here only of those incidents which involved our own transactions with
the API. We believed in the API. We were conned into donating our services ...
If I were to relate the waste, graft and boondoggling amongst other contractors
everything from stealing to influence peddlingI could till a small book.

The major stumbling block to real accomplishment at Greystone is the attitude
fostered by API Director George Stevens Jr. and several of his employees: if
you van squelch it. get away with it. perfectly all right. Honesty and honor
are for those squares down at the bottom of the hill . .. [the API] have com-
bined the worst evils of government bureaucracy with the insidiousness of studio
polities. The attitude of management [has lwen1 suing, arrogant, self-interested
and intent upon creating a Playground fur the Privileged supported by the tax-
payers, instead of an institution of academic excellence and integrity. . . .

I could nil pages with specific examines. and provide documentation, but much
has already boil brought to your attention. What seems to have escaped notice
is the unscrupulous use of AFI power and prestige to enforce personal vendettas.
and cover up irregularities. Anyone who questions the activities of certain API
employees soon finds himself subject to pressure designed to silence or crush any
opposition. . .

Our own problems with the API center around irregular activities and misrep-
resentatms made by -technical coordinator" Gary Essen . . Our company was
given this job [at Greystone) by Essert as a reward for our "cooperation" in his
rock promotion. the Kideldoseope. which folded with a bang in August, 1968.
(Essert also rewarded other Kaleidoscope ex-employees with jobs at AFI . . .
despite their lark of t rattling or experience, They learned by doing---at the AFI's
expense. The result : damage to equipment, repair bills and poor perform-
ance.) ... (When Essert was hired by George Stevens Jr. in the fall of 1968, hewas awaiting a hearing . . . on charges resulting from had checks and other
irregularities in [that) operation . . . In January of 19W, after numerous con-
tinuances. the case was resolved, and Esert was ordered to make restitution.)

During 1(511). Essert elicited my unwilling participation in numerous irregu-
larities of which the following are but an example :

In August 1(519. Essprt sold us old projection equipment (belonging to the
City of Beverly Hills) removed (rota Greystone and deposited the cheek to his
personal account in lox Angeles.

In September, 1969, Esser!' instructed me to bill repairs to his home hi-ft set
to the API. Ile said George Stevens Jr. had OK'd it. [This was not confirmed.]

lu october, 11519. Essert instructed Its to remove a 70min theatre projector
from Greystone and set it up at his home for 11 party. I questioned the wisdom
of this, and was again told George Stevens Jr. had OK'd it. [This was again not
confirmed.] At least 50 man hours were required to set up and strike Luismachine.

On several occasions Essert prevailed upon my husband to "bill thru our com-
pany" equipment which he wished to sell to the AFL including a very used
Alto' speaker system from the Kaleidoscope which was sold to the AFI at 80%of list.

Purchase orders for the Venter for Advanced Film Study were not printed.
numbered forms as in the 1Vashington office. but documents Xeroxed with Gen-eral Manager Jalues Itliximinies signature. The number uud Essert's signature
were supplied in ink. These -temporary" purchase orders were in use for close to
a year. On several occashms, Essen asked me for blank invoke forms with ourcompany letterhead. I refused to furnish them.

In December of 11515 [the writer and her husband had sold the API someequipment P:r which no tax was paid) as Esser( had claimed that the API was
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"a branch of the government, eroded by Congress and exempt from California
Sales Tax." When I diseovered this was false (fall of 1909i and hilted the API
for the tax which wan legally owed, Essert insisted that I list $20.00() worth of
equipment as an "installation fee". I refused. He . . . said I would "be sorry"
unless I signed a false return.

In December, 1909, and February, 1970, I telephoned the Accounting office at

Greystot e [to clarify the :natter] ... I was told that I would have to speak to
(AFI attorney] Toni Pollack .. . I asked Pollack to send me a list of all cheeks
made payable to our company. He said that AFI kept no accounts payable rec-
ords, and that it would be 'UW082,41111E, to determine bow much had been mid to
any one vendor! . . . (The techniques of accounting used at Greystone are com-
plicated. They need to be, to lose unnecessary expenditure in a morass of con-
fused paperwork.)

I finally demanded an interview with George Steveus Jr. and saw him in
March of 1970. He laughed when I told him of Essert's escapades, and excuses]

the entire situation : "That was 1909, and it's 1970 now. You'd be well advised to
forget the whole matter, as the API is a very powerful organization." [This ex-
change was witnessed. Ed.] We discussed the sales tax. and Stevens also tried
to claim that the $20,000 equipment sales was an "installation fee". The actual
installation fee, which paid for my husband and myself for one year, was

[The writer insisted nonetheless in presenting her claim. Finally there wns a
confrontation.] Essert had a violent temper tantrum and began screaming at
the top of his lungs in the lobby of Greystone. Ile threatened to "discredit you
so that no one will believe or hire you, stop you from ever working again, run
you out of town, keep you out of the motion picture industry, blackball you for-
ever .. ." and screamed that he had the power to do all this because he had the
support of Philip Chambe,lin at the Los Angeles County Museum of Art, and
because the AFI was behind him. . . .

I:shortly alter. unable to work at Greystone any longer. and with savings gone.
the writer tried to find a job] . . . It soon became apparent that it was going
to be impossible for mefor the first time in my lifeto earn a living. Before
marriage, I had earned my living as a post-production consultant and film editor,
working the how budget (clean) market, eommercials, etc. lieeau:-e of the theory
of relativity (no relatives) I didn't get in the unionbut I worked. Right now,
being outside the union is an advantage. Business is booming. The studio people

are having a hard time, but all the kids I trained are busy. But I cannot get
workdoing anything. Why? Several people finally levelled with methe AFI
had contracts out to most of the motion picture labs, sound studios, service
organizations, particularly the smaller ones, where I usually worked. People
just didn't want any trouble, the AFI could affect their lab credit, distrib deals,
etc I was being blackballed by the AFI

. . . So it looks at the moment as if Essert is getting his way. He recently
took credit, apparently with official blessing, in a national magazine article
[American Cinematographer. March '71] for my work at the AFI, and Cham-
berlin has told prospective employers. contrai7 to the facts, that I did not install
the equipment in the Los Angeles County Museum (that is another story of deceit,
graft and ?vrruption) . .

I am hardly the only victim of this sort of blackballing. Somo of the former
employees [of the AFI] who have spoken out against these men are having a
pretty rough go also. That is a bit more understandable, hut still totally
unethical. ..

Running afoul of the AFI may be accomplished by differing in philosophical
viewpoint from the Management of the AFI, or disagreeing with one of its em-
ployees. or expressing a negative opinion of an AFI film. The number of ways to
'get on the list' grows as the list grows. And the atmosphere of fear and intimida-
tion grows with every new person 'on the list'. . . . I have no funds for ea law-
suit, no means of support, and no family. No one wants to get involved in this
matter, and I don't blame them. What I really need is a powerful champion. but
I do not know industry politics well enough to even begin to know where to look,
If you have a suggestion, let me know, please.

Pwrazas Evexs,
Hollywood.

AN OPEN LETTER TO THE BOARD 07 TRUSTEES ov THE AUERICAN FILM INSTITVIE

("At its annual meeting in Montreal, members of the Society for Cinema
Studies, after a long debate, voted to have its Executive Council draft this open
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letter and submit it to the membership for a mail vote. The Society's membersvoted to send and to publicize the open letter by an overwhelming ratio of7 to 1"..)
The Society for Cinema Studies strongly supports the continuation andstrengthening of the American Film Institute. Its work of preserving, catalogu-ing and exhibiting our film heritage is of utmost value. At the same time wedeeply regret a reactioo to financial stress that has caused elimination of theresearch and continuing dismantling of the education departments. Our primaryconcern being the building of an enlightened and discriminating audience, theactivities of research and education are to us ut least equally important as anyother functions of an American Film Institute. We urge that they be restored toa parity in terms of budget and staff.
Conceiving ourselves as constituents of what should be thought of as a nationalpublic! undertaking (us individuals we are being solicited to become weathersof the API ). we 't-_k that the Board of Trustees be responsible to the total filmcommunity, including; the scholarly, critical and educational segments. We askthat the management of the American Film Institute be held accountable to theBoard for all executive actions which do in fact relate to the policies and pri-orities of the Institute's program.
Specifically we ask that the Board of Trustees:
t 11 Review the policies and 'Morales of the American Film Institute and makea clear public re-statement regarding them which all can understand and referto and to which management can be held accountable.
(2) Consider the capabilities of the present management to implement thesegoals: remove. realign and add executive personnel it necessary to insure thatthe full work of an American Film Institute progresses according to stated ob-jectives and appropriate calendar.
(31 Publish annually a financial accounting of the American Film Institute'sincome and expenditures that all concerned can judge how the total resourcesare being allocated.
(4) Make certain that the scholarly, critical and educational film communityis adequately represented on the Board of Trustees. and provide some mech-anism by which the members of that community can help choose who will repre-sent them.
These requests are made respectfully and for what we sincerely believe to bethe best interests not only of the American Film Institute but of the whole cul-tural and educational life of this nation.

ROGER L. STEVENS.
Chairman. Board of Trustees.
American Film Institute.

DEAR Mu. $TEvExs: The Board of Directors of the Film Library InformationCouncil wish to express their concern that the American Film Institute in itsnearly four years of existence has failed to provide much-needed leadership andsupportive role within the film community. We feel the recent preemptory firingof staff and cutbacks of educational p- ograms are but symptoms of uncertain and
holecisive leadership within the AFI. We are sympathetic with the fact that anynew organization is inevitably beset with growing pains. But we also wish topoint out that by prevailing standards within the education and film fields thefunds granted to the AFT have been imusuallY generous. We feel that in view ofthis the American Film Institute has made a relatively insignificant mark withinthe film field as well as within the wider commouiiy affected by films. We urgethe Directors of the American Film Institute to reevaluate the goals. purposes.and means of the AFI so that it may become an effective force in American life.

MM. PATRICIA BLACK.
Chairman of the Board.

Film Library Information Council.

[From the summer 1971 issue of Film Comment]

SHOWDOWN AT THE GaEYSTONE CORRAL: AN EDITORIAL

The American Film Institute is in trouble, double trouble. One problem is that
It has only enough money to finance the programs it really wants. The other prob-
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lent is that most members of the Mtn communityfilm teachers on all levels, film
scholars and critics, filmmakers, thin curators and librarianswant the API to
finance different programs.

Budget crises are retailer to cultural institutions, especially during a recession;
so this should be nothing new to AFI. What is of concern is that there might be
more money available to the API today if it had spent its money not only with
more wisdom In its priorities but also with more efficiency.

Although from the beginning the claims of API publicity have made some
members of the film community wary of its goals, ill-feeling peaked when the
news spread last January of the API's inept attempt to cut costs by eliminating
its research department. In the resulting uproar, its education department was
emasculated. The API's announced purpose is to "stimulate and encourage
progress in the film arts" by being "a catalyst and a point of focus for coordi-
nation fur the many institutions and individuals who are anxious to share [this]
purpose." Clearly this purpose is not being served by the API if it has no research
stall and a tiny education department.

The Institute wade its financial statements for 1908. 1969 and 1970 available to
FILM COMMENT. income for those three years was wore than $5 million. In
that same period, administration and staff salaries were $1,522,533: and grants
and projects were $1,316,927. In other words, the AFI paid $250,000 more to its
own own staff than it gave to the Library of Congress for film preservation.
model study sites for film education projects, the Community Film 1Vorkshop
.'..7ouncil, independent filmmaker grants, student filmmaker grants, scholarships
and fellowships, internships, support to periodicals, and feature script develop-
ment combined. More than $639,600 was spent on structural improvements. furni-
ture and fixtures, and motion picture and sound equipment at Ureystone the
Advanced Study Center in Beverly Hillsand that's just for the building. Here
are a few ether figures : consultants and their travel. $134,534: rent. $138.009:
and a "benefit" for the APIwhich lost $3,813. The balance, a little more than $1.2
&Ilion, went for "program support" with only two out of the 40 other items
totalling more than $100,000 each.

Some of these expenditures are justified, such as salaries for film archivists and
cataloguers and education department staff. But the director's salary, though a
secret, is reputed to be $75.000 a year. And there is no justification for the excesses
indulged in at Greystone, for the incredithle disparity between the funds granted
and the costs of dispensing those grant., for the feeble funding of such crucial
programs as film preservation, and for the present hypocritical plea of lack of
funds. The money was there. once. The needs were there and the money was
grossly misspent. If the API pleads now for patience and understanding, it is too
late. Our patience has run out.

Deep down inside the American Film Institute there is something good. It was
founded because it was needed: and the National Foundation for the Arts, using
tax dollars, was willing to start it. If the AFI dies, there may never he another
chance in this country to have a film institute financed with public money. If
the AFI dies. the potential to develop film as an art form in this country will
suffer, the chance to preserve our film heritage will become even more slender,
and the leadership the film community still desperately needs will not emerge.
The AFI is there and needs reform.

Here are a few specific ideas, framed after I talked with dozens of film people
around the country, including AFI administration, staff, and former staff
members :

(1) Film Education, one of the principal needs of this country, is getting short
shrift at the API. Film educatorscritics, scholars and teachersare not ade-
quately represented on the API Board of Trustees. The educators should elect
their own full-voting representatives to the AFI Board.

(2) The Trustees should evaluate the Institute's policies and priorities, partic-
ularly with respect to its accomplishments as "a catalyst and point of focus and
coordination" : and they should establish and make public a new set of priorities
with clearly defined goals and realistic budgets, and with waste, overhead, ad-
ministrative costs. salaries and frills cut to the core,

(3) The Trustees should evaluate the past performance and present attitude
of the Institute's administrationits management techniques. its relationship to
the film community, and its commitment to the goals of the API. Present admin-
istration should he replaced and the internal structure of the AFI changed, if
necessary. to insure the free flow of reeomendations between the AFI adminis-
tration. the AFI staff and the film community.
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The AFI Trustees, administration, staff, and all others associated with it are
urged to do all they can do to make and then keep the American Film Institute
responsive to the people it was created to serve. Such a change in attitude is less
painful if those at the top are leading the way.

AUSTIN LAMONT,
Managing Editor.

(From Variety. Nov. 20, 19741

FIGHT AM. FILM INSTITUTE

25 FILM OROS OUJKVT TO A FEDERAL sl'asiDY sEPARATE FROM ENDOWMENT CONTROL
AND PRIORITIES

The "Committee for u Representative American Film and TV Institute," orga-
nized three weeks ago at N YU's Loeb Student ('enter) by reps of 2 films organi-
zations headquartered in N.Y.C. to protest congressional hearings on a House
resolution l lilt 17(11 that would give a guaranteed permanent Federal subsidy
of $2.500.000 to the American Film Institute, held its second organizational meet-ing Mon. night t 1st.

Reaffirming their protest at the continuing "lack of responsiveness" of the
current AFI management to their constituencies, which include "hundreds" of
film educators, film librarians and Indic video and film makers, as well as "hun-
dreds of thousands" of film viewers in the colleges and schools for whose needs
the A121 is "irrelevantit might just as well not exist." The Committee delib-
erated on two draft paws itemizing grievances against the AFI and at the
end of the session adopted a statement, (presented by meeting chairman Ted
Perry of the department of cinema studies at NV') to send the press and other
films ortzs throughout the country.

Unanimously critical of the A Mt "misplaced priorities" and its "failure to set
national priorities in accordance with national needs," the statement says in
part :

"No doubt many of us expected too much from the American Film Institute.
Some of thtsse expectations were born out of our own needs and some were
created by pnimises uttered by the AFL Our disappointment has been fed both
by the AFI' consistent failure to live up to these promises, and even more by
its failure to create, build upon, consult and serve a broadly-bused, national
constituency.

"There is a strong opinion throughout the film community in this country that
it would be a misuse of piddle funds for Congress to appropriate and place large
sums directly into the hands of the present American Film Institute.

"We share that opinion. It would be a mistake, at this time and under present
conditions, for Congress to vest public funds directly in this institution until it
has demonstrated an ability and a willingness to work cooperatively with the
larger 51111 community and to be responsive to its needs.

"Until that day is here, the proper stewardship of public funds requires that
any money given to the AFT continue to he channeled through the National
Endowment for the Arts, which has shown that it cull act imaginatively and
reiifronsibly in this area."

BEG CONGRESS NOT TO OBLIGE, FILM INSTITUTE "SELF-SERVING": SAY "NEVER
FULFILLED PLEDGER"

The Committee for a Representative American Film and TV Institute sent a
r00-world telegram to Congress last night (Tues.) strongly protesting a house
hill that would Provide a guaranteed permanent subsidy of $2,500,000 to the
American Film Institute.

"in its seven years of existence, the American Film Institute has shown a
consistent lack of responsiveness to the needs of film educators on all levels ...
there is a strong indicator of mismanagement in its failure to set and support
the priorities that a national film institute is supposed to have," the telegram
reads in part.

The committee, organized last month, is an umbrella group comprising 25 film
organizations in New York City. It held its third organizational meeting Mon.
(25) at New York University's Leob Student Center.
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At the meeting, a lengthy discussion was conducted covering a point by point
analysis of a draft resolution that was to be sent to Congress next week. Dis-

cussion was halted when committee members learned that the House funding
bill (HR 17021) was to be voted out of the House Select Subcommittee on Edu-

cation yesterday (Tues.). Group had previously been informed that a Committee
vote was not expected until later this year.

The lengthy telegram, signed by 20 committee members, essentially covers
the same points reported in a story in last week's Variety (Nov. 20). It was
wired to Rep. John Brademas ( D-Ind. ). chairman of the House sub-committee

and to Sen. Claiborne Pell (D-R.I. ), chairman of the Senate Special Sub-Com-
mittee on Arts and Humanities.

The committee viewed the suddenness of the House vote as "another AFI

dirty trick," allegedly designed to push the legislation through Congress as fast

as possible.
The committee also charged that AFI director George Stevens Jr., exerted

pressure on NYU to have the group's future meetings held off University grounds.
"The pressure worked," said one committee member, "!*?cause all meetings from
now on will not be held at NYU."

Some of the signatories of the committee telegram are : John Culkin, director
of the Center For Understanding Media ; Austin Lamont, member of the board of
Directors of the Film Society of Lincoln Center ; Ted Perry, chairman of NYU's
department of cinema studies ; Stefan Sherif, chairman of the Columbia U. de-

partment of film studies ; Amos Vogel, director of the University of Pennsylvania's
Annenberg cinematheque; and Donald Staples, president of the University Film
Assn. and president of the Society of Cinema Studies.

AFI GRANT BILL PROTESTED

N.Y.-BASED FILM-TV GROUP CHARGES MISMANAGEMENT IN SHARP TELEGRAM TO
CONGRESS

NEW Tom, Nov. 26The Committee for a Representative American Film & TV

Institute sent a 500-word telegram to Congress tonight strongly protesting a
House bill that would provide a guaranteed permanent subsidy of $2,500,000 to
the American Film Institute.

"In its seven years of existence, the American Film Institute has shown a
consistent lack of responsiveness to the needs of film educators on all levels . . .

There is a strong indicator of mismanagement in its failure to set and support the
priorities that a national film institute is supposed to have," the telegram reads
in part.

The Committee, organized last month, is an umbrella group composed of 25
film organizations in New York City. It held its third organizational meeting
Monday at New York University's Loeb Student Center.

At that meeting, a lengthy discussion was conducted covering a point-by-point
analysis of a draft resolution that was to be sent to Congress next week. Discus-
sion was halted when committee members learned that the House funding bill
(HR 17021) was to be voted out of the House Select Subcommittee on Education
today. Group had previously been informed that a Committee vote was not
expected until later this year.

The lengthy telegram, signed by 20 committee members, essentially covers
the same points reported Nov. 20.

It was wired to Rep. John Brademas (D-Tnd.), chairman of the House Sub-
ecommittee, and to Sen. cutinorne Pell (D-R.I.), chairman of the Senate Special
Subcommittee on Arts & Humanities.

The committee viewed the suddenness of the House vote as "another AFI
dirty trick," allegedly designed to push the legislation through Congress as fast
as possible.

The committee also charged that AFI director George Stevens Jr. exerted pres-
sure on NYU to have the group's future meetings held off University grounds.
"The pressure worked," said one committee member, "because all meetings from
now on will not be held at NYU."

Some of the signatories of the committee telegram are : John Culkin. director
of the Center for Understanding Media ; Austin Lamont, member of the board
of directors of the Film Society of Lincoln ('enter; Ted Perry. chairman of
NYU's department of cinema studies : Stefan Sherif, chairman of the Columbia
U. department of film studies; ADIOS Vogel, director of the University of Pennsyl-
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vanla's Annenberg ('inematheque, and Donald Staples. president of the Univer-
sity Film Association and president of the Society of Cinema Studies.

Rum TO ''FFDFszAraXE" FILM INSTITUTE

CAN PROXMIRE DO A HORATIO/

(By Paul Harris)
Legislation that would give the American Film Institute independent status

with two-thirds of its budget from the Federal till has begun to move rapidly
through Congress, and chances for passage in both houses before year-end were
termed "excellent" by House and Senate insiders Tues. (3).

The bill, which suddenly surfaced on the horizon in early October, originally
had not been expected to be given full congressional blessing until next session.The House Select Subcommittee on Education held two days of hearings two
months ago, and last week reported out the measure that would divorce the In-
stitute from the National Endowment for the Arts, and reshape its board ofdirectors. It has also been cleared by the full committee, and a floor vote isexpected late next week.

Meanwhile, Sen. Claiborne Pell (D-R.I.), education subcommittee chairman,is readying plans to ramrod the measure through his panel, immediately fol-
lowing House passage. lie is expected to call hearings at the first opportunity,
and asked floor action before the end of this term, a staffer said.

"The Senator just decided that the time was right to move this bill," said theaide, noting that the subcommittee chairman saw little reason in postponing thereshaping of the Institute's destiny. P311 called a closed door huddle in his Senateoffice last week among the measure's proponents, including AFI director GeorgeStevens Jr.. Endowment chairman Nancy Hanks, House Select Education Sub-committee chairman John Brademas (D-Ind.) and Rogers Stevens, chairman ofthe Kennedy Center For The Performing Arts and members of the Institute'sboard of trustees. The group reportedly discussed Hanks' concern for givingAll a new niche as well as the merits of the legislation which is endorsed bythe Institute.
Flatfooted foes

While the legislation's sudden propulsion is being hailed by its proponents,
their hush-hush maneuvering has caught detractors of the Institute more thana Title fiat footed, -I think this is an outrage," stormed indie filmmaker EdLynch, whose Assn. of Independent Video and Filmmakers Inc. has launched aletter writing campaign and other efforts to present the views of others in thefilm community.

Lynch. whose supporters include colleagues Ed Emsehwiller and Stan Brackage,
are disillusioned with what they consider to he misguided priorities of director
George Stevens Jr. and don't want Stevens to become further entrenched as aFederal entity.

Both measures would establish the American Film Institute as a private. non-
profit corporation, and would reconstruct its present board of trustees to consist
of seven ex-officio members of the executive branch, four members of Congress,
and 12 private citizens from the film and TV community appointed by the existing
institute board. The legislation would also authorize the institute to continue
expansion of its activities at the board's discretion.
Ticket to happitte:a?

Institute itself, meanwhile, is keeping a low profile on the legislation which,
while it has the potential for easing some of its current financial burdens, is not
necessarily a ticket to happiness. The bills provide for two thirds of its budgetfrom Federal largesse, but puts no ceilingor cellaron its annual Federal
take. not an enviable position in an age when Congress in becoming increasingly
tightfisted. Although the lawmakers may he willing to create another mouth to
feed, a growing number of pessimists fear the worst will happen when AFI comes
begging for $2,000,000 to promote the development of film.

One who finds that concept unpalatable--and who insists he'll fight the
measureis Sen. William Proxmire (1)- Wis.).

The feisty Nts-nator. while he has no gripe with the Institutes' day-to-day
operations. is adament against An being put under the thumb of the Federal
government. He points to the "State of Seige" affair several years ago where
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Stevens pulled the pie at the 11th hour before it was to inaugurate AFI's new
Kennedy Center complex, because the theme of Latin American anarchy was
deemed unsuitable for affair's prestigious tirstnight audience.

"If AFL is afraid to show that film just because it moves into the Kennedy
Center, imagine what it will do when it has to answer directly to Congress,"
quipped one Proxmire aide.

lie said Proxmire is also unhappy with the new financial burden it gives Con-
gress, including sustaining George Stevens' r ported six figure annual income
while Proxmire earns only $42,500. A Proxmire maneuver is likely to include a
hold on the bill when it reaches the Senate flour, which means it will have to go
through a roll-call vote and can be delayed while the Senator persuades his
colleagues.

Meanwhile, the bill's other opponents are trying to discretely introduce an-
other suggestion around Capitol Hill: That the lawmakers request an audit of
the Institute to see just how its money is being spent.

INSTITUTE PARES SIX or 13 AT WORK ON 1961-1970 FILII CATALOG

`STOP THAT CONGRESSIONAL EXPRESS!' CRY OF rum FOES OF INSTITUTE

Six persons of a staff of 13 engaged in preparing the 1961-1970 Catalog of the
American Film Institute were fired Wednesday (25) to take effect on Friday
(29). They were to receive from one-and-a-half to two-and-a-half weeks salary
in Reverence, depending upon seniority. The Catalog staff worked in quarters
at the Library of Congress separate from Institute headquarters at the John
F. Kennedy Cetti.er.

Those dismissed, and this became an immediate eyebrow-raiser were the three
staff film historians, Burt Shapiro, Hike Clark and Richard Renshaw, whose
services will now be unavailable during the all-important proof-reading phase
as the Catalog takes shape. One earlier Institute Catalog covering 1921-1931
was issued in 1970. Nothing has appeared in the intervening period.

Other three dismissals were handed to Jeff Davidson and Esther Siegel with
rank as catalogers, and Frances Jones, with rank as senior editor, and with six
years tenure, believed the veteran of the staff.

The word given to the ousted six came from the catalog's managing editor
Richard Krafsur. It was attributed to "funding cutbacks" and was thought
linked to the present campaign of the American Film Institute itself to secure
separate status as a government agency, in replacement of the earlier depend-
ency upon the National Endowment for the Arts.

Following the dismissals and a story in the Washington Post quoting the
film historian's complaints against the lack of notice, the curt firings and the
questionable capacity of librarian-trained personnel to carry on without film
historian support, the assistant director of the Institute, Richard Carlton,
commented "They have achieved a Herculean task, but they have completed their
work," The reaction at Catalog headquarters was one of puzzlement at the high
compliment and at the news that the work was finished. The historians inter-
preted the work as about. to enter its more vulnerahle-to-error phase.

The Catalog is believed to have cost about $750.000 so far. Not clear whether
that estimate wnu!4 or would not be inclusive of the recent added $60,000 grant
from the Humanities.

As part of its drive to stave off what they consider "an apparent effort to
railroad legislation through," the Committee for a Representative American
Film Institute sent of telegrams to every momber ,.9 the hettse Toes! (5' asking
for a delay in the pending house vote on a bill (HR-17021) that would give a
guaranteed permanent annual subsidy of $2,500,000 to the American Film
Institute.

Reacting to rumors that the legislation would be pushed through the Senate
immediately after the House vote, similar telegrams were also sent by the N.Y.
group to every Senator as well.

Protesting what they called the "precipitous" house vote on the AFL com-
mittee telegrams asked for delay until there is opportunity for "adequate
hearings" including "representatives of the national film community." AFT
management has long been criticized by N.Y. committee members for being an
excessively "elitist" and "exclusive" organization, unrepresentative of the film
community across the country 9.9 a whole.
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"Railroad" speed
Reason for the AFI "railmad" turtle. ..onnnittee members feel. is that the

status that the AFI has had for the past seven years as a grantee under the
National Endowment for the Arts is due to change at the end of the year. At
that time, NEA (tinders. under new prducers. would take a sharper look at
AFI priorities than at any time in the past. Unless the lobby can manage to
(oust: through current legislation by the end fI. time year. N.V. e(Onmittee feels
AFI chances of continuing its present "unrepresentative" priorities will be greatly
reduced. Thus the pressure by AFL backers to get the speedy Congressional action

COUILUittee Mel/Aber:4 protest.

[From National Film Day, Dec. 9. 1974]

&II:OFFICETILE PULSE OF TUE MOTION Ib/UTURE INDUSTRY

FOR TODAY AND FOREVER

It was most gratifying. in the fall of 1173etober 23, to be exactto have
been able to report that the first observance of National Film Day. sponsored
by the American Film Institute, was an outstanding Success. That included the
public response through its patronage of the film programs presented by the
participating producers and distributors along with the theatre managements
through oit the industry. Merely to say that the first National Filtu Day was u
-success" would be putting it mildly, for the participatma ata this event by more
I111111-1.114)0 thes.ces represented more than one-third of these significant points of
public ',induct across the halted States.

The success of the occasion last year served as a good base on which to
build. come Feb. 4. 1975. when the second National Film Day will be heightened
by a areater pi:111(.4)0ton of theatres than last year. coupled with the substan-
tially st ronger film product that will be available for these showings. Add to this
the improved appetite for tine films developed in the past year and that's anotherplus of vorthiness.

National Ass'n of Theatre Owners, comprising their regional units, as well
as indeliendent theatre owners, have pledged to denote one-half of their day's
boxottice receipts on Feb. 4, 1975. to the American Film Institute. And the film
companies, whose product will be shown on that occasion. will contribute 50
percent of their film rental for the day. This will be supportive of the progressive
program fur the industry's continuing advancement, such as has been derived
from A Fl projects that have served to develop an increasing public interest in
films and going to see them.

As was the case last year, National Film Day will receive wide support from
within the industry and through the various media that have freely given of their
cooperation in public relations activities on the part of the industry. Celebration
of National Film Day should open wide the cooperative efforts from municipal,
state and federal constituencies giving widespread endorsement to this con-St ructive endeavor.

The celebration also provides the industry with a means for extensive In:bile
relations efforts from all forms of print media. us well as radio and television He-
ins. Schools, colleges and other institutions of learning afford assurance of their
participation in the National Film Day in meaningful ways, from which all
al:..:ie-go4rs, as well as the industry, can benefit.

Last year, when the first National Film Day was announced by George Stevens,
Jr.. AFL director, he stated. "We've been working on this plan for almost three
years. our goal has been to find a way in which the motion picture companies
and theatre owners could work together, not only to provide the API with a
substantial source of revenue for its programs, but to couple that objective with
a celebration of the tradition of moviegoing in which the general public can
participate."

That was, indeed, achieved in October of 1073. And it looks to, again, be accom-
plished on February 4, 197. There are many indications pointing to an out-
standing success of this event for the second time. For one thing, the initial
success in 11173 has given added vim and vigor to be put into the effort next
February. Highly important, is the fact that the film product, now available and
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upcoming, represents a tremendous improvement over what the industry has had
to offer in many a year. The inspiration that this alone gives is top-calibre. And
that includes what is now developing for the full 1975 year.

Still another plus may be expected to mine out of the second National Film
Daythe continuing observance f0. this event for years to come. as the result
of the industry's baring "discovered" this vital force in sustaining its patronage
during the lung - laggard pre-Spring and late Fall months.

BEN SHISEN.

(From the Daily Variety. Dec. 10. 1974)

LETTER To TIIE EDITOR
Editor, Daily Variety :

After reading your article (4) on the American Film Inst.ute funds bid. I
would like to clarify my position. I'm not disillusioned by t. priorities of
(George) Stever:: Jr. I'm under few illusions.

I believe it important that the independent filmmaker:. have a oice on the
AFI board of trustees in the future whatever Congress does or doesn't do. I
would like to see legislation insure that that would be the case if the API gets
separate government funding. Ed Lynch has t more extreme position than I.

En EMSCHwILLER.

(ED myrz.Lynch heads Association of Independent Video & Filmmakers Inc.,
which has launched a letter-writing campaign and other efforts to present views
of others in the film community on legislation before Congress, story reported. It
said that Emschwiller was aligned with Lynch.)

[From the Daily Variety, Hollywood, Cent.]

API TRUST= FIELDING, CITING PERSoNNIEL TURNOVER, DEMANDS FULL
Boaan MEET, AMOUNTING

(By A. D. Murphy)

Raymond Fielding, noted educator who is a trustee of the American Film In-
stitute, last week sent a scorching letter to AFI chairman Charlton Heaton and a
large distribution list. Fielding cites a large turnover of key personnel in recent
years, climaxed by Frank Daniel's controversial departure as dean of AFI's
Center for Advanced Film Studies, for his observation that AFI's credibility is
"now about zero." He wants a full board meeting within two months, with a
full accounting by API director George Stevens Jr. and the board's executive
committee.

Based at Temple University, where he is a professor in the department of film-
tv-radio of Temple's school of communications and theatre, Fielding lists the
exit of 10 major AFI departmental and exec personnel in the last few years.
He opines that " a turnover of this many first-rate people in so short a time
is considerra (in academic and civil-service administration) a prima facie cue
of either a faulty operational philosophy or incompetent management."

TURNOVER SPOTLIGHTED

Fielding's letter spotlights a personnel turnover at AFI's Washington h.q.,
most recently the exit of Sall Ann Kriegsman, who had been in charge of the
API Report. newsletter, catalogs and public information.

Others of nine D.C. departures included chief archivist Sam Kula, archivist
Dave Shepard, education department beads Ron Sutton, Joe Dispenza and Dave
Thaxton, former assistant director Richard Kline, financial exec Roger Heller,
and Robert Geller. Some date back three years, but are included by Fielding
within his recap of the turnover rate.

Meanwhile. Heston has scheduled individual interviews this afternoon with
CAPS fellows, most of whom have risen up in protest to Daniel's departure. The
fellows would prefer a group session with Heston, and enough are reportedly
planning to show up en masse to demonstrate their continued solidarity in the

44.7l -75 - 17 2
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matter. Heston agreed to the meetings in a weekend discussion with trustee
William Frieditin.

Late yesterday, API-West director Martin Mantilla, "not involved" in the flap,
met with the CAFS advisory committee, but he said the agenda related to CAPS
internal curriculum affairs and not the Daniel situation. The advisory committee
includes Gordon Stulberg, Robert Wise, George Seaton, Warren Beatty, Meta
Rosenberg, Maurice Jerre, Chuck Fries and Franklin Schaffner.

EASTERN TRUSTEE MEET

In N.Y., trustee Eleanor Perry is among those who are trying to round up
eastern trustees to appear at API's exec committee meeting Thursday at 5 p.m.
in the (dices of CBS/Broadcast group chief John Schneider, an exec committee
member. Inmiel is expected to be invited to address trustees who show up at that
session, his transportation furnished by AFI.

Friedkin, who became active in the Daniel mattter last week, is continuing
to press for I )aniel's access to all board members in weeting.a here and in N.Y..
so that at some later board meeting, all the trustees will have both sides of the
matter in hand. Heston, however willing to hear out the CAPS fellows some more
and also to take Daniel east this week, still talks in terms of trustees under-
standing the exec committee's decision, not in terms of a future reconciliation
and reinstatement.

Intimations that he might resign if the Daniel matter is reopened (in other
words, an indication of no confidence) are dismissed by insiders as a passing
emotional reaction.

Fielding's letter to Heston, dated Aug. 11, was also sent to Stevens and to all
AFI trustees. The complete text follows:

"I recall that at the time that I joined the board of trustees of the AFI, the
organization's reputation and credibilityat least in academic, foundation, and
governmental circleswas pretty low. With the recent resignations of Frank
Daniel on the west coast and Sa li Ann Kriegsman on the east, I would guess
that it is now about zero.

"Within the last two-three years, the turnover of first-rate people on the In-
stitute's staff has been absurdly high. Those that I know of include Dave Shepard.
Sam Kula. Rob Geller, Ron Sutton, Dave Thaxton, Richard Kline, Roger Heller,
Joe Dispenza, Frank Daniel, and Sali Ann Kriegsman, I have worked closely,
over the years. with Shepard. Kula, Thaxton. Daniel and Kriegsman, and am
familiar with the work of Sutton and Geller, and I have the highest regard for
all their talents and energy, as does everyone in our field. (I am not as familiar
with the work of Kline, Dispenza and Heller, and so cannot comment upon their
departures.)

"I don't know how such things are rationalized in private industry, but I can
say from experience that in academic and civil service administration, a turn-
over of this many first-rate people in so short a time is considered a prima fade
case of either a faulty operational philosophy or incompetent management.

"I am also disturbed that we have not had a meeting of the full board of
trusteeb since January. So far as I hitre ben able to determine, no date has yet
been set for a fall meeting.

"As a trustee. I want to be as helpful and constructive as possible, and not to
cause any more waves than necessary during this difficult period in the history
of the Institute. I appreciate the fact that under ordinary circumstances, the
proper role for a trustee is to provide support and encouragement to the adminis-
trators of the organization, and to avoid unnecessary meddling in their work.

"However, I must confess that I am beginning to worry about my own reputa-
tion and credibility in this matter. Increasingly. I am being asked by people in
the academic world. the foundations, and the Washington community to explain
what in God's name is going on within the AFI. and I find that I have no answers
to give themnot even constructively dishonest ones.

"I would like to urge that a meeting of the board of trustees be scheduled in
late September or October, at which the director and the executive committee
members can review these matters for us and explain their meaning and signifi-
cance. The people who serve on the board have given a great deal in the way of
time, energy, and (in many cases) financial support, and are entitled to know
what has gone wrongor right, as the case way be, Cordially, Ray nond
Fielding."



APPENDIX III

Statements Against the Establishment of an Independent American
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December 11,1974

Dear Senator:

I am opposed to Bill Hit17021 now pending before Congress which would create
a "new" American Film Institute.

I feel the AFI has failed to carry out its responsibilities to the much larger
segments of the film community which is not associates with Hollywood.
Poor management and poor budgeting will not change simpl y because the
Art changes its name.

If the AFI 1 s to receive large amo)ints of money there should be a better
system of diffusion. The new fail should be amended or another bill
inteoduced which would insure that new segments of the national
film community be represented--both regionally and occupationally.

If the new Art represents the national community and if it Is open to
criticism and change, then I feel the AFI can be both an inspiring and
supportive factor for people in this a) untry who are working with film.

Sincerely,
e

Kelly Allan
808 Catherine st. *1
Ann Arbor, Mich. 48104

4:5
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The Fibs Society of Limo la Comm lac. 1165 Broadway. New York. N.Y. 10023 Mow: 765-5100Cable: 1.16ccucis

DecerrOer 2. 19/4

Honorable ClaiviornePell
Russell Senate Office Bulllin)
Washii9ton, D.C. '050

Dear Senator Pell:

Ehclueed is a copy of a self-explanatory letter dated

November 13 to the Honorable John Braemaa, Chairman of the

House Selec: SOicrmmittee or. Education. Because the matter

discussed in the letter is of such importance. we trust
it will receive your attertioh and interert.

Thank you very Hoch.

MES/v1
enc.

Sincerely,

gagitScifaL
Martin E. Seial
President

G38
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The Funk Society of Lincoln Center, Inc. 1365 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10023Pb...: 765-5100 Cable: Lincesnets

November 25, 1974

Honorable John Ilrademas
Chairman
Select Subcommittee on Education
Rouse of Representatives Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Congressman Brademast

We have been following with great interest the public discussion of the
proposed bill to make the American Film Institute a new, independent,
non-profit corporation which would receive two-thirds of its funding
directly from the Federal government. Although we do not have sufficient
kno.ledge of how the AF/ now functions end what its problems are, we do
have some questions about this proposal.

First, we question the precedent that would be established by setting up
a separate agency, funded directly by Congress, to represent any one art
form.

We also question the advisability of a commitment by the government co
continuing financial support of an organization which was originally

expected to rely oa private contributions for at least half of its funding,
raising the issue of whether government funds should be specifically allocated
to supplant private support for one particular organization and, if so, what
precedents are thereby established. Of even more concern to us, as a leading
non-profit organization devoted to the art of film, is the possibility that
such an independent organization would be empowered to make grants to other
institutions. If the AFI were to become an independent grant-making organi-
zation, it would inevitably face conflicts of interest in assigning funds
between its own needs and those of other institutions, no matter how deserving.

269
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We therefore urge that all Federal grants for film continua to be
channeled through the National Eadomments for the Arts and the
Humanities, depending upon their judgment as objective, disinterested

organizations: judgment that, in our opinion, they have exercised
most admirably and conscientiously in the past.

Sincerely,

6-..s142,1
Martin E. Segal
President

MES:bs

4hT TS IR

6
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THIS MAILGRAM IS A CONFIRMATIOS COPY OF THE FOLLOWING MESSAGE:

2126776843 TOMT NEW YORK NY 500 11-25 III5P EST
ZIP
CONGRESSMAN JOHN 3RADEMAS
WASHINGTON DC 20515

with copies to Congressman Peter Paper, Senators Claiborne Pell, Jacob Java',
Hobert Taft, Jr. Members of the House Subcommittee on Education and the Senate
Subcommittee on Prts and Humanities.

DURING DISCUSSION AND VOTING REGARDING THE AMERICAN FILM INSTITUTE,
SUCH AS HR 17021, PLEASE READ INTO THE RECORD OF THE APPROPRIATE
SUB COMMITTEES THE FOLLOW/NO STATEMENT:
REGARDING THE PROPOSED HR 17021 WE THE UNDERSIGNED FEEL THAT IT
WOULD BE A MISTAKE AT THIS TIME AND WITHOUT FURTHER INVESTIGATION
AND PUBLIC DISCUSSION FOR CONGRESS TO APPROPRIATE PUBLIC FUNDS
DIRECTLY FOR THE AMER/CAN FILM INSTITUTE. IN ITS 7 YEARS OF EXISTENCE
THE A:IS:RICAN FILI INSTITUTE HAS SHOWN A LACK OF RESPONSIVENESS
TO THE NEEDS OF FILM EDUCATORS AT ALL LEVELS, INDEPENDENT FILM
AND VIDEO AkTISTS, LIBRARIANS, ARCHIVISTS, CRITICS, INDEPENDENT
FILM EXHIBITORS, SCHOOL AND COLLEGE FILM P7:OGRAMERS AND FILM SOCIETIES,
AND THE AUDIENCES WHICH THEY SERVE. THE AFI HAS EVIDENCED DISTINCT
PROBLEMS IN MANAGEMENT REGARDING PERSONNEL AND FINANCES. THE ALARMING
TURNOVER IN KEY PERSONNEL WOULD SEEM TO 3E A STRONG INDICATOR OF
MISMANACZI:hT AND FAILURE TO SET AND SUPPORT TAE PRIORITIES TH..;
A NATIONAL FILM INSTITUTE IS SUPPOSED TO HAVE. IT WOULD SE A MISTIXE
TO VEST PUBLIC FUNDS IN AN INSTITUTION UNTIL THAT INSTITUTION HAS
DEMONSTRATED AN ABILITY AND A WILLINGNESS TO WORK HAND IN HAND
WITH THAT LARSER FILM COMMUNITY AND TO BE RESPONSIVE TO ITS NEEDS.
UNTIL THAT DAY IS HERE, THE PROPER STEWARTSHIP OF PUBLIC FUNDS
REQUIRES THAT MONEY FOR THE AMERICAN FILM INSTITUTE CONTINUE TO
8E CHANNELED THRU THE NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE ARTS AND OTHER
GOVERNMENT AGENCIES WHICH HAVE SHOWN OVER AND OVER AGAIN THAT THEY
CAN ACT IMAGINATIVELY AND RESPONSIBLY. IT SEEMS TO US THAT THE
VERY CONCEPT OF A NATIONAL ENDOWMENT WAS THAT IT COULD AND WOULD
ASSEMBLE A STAFF AND EXPERT PANELS, REPRESENTATIVE OF THE AREAS
IN QUESTION AND CAPABLE OF MAKING WISE DECISIONS ABOUT ARTS FUNDING.
UNTIL THE DAY THAT THE AMERICAN FILM INSTITUTE CAN DEMONSTRATE
THA.t.IJAAN MAKE MORE PRUDENT AND CREATIVE.USE OF_PUBLICAIONEY

WE THINK THAT PROPOSED BILL WOULD BE A DISSERVICE TO THE FILM
COMMUNITY.

ERNEST PARMENTIEP,EDITOR,FILM FACTS; LAWRENCE LOEWINOER, STEVEN
GYLLENHAAL, AND ED LYUCH,D1RECTOR,ASSN OF INDEPENDENT VIDEO AND
FILM ARTISTS; WILLIAM srag,ExEcarivE SECRETAH%.AMERICAN FEDERATION
OF FILM SOCIETIES; DONALD SlAPLESPRESIDENT UNIVERSITY FILM ASSN
AND PRESIDENT SOCIETY OF CINEMA STUDIES; WILLIAM SLOANJEDITOR FILM
LI8RAnY QUARTERLY; JOHN HANHARD;CURATOR OF FILM WHITNEY TilUpEUM
OF AMERICAN ART; JOHN CULKIN,DIRECTOR,CENTER FCh UNDERSIDOINQ
MEDIA, TERRY KEMPERWHITNEY MUSEUM OF AMERICAN ART,; BARBARA BRYAN;
DIRECTOR,PHOENTY FILMS, AUSTIN LAMONT BOARD OF DIRECTOR FILM SOCIETY
OF LINCOLN CENTER; KAREN COOPER,DIRECTOI,FILM FORUM; AM VO0E4
DIRECTORAANNENBERG CINEMATHEOUcoUNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA; BRIAN
BENLIFEk,DIRECTOR,MEDIA EDUCATORS ASSN, STEFAN SHARF PROFESSOR
AND CHAIRMAN,FIL3 DIVISION.COLUM2IA UNIVERSITY; NADINE COVERT DIRECTOR
EDUCATIONAL FILM LIBRARY ASSN; TED PERRY PROFESSOR AND CHAIRMAN,
DEPT OF CINEMA STUDIES, NEW YORK. UNIVEPSrT1 RICHARD KAPLAN FILM
CONSULTANT CITY UNIVERSITY OF SEW YORK. 41
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AND THE AUDIENCES wRION twev WIVE. THE All wAS EVIDENCED DISTINCT
faORLE045 IN MANAGEMENT REGARDING PERSONNEL AND FINANCES. TN, ALARMING

TURNOVER IN MET PERSONNEL MOULD DEEM TO SE A IMPS INOicoo, OF
utspANADEpeo AND ',ILIA( TO SET AND SUPPORT TWE PNIDOETIED Twit

A %ATIONAL FILM INSTITUTE IS SUPPOSED TO watt. IT WOULD SE A MISTAKE

TO VEST PUBLIC FUNDS IN AN INSTITUTION uNT!L TRAT INSTITUTION OAS
DEMONSTRATED AN ABILITY ONO A WILLINGNESS TO Non" WAND IN MONO

0ITN THAT LARGER FILM COMMUNITY AND TO SE RESPONSIVE TO ITS NEEDS.
UNTIL THAT DAY IS slag, THE PROM, OTEWAITSwIF OP POLED FUNDS
OEOUEOES TwAT Mower' von THE AMERICAN FILM INSTITuTE CONTINUE TO

SE CHANNELED TmPU THE NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE ARTS AND O'Neil 11

GOVERNMENT AGENCIES wmtom HAVE SNOWN OVER ARO OVER ARAIN TWAT WY
CAN ACT IMAGINATIVELY AND RESPONSIBLY. IT SEERS TO US THAT TOE

VERY CONCEPT OF A NATIONAL ENDOWMENT WAS TWAT ET COULD AND MOULD
ASSEMBLE A p& AND eNOVIT PANE OEPIESENTATEVE OF TN( ARIAS

IN QUESTION AND CAPABLE OF RARING WISE DECISIONS ABOUT ARTS FUNDINS.
UNTIL Vat OAT THAT THE AMERICAN FILM INSTITUTE CAN OENONOTOOTE
Tway It CAN 640 MORE PRUDENT AND CREATIVE USE OF 'WSW NOM,
WE TMINd TMO tME PROPOSED ',ILL POLIO, SE A DISSERVICE TO THE PIO

COMMUNITY.
EoNis, liompolto EDITOR FILM PACTS. LAWRENCE LOEMENIED, STEVEN

GYLLENNAAL. AND ED LYNCM DIRECTOR ASSN OF INDEPENDENT VIDEO AND

FILM AgaiSts, WILLIAM Stall IRECUTIVE !Wittily AMERICAN FEDERATION

OF FILM SOCIETIES. DONALD STOLES PRESIDENT UNIVERSITY 'um MIN
AND PRESIDENT SOCIETY OF CINEMA STUDIES. WILLIAM SLOAN EDITOR PIO

LIBRARY QUARTERLY. JOHN NANNAIOT CUOMO OF FILM NNITNEY MUSEUM
OF AMERICAN alt. JOHN CULKIN DIRECTOR CENTER POR UND2RSTANDIN
MEDIA. TWO, NEWIEN WHITNEY MUSEUM or AMERICAN ANT, OAPSIMA WIWAN?
ometos PMOENIW FILMS, AUSTIN 'Ample BOARD OF DIRECTORS FILM SOCIETY

OF LINCOLN CENTE", KAREN COOPER DIRECTOR FILM fORU Aw011 VOUL

DIRECTOR ANNENBERG CINERATREQUE UNIVERSITY Of PENNSYLVANIA. SpiAN

2
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DEAR SENATOR PILL
AS DIRECTOR OP TwE MEDIA EDUCATORS ASSN. tail LOOSEST RESiONAL PROFESSION
LL ORGANIZATION op ste0N0ASy ANO emtse Levu MEDIA varsuevems
SERVING NOSE 'MAN SOO NtmOSSSa !MIMS, YOU TO OSSONSSOSS SILL
6417S0a, ?Pt PISSIeAN :1104 INSTITuTE was CONSISTENTLVNISLIMO
To SERVE THIS CONSTITUENCY Li ARTICULATED IN ITS ORIGINL PANDA'S,
A FEDERAL SANCTION WOULD SE THE RESULT OF A UCCIOSUL !WHIM
IN DECEPTION, RtsPItyruLLys

IMIER DIRECTOR THE MEDIA EDUCATORS ssof

111101 EST
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SILO CINEMA INC Po"""'" 8" 28Chelsea, Vemiont 05038 502-685-2291

5 December 1974

Senator Claiborne Pell, Chairman
Committee on Labor and Public Welfare
Special subcommittee on Arts and Humanities
345 Russell Senate Office Juilding
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Senutor PellS

Bill BR 17021 must not be passed as it now stands. Hearings
mu:t be dchedulA in the Senate.

Legislation must be drafted which guarantees that the Board of
Trustees of the American Film Institute truly represents the
national film community is a whole.

Until such legislation can be enacted, the American Film
Institute must remain under the National %ndowrent for theArts.

I hope you will give serious consideration to these points.

tours truly,

RULU°4
Richard brick
President

RBsol

SOUND RECORDINQ PRODUCTION MANAQEMENT

2
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Nov. 29. 1974

Special Subcommittee Chairman

Senator Pell
325 Russell S"nate Office Building
Washinoton, DC 20510

Dear Sena, Pell;

This letter regards the Bill HR 17o21 AFI -

As it now stands the pending bill should not be passed,
hearings should be scheduled in the_Senate. The Board of
Trustees must reflect the broader American Film community,
until it does so, the AFI must remain under the National
Endowment for the Arts.

Sincerely

cl4414.41411.011ftlallimim
Susan Brockman

4 GG
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COMMITTEE 'MOULD SE AWARE OF NM OF COMMITTEE ON FILM AND MAVISION
',SOURCES ANt SEPIMES 61642CN WILL NOLO SERIES OF vim AND PESfONAL
mEAPINOS TO ACCESS MSS 0007 NEEDS OF NONOSOFff Flo NOMA It
MA$ MAD NfOES? OSOME WESESENtefON INCLUDING Ar EvApp, OF
tME Ff140 AND ITS 'CULTS WILL Si ANAUAILE IN S MONTHS IT OAS
On. OL:C AND IMA?! FUNO!NO AND 211 INFORMATION NUL It INVAWASLI
to AN! DECISION ON fmE FUTURE OF THE STOONS AND elAIRESENVAIINI
ANEW:CAN 'IL" rNEyryuye
JOHN CULKIN
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CENTER FOR UNDERSTANDING MEDIA, INC.
75 Marsha Streit Nov York, Now York WON 2124591000

The Honorable Claiborne Pell
United States Senate Committee
on Labor and Public Welfare
325 Russell Senate office Puildino
washington, O.C. 2051n

December 4, 11474

near senator Polls

There should be a strong and representative American

Film Institute.
I do not think, however, that a quick passage of

H.R. 17504 is the mechanism for achieving this goal.
1. There has not been adeouate time to consult the

hundreds of oroaniaations in the not - for - profit film

and television field.
2. The current American Film institute has in the

vast seven years generally ignored ... alienated much
of this national eonstituencv. A "new" American Film
Institute would have to reflect in its policy and board
membership a break with this past policy. This can best

be assured by limiting the number of board members of
the existing American Film Institute to five members
and having the new ex-officio members elect the temaining

members.
3. There are currently two major studies of the

field being sunported by private and federal funds to
ensure local and regional development in the field. It
would be less than prudent not to await the results
of this work.

4. The hasty passage t.f H.R. 175n4 would put an
official seal of approval on the current American Film
Institute as the national surrogate for the not-for-
profit film and video community. The results would
negate the will of a vast number of organisations and
individuals who have been in the field for long years
of service. They must be heard from if we are to have

the kind of national film institute which ea best
serve the needs of the most important media of our time.

I strongly urge that voting op this bill be poste

poned for at least one year.

.114C /pc

Si erely,

M. Culkin
Executive Director

4 :38
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December 2. 1974

The Honorable Claiborne Pell
Chairman. Special Subcommittee

on Arts and Humanities
United States Senate Committee

on Labor and Public Welfare
325 Russell Senate Office Building

Washington. O. C. 20510

Dear Senator Pell:

As members of the film and video community. we are writing
to let you know that we are opposed to Bill HR 17021
regarding the American Film Institute.

Very truly yours.
SAXTON GRANC ASSOCIATES

Michael J. pizer
president

MJE:ar

cc: The Honorable Gaylord Nelson
The Honorable Walter F. Mondale

The Honorable Thomas F. Eagleton
The Honorable Stephen J. Wexler
The Honorable Jacob K. Javits
The Honorable Robert Taft. Jr.

The Honorable Roy H. Millenson

eea
SAY Tt ks G4AP 45SCY J'ttl t 1404.0( t/4 AVE 14, I. NFW.
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Unoidy Boa 475 Ofi aA CamtoKlila Teiephotss
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13 December 1974

The Honorable Claiborne Pell
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Pear Sir:

1 am writing out of concern for the legislation currently before your

committee affecting the status of funding for the Ameri,tar. Film Institute

Ole 17054).

It has become almost heresy for any individual involved in film as an art

form to speak against the formation of a national film institute. It is

a dream we all share, whether or not we support the proposed legislation.

Film is a peculiarly American art form. The United States is the source

of almost all the major film milestones, in the narrative cinema, in ex-

perimental cinema, and in the documentary.

In writing this letter. I heartily recommend that the members of your

committee consider this matter with great care. Though it is a minor

piece of legislation when compared to much of the business of the Congress,

your decision will have far reaching effects that may not be apparent at

this moment. We have all encountered the difficulty involved in altering

precedent. One can be sure that approval of the legislation as it is cur-

rently phrased will set a functionally unalterable course that will to a

great extent determine how future generations of average men and women

view the twentieth century.

1 beg your careful consideration of this matter for two reasons: the re-

cord of the American Film Institute after almost a decade of existence

does not inspire confidence in its ability to assume great responsibility,

and secondly, the fear shared by many of us who are committed to film as

an art form that we will become dominated by an organization with little

interest in film beyond the glorification of the commercial film industry.

1 should state clearly that I do believe in the creation of a national

film institute supported by federal funds. And I do believe that the pro-

duct of the commercial film industry should be honored. But such an or-

ganization must be committed in its very fiber to the support of the full

spectrum of cinematic activities and not just the currying of the wealthi-

est and most commercial aspects of American film.

The plaint expressed by the American Film Institute that it him lacked

the necessary funding to achieve its goals is a bogus issue. Not even a

hat has been tipped, not even a motion has been made in the direction of

G 7 3
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The Honorable Clairborne Pell
13 December l9'4
Page two

education. exhibition. or any regional program except when the interests
of the American Film Institute would be the first served by such an activi-
ty. A lack et money does seriously limit the activities of any such or-
ganization, but it does not make it impossible for such an organization to
make its intentions clear. Though one would assume that hard times would
bring the field together, the American Film Institute has offered no ser-
vice beyond self service.

The record of the American Film Institute with the National Endowment is
clear. The Endowment, both in the humanities and in the arts, has seen
fit to deny the Institute funding because it was their opinion that other
projects and other organizations were more fundamental to the art of film.
Anyone familiar with the workings of the Endowment is quick to realize
that it is not a homogeneous organization. Most every application receives
fresh consideration and little exchange of opinion occurs between the
various panels. This is rightfully so as it preserves the impartiality of
each decision. Now that the National Endowment, a well respected federal
office, has repeatedly found the American Film Institute wanting, the In-
stitute seeks direct funding from Congress. I find the logic of this
proposition highly suspect.

However, it is my greater concern that the lawmakers reviewing this bill
clearly understand that the passage of this legislation will only lend
support to the American Film Institute and special measures must be taken
to Insure that the other aspects of film not represented by the Institute,
but supported by the National Endowment and private foundations, continue
to receive this support; that the American Film Institute is an organiza-
tion devoted primarily to the glorification of the commercial feature film
industry, and any other image seriously threatens a vital a growing Ameri-
can interest in film. It is especially shocking that such support be
elven to an organization when the film industry ha% shown only limited in-
terest in providing more than minimal financial support.

Be sure that if you vote for passage of this legislation, you are fully
aware that you are establishing a federal agency for the hagiography of
the commercial film industry. Realize that the passage of this bill will
do nothing for the general public, for the development of film study or
for the strengthening of regional film programs. Be sure that if you
expect more than this that you pause before you act to include clearly
written amendments to insure a broad spectrum of activities within this
national film institute, and most important, insure a clear accountability
of that organization to the American public.

I ask that you reconsider this legislation. I ask that you spend time to
hear further testimony. It is a judgment that must not be rushed.

The University Film Study Center was established by the schools listed in
the loft margin to promote the study of film and television as an art form
and a humanistic discipline. We have been in existence for over six years.
We feel that our future is threatened by the legislation now before you.

Sincerely yours,

Peter Feinstein, Director
UNIVERSITY FILM STUDY CENTER

PF/11
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FILMWOMEN

jecemher 10, ;pa
llathorno Pell
12C Russell .innate orrice Buildin_r,
Washington, 0.7. 70510

Dear .senator Poll,

W0' 7% OF A.131.0% is a non-profit organization of aver
130 independent women filmmaitors in the ,Ireater Boston
area. At a recent neetinT, we voted unanimously to
suport the work of the Association of Independent Video
and '211mmaptere of low York, in )pponiroI hill nit 1/u21 now
penlin.: before :ongresa.

4e !eel that creatini a new American Film Institute tet
In r.ndei itrectly by the federal government. and removed
fr" tho financial jurisdiction of the National Endowment
f,r- the Arts, would be extremely detrimental to Independent
?Lir-makers actiss the country. caned on the AFI's past
history, its nothoi of dealing with independent filmmakers,
art its ay.rwhelminl predisposition toward Hollywood-oriented
co-moreill industry, we stron4ly ur.ge that the full be stopped
if it continues in its present !orm.

,lovendent filmmakers need Rn AFI with a Board and philo-
sonnv oriertel tows ..1 the speciil problems and needs of
inioherlonts in film. Pie woulf approciate anythin.r. you

iJ to help work toward thin .7)21.

Sincerely,

1,A4'4 ?704041

Jahr& Franco
;o-Mlairperson

044270
BOX 215 CAMBRIDGE. MASSACHUSETTS 02138 TELEPHONE 6174111111111.
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1174 Broa0Way
Studit. 407
Ntw York, N. Y. I0('03
recerbee I, 19::,

Dear Senator

This letter cc'ncvrns Bill HF 17021 hhich I oppose in its

presc nt fern.

Accore,ng to thiS riii, the Federal Government wili finance
two-thirds of the American Film Institute's budget: The
AF1's Board of Pirecto.s c'oes not represent the National
Film Community: it onlv represents the Hollywood-based com-
mercial film inc'ustry. A new bill must be drafted, or the
present one amended, to guarantee national representation,
both regionally and occupationally, on the Board of Directors.
The twelve non - congressional members of the Board which are
to be appointed by the House and Senate, as proposed in Bill
HR 17021, shoq10, in addition to Hollywood, certainty include
representation from New York, Miami, Washington, D. C., St.
Louis, Chicago, and Houston. In each of thtt: areas there is
an active and' healthy film community. Also, the Board members
should be representative of the creative and technical skills
that are encompassed in the making of films; ie., directors.
cameramen, historians, independent producers, writers, actors-

actresses, etc. The AF1 needs this kind of input for new mot-
ivations and new ideas.

In addition, there should be guidelines in the new or amended
bill to protect the AFI from political influences. This could
occur with the proposed inclusion of eleven congr:ssional rep-
resentatives on the Board of Directors, as stipulated in the

Bill. The Chairman of the American Film Institute should be

chosen by the President for a term of not more than four years,

and should not be permitted to succeed himself. This would
allow a more healthy atmosphere in the leadership of the AFI.

it seems to me that you might be interested in a few examples
of misplaced priorities in the AF1's brief history from 1967

to the present:

1. Concentration of its energy In and money to the
Hollywood film community, thus failing to carry
out its responsibilities to the other, larger
film communities existing across the country. These
communities obviously include film and video pro-
fessionals, film librarians and archivists, impor-
tant critics, and a vast audience.

4 74
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2. 116'-1,01 - 5 ($450,000) of AFI's buOget welt
to National kesearch and PuPliLations.

1067-1071 - ($450,000) went to National Education.
1072-1"'4 - ($61,000) went to National ECucatin.

4. ;"7.1921 . ($2,100,000) went to the Advanced
ri1,1 StuOies Center (Graystone Mansion in Beverly

Cal.), This Center only accomc' dates about
7C' student filumakers.

5. In 1971 nearly the entire AFI Research anc librayy
Departments v.ere fired; the reason given was to
save $42,000 in salaries. Yet, in that same year
$250,000 was spent for the AFI's feature film "In
Pursuit of Treasure," which was never released.

The AFI's new budget should be sufficient to allow all its
departments' programs to function without the hinderance of
financial limitations. The Center for Advanced Studies has
been a orime recipient of this money, and returns have proven
to be disappointing. It has failed to fulfill its goal of
providing, resources and working eq)eriences for future film-
makers, except for an exclusive few. Independent financing
of the Center through organizations and individuals would
allow the Center to continue to operate at its present fin-
ancial level, This would free 25Z of the AFI budget to other
necessary film programs and departments, enabling the AFI to
award more grants to filmmakers across the country, Granting
financial aid should be the AFI's main priority.

In its present form, Bill HR 17021 cannot attain the laudable
goals of the AFI since, as it is presently structured, it does
not benefit the national film community as a whole. As an
independent filmmaker, member of Association of independent
Video and Filmmakers, and member of NABET (National Association
of Broadcast Employees and Technicians) Local 15. I appreciate
your recognition of this significant Bill. Therefore, I urge
you to consider the important recommendations as outlined above.
Only then will the American Film Institute become a truly repres-
entative and vital organization for filmmakers throughout the
United States. That, after all, is its function and purpose.

Sincerely,

Joseph Freeman
Independent Filmmaker
Still Photographer

i



STATEMENT TO SENATE SUS COMMITTEE ON ARTS AND HUMANITIES

CHAIRMAN: Senator Pell

REHREMS1 Senator Javits, Senator Taft, Senator Mondale,
Senator Nelson, Senator Eagleton

TO BE RELEASED AT SENATE HEARINGS ON H.R. 17504, A BILL TO CREATE
AMERICAN FILM INSTITUTE AS AN INDEFEWW.NT AGENCY

We, the undersigned feel it would be a mistake at this time
and without further investigation and public discussion for

Congress to appropriate public funds directly for the American
Film Institute.

Seven years and some 10 million dollars after A.F.I. was
first established it is asking to be primarily supported by

public funds: few organizations have a less enthusiastic constituency.
A.F.I. has shown a lack of responsiveness to independent film
makers, film educators, film librarians, critics, independent
film exhibitors, film societies. in short, the broad spectrum of

the film community in this country.

A.F.I.'s failures in program focus and management have led
to the gradual withdrawal of private and foundation funding. Funding
by the commercial film industry never materialized beyond token

initial participation.

This bill asks us to endorse this questionable record and

bless this organization with federal largesse. It would remove
A.F.I from what little peer review exists through its current
relationship with the National Endowment for the Arts. We feel

it would be wrong to approve this legislation.

Gary Arnold, Film Critic, The Washington Post
Judy Collins, Entertainer. Independent Producer
Roger Ebert, Film Critic, Chicago Sun-times
Pauline Eacl, Film Critic, the New Yorker, Magazine
Norman Mailer, Writer and Filmmaker
Joe Morgenstern, Screenwriter, former film critic, Newsweek, Magazine
Susan Rice, Film Critic, Screenwriter
Paul Shrader, Screenwriter, former AFI fellow

No.

46-7.15 0 . 75 -

4:76
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Tot Gerald O'Grady
Tod Parry

Proms Fred Goldman

Boar Jerzy and Zoit

In behalf of the :liddlo Atlantic Film Board, I wish to subscribe supportfor your opioa n to int I ro . : tito o dismantling its odusation wing,
hici v.ey euals, thir4gh shrowdly vic.ible.

Training young profooNinn313 for careers in corsnorcial cinema should besubuidirod by the Industry, not tho tavayors. Programming for selected
alitihniro- in '41 vi-gton and raw York nhould bo ralb3Idi...ori by the bene-ficiary a PP n tt4 pub' Vat ions, thougl, wall- ntentioned , aro hardlyon a par with the British Film Institute's.

Dot thnso aro qiiii,blas in ervirtren with tho tragic, trassn, abdicaticn
of reoponsihility toward adaoatton, rravely larkin. at all levols in sehool
and A or). ;nil ov 1,1 fur pLe.orful support and guid4nno han boon articu-latod m -re than 70 regi 41.11 gm.,upings of taachora and librarians in the
National Association of Media Educators, now moribund for lack of funding.
Can I to of rarv1,e to you and to the commarsan.se loyal Opposition by
marshaling : apprt from my NAME colleagues?

FQ/rgv

Cordially,

Frodorick Goldman
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THE QUARTERLY REVIEW OF FILM STUDIES
.htut Unive,s+tv of iNcnsm lAdef star

Ethiur 114thavi Umwridy
E.-NO.4V Witte 1d/dry Lei"1.141 Cent*, 283. (.4'1'w/exalt of

Noscunbos.F'askle. Kenustal Wisconsin 53140 Terernone (4141 553 2601

December 17, 1974

Hon. Claiborne Pell
Chairman, Senate Arts and Humanities Committee
125 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 70510

Clear Senator Pell:

I
should like to endorse strongly the position taken and the specify

recommendations recently made by the so-called "Committee for a
Representative Film Institute" under the leadership of Professor

Ted Perry of NYU. The AFI as currently Constituted Is grossly
unrepresentative of the filmmaking and using clientele in the United

States, moreover; the AFI has been demonstrably wasteful. short-

sighted, weaklv managed dnd largely ineffective. My tax dollar%

and yours had. been t.norly used by the AFI; the public interest has been

abused (though 1, ton. believe it has done some Incidental good and endorse

the Idea of such an institute). Until the AFI is better managed it would

be adding insult to injury to give it greater autonomy and larger appropri-

tions. These dews. I
am confident, are shared by the overwhelming

majority of the thousands of film educators and independent filmmakers

over the country.

Sincerely.

Ronald Gottesman

Editor

RG/ms

Copies to: Senator Gaylord Nelson
Senator Walter F. Mondale
Senator Thomas F. Eagleton
Senator Jacob K. Javits
Senator Robert Taft. Jr.
Stephen J. Wexler.
Roy N. Millenson
Prnfessor Ted Perry-NYU
Senator Harrison A. Williams

,1.441 by flo.kpa.. CO,1.Y Bo. 408. Westpott.ConnectKul 04110 .17031 776as23
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December nod, 1974

Sen. Claiborne Pell
Spools]. Subcommittee on Arts
and Humanities »325
Russell Senate Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Poll,

I want to register ay opposition to bill HR 17021 as it now
stands. When this bill was presented to the House Of
Representitiveal Select Committee, the AFI.made a concerted
effort to sidestep the feelings and views of the American
film community as a whole. In light of the wide spread
dissatisfaction with the AFI'a past performance I feel this
was a mistake.

The Senate must hold hearings so that theee opposing feelings
and iiigroii-14-Wied to the satisfaction of all.

If the All is to realm, such an immense infusion of public
funding then it suet be responsive to the public which it
supposedly represents. The most effective first step in
guaranteeing thin representation would be to draft legis-
lation which would insure that the AFI Board Of Trustees
represents the Amerloan file community both regionally and
occupationally. Until such legislation cog be drafted and
enacted I believe the MI must remain under the National
Endowment for the Arte which has shown itself to be genuinely
commuted about the well being of the fills community as a
whole.

This is an important issue for se as an independent film
maker. I as looking for a national organization through which
I can c annul my ideas and my films. I as looking for an
organization which can sot as a network for communication
and experience--but that organization must represent acre
than simply the Hollywood film industrTTt must represent
the ftla community as a whole. With the proper legislation
I believe the AFI can be just such an organization. Thank
you very such for your time.

Since y,

Step R. Gyoginhaal
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December 9, 1974

Senator Claiborne Pell,
Chairman
Special Subcommittee on Arts and Humanities
U.S. Senate Committee on Leber and Public Welfare
Russell Senate Office building
Washington D.C. 20510

Dear Senstor Polls

Communications and culture are the lifeblood of our

Demoorsoy. Motion pictures must not be legislated into a pork
barrel for special interests. Legislation must be drafted that

guarantees an AFI Board of Trustees which reprertnts the entire
American film community.

Until fair legislation can :s enacted, it is important
that the American Film Institute remain under the able staff of
the National Endowment for the Arta. I wish to urge you not to

pegs Bill Hk17021 as it now stands, and to schedule hearings on
this vital matter.

00l All SubCommitteo Members
Association of Independent Video

SO4 Filmmakers. Inc.

Very truly yours,

Maxine Haler
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December 6, 1974

Minstar Claiborne Pell
Chairman
Special Subcommittee
Russia]. Sonata Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Pall,

I wish to Info= your subcommitum that I as strongly opposed
to the passage of Bill HA 17021 in its prossnt fors.

I request that hearings be scheduled in the Senate and that
legislation be drafted which guarantoms that AFI Board of
Trustees reprssent the antlrs film community.

Until such legislation can be snactrd, the An must remain
under the national ladomment for the Arts.

Thank you.

Sincursly,

>14644/4418.- *464.04.
Sandra Holm's
87-40-165th Street
Jamaica, 4meons

11432
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.:enstor 4siborne Pell, Olairmen
Succommittee on Arts and Humanities

Room j2r Russell Senate Wice Building
.eshin.:ton, D. C. 20510

Leer Senator relit

As a erofesaer cf film studics at isle University end e mambo of a large

community of American film educators, I so writing to express concern about
-ill hd 17021.

It ma; boom peculiar, even perverse, that a parson like myself should
oppose bill presumably designed to improve the climate of film appreciation

in this country. The teaching and making of film, after all, is the labor and

love of my life. But like most film-maker and film educators in the country,
I hove been profoundly disappointed by the broken promisee and the self.servinc

activities of the API.

I know the AFI 1.811. I have been a charter member of the AFI and have
closely followed all of their pro.!rame since their inception. I have participated

in AFI workshop., served on educational advisory committees, advised them on
archival activities, end have received an AFI grant for my own film - making.

This bill must be very carefully studied. Your committee lust avoid, at

all costs, being seduced by its glimmer. In its present state and in the light
of the past record of the API, it promises to be a disaster.

I realize that this letter borders on the hysterical. but I passionately feel
that film is too Important for too many in this country to have such en important
part of ite future entrusted to an organization that has failed so frequently in

so nay ways.

To provide a fuller picture of my career as a file teacher and film-maker, I am
enclosing a prose release from Harvard University announcing a Professorship I
recently held there. If I can help you and your staff in this inquiry, I shall he

delighted to do so.

Yours ncerely,

Standish D. Lauder
Associate Professor
Yale University
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HARVARD UNIVERSITY
WIlittincE. %W.

ColMi 1:13i

arLCANU MORNIN3 PAPMS OF MONDAY, JULY 24, 1972 uNnusrryncsorna

Harvard University has appointed Dr. Standish D. Lawder, filmmaker and art

historian, to be its first Professor in Film. He will be the Henry R. Luce Visiting

Professor in Film Studies for 1972-73.

Established in January to mark the arrival of film as an art form and to

integrate its study into a program of humanities, the Luce Chair will be held by

an exceptionally qualified scholar. Dr. Lawder comes to Harvard from his post as

Assistant Professor of the History of Art at Yale, where he inaugurated the first

course in the history of film, taught the aesthetics of experimental film and work-

shop courses in creative filmmaking. His book, Cubism and Cincra (Anthology Cinema

in cooperation with :!,:w York University Press), willappear this fall. He is also

co-author of nranr1 f-or the Clark Art Institute (2 vols., Yale, 1964) and has

written nurerous articles on film and on painting. During 1908 and 1970 he lec-

tured on film history at the Cuseum of rodern Art, Vow York. He has also lectured

extensively at colleges throughout the United StAtes and has served on advisory

boards of, amonr, others, the International film Seminar (formerly the Flaherty Film

Seminar), the Pacific Film Archive, the International Study Center of the Museum of

Modern Art (as film representative), an4 the American Film Institute.

Since 1968 Professor Lawder has been, additionally, Curator of the Yale Collec-

tion of Classic Films, an archive of major AmoricAn films made before 1940 and

amassed by the former movie actor and daalcr in classic films, John Griggs. In

thz: 1r2 a that. "th tadium

.4: Je :f

Ideally, film should be as availelle as library books...." As Curator, Lauder

wan responsible for the use and maintenance of the Griggs films as an educational

resource of the University.

-Mora-

)
X1.`3
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Standish D. Lawder is internationally known as one of the most important fig-

ures in American experimental cinema. Ten of his films are in national and European

distribution, and he has received more than twenty-five major festival awards.

Purchasers of his films include the Mew York Public Library and the Museum of Had-

en Art. His Necrology (1970) and Raindance.(1972) both won prises at the Ana

Arbor Film Festival, the largest and most important co:petition of experimental film

in the United Stites. Raindance is structured b) rapid-fire alternations of light

synchronous with the alpha wave frequencies of the brain. Corridor (1960 -70),

which Lawder calls his most visually demanding film, was awarded the Special Prise

at the Oberhausen (Germany) Film Festival (1971). Recent honors have come to

Lawder with his promotion to Associate Professor at Yale and the award of a Guggen-

heim Fellowship for filmmaking.

Dr. Lawder was graduated from the Phillips Academy, Andover, Massachusetts,

and received the B.A. degree from Williams College in 1958. Yale granted him the

M.A. in 1962 and the Ph.D. in 1907, for which he wrote the first doctoral giseor-

tation in film ever accepted by the Yale Department of Art History. He lives now

in New Haven with his wife Ursula, whose step-father is the Dada artist and film-

maker Hans Richter. The Lawders have two daughters.

Dr. Lauder was recommended for the Luce Chair at Harvard by a search committee

of faculty members. Its Chairman, Daniel Robbina, Director of the William Hayes

Fogg Art nuseum, has called him "a brilliant academic scholar single-handedly res-

ponsible for film study at Yale."

The chair in film study at Harvard is one of nine awards made so far under

tne rienry auce ?rure:.orsalp i:071 ra, ..staalishuU ay t1 auce iounsatAan as

a tribute to the late founder and editor-in-chief of Time, Inc. The professorships

are intended to encourace intellectual curiosity through broadly integrative and

innovative programs in the humanities and the social sciences.

-end-

-2-
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Senator 21a1borr P.11
,:i.atr,zrn, oubcomuittee on .rts end :!umanities
;2; AAssell oente Off ice
as in ton, w.; 20;10

-ear 41r;

no grdin 411 1701, it Is important tet you understand that the "Fi as It
now operates, does not represent the mericen lila community ee e whole. ae with
_oat apecial Interest .roupe, it is controlled by a certain few who operate and
make dentitions that teem Interestin: nnJ relevant to them, but doss not really
consider anyone else.

*here are many people in t,Ascountrr at this time uho are tryin to make films
and au-Least somehow at the Setae time. any of ;'o feel that the which to ono
csurce for vs, is oresiled 1- its operation. flele consider, then, in retards to

1;0:11
it =wit not be passel s it Stands.
:verin.s must be schedoleJ in the wen4te.
It must represent everyone in the .merican file coml.:unity (thrOo:h 'erustees)
It must until Vie hsppene, rezein under the :ston:1 :ndowment for the .rte.

.han:: you :or your considerntior.

ainCerlIA.
10-21

Zarter Lord
;4: :2 wt
:If: 10011

cc /. "ondele,": laleton, J Davits, R Teft.
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The University of Vermont
cou.106 0$ Aan AHD =Was. COnnunicanOn AND Men; 13PAOlsOn

KKK,. HALL, tuRLINGT0n. Kaman own

::ovember h, 1974

Senator Claiborne Pell
Senate Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear :senator Cell:

I wish to state my objec,:ions to the proposed bill H.R. 17021 which is
intended to have Confress fund two-thirds of the budget for the American

Film Institute.

I an not against the concept of a Natimal Film Institute. :bat only is

one needed, but low! overdue. I nr al:a/wit the present organization being
taken out of the public domain. My reasons are many, b4t for brevity's
sake, let me Ltat ju.,! two.

First, it lz important that you realize that I was one of a select group
from across t!.e country brourht together at Waltham, vassachusetts in 1967
to discuss at.: to Advise the f^nnders 2S to the possible priorities that
tne AFI e:-..tnislish In term of film education. Since then, the direc-
tion of the AFI has taken so me.ly twists and turns that one can question

its real value to film educatorn at all. rich year has nr7-4ht two pro-
mises and new resifnations, not only In terms of key personnel, but also

in buddine scholarly programs. The cost recent setback to serious film
syuqy nas Leen :tan Frani. kielarture from the AFI's Center for

Advanced Film :Ladles. The fact that .;() many other Important and Influen-
tial film people lave felt the need to withdraw from the AFT strongly
suggests tnat a complete and impartial review of the organization and its

priorities is in order. Until such tire, and assuminc that the AFT can
Le supported Ly filr tcr.olers, it seers unwise to provide. It with sub-

sidized fund.; which will make the prenel.t body more isolated and secure.

:second, tne idea tnat the present organization would have the major de-

claim; us to w4len programs, rroups, or Individuals will receive federal

fund., for film proframs Is frIrhteninr*.. In those areas such As film pre-
servation ann reeoros (where AFI has distinguished itself), the interests
of AFI clearly conflict with other professional bodies; i.e., 'he "useum

of noclern Art ant, !Astmah beuse. liven the choice between fundinr
thtrselws or oorpt.timg crour.:,, and mowinr the AFI's past performance,
tae present ir: certainly 'ors not Lre 0 confidence in its ability to be

oLjvctivL. "hat'.; rore, no sue, c,mflict of interestn should be considered.
01." .clet1,.n, and renc:)rcl ,euld 'inve en rn0 r1-,t to

f 13 a-4, re !t InOicatod nat ArT is
nati,n. 1 fir.arl.tatIon. :t In .1t1.11 -ore private interent -coup in

1,11 quill p o I Is Is el% I lupin.

&i
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Senator Claiborne Pall rovembor 4, 1974

-2-

search of support.

I ao not intend by this letter to hurt the API. Someday it may well
become the national oreanization we need and deserve. At such tire,
I will cladly support a till such as E.R. 17021.

Sincerely yours,
e-.

e-. Lk
' I(

Frank Manohel
Prbfessor of Communication

Fn/lc
cc: Professor Ted Perry
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Dicer.her S. lr.474

Claiborne Pell, thair..in, Special Suhcemmittee on Arts and Humanities

Copies sent to
Gaylord 1lson
Walter f. 'tem./ale
Than.% 1, ta,.1,;,n

Stephen J,
Jacob %. Jevit%
Robert Taft. Jr.
Roy h. 1illenson

Dear Senat.rs.

It is our .,tronq feeling .'entors of the national filrmakinq cnmmunity that

bill tflt 1732i, ;criinq Confuts% .mist not be feasse in its current form.

This bill, .,hit's srIte a "new" American film Institute (Arl), reeemed free

the fundini jurilictin thn %nint%) Indwment for the Arts. and financed
direct') by the 1,ra1 eAvernment, would not be in the best interests of the

developlent of P.rrican

The history fu t
has to doe fa.:
the A.-A:titan f.1

forms:

Useeet.
irresp

Point.

Art tieut its orlaritational structure
"h1;.;.)tiue to vudiente, orraise all inspire

It irresponsibility has teen .anifestel in many

esenry, mass firinns. The hiohhanled and

,11+10 purr of library and research staff is a dramatic case in

:An ta,js A.11..Asat-tasvt fil.raeinn which -Ines not accurately reflect

tNe rane afd etican cinematic activity.

i)a relatel, oqolect of the va%t .n.1 varied fil.wakinq

.hits ew on t.r..r. .ut the rest of the Unit.d States,

until thr Art

the sltjteAn.ri:
for implementit
of American fil-)
of American Mt:.
of creative tine.

mstructar-t in a .ay t%at accurately renresents the interests of

ar filrc,:ito. cc.-unity, it cannot effectively serve as Aft instrument

the feditol novrnment's desire to insure the continuing vitality

art. I., faLt, by its .;ross nisrepre:entation of the true nature

ikine, it um% only deflect the lanOahle aims of government support

4).

We ur.Je tnat th- :.fl t.'trutturel in a ..ay that, by accurately repreSentini the

many elements file-ating, will allow for the creative implementation of

those intents for ths initial creation of the t51 - the advanciri,

preserving, exh.P.itit.-. And teat-111119 of the :irt of film,

Sincerely
"-Suzan Baskin

Ariel Dougherty
Sheila Paine
Ann Sandys

lc Laurel Siebert

Stollen Tulsa Movies. Inc.

257W 1M St
uvm 10411
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NevaarkStateCouncilontheArts

11 December 1974

Senator Claiborne ''11
325 Russell Senate Of'ice
Building

Washington, D.C. 20510

^sir Senator Pell:

We, the undersigned, members of the Advisory panel and staff
of the Film Program of the New York State Council on the

Arts, urge in the strongest possible terms a vote against
the pending bill to create the American Film Institute as

an independent agency.

We urge that action on the bill, in its present form, be
delayed until views from all sectors of the American film
community - particularly filmmakers and teachers of film -
have an opportunity to be heard and considered.

Our reasons for urging this course aretbriefly stated.

the following:

1) Since its inception, the API, by its actions and
priorities,. has defined the "American film" in
such narrow and restrictive terms as to exclude
from its interest anu support many important
sectors of the actual American film community.

2) The Education Program of the API has, since its
inception, been short-changed and badly treated
as the determination to make the API a training
program and hand maiden to the commercial Holly-
wood film industry intensified. And this at no
cost to commercial film interests, but at severe
costs to the AF/ Education staff.

3) The current bill would strengthen and perpetuate
the priorities of the API leadership, by cutting
it loose from the counsel and scrutiny of the
National Endowment for the Arts. Since a majo-
rity of the proposed API board - 12 members -
would be selected by the current board, it seems
inevitable that the current restrictive priorities
would remain intact.

Eno Lavabo. ONIOuft, Dinar. NO Wast 117 Oat No Wok. N.V. WM 12121 51.400

93
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threebk Stile Councll on the Arts

Page 2

4) The proposal that two U.S. Senators, two U.S.
Representatives, the Secretary of Wealth, Educa-
tion and Welfare and the Secretary of the Interior
be appointed board members of the AFI seems to us
not only unwise in terms of policy and philosophy,
but unrealistic on tho part of the AFI to assume
that such men or women would be knowledgeable about
the needs and aspirations of the American film
community.

Respectfully,

Barbara Haspiel
ectcc, Fi3R Progr

eter Bradle
Director. Program in Film,

edia & Literature

4oN (7te..A...1.1t te)

Nara Bennici
Film Program Assistant

Wel Cox

Elaine Summers)

Ol-14.24

Susan Ric

Roglsr Gr ens un

'

Rodger Larson

Sloan

Gerd Stern

GPI
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Richard I. Pearco
160 Riverside Skive
New York. Ne 10021e

04scomber 12,. 1971e

Senator Claiborne Pell, Chairman
Spocial Subcommittee on Alt' and Humanities

Ausseli Senate attic. Wilding
Washineton, D.C. 20510

Door Senator Pella

I am writing as an independent film -maker to say that I
feel that thepassago of dill HR 17021 in its present form
would seriously jeopardise the rotore of independent film
production in this country. The An, at least in its present
form, does not represent a cross - section of the American
film community as a whole) and, it it were not for the direct
support of the National endowment for the Arts and for the
Humanities to independent filmmakors, I personally bellows
that the independent film community (i.e. noncommorcial, non
Hollywood film industry) in this country would be in serious
economic difficulty.

Out it is my view that the issue at hand is not 'sorely ono
of selfproservation on the part of independent tilmmakers.
It is, in fact, a classic American issue of centralisation
for increased *Moloney vs. decentralisation for widened
representation combined with an underlying question of who
controls the structure whatever its form. In the Case of the
API, I think that there is still a coed deal of doubt whother
a snow American film Inst;.tue would be any more efficient
than the old, and the past record of the old certainly loaves
much to be desired. As for whether the API is truly roprosent..
attire) of the film community at large, oven the National endow-
ment itself has had to limit its funding of the API, I'vo boon
told, in order to support a wider rani:* of deserving film
projects.

Sorry to make this letter so lengthy, but I hops that, at
least until a more representative API Board of trustees can
be decided upon, you will not recommend the passage of dill
HR 17021.

46.7.6 n . 75 .

L92
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Senator Claiborne Pell

Senator Gaylord Nelson

Senator Jacob K. Javits

Russell Senate Office Building

Washington. D.C. 20510

294

la 0101111Pd hill YONII 11201

Dear Sirs,

A bill currently bersre your committee, HR 17021, seeks to

establish the American Film Institute as an independent agency.

As such, the bill rovld make the AFI responsible for "the encour-

agement of artists, :he continuing vitality of the art of film in

America," and the "accessibility" of art films to the American pub-

lic. I urge you to re-examine the performance of the AFT to date.

As a member of the American film-making community, and as a teacher

responsible for the education of many film students, I have con-

cluded that the AFI is ranifestly incapable of dissociating itself

from the Hollywood tradition, that it is out of touch with independ-

ent film production, that it has proven itself unreliable in the

disbursement of funds, and Mat the bill under consideration would

not only consolidate its present position, but would also leave the

institute open to political manipulation by virtue of the constitu-

tion of the Board of Trustees.

The arts have been given magnificent invigoration by the ac-

tivities of the National Endowment for the Arts and kindred organ-

isations, which have been fair, generous, and well in touch with

what is contemporary and timely in the arts. The AFI does not, and

has not been representative of contemporary film-makers, and has

been singularly unresponsive to their needs.

Please re-evaluate your information on the AFT and refuse to

ease HR 17021 unless the Board of Trustees is more representative

of the American film community. In any other case, it must remain

under the jurisdiction of the National Endowment for the Arts.

iii 33
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PRATT INSTITUTE ilt(lottP*4 Mi. V0811

THE SCHOOL OF ART AND DESIGN

Sincerely yours.

Nrci, 4,90e
Peter Rose

Chairman

Film Department

Dec. 6: 1974

294
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December 10. 1974

The Hon. Claiborne Pell
Chairman.Spe.ial Subcommittee on Arts & Humanities
Committee on Labor II Public Welfare
United States Senate
325 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Sir:

Hollywood boasts its "biggest year yet", while the independent film
industry and film artists throughout the rest of the country wither away in
the Nixon-Ford "Depression".

Now. Mr. George Stevens. Jr. of the American Film Insiktute (Arne
an organization totally devoted during its seven-year life to a "Hooray For
Hollywood" approach to motion ricture art. proposes to pump more money
into one of the few segments of the economy, the Hollywood entertainment
film industry. that seems to be weathering the current economic storm.

And he is asking you in the Senate and House for a direct pipeline
to Federal funding. a pipeline free of the existing controls necessarily
applied by the National Endowment for the Arts for arts-designated tax dollars.

The speed at which Mr. Stevens and his congressional cronies have
pressed their proposal MR 17021) through the House of Representatives
completely stuns anyone even mildly familiar with the normal "deliberate"
process of congressional action.

What's the hurry? Why this desperate speed? If Congress takes the
usual amount of time to consider this bill, what are they afraid you'll find out?

Is it possible you'll discover that there's a tremendous film community
OUTSIDE the Hollywood studios, a community spread throughout the entire
nation; that the seven-year history of the "old" AFI shows a dismal neglect
of this community (a community which numerically far outnumbers the tight-
knit Hollywood cheque)?

As an educator working with the film artists and professionals of
tomorrow, I urge you to not be bullied into a quick and superficial consideration
of this bill, which has such far reaching consequences for so many artists
and filmmakers in America.

437
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Page Two December. 10, 1974

The Senate must not be "railroaded" into passing HR 17021 as it now
stands. Hearings must be scheduled in the Senate to consider the full
spectrum of opinion from all film professionals. not just the self-serving
blandishments of one small but powerful Industry group.

If a "new" American Film Institute is to b- created and given financial
autonomy (aconcept which is theoretically sound), then great care must be
taken in the enabling legislation to insure that the people who control these
funds and administer this independent corporation actually respond to the
community they are mandated to serve: that is. the entire nation-wide
American f*Immaking community.

The record of the present "old" AFL clearly shows that is has utterly
failed in this mission.

Sincerely.

Roger Morgan Phillips
Instructor. Department of Film

cc: Senators Gil/lord Nelson
Walter Mondale
Thomas Eagleton
.1.11 nb Java,
Robert Taft. Jr.

Mr. Stephen Wexler
Mr. Roy Millenson
Association of Independent Video di Filmmakers, Inc. (AIVP1
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67 Riverside Drive
New York. N.Y.10024

212799.9272
December 10, 1974

The Hun. Claiborne Pell
Chairman, Special Subcommittee on Arts & Humanities
Committee on Labor & Public Welfare
United State Senate
i25 Russell Senate Office Building
WAshington, D.C. 20510

Dear Sir:

Hollywood boasts its "biggest year yet", while the independent film
industry and film artists throughout the rest of the country wither away in
the Nixon -Fird "Depression".

Now. Mr George Stevens. Jr. of the American Film Institute, an
organization totally devoted during its seven-year life to a "Hooray For
Hollywood" approach to motion picture art, proposes to pump more money
into one .4 the few segments of the economy, the Hollywood entertainment
tam industry. that seems to be weathering the current economic storm.

And he is asking you in the Senate and House for a direct pipeline
to Federal funding, a pipeline free of the existing controls necessarly
applied by the Nat tonal Endowment for the Arts for arts-designated .ax dollars.

The speed at which Mr. Stevens and his Congressional cronies have
Pressed their proposal (HR 17021) through the House of Representatives
completely stuns anyone even mildly familiar with the normal "deliberate"
process of congressional action.

What's the marry? Why this desperate speed? If Congress takes the
usual amount of too. to consider this bill, what are they afraid you'll find out?

Is it possible you'll discover that there's a tremendous film community
OUTSIJE the Hollywood studios, a community spread throughout the entire
nation; that the seven-year history of the "old" AFI shows a dismal neglect
of this community (a community which numerically far outnumbers the tight-
knit Hollywood clicque)?

As a working professional in the "silent majority" of the film world,
1 urge you to not be bullied into a quick and superficial consideration of this
bill, which has such far reaching consequences for so many artists and
filmmakers in America.



The Hon. Claiborne Pell
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Page Two December 10, 1974

The Senate must nut "railroaded" into passing HR 17021 as it now
stands. Hearings mast he si he/titled in the Senate to consider the full
spettrurn of opinion trim all :Oro professionals. nut just the self-serving
blandishments of one small but powerful industry group.

If a "new" American Vain' Instutute is to be created and given financial
autununi. fa i opt whit h is theoretically sound), then great care must be
taken in the enabling legislation to insure that the people who control these
funds and administer this Independent cnrporation actually respond to the
community they are mandated to serve, that is, the entire nation-wide
American tilmmaking

I tie re, ord id the present AF1 clearly shows that it has utterly
failed in this 11111140:(111.

Sincere ly,

Roger Morgan
President

cc: Senators Gaylord Nelson
Walter Mondcl
Thomas
Jacob Ta V It et
Robert Tat?. .1r.

Mr St e tor
Mr. Puy Millenson
Assoc:ation of Independent Video & Filmmakers, Inc.

Phillips

19%

I) t)
111.0
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MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE AND PLANNING
rr SOSSOC ytMU Chft$0.00, MASSACMU$11,,S 011111

Ditiatutimt 01 *Kw ,ICtUlt flits SICtiOri

December 8. 1974

Senator Claiborne Pell
325 Russell Senate office Building
Washington D.C. 20510

Pear Penat.r Pell,

would ltio, to express my strong disapproval of HR 17021.
Althouah the federal government's methods of support for film-
making need radical chanaina. I find the proposed legislation to
he in the exact opposite direction of meaningful change.

The A.F.1. -In fulfill a function of preserving and interpreting
America's P-llywood filmmaking past. It is preposterous to
think of the A.F.I. as representing in any sense America's
independent filmmakers. If the Congress wishes to subsidize the
filmmaking industry it should clearly state its intention. If
the Congress wishes to support independent filmmakers, filmmakers
as artist'. then it should see HR 17021 as a serious error.

There is nr oubt Hollywood has produced a significant body of
film art. tlt film art in Hollywood is clearly a spin off tenefit
from the traditional concern of what is essentially an industry
worrying about rate of return on invested capital. There are
also in the 11.S. large and important groups of filmmakers who
conceive of themselves as film artists who work outside of the
industry and wish to have no part of it. It is not that I even
think the bulk of independent filmmakina as significant. Neverthe-
less much of it is, and government support can be essential here.
The A.P.I. in no ways can represent this group, nor give it meaning-
ful support. Its Independent Filmmakers Grants Program is erratic
and has not fulfilled its possibilities in great part I assume
because of the distance between independent filmmakers and orant
cavern in a Hollywood palace.

The A.P.I. has been a poor oroducer of film. It spent one quarter
of a million dollars on a production (Pursuit of Treasure) and then
never released the film. As an inefficient prauccr anrisdae of
artistic rerit, it should not be allowed to have a hand in deter-
mining the .ature of independent filmmakers.

As a filmmaer and film teacher I ask that minimally more time be
given to the consideration of the role of federal support for film-
making rather than hastily passing HP 17021.

itimpRoNe 7-233 ISO,
EP/rlo

Sin

Prof. E Pincus

aoi
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234 LAST MTV SECOND STREET NEW ma CITY 10022 (212) MU B 7501
I

VimAIVIP

ICI CifTER6
December 6, 1974

MR. STEPHEN J. WEXLER

0508
Washington, D.C.
20510

Dear Mr. WEXLER,

RE: UNITED STATES SENATE COMMITTEE ON LABOR & PUBLIC WELFARE
SPECIAL SUBCOMMITTEE ON ARTS & HUMANITIES

SUBJECT: BILL HR 17021 AMERICAN FILM INSTITUTE

I. AS AN INDEPENDENT FILMMAKER AM VOCIFEROUSLY OPPOSED TO
PASSAGE OF THE BILL. THE AMERICAN FILM INSTITUTE & ITS'
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE IS IN NEED OF CLOSER SCRUTINY AS
TO WHETHER IT IS FULFILLING ITS CHARTER OBLIGATIONS OR NOT.

PASSAGE OF THE BILL WOULD IGNORE THE NEEDS OF THE FILM
COMMUNITY. I URGE THAT YOU CONTEMPLATE HEARINGS IN THE SEN-
ATE.

Sincerely,

ReeL DAS:Rmitjr"

Ey 4
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The Hon. Claiborne Pell, Chairman,
Special Subcommittee on Arts and Humanities
)25 Russell Senate Office Builcing
4ashington, DC 8D510

Dear Sen. Pell,

I am writing to and my voice to the many others expressing concern about the
proposed Congressional action of voting a permanent federal subsidy directly to
the American Film Institute.

american
federation
of film
societies

The enclosed press release of the 19th (which appears in VARIETY of this nate)
and accomnanying three article reprints should be self-explanatory.

The series of articles about the AFI referred to in the first two of these reprints
are, I think, materially pertinent to your deliberations. I shall be glad to send
copies of the journals containing then, immediately on receipt of word from you
confirming receipt of this comvnication.

Please send all correspondence directly to me at the address below.

Sincerely,

Wn. Starr, exec.dir.
American Federation of Film Societies
3 4Ashington square Village
Mew York, NT 1W12.

305
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19 trucenber 1974

FOR IWEDIATE RfrEASS

_...
:.,?!'141.,40:';71(cate:r).

J 34Hisnito.nj

Ivy t. nr[1.2:

Mx,iff..®Ltrikct

The Cainittee for a Iszewesentative National Film s W Institute, organized three
woks ago (at NV's Loeb ttudent Center by representatives of 25 film organizations

headevartcred VARILTh3Oact74, p.6) to protest Congressional hearings

on a House resolution (HR 1782WErat would give a guaranteed permanent subsidy of
$2,500,000 to the American Film Institute, held its second orcranizational meetilsg

Monday night (18th).

Reaffixonne their protest at the continuing "lack of responsiveness° of the =rent
AFI management to their constituencies which include "ittindreds of film educators,

film librarians and Independent video :Red filrmakers, as well as "hundreds of thousands"

of film viewers in colleges and schools for whose needs the AFI is "simply irrelevant s-
it might lust as well not exist ", the Cannittce deliberated as two draft papers
itadring grievances arrainst the AFI and at the and of the session adopted a Stattrent
(presented by reciting chairman 'rod Perry of the Dept. of Cinana Studies at WU) to

sand to the preen and to other film organisations throughout the country.

Reflecting minima Ommittee criticism of the Arrs 'misplaced priorities" and its
"failure to set national priorities in accordance be....h national needs", the statement

says in parts
"lush of our disappointment with the American FIlm Institute has boon caused both by

the AFI's consistent failure to live up to its promises, and even more by its failure
to create, Wild upon, consult and serve a broadly -based national constituency.

"There is a strong opinion throughout the film community in this country that it
would be a misuse of public funds for ColicAVOS to appropriate and place large stare
directly into the hands of the present Prerican Film Institute.

"We share that opinion. It would be a mistake, at this tiro and under present
Conditions, for Congress to vest public funds directly in the Paaricars Film Institute
until this institution has demonstrated an ability and a willingness to work ccoporatively
with the larger film commatity and to be responsive to its needs.

"Until that day is hers, the proper stewardship of public funds requires that any
money given to the AFT continue to be channeled through the National Walnut for the
Arts, which has shams that it can eat imaainatively and responsibly in this area."

The artnitton will nest again, to arks* resolutions to send to Congress, next week.

For further information, contacts

tin. Starr, exec.:1.4r.
Mariam Federation of Film Societies
3 %VA.:117ton Square Village
Now York, NV 10012 (tat) s (212) (254 -8688)

d0
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Thu folleming editorial appears in the current
issue of FIllS SOCIETY ROAM This reprint is
being sent to you, as an interested party, for
your information. Reprints of series articles
asy also later be made available.
All comments on the subject will be welcomer
please indicate if they may be considered for
publication
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Itte Hon. Claiborne 1411, Chairman,
Special Sabcomrittee on Arts and Humanities
)25 Russell Seta Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Sen. Poll,

I ma writing to again add my voice to the any others expressing concern about

the proposed Congressional action of voting a permanent federal subsidy directly

to the Anfrican Film Institute.

american
federation
of film
societies

The enclosed copy of the frontpage, banner-headline article in VAHISIT this week

may be taken as another sign, I think, of the growing seriousness with which the

film industry in now taking this AFIprotest movement. Apparently at last many

people in Hollywood - even, perhaps, as many people in Washington DC are beginning

to understand that opposition to present AFI priorities, among the national file

community, has been mulist opinion all the while.

Again, should you be interested in seeing copies of the relevant articles we have

published on the AFL in the past (saw vy letter of the 20th), we will be glad to

comply at any tine. Please direct all correspondence to no at the address below.

Sincerely,

Wm. Starr, exec.ctlr.
American Federation of Film Societies

3 Washington Square Village
New TO*, VT 10012. C. C*11)1 (212) (25k-8688)

J10
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2 December 74

Senator Clairborn Pell
Subcommittee on Arts & Humantities

Dear Senator Polls

As an independent filmmaker, I believe Bill HR 17021 must

not be passed as it now stands. My basic objection is that

since its inception, the American Film Institute has not

represented the American film community as a whole.

Its Board of Directors has until now been drawn almost

exclusively from the Hollywood based commercial industry.

The new Board must represent a national film community

both regionally and occupationally.

eaR
Oliver Stone

Writer/Director

319 East 50 Street
New York, NY 10022
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December 11, 1974

Senator Claiborne Pell
United States Senate Come. on Labor a Public Welfare
Special Subcommittee on Arts and Humanities
Russell Senate Office Building - Re. 325
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Senator Pell:

I am writing you with reference to Bill HR 17021 to
express may strong apprehensions.

I me against removing the American Film Institute from
the funding Jurisdiction of the National Endowment for
the Arts under the present proposals in the Bill. I

seek legislation which guarantees that the AFI Board
of Trustees clearly represents the American film community
as a whole and until such legislation comes forth I would
want the AFI to remain under the National Endowment for
the Arts.

Please consider this letter as my strong opposition to
Bill HR 17021.

Very truly yours.

Doris Samatowicz
463 West St.
New York, New York 10014

.313
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795 Wert End Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10025
8 December, 1974

Senator C. Pell
Waseell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator Pell,

As ar independent filmmaker I address you personally and as

a spokeswoman for the independent film community.

The feeling of the community is that Bill HB 17021 must not be

passed as it is presently proposed. It does not represent the
American film community; the proposed board will not uphold
the concerns and visions of the noncommercially oriented film,-

maker. Until hearings are scheduled in the Senate to redefine
the priorities and issues of the bill, the API should remain

under the AEA.

As chairman of the subcommittee, I hope you will hear the voice
of the American independent film community and be sensitive to
the need for its' growth and expression.

Sincerely yours,

9ridA4:
Patricia Saunders

car G. Nelson
W. Mondale
T. Eagleton
J.Javite
B.Taft
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PMS SEN CLAIRBORNE PELL

CAPITOLNILL DC

WE ARE OPPOSEi, .70 THE PASSAGE OF BILL HP!'021

WHICH WOULD ENABLE THE AMERICAN FILM INSTITUTE

TO OBTAIN INDEPENDENT CONGRESSIONAL FUNDING. WE FEEL

THAT THE AFI SHOULD REMAIN UNDER THE AUSPICES OF

THE NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE ARTS, AND URGE YOU TO

VOTE AGAINST PASSAGE

THE WISCONSIN CENTER FOR THEATRE

RESEARCH UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-MADISON

'ANN

IOL1301 1111411
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12/14/74

Senator Claiborne Pell, Chairman
U.S. Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare
Special Subcommittee on Arts and Humanities
Russell Senate Office building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Sirs Res H.H. 17021

The above bill would re-organist* the American Fibs Institute and its
Hoard of Trustees, and would also remove the A.F.I. from the province
of the National Endowment for the Arts and provide direct funding
from the Federal government.

In my opinion the peassge of this bill in its present form would be
grave error.

Indubitably the reorganisation of the A.F.I. is sorely needed, for
it has a miserable record of mismanagement and lack of accomplishment.

There is no meson to believe that the passage of the above bill into
law would remedy the present situation.

On the contrary, it would leave effeotive control on its present
trustees, plus the window-dressing of government officials, few
of whom have any competence in the arts in general and in filmmaking
in particular.

In addition, it would remove the A.F.I. from the Jurisdiction of the
National Endowment for the Arts, which has an outstanding record of
effectiveness and accomplishment in these areas.

I would urge that H.R. 17021 not be passed in its present form, but
ttat bearings he scheduled in the Senate;

And I urge fUrther that the proposed legislation be redrawn to
pleas oontrol of the A.F.I. in the American film community as a whole;

That a study be ads by a competent independent agency of the diverse
functions of the A.F.I. to determine under what auspices these functions
might best be performed.

Sincerely yours,

-ALA_
Howard Wise, President, Electronic arts

Intermit
Copies to Committee members
and Staff
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Senator Jacob Javits
326 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

re: HR 17021

Dear Senator Javits,

As on independent film - maker, os well as a practicing Architect and constituent, 1
would like to urge you to oppose HR 17021 which should soon come before tSe
Special Sub-committee on Arts and Humanities. While I heartily endorse five of
the intentions (1 - 5) J; me proposed legislation, 1 cannot agree that these con be
best furthered by the silth, the creation of the American Film Institute in the manner
described in Title II.

The main objections to the Institute are the continuation by legislation of a condition
which has not generally been supportive of independent film. It is hard to imagine
how the Board of Trustees as constituted in the Act, could change an institution
already overly committed to the deification of Hollywood at the expense of the
tremendous diversity and vitality of the history, present and future of American film
and rltlso art.

(
ere I y ,

Michoel Wurrnfeld, Architect

MW/nc

cc: Senator Claiborne Pell, Chairman
Senotor Gaylord Nelson
Senotor Wolter Mondale
Senator P.:1...crt Taft, Jr.
Senator Thomas F. EogItton

dor.Mr . Stephen J. Wexler
Mr. Roy H. Mil lenson

December 3, 1974


